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PREFACE
TO THE RUSSIAN EDITION

This book originated from our experience in teaching electrody
nnmics as part of a series of lectures in theoretical physics. The
lectures were read at the Leningrad State University for all students
of the physics faculty, both future theoreticians and experimenters.
'rho subject matter follows from what the students learned about
nloctricity and magnetism in the general physics course, On the
other hand, an electrodynamics course must serve as the basis for
ninny special disciplines, such as plasma physics, propagation of
I'nd iowaves, electromagnetic methods in geophysics, the accelerator
theory, and others. These factors have determined the content of
this book and the manner of presentation.

With the current high level of instruction in the general physics
course the students starting their study of electrodynamics have a
considerahle knowledge of the facts that are generalized in the
Maxwell equations. This has made it possible for us to proceed from
tho equations and set the objective of showing how different problems
in electrodynamics follow from the equations when the properties
of the material media are taken into account. The approach via the
Maxwell equations enables the reader to come closer to formulat
ing in the most direct and modern way quite a number of problems
currently under intensive discussion in scientific literature. Of
these, this book considers some aspects of magnetohydrodynamics,
the motion of charged particles in a nonuniform electromagnetic
liold, "and the basis for. the phenomenological equations of supercon
ductivity. We have also included the concept of spatial dispersion
nnd stated the basic ideas of nonlinear optics. Understandably, the
presentation of these topics cannot claim to be complete.

In accordance with the purpose of this book, we assume that the
mathematical grounding corresponds to that of a student who has
completed his second year in the physics faculty of a university.
This should be sufficient to understand all of the material of the
book. The Appendices contain the basic facts about vector and ten
sor analyses, which are used throughout the book, and also some
properties of the Dirac delta function.
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Particular attention is paid to the application of the special
theory of relativity, In Chapter 2 we briefly consider the fundamen
tals of special relativity, while in other sections of the book we apply
this theory to specific problems. Notably, the relativistic theory of
radiation by a point charge is treated in great detail. The reader
more interested in nonrelativistic aspects of electrodynamics can
skip these sections, which are marked with asterisks.

We have found it impossible to incorporate topics that need
the quantum theory and/or statistical physics for their interpreta
tion. Consequently, we de not discuss the electrodynamics of ma
terial media from the viewpoint of their microscopic structure. But
the thermod ynamical aspect of the interaction of electromagnetic
fields with media is brought in wherever possible.

To keep the size of the book within limits we have found it ne
cessary to exclude the specific problems of mathematical physics
that originate in electrodynamics. For the same reason the book
contains no exercises. The reader can find appropriate problems
on classical electrodynamics in the well-known book by V. V. Ba
tygin and I. N. Toptygin: Problems in Electrodynamics (2nd edition,
Academic Press, New York, 1978). We should also like to note that
the presentation is concise and hence the material requires attentive
reading. The reader is advised to do all the intermediate calculations
himself.

The overall number of topics discussed here is rather limited,
since the book corresponds to the course taught at the Leningrad
State University. It is our hope, however, that the material covered
will show how diversified the field of electrodynamics is and how
the different branches are connected with the common source, the
Maxwell equations.

We express our gratitude to our science editor Prof. S. V. Izmailov
and to the reviewers Profs. V. I. Grigor'ev and V. G. Solov'ev.
Their many critical remarks and helpful suggestions greatly im

< proved' our manuscript.
In style and subject matter this book reflects the pedagogical

principles of our teacher, Academician Vladimir A. Fock, to whom
it is dedicated.

Yu. V. Noooshilou and Yu. A. Yappa



PREFACE
TO THE ENGLISH EDITION

In preparing the original Russian edition for translation the text
JuaN been carefully checked and the necessary corrections have been
nuule. We hope that this book will help those studying electrody
uumics to go on from the general physics course of electricity and
mngnctism to the special literature on the subject and to more ad
vunccd textbooks, such as the acclaimed Classical Electrodynamics
hy J. D. Jackson, Classical Electricity and Magnetism by W.K.H. Pa
uufsky and M. Phillips, and The Classical Theory of Fields and Electro
tllluamics of Continuous Media by L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz.
Mnny ideas from these books have been used in our exposition.

A note about units. In Chapter 1 the electrodynamic equations
Il.'O written in a form that ensures an easy transition from Heaviside
Lorentz units to SI units and back. Next, in dealing with the elec
trodynamics of isotropic, homogeneous media we use Heaviside
Lorentz units (Chapters 2 to 6). In the remaining chapters we keep
t.o SI units except for some special cases.

This book may, and should, prompt critical remarks concerning
both the subject matter and the manner of presentation. Comments
or this kind will be appreciated.

Yu. V. Novozhilov and Yu. A. Yappa



10 NOTATION
Indices. In Chapters 1-6 Latin-letter indices i, j, ... assume values 0, 1, 2,

3, and Greek-letter indices a, p, ... assume values 1, 2, 3. In Chapters 7-9
Latin-letter indices assume values 1, 2, 3. In § 33 Greek-letter indices
enumerate linear contours. In § 34 Latin-letter indices enumerate generalized
forces and generalized currents.
Latin letters

A vector potential; Ai' -coefficients of linear transformations.
a 3-dimensional acceleration; aiJ-strain tensor (§ 32), Onsager

coefficients (§ 34).
B magnetic induction.
~ ~

b == dw/d'T:.
C capacitance of a capacitor, eikonal (§ 21).

C velocity of light in vacuo; CUt-capacitance coefficients (§ 30);
cijkl-elasticity moduli (§ 32).

D electric induction.
di,kl piezoelectric coefficients (§ 32).
E electric field strength; ~ -energy of a pointlike mass (§ 6),

total radiated energy (§ 16).
~

e electron charge; ei-basis vectors in linear space; ei-basis
vectors in Minkowski space.

F mechanical force; Frad-force of radiative reaction; Fext-....
external force applied to a charge; F, FI-4-dimensional I

Minkowski force; Fik-stress tensor of electromagnetic field;
F -free energy density (§§ 22, 31); F-thermodynamic po
tential (§ 31); IF-total free energy.

. f bulk density of force; jilt-induction tensor of electromagnetic
field (§ 7).

G Green's function (§ 11); ~-Gibbs' potential (§ 32).
g momentum density of electromagnetic field; giJ-metric ten-

sor. I

H magnetic -field strength; $£-Hamiltonian (§§ 8, 28).
h Planck constant (§ 22); h == da/dt (§ 23).
I total current (§ 12); II, I 2- invariants of electromagnetic

field (§ 7); I (00) - energy of radiation with frequency 00.
j surface current density.
1, generalized currents (§ 34).
j current density; jext-density of current produced by external

electromotive forces; in' i,-ordinary and superconducting
currents (§ 37).

K inertial reference frame, radiance (§ 22), kinetic energy,
-+- •

eJC, eJCl-4-dimensional Newtonian force.
k wave number, Boltzmann constant; k-complex wave number;

-+
k,k-wave vector.

L self-inductance of a coil; La.p-induction coefficients; :£
Lagrangian.
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M rnagnetization; Mo-residual magnetization; Mill-total 4
dimensional angular momentum.

In magnetic moment; m-angular momentum density (§ 3);
;;Ikmj-density of 4-dimensional angular momentum (§ 10);
Ino-rest mass of a particle.

N rnechanical moment of forces; N -Nernst coefficient (§ 34),
11umber of particles (§ 39).

11 unit vector of outward normal; n-refractive index (§§ 19, 39);
~-complex refractive index (§ 39).

I) electric polarization; P, pi-energy-momentum vector; P)..
canonical momentum of field oscillator (§ 22).

p mechanical momentum density, momentum of a pointlike
mass, electric dipole moment (§ 11r; p-pressure (§ 22);
Pm-magnetic pressure (§ 35); p'A.-canonical momentum of
field oscillator (§ 22).

Q quantity of heat; Qa, ~-quadrupole moment (§§ 11, 16);
Qa,-canonical coordinate of field oscillator (§ 22).

q electric charge; q-heat flux density (§ 34); q'A.-canonical
coordinate of field oscillator (§ 22).

H active resistance of linear contour (§ 33); R-radius vector,
R == r - r'.

r radius vector, r' -radius vector of a source; rL-Larmor ra
dius; rik-tensor of resistance of anisotropic medium (§ 34).

S Poynting vector; S -entropy density; c!f -action in-
tegral (§ 9), total entropy (§ 22).

s propagation vector (§ 39); Sik-potential coefficients (§ 30);
Sijk ,-elasticity coefficients (§ 32).

T temperature, time; Tik-4-dimensional energy-momentum
tensor of electromagnetic field; T a,v-total stress tensor.

t time, t' -source time.
U potential energy (§ 28); internal energy density (§§ 22, 31).

u 3-dimensional velocity; ;, ui - 4-dimensional velocity.
V 3-dimensional volume; electromotive force in a circuit

(§ 33).
v 3-dimensional, velocity; voo-velocity of electric drift in

a medium with infinite electric conductivity (§ 35); vsu

velocity of superconducting electrons (§ 37); vgr-group
velocity (§ 39).

CJr radiative energy.
-+

w total energy density; wy-spectral energy density; w, wi -
4-dimensional velocity.

X t generalized forces (§ 34).
-.
x, xi 4-dimensional radius vector in Minkowski space.

Remark. § 15 and Appendix D operate with auxiliary sym-
-+

018 p, W, B, V, defined differently.
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Greek letters

Notation

a dimensional coefficient in the Maxwell equations.
~ == vic, Ii == vic.
l' == (1 - ~2)-1/2•.

r natural width of spectral line; f -total width of spectral line.
8~ Kronecker delta; 6 (x - s)-delta function.

B dielectric permittivity of a medium, infinitesimal parameter
(§ 27); co-electric constant; 8' -relative dielectric permitt
ivity (§ 29); e-polarization vector of a plane wave; ea ~ ,,

unit pseudoscalar (Levi-Civita symbol).
~ chemical potential (§ 31); azimuthal angle.

11 differential thermo-e.m.f. (§ 34).
{} polar angle in spherical system of coordinates.
x mass density (§§ 35 and 40); x == dTldt' (§ 14); xo-inva

riant density of rest mass (§ 8).
Iv surface charge density, wavelength; AL-London penetra

tion depth (§ 37).
fl magnetic permeability of a medium; fl' -relative magnetic

permeability (§ 29); flo-magnetic constant; It-magnetic
moment due to orbital motion (§ 26).

v frequency; 'V-norm,al to interface between two media (§ 18).
n Hertz vector (§§ 2, 38); II-Peltier coefficient (§ 34).

1t, nk 4-momentum of charge.
p bulk density of charge, 4-dimensional distance between ob

server and source (§ 15); po-invariant charge density.
o 2-dimensional surface, electric conductivity, Stefan-Boltz

mann constant (22.13), scattering cross section (§ 25); 0abs

absorption cross section (§ 25); okmJ-spin tensor of electro
magnetic field (§ 10).

~ 3-dimensional hypersurface; ~~ -cross-sectional area of
a contour (§ 33).

ft' proper time, relaxation time (§ 35); 't'-Thompson coefficient
(§ 34); 't'iJ-stress tensor of anisotropic medium (§ 32); '(
double layer density (§ 36).

-.
<1> magnetic flux; <1>, <1>1t-4-dimensional potential.

q:> scalar potential; cp-surface force density.
Xel electric susceptibility; Xm -magnetic susceptibility.

'tP magnetic scalar potential, function defining gauge trans
formation (§ 2), any of the Cartesian components of a vector
(§ 20).

Q 4-dimensional volume in Minkowski space; dQ-element of
solid angle (identical to dCJ) in § 15 and Appendix D).

co cyclic frequency; CJ)L-Larmor frequency (§ 26).
CJ)il coefficients of the infinitesimal Lorentz transformation.



CHAPTER 1

THE BASICS OF .
MAXWELL'S ELECTRODYNAMICS

§ 1. The Maxwell equations.
Eledromagnetic units

\

f. I, The experimental and theoretical study of physical phenomena
lnd to the idea of the electromagnetic field as a physical reality
(object), something with definite properties. It is created by sources
olectric charges, currents, permanent magnets-and is the cause of
tho interaction of sources. The field created by a source can be mea
Murad by the effect it produces on other sources. To define a field
quantitatively, it is necessary to measure the force with which the
Hold acts on specific sources, called test sources. A test source is a
source whose dimensions are negligibly small and whose field is
NO weak that it does not affect the results of the measurement. Hence
" field can be measured at any point in space. Moreover, a field
can, generally speaking, be time dependent. The force measured at
t.irne t with the help of a test source that is placed at a point with
rndius vector r will be denoted F (r, t).

The properties of an electromagnetic field manifest themselves
ill "pure form" when the action of its sources is studied in vacuo.
A material medium consists of the simplest (but not in the sense of
their internal structurel) entities-atoms, electrons, molecules. These
ontities always possess definite electromagnetic properties. The
properties of these entities together with their arrangement in space
in relation to each other, and the state of their motion with respect
to each other produce a specific reaction of the medium to the "exter
nal" electromagnetic field.

From the macroscopic viewpoint, the discreteness of matter can
usually be ignored and matter can be described as a continuous dis
tribution of field sources. The distribution may change if there is
nn electromagnetic field created by outside sources and/or if the
thermodynamic properties of the medium change. The electromagnet
ic properties of material media vary greatly, but all are described,
ns the reader will soon see, by only two macroscopic quantities:
electric polarization and magnetization.

The fundamental laws of the electromagnetic field with due re
gard for the macroscopic properties of material media are formulated
mathematically in the Maxwell equations, which will be studied in
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this section. This very general formalism must, if possible, be in
dependent of any specific assumptions about the microscopic struc
ture of the media. I t stands to reason that one of the main tasks of
a physical theory is to explain observed facts from the microscopic
viewpoint. More than that, it is the microscopic theory that often
makes it possible to predict new physical phenomena and ways to
observe them. However, the phenomenological method of descrip
tion, our II choice for this book, has its advantages. I t uses none but
those characteristics of phenomena that can be measured, at least
in principle, by macroscopic instruments. Any microscopic theory,
for its part, must inevitably lead to definite conclusions about the
phenomenological characteristics and foretell and explain their
behavior. This is true not only of the classical electron theory but
of the present-day quantum theory of matter. To quote Niels Bohr,

... the unambiguous interpretation of any measurement must
be essentially framed in terms of the classical physics theories,
and we may say that in this sense the language of Newton and
Maxwell will remain the language of physicists for all time.!

Any mathematical reflection of the laws of nature, including the
Maxwell equations, must be invariant with respect to certain groups
of transformations of the physical quantities interconnected by this
reflection. Above all, the principle of relativity must hold, that is,
with fixed initial and boundary conditions the Maxwell equations
must bring the same results in any inertial reference frame. The
very concept of the electromagnetic field as a physical object, which
does not depend on the choice of the inertial reference frame, may
be defined only when the relativity principle is explicitly taken into
account. In each given inertial frame the electromagnetic field "splits"
into two fields, quite distinct in their properties, an electric and a
magnetic. It is 'these fields that are measured. We will leave the
study of the relativity principle and its corollaries for Chapter 2
and confine ourselves here to examining the Maxwell equations in
an arbitrary inertial frame. In an inertial reference frame the equa
tions must be independent of the orientation of the spatial axes.
We will see that the Maxwell equations are indeed relations between
three-dimensional vectors (3-vectors), so that the invariance with
respect to the rotations of the spatial axes in three-dimensional space
does hold. 2

Thus, in what follows we will establish the main laws governing
electric and magnetic fields in an inertial reference frame, which we

1 N. Bohr: "Maxwell and modern theoretical physics", Nature; 128 (1931),
p. 692.

2 A brief outline of the elements of vector analysis is given in Appendices
A and B.
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choose arbitrarily but which, after the choice is made, remains fixed.
(An inertial reference frame is one of a class of frames which move
with respect to each other with constant velocities.) But first we
must agree on the units of measurement and on the dimensions of
the quantities used in electrodynamics. This problem will also be
considered.

1.2. We assume first that the field under study is static. By defini
tion, in such a field the force created by a given distribution of sources
and acting on the test source is time independent, that is, it can
be represented by a function F,(r) of the three-dimensional radius
vector r, (The vector gives the position of the pointlike test source
in space.) Static electric and magnetic fields are generated by sources
with different physical properties and have different structures.
To determine them it is important to consider the case when these
sources are themselves pointlike. Here also the fields may have
different symmetry, which means that the functions F (r) may differ,
but at least the 'electric field on the one hand and the magnetic on
the other are created by sources that ensure the simplest possible
configurations of the fields. For the electric field this source is the
point charge. In vacuo the field is spherically symmetric.

Experiment shows that if various pointlike charges are placed
at some point in space near an arbitrary pointlike source (of an elec
tric field), then to each of these charges there can be assigned a num
ber q such that for any two such charges the following relationship
holds: F:]) : F:i)·= ql : q" (ex = 1, 2, 3). It so happens that the
number q (called quantity of charge, or simply charge) characterizes
the physical properties of the point charge under consideration:
it does not depend either on the properties of the source that pro
duces the field acting on the charge or on the point in space where
the charge is situated. For different point charges this "label" can take
on positive or negative values.

Such a definition of the quantity of charge says nothing about the
dimensions it must have. It is obvious, however, that any charge can
be chosen as the unit charge. The force that a given source of an
electric field exerts on a unit point charge is called the electric field
strength E (r):

F (r) = qE (r) (1.1)

The results of experimental studies of the properties of static
electric fields generated by a variaty of sources can be expressed by
equations involving vector E (r). We will now turn to these equa
tions.

First, let s be an arbitrary closed circuit. Then

~E.ds=O (1.2)
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In other words, when a point charge is moved along an open circuit
in a static electric field, the work spent on, or produced by, transfer
ring the charge does not depend on the form of the circuit but only
on its initial and final points. Equation (B.25) makes it possible to
find a differential tequation for the vector function E (r):

curl E = 0 (1.3)

(E (r) must satisfy this equation at any point in space). Equations
(1.2) and (1.3) hold for a static field both when the charges are in
vacuo and when material media are present.

If the source of the electric field is not pointlike, the field can,
in general, be represented as produced by a continuous distribution
of charges with a density p (r). 3 The total electric charge q of the
source inside volume V is then given by the equation

q= Jp (r) dV (1.4)
v

The field E created by a charge q in vacuo satisfies

eo~E.nda=q (1.5)
, /

irrespective of how this charge is distributed in a volume V. (Here (J

is any closed two-dimensional surface bounding V, and n is the unit
outward normal at the area element do.) The factor 80 is introduced
so as to account for the different dimensions and units of measure
ments of electric quantities.

The definition (1.1) for the electric field strength shows that the
product of the dimensions of q and E must be equal to the dimensions
of force F. If we multiply both sides of (1.5) by a quantity q' with the
dimensions of charge, we get a condition which the dimensions of
charge must .satisfy (the brackets denote the dimensions of the
quantity inside them):

(1.6)

Later in our exposition the reader will see that the choice of dimen
sions for eo, called the electric constant (also the permittivity of empty
space), may be different, and so may be the dimensions of charge,
[ql. In certain experiments (for instance, involving electrolysis),
the basic unit (standard) of electric charge may be established, at
least in principle, independently of the measurement of the field
strength by mechanical means. The dimensions of 80 can then be
determined via (1.6), and' its numerical value will depend on the
choice of the basic units of mechanical quantities and electric charge.

S In what follows we will also consider charge distributions over two-di
mensional surfaces with a surface density).,; we will not dwell on this possi
bility here, since it does not alter our reasoning to any extent.
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In the particular case where the charge, q, is pointlike, we choose
a surface a in the form of a sphere with radius rand with its centre
at the point where the charge is. The symmetry of the problem shows
that at all points on the sphere E must be directed along the radius,
that is E = En, and that everywhere on the sphere E is the same.
From (1.5) we immediately get

(1.7)

which is the Coulomb law.
Now, in the general case we can contract a to any point inside V

and, using (B.22), arrive at 80 div E = limv-+o V-l Jvp (r) dV.

That is, for a wide class of functions p (r),

Eo div E = p (r) (1.8)

Hence, instead of the integral relations (1.2) and (1.5) we may con
sider the system of differential equations (1.3) and (1.8).

The reader must bear in mind that, if there is a distribution of
electric charges with density p (r), then, since charges are of two
types (positive and negative), the condition q=O does not inevita
bly lead to E = O. This property of the electric field makes it quite
different from Newton's gravitational field. In the latter both laws
(1.2) and (1.5) hold, but q = 0 always yields E = O.

The electric field equations are linear, hence the superposition
principle can be applied. In relation to our problem this principle
states that any linear combination (with constant coefficients) of
solutions of (1.3) and (1.8) is also a solution. Later the reader will see
that the Maxwell equations in the general form likewise possess this
property for a broad class of material media.

1.3. Let us now turn to the case where there is a material medium
surrounding the electric charge (see (1.5)). The medium may fill
a definite volume or all of space. We assume that the charge inside
8 closed surface a is the same as in vacuo, so that the right-hand side
of (1.5) remains the same. Experience shows that the field E (r)
created by a charge in a medium differs from the field Eo (r) of the
same charge in vacuo. Hence, for E (r), (1.5) does not hold.'
If we want the field Eo (r) to remain unchanged in the presence of
the medium, we must take a charge of another magnitude. To describe
these experimental facts mathematically, we introduce a vector
field D (r) called the electric induction (also electric displacement).
This field is chosen in such a way that its flux through a closed sur-

& In our case the charge density can change inside the volume V, provided

that Jvi> (r} dV= JvPo (r) dV. where Po is the charge density in vacuo, and

p in the medium.
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face is equal to the magnitude of the electric charge inside the sur
face:

~ D.nda=q
(J

(1.9)

(the notations are the same as in (1.5». The differential equation
for D (r) is similar to (1.8):

div D = P (1.10)

To characterize the properties of the medium, we introduce a new
vector, the electric polarization P:

D = 8 0 E + P (1.11)

In vacuo, P = O. As we have mentioned before, Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3)
remain valid in the presence of a medium.

Thus, the static electric field is determined in the general case by
the system of equations (1.2) and (1.9) (or in differential form by
(1.3) and (1.10».

The electric charge has a fundamental property firmly established
by numerous experiments: the change in the quantity of charge in
side a region of volume V bounded by the surface a is always equal
to the flux of charge through this surface. This is known as the law
of charge conservation. If we denote by i (r, t) the electric current
density, that is, the quantity of the charge flowing at point r in the
direction of i across a unit surface perpendicular to i per unit time,
then charge conservation is written

~~ =:, Jper, t) dV= -fj(r, t).nda (1.12)

In particular, when the surface a is fixed, we can write (d/dt) Jv dV =

='Jv (8p/8t)dV. Just as we did in deriving (1.8) and (1.1O),we
can find the law of charge conservation in differential form:

:~ +divj=O (1.13)

An important case from the physical viewpoint is when an electric
current j passes through an electrically neutral medium. Let us
consider an enclosure of volume V in the form of a closed tube (a
"doughnut"). Suppose the tube is filled with an electric charge of one
sign whose distribution is fixed in the inertial reference frame of the
tube. Through this distribution another distribution of charge of
opposite sign flows parallel to the tube's axis in such a way that
the total charge inside any section of the tube does not change with
time (often this total charge is taken to be zero). Then (1.12) yields
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) a,i·01 da1 = ) ali· 02 da 2 for any two cross sections a1 and a 2 of

the tube (here the positive direction of one of the unit normals, III

or D2' is changed to the opposite). The current density j can, in prin
ciple, depend also on time if the time rate of flow of charge changes
in all the cross sections according to one law. But if i does not de
pend on time, the current is called constant. The generalization for
the case of an alternating current can also be carried out. In this
case the quantity of charge along any section of the tube varies, and
we must use (1.12) for each section (and not for the tube as a whole).

The integral J = l ai · n de is called the intensity of (electric) current

through surface o,
1.4. Electric currents, that is, moving electric charges, interact

via the magnetic field that each of them creates. If, as in the case
we have just examined, the current density is independent of time,
such a current is a source of a static magnetic field. Apart from elec
tric currents, ferromagnetic media (permanent magnets) can generate
magnetic fields. The fact that fields created by currents and those
created by magnets have identical properties was proved by studying
the interaction of currents and magnets.s

What makes the magnetic field different from the electric field
is that there are no pointlike sources for which the corresponding
magnetic fields are spherically symmetric. The simplest source of
the magnetic field is called a magnetic moment. To describe it we
must imagine a vector m at the point in space where the source Is."
For instance, the behavior of an infinitely small current-carrying
loop can be described by a vector m whose length depends on the
current I in the loop and whose direction is along the normal to the
loop's plane and connected with the direction of I via the right
hand screw rule. Vector m is called the magnetic moment of a closed
current.

How does a magnetic field act on such a test source? The loop
experiences a mechanical torque N whose magnitude depends on the
magnetic moment of the test source and the magnetic field. The
intensity of the magnetic field, B, is defined by the equation

N=mXB (1.14)

We still do not know how to determine m and B; we do not even know
their dimensions. What we do know is that the product of dimensions
[m] and [B] must have the dimensions of torque (or, which is the
same, the dimensions of work). For historical reasons the magnetic

6 We have in mind, first of all, the classical experiments of Oersted and
Ampere carried out in 1819-20. .

6 To be more exact, m and the vector B that we will soon introduce are
pseudovectors. For the discussion of this aspect see Section 2.
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field B is usually called the magnetic induction rather than the magnet
ic field strength.

The properties of B can be described by equations that express
the main properties of the magnetic field. We will write the first
of these equations for the case where the magnetic field sources are
in vacuo. If s is any closed circuit and (J is an arbitrary two-dimension
al surface bounded by this circuit, the first main equation of magneto
statics states that

~ ~ B· ds = Jj n do
.~ (J

(1.15)

that is, the circulation of B along s is numerically equal to the total
current flowing through surface o (or, in other words, the total
current inside circuit s). The factor a/f.1o is a dimensional constant
and appears because the dimensions of the right-hand side of (1.15)
are definite if we specify the dimensions of charge, but the dimen
sions of B still remain unknown. Laterwe will see why it is convenient
to write the dimensional constant as a ratio of two quantities (""'0
is called the magnetic constant, or permeability of empty space).

The second main equation of magnetostatics expresses in mathe
matical form our previous statement that there are no pointlike
sources of magnetic field in nature. In other words, there are no
pointlike magnetic charges and the magnetic field cannot be spheric
ally symmetric. For the same reason there are no magnetic fields
that can be created by a distribution of magnetic charges whose to
tal charge is nonzero. This is why, instead of (1.5), for the magnetic
field we have

~ B.ndo=O
C1

(1.16)

where (J is an arbitrary closed surface.
If a given distribution of currents is not in vacuo but in a material

medium, the created field B ceases to satisfy (1.15). However, we can
define a new vector, the magnetic field strength (or simply the magnetic
field) I

1
H=-B-M (1.17)

""'0
where M is the magnetization of the medium (equal to zero in vacuo).
We introduce this new vector quantity so that the equation

a~ H·ds= Jjn do (1.18)
, (J

holds in a medium as well as in vacuo. As for (1.16), it remains valid
for a medium. From the above we see, for one, that the magnetic
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constant ""0 relates the different (in principle) dimensions of Band
H· just as £0 relates the dimensions of D and E. .

Applying (B.22) to (1.16) and Stokes' theorem (B.26) to (1.18),
we easily find the two main equations of electrostatics in differential
form:

divB=O (1.19)

acurlH=j (1.20)

1.5. We now turn to the general case of fields that act in media
and are time dependent.

First, let us see under what condition the relationship (1.10) be
tween the electric induction D and the charge density p, derived
initially for the static case, will also be true when D and p depend
on time. If we assume that this is so and take the time derivative
of (1.10), we arrive at a relation between the different derivatives:
div (aD/at) = ap/at. If we also take into account charge conserva
tion (1.13), the last equation can be written div (i+ aD/at) = o.
As (B.13) shows, this is true if there is a vector field H (r, t) such
that

acurlH=i+ 88~ (1.21)

Now, if we assume that (1.21) is true and repeat the above reasoning
in reverse order, we get (a/at) (div D - p) = o. Hence, if (1.10) is
true for some moment of time, according to (1.21) it is valid for all
other moments. Equation (1.21) is a generalization of (1.20) to the
case where the fields are time dependent. The term aD/at, first in
troduced by Maxwell, is called the density of the displacement current
(Maxwell called it the displacement current).

It remains to us to formulate the last main equation of the electro
magnetic field theory. Let us consider a circuit s bounded by an ar-

bitrary open surface o, The line integral ~ E.·ds is called the electro

motive force around circuit s. The magnetic flux through a surface

o is defined in the following manner: <I> = I aB. n do (this explains'
why B is sometimes called the magnetic flux density). Faraday ob
served that the induced electromotive force around the circuit s is pro
portional to the time rate of change of the magnetic flux through the
surface o. Hence the law of electromagnetic induction is summed up
in the mathematical expression

~~ E·ds= - :t )s, do (t.22)
• a

The time. derivative in the right-hand side is determined both by
the time dependence of B (r, t) and by the possible time dependence
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of the limits of integration. The latter may occur if the shape of the
circuit s is a function of time or if s moves in relation to the sources of
the magnetic field. The factor ~ depends.tas above, on the choice of
units for the electric and magnetic fields (in the left- and right-hand
sides) and ensures the equality of the dimensions on both sides; it
is the last arbitrary constant we introduce here, From (1.5) we see
that the dimensions of the integral in the left-hand side of (1.22)
are [80]-1 [q] [L]-1 [~l. On the other hand, from (1.12) and (1.15)
it follows that the dimensions of the right-hand side are
[,...,o/a] [q] [L] [T]-2. These two dimensions will be the same if
[J1oeo/a~] = [L/T]-2.7 '

If the time dependence in the right-hand side of (1.22) is completely

due to the change in the integrand, then (d/dt) ~ B· n do =

= r(aB/at). n do, In perfect analogy to the way we derived (1.20),

we arrive at the law of electromagnetic induction in differential
form:

~ curl E + aD/at = 0 (1.23)

By taking the divergence of both sides of (1.23), we get (a/at) div B =
= O. It follows that if (1.19) is true for a specified moment of time,
it is true for all other moments.

Now we consider (1.8), (1.19), (1.21) and (1.23) in vacuo. (In this
case we must set B = floH and D = 8 0 E .) We will also assume that
the sources of the field are outside the region where the field is being
studied (so we can set p = 0 and j = 0). By taking the curl of both
sides of (1.21) and using (B.21), (1.19) and (1.23), we get a partial
differential equation of the second order for H, which in Cartesian coor
dinates is

( V2 - f.10BO~) H=O (1.24)
a~ ot2

In the same way, with the help of (1.8) and (1.21) we can conclude
from (1.23) that E too satisfies an equation of type (1.24) with the
very same factor of the time derivative.

From the physical viewpoint this conclusion is of major importance.
It shows that both fields, Hand E, can propagate in vacuo with a
velocity c = (a~/eoflo)I/2, since this is the meaning of the factor of
the time derivative in the wave equation (1.24). We have already
established that the dimensions of the right-hand side in the expres
sion for c must be those of velocity. This result connects all the di-

'1 We note that the dimensions of electric and magnetic field quantities
are considered as yet independent. For one, the dimensions of magnetic moment
do not depend on those of electric charge. Equations (1.1), (1.14) and (1.22)
yield the following result: [p] = ([q]/[m» L 2I T.
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mensional constants introduced in the Maxwell equations with a
quantity that can be actually measured. This fact can serve as a
basis for classifying the different systems of units used in measuring
electromagnetic quantities.

1.6. All customary systems of units may be obtained if we put
a = ~.' so that

)
1/ 2C= ex/(80f.10 (1.25)

In turn, ex is given this or that value. We must bear in mind the
following two main cases:

(1) ex = c. Then the electric and magnetic constants are related
thus: (80f.10)1/2 = 1. The system of units will be fully defined if we
assume that both 80 and f.10 are dimensionless and that 80 = f.10 = 1.
Such a system is called the Gaussian system. It follows from definitions
(1.11) and (1.17) that in this system the dimensions of all four field
quantities, E, D, Band H, are viewed as identical. The dimensions
of charge prove to be derived from the dimensions of the different
mechanical quantities (see (1.6». .

(2) ex is dimensionless and of unit size. In this case 80f.10 = 1lc2
•

Here three ways of introducing systems of units are widely used.
First, we can assume 80 to be dimensionless and of unit size. Then

J.Lo = 1/c2• The corresponding system is called the electrostatic system
of units (esu).

Second, we can assume, in contrast, f.1o to be dimensionless and
of unit size. Then 80 = 1/c2 • The system is called the electromagnetic
system of units (emu).

Finally, as mentioned before (p. 16), at the very start we can re
frain from relating the dimensions of electric charge to those of
mechanical quantities and assume that the unit of charge is estab
lished via independent measurements. For example, to electrolyze one
gram-equivalent mass of a substance it is necessary to pass a certain
amount of electricity through the electrolyte. This amount can be
used to introduce a unit of charge and is taken to be 96 485 C (cou
lomb). However, since it is inconvenienttoreproduce such a stand
ard, the unit of current intensity, the ampere (A), is taken as a basic
unit, and 1C = 1 A xis. In addition to the second (s), there are
two other basic mechanical units in this system: the meter (m) and the
kilogram (kg), the last being the unit of mass. These four basic
units are part of the International System of Units (abbreviated SI
from the French "Le Systeme International dUnites") approved at
the Eleventh General Conference on Weights and Measures (1960).
In Section 29 we will see that eoand ....0 can have assigned to them
definite numerical values.

From the practical viewpoint, the SI system is undoubtedly the
most convenient. But in many problems of physics, particularly
those that deal with the interaction of sources in vacuo, the Max-
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(M.4)

(M.t)

(M.2)

(M.3)

(M'.i)

(M' .2)

(M'.3)

well equations appear most natural when they are written in the
Gaussian system. Note also that everywhere so-called rationalized
units have been used." The unrationalized units differ only in the
normalization of the field quantities, for which charge density p
in (1.10), current density j in (1.20), electric polarization P in (1.11),
and magnetization M in (1.17) must each have a factor 4n.

1.7. Thus the Maxwell equations can be presented in the follow
ing form:

divD=p
div Bse O

curl E= _-.!..~
ex. iJt

curl H = ~ (j + ~~ )
Whether a = 1 or a = c and Jlo = eo = 1 depends on whether
we use the SI or the Gaussian system.

The integral counterparts of equations (M.1)-(M.4) are

~D.ndo=q

~B.ndo=O

~ E.ds= _..!...!!- rB.nda'J' a, dt J

~ H· ds = ~ J(j+ ~~ )·n do (M' .4)

We can arrive at (M' .4) by integrating both sides of (M.4) over an
arbitrary open surface a bounded by a circuit s and then using
Stokes's theorem (B.26).

It is the system of the Maxwell equations (M) or (M') that must
now be considered the complete starting formulation of the laws of
the electromagnetic field. For example, charge conservation in the
form of the continuity equation (1.13)can be found from the sys
tem (M) if we find the time derivative of (M.i) and use (M.4). From
the physical viewpoint it is more natural, however, to consider charge
conservation independent of system (M) and then, as we have
already done, use this law to prove that (M.1) does not change with
the passage of time. In this case the basic equations are (M.3), (M.4),
the continuity equation (1.13), and the equations (M.1) and (M.2)
taken at a definite moment of time (the initial moment).

We can also write (M.i) and (M.4) in a somewhat different form
if we use the definitions of electric polarization (1.11) and magneti-

8 The rationalized Gaussian system of units is also known as the Heaviside
Lorentz system.
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zation (1.17):

div E = _1 (p- div P)
£0

I B ....080 8E ""0 (. + 8P ) + I Mcur -----=- J - f.1o cur
c£ at c£ at

(M.1')

(M.4')

(1.26)

where

For given sources p and j the system comprising (M.t'), (M.2),
(M.3), (M.4') determines the unknown functions E (r, t) and B (r, t)
only when vectors P and M, which characterize the medium, are
known. These characteristics, in turn, are determined by the fields
created by the sources in the medium and also by the physical prop
erties of the medium. For this reason it is only in vacuo, where
P = 0 and M = 0, that the abovementioned system of equations
defines the electromagnetic field in terms of the properties of the
sources. In the general case, the system is an incomplete set of re
lationships between the different physical quantities.

In principle, if we want to solve the Maxwell equations, we must
know the functional relationships of the type P = .p (E) and
M = M (B) or, which is the same, D = D (E) and H = H (B).
For each medium these relationships can be found only by studying
the specific electromagnetic properties of the medium. Such studies
make it possible to divide the media into broad classes. Let us con
sider some of the simplest cases; we will deal with generalizations
in Section 4.

The first is the class of isotropic media, for which

P = eoXeE, M = XmH

where Xe is the dielectric susceptibility and Xm is the magnetic sus
ceptibility. We can rewrite (1.26) as

D = eE, B = J.LH (1.27)

8 = eo (1 + Xe), J1 '= ~o (1 + Xm) (1.28)

Factor 8 is called the permittivity and factor f.1 the permeability of
a medium. They can be functions of spatial coordinates and t.ime.

Let us substitute (1.27) into (M) and assume that e and f.1 are con
stant and p and j vanish. Then, in a manner similar to the way in
which .we derived (1.24), we get an equation which states that, if
we apply the operator V2 - (e,...,Ia,2) (f)2/ fJt 2) to E or H, we get zero.
The factor of the time derivative must be assumed to be the reci
procal of the square of the electromagnetic field velocity of propaga
tion. A medium in which e and f.L are constant is called homogeneous.
Equation (1.25) yields

(
EJl ) 1/2 c
-- =-
8ofJ.o v

(1.28')
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Often to characterize a medium. (not necessarily homogeneous)
the relative permittivity e' = e/eo and the relative permeability
f.L' = J-t/J..Lo are used.

For anisotropic media we have the more general linear relationships

Dcz=eczfJEfJ, Bcz=JlczpHIJ (1.29)

where eczp = eo (6a P + X(e)al3) and flal3 = ""'0 (~alJ + X(m)al3) are
tensors of rank 2 with respect to three-dimensional spatial rotations.t
The reader must bear in mind that relationships of type (1.27) and
(1.29) are valid only in a definite range of values for E and B. Out:"
side this range, that is, for strong or weak fields, they may break
down. Whether these relationships can be applied in .a particular
case depends also on the thermodynamic state of the medium (for
one, its temperature). It is one of the goals of the microscopic theory
of matter and, in the final analysis, of quantum theory to derive
such "material relationships" and to determine their domain of
application.

Experiments have shown that for any media Xe is always greater
than zero but that Xm can be either positive or negative. When it
is positive, the medium is called paramagnetic; when negative, dia
magnetic. In all the above equations, electric polarization P and
magnetization M vanish when E and H vanish. This condition does
not hold for magnetization of ferromagnetic substances and polari
zation of ferroelectric substances. The explanation is that the mate
rial relationships for such media are not of the simple linear type
(1.29).

A characteristic feature of ferroelectrics and ferromagnetics is
the phenomenon of hysteresis (see Section 36) due to which P or
M can be nonzero at E = 0 or, respectively, B = O. If we denote
such residual magnetization by Mo, we see that (M.4') implies that
curl Mo can be the source of field B, which constitutes the phenome
nological description for the action of permanent magnets.l" We
note, in passing, that above a certain temperature (the Curie point)
ferromagnetics change their properties to paramagnetic.

Besides the above classification of media, the division of media
into conductors and insulators is of primary importance in elec
trodynamics. For a wide range of values of E there is a simple law
that connects the electric field and the current density, Ohm's law:

· E + -ext (1 30)] cz = aczp 13 ] a •

where (Jap is the conductivity tensor, and jext is the part of the current
density that may be considered fixed and independent of field E.
This part of the current density may be due to sources of a nonelec-

9 It follows from thermodynamics that 8a p and ""al3 must be symmetric
tensors (see Section 32).

10 For a detailed description see Section 36.
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tromagnetic nature, which act because other types of energies are
transformed into the work of displacing the electric charges (for
instance, in a chemical cell and an electric generator). Such sources
may be considered external with respect to those that produce field
E. Suppose that jext = 0, aa~ = a6a~, and 0' and e are constants
(we assume that (1.27) is also valid). If we apply the abovementioned
conditions and (M.1) to the continuity equation (1.13), we get

div (e ~~ +aE)=O (1.31)

For this equation to be true it is sufficient to assume that E =---=

= Eo exp {-a (t - to)/8}. From (M.t) it follows that the charge
density depends on time in a similar way: p= Po exp{-a (t - to)/e).
The factor 8/0' plays the role of the relaxation time T characteristic
of the medium under observation. By T we denote a typical time
for the duration of processes studied in experiments of a definite typo.
At 8/0'~ T the medium is called a dielectric (or insulator) and At
elo-e; T a conductor. Only in the first case will the medium keop
its charge for a sufficiently long time; in the second the charges in
troduced into the medium will travel to other regions very soon. 11

Charge conservation implies that, if a conductor fills the entire
space, the charges travel to infinity, but if it is immersed in a dielec
tric, the charges can gather at the conductor-insulator boundary.
This produces a surface charge. At any rate, the relaxation condi
tion is applicable for H ~O; this can easily be seen from the reason
ing preceding (1.21).

§ 2. The potentials
of the eledromagnetlc field.
Gauge Invariance. Hertz vectors

2.1. Being invariant with respect to rotations of the spatial axes
in three-dimensional space, the basic electric and magnetic quanti
ties act differently under spatial reflection (or inversion). The exper
imental data on the properties of electric charge does not contradict
the assumption that q is a scalar. If we now bring in the charge con
servation law (1.12), it follows that the current density j has the
properties of a polar vector. The electric field E is also a polar vector.
(To see this, look at (M.t) in vacuo.) Equation (M.3) implies that
magnetic induction B and, by virtue of (1.17), magnetic field Hand
magnetization M must be pseudovectors, since the curl operator turns
any polar vector into a pseudovector.P In other words, we can define

11 We see that this classification of media is to a certain extent a matter
of convention. In practice, substances with a sufficiently large number of charge
carriers (tnetals, for instance) may be considered conductors.

12 See Appendix B, the text following (B.20).
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the positive directions for these quantities only after we agree as to
which of the two possible orientations of the coordinate systems
(Ieft- or right-handed) will be considered positive. Under spatial
reflection this direction changes to the opposite. IS

What plays an important role in studying the Maxwell equations
is the possibility of expressing the electric and magnetic fields in
terms of auxiliary fields, the potentials. To determine the transfor
mation properties of these auxiliary fields under spatial rotation
and reflection, we must use the abovementioned properties of the
electric and magnetic fields.

Here is how the electromagnetic potentials are introduced. First,
if we look at (B.13), we see that (M.2) can be solved if we find a vec
tor function A (r, t), called the vector potential, such that

B = curl A (2.1)

If we then substitute (2.1) into (M.3), we find

curI (E + ..!.. -!.. A) = 0a iJt

If we now turn to (B.12), we can express the electric field as

E= -gradcp- ~ ~~ (2.2)

where q> is known as the scalar potential. With (2.1) and (2.2) we
find that A must be a polar vector and q> a true scalar (not a pseudo
scalar).

Equations (2.1) and (2.2), which express the vector functions B
and E in terms of A and cp, are independent of any specific assump
tions about the properties of the medium in which Band E act; They
also show that for given electric and magnetic fields there is an in
finite number of ways in which we may choose the potentials.

Indeed, (B.12) implies that, if the function A (r, t) satisfies (2.1)
with a given left-hand side, any function

A' = A + grad 'I' (2.3)

where "i' (r, t) is an arbitrary differentiable function, is also a solu
tion of (2.1).We can see from (2.2) that E (r, t) likewise remains
unchanged if we simultaneously transform from <p to

I 1 iJ'I' 2 4
q> =<P-a-at" ( · )

Such transformations of potentials, (2.3) and (2.4), that do not change
the solutions Band E of the Maxwell equations (and, hence, do

13 Note that in (1.14) the cross product, the torque N, is a pseudovector.
In mechanics the pseudovector nature of N is due to the fact that torque is the
cross product of two polar vectors. Since in our case B is a pseudovector, m must
also be considered a pseudovector.
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not change the equations themselves) are called gauge transjorma-
tions. -

To derive equations for the potentials, we use the Maxwell equa
tions (M.1) and (M.4), which connect the electromagnetic field with its
sources. Let us consider the case of an isotropic, homogeneous me
dium, for which (1.27) is valid and B and ~ are constant. If we bear
in mind (1.27), substitute (2.1) and (2.2) into (M.1) and (M.4), and
URe (B.21), we get, in Cartesian coordinates,

V2A- :2 o:~ = - ~ i+grad (div A+ e: ~~) (2.4.)

V2cp = -+ p- ~ :t div A (2.4 2)

(Here, as in (1.28'), v2 = a 2/BJ.L . ) We can considerably simplify
the above equations for the potentials if we assume that

divA+~~=O (2.5)a at

which is known as the Lorentz condition. Indeed, in this case

(
1 ( 1

) J.tV2 - - - - A= --l·
v2 ot" a.

(
1 ( 1

) 1
\12 -7 at" cp= -e-P

Let us now show that the potentials can always be found to sat
isfy the Lorentz condition. This possibility is due to the freedom
of choice of potentials provided by gauge invariance. Indeed, sup
pose that in some way we have found such functions A and cp that
for given Band E satisfy (2.1) and (2.2) but do not satisfy (2.5). Then
let us make a gauge transformation according to (2.3) and (2.4) and
demand that the new potentials A' and cp' satisfy the Lorentz con
dition (2.5). We substitute A' and q/ into (2.5) and express them in
terms of A and (J). We get an equation for the gauge function "i':

(
1 al

) ( • BJ1 ~q»V 2 - - - - ,'''= - dlVA+--v2 ot" ~ . a. at
Since we have assumed that A and <p are known, the right-hand side
of this inhomogeneous wave equation may be considered given.
Hence, if we take any solution of (2.7) as the gauge function '1>, we
will not change the physics of the problem and yet shift to potentials
A' and <p' that satisfy (2.5). But, with very general assumptions, (2.7)
has an infinite number of solutions.P Moreover, if we assume that
the starting potentials satisfy the Lorentz condition, then (2.7)

It Here we do not consider the role played by the initial and boundary
conditions.
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becomes a homogeneous wave equation for '1', which also has an
infinite number of solutions satisfying the superposition principle.
We see from this that the potentials which satisfy the Lorentz con
dition can be determined only to within a gauge transformation of
a special type, with the gauge function 'l', being an arbitrary solu
tion of the homogeneous wave equation. Such gauge transformations
constitute a subgroup of the group of all gauge transformations, and
the potentials in this restricted class are said to belong to the Lo
rentz gauge.

The above reasoning shows that the Lorentz condition is not the
only possible restriction on the choice of potentials. For instance,
another gauge commonly used is the so-called Coulomb gauge. In
this gauge

div A == 0 (2.8)

Equations (2.4 1 ) and (2.4 2) then transform to

( V2- vi, ~:) A = - ~ j + B: grad ~~ (2.91)
1

V2cp = - B P (2.92)

We can calculate the term with grad (acp/at) in the right-hand side
of (2.91 ) if we know the solution to (2.9 2) . This term constitutes an
"addition" to the current density i (for more details see Section 13).
The gauge function 'l' that provides for transforming from arbitrary
potentials to those satisfying the Coulomb gauge must satisfy a
condition similar to (2.7), namely

V 2¢ = - div A (2.9 3)

If we know how the sources are distributed, that is, if the func
tions p (r, t) and] (r, t) are given, then, by solving either (2.6) or
(2.9) for the potentials, we can calculate the fields Band E created
by these sources by applying (2.1) and (2.2). The resulting formulas,
however, are not the most general. If there are some sources outside
the region for which we obtained our solution, then these sources
can also generate fields in the region. These new fields must satisfy,
in the given region, the Maxwell equations (M) with j = 0 and
p = O. Then the general solution for the Maxwell equations is ex
pressed as a sum of the particular solution for the given values of p
and j and the general solution for the homogeneous Maxwell equa
tions, which we must expect for a system of linear partial differen
tial equations.

Reasoning in the same way as we did at the beginning of this
section, we see that for j = 0 and p = 0 the solution of the Maxwell
equations (M) can be sought for in the form

D= -curIA*, H= -grad<p*- ~ o~; (2.10)
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Here A* should be considered a pseudovector and 'q,* a pseudoscalar.
Equations (M) then yield

( V2__1 ~) A*=O (V2--.!...~)m*=O
V" 8t l , vi lJt" T

If, 8S we have done before, the Lorentz condition
• •

dl· v A· +~~= O (2 11)ex 8t • -'

is introduced. In the case where (1.27) holds true with constant e
and f..L, we get the general solution of the Maxwell equations in the
following form:

f.1 oA*B = curI A - - -- - f..L grad cp*ex ot
t aA 1E= -gradcp-----curIA*
ex at e

(2.12)

In a region without sources, the potential rp, as can be seen from
(2.62) , satisfies a homogeneous wave equation. If the Lorentz con
dition holds, the gauge function 1P also satisfies a homogeneous wave
oquation (i.e. (2.7) with a zero right-hand side). We can thus choose
the gauge function 1P so that cp = O. The electromagnetic field is
then determined only in terms of the vector potential:

1 aAB= curl A, E=--- divA=O
ex at '

( V 2 _J...~) -A=O (2.12')V" at"
We note, in passing, that the dimensions of the scalar potential

are those of energy per unit charge (see (2.2», while the dimensions
of the vector potential in the SI system are those of momentum per
unit charge.

2.2. Let us now consider one more method of solving the Maxwell
equations, which is particularly useful when they are written as
(M.1'), (M.2), (M.3), (M.4') and when j and p are zero. We will as
sume that electric polarization P and magnetization M can be written
as

P = EoXeE + Po, M = XmH + Mo (2.13)

with Po and Mo reflecting some special properties of the medium
and not the presence of the external field. For instance, Po =1= 0 for
ferroelectric and pyroelectric substances, and. Mo=1= 0 for ferromagnet
ics. It is also convenient to use the vectors Po and Mo in describing
the sources of an electromagnetic field to be found in the theory of
antennas 'and waveguides. With (1.28), that is, B = f..LH + f..Lo Mo
and D = eE + Po, we can rewrite the system of the Maxwell equa-
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t ions (8 and ~ constant) as
e aE 1 apo

curIH---=---. a ot ex. at t

curl E+~ aB = _~ oMo
a. at ex. at '

•

div E = _-!. div Po (2.141)
8

div H = -~ div Mo (2.142)
fl

Let us first focus on (2.141) . We assume that there is an auxiliary
vector field Il (called a Hertz vector) such that

A=~oD m=-divn (2.15)a at t T

The Lorentz condition' (2.5) is satisfied automatically. If we also
assume that Mo = 0 (or B = J1H), then magnetic field H is de
termined via (2.1). We use (2.1), (2.2) and (2.15) to reduce the first
equation in (2.14 1) to

a ( . 1 aiD) 1 aPe7ft curlcurlll-graddlvn+ 7 iji2 =--';81

which shows that the expression in the parentheses can differ from
(1/e) Po only in a term that is an arbitrary function of spatial coor
dinates, f (r). Let this arbitrary function be zero. Then a similar
substitution shows that the second equation in (2.141) is satisfied
automatically. The last step is to use a formula from vector analy
sis, (B.21). We finally get a wave equation for Il:

(
t a2

) tV 2 _ - - D= --Povi at'/. 8
(2.16)

(2.18)

The electromagnetic field that satisfies the above conditions is known
as the electric-type field.

We turn now to (2.14 2) and assume that Po = O. Then D = eE,
and to determine D and H we use (2.10). We introduce the pseudovec
tor n* (also known as the Hertz vector) in the following way:

A*=~ 80* m*= -divn* (2.17)
a at' T

(obviously, A* •and cp* satisfy the Lorentz condition). After sub
stituting (2.10) and (2.17) into (2.142) and reasoning as we did in
the previous paragraph, we get a wave equation for n*:

( t o' ) ~oV2 _ - - n*=--Mo
vi at' ....

The electromagnetic field obtained in these conditions is known as
the magnetic-type field.
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§ 3. Laws governing the variation of enerGY,
momentum, and angular momentum

3.1. Let us start with energy. We have formulated the Maxwell
equations in a very general way. They can now be used to formulate
the laws for the variation of the quantities that characterize the
mechanical properties of the electromagnetic field. These properties
manifest themselves when the field acts on the sources in material
media. Due to the fact that these quantities are considered simulta ...
neously, we can try to find them on dimensional grounds.

If the dimensions of electric charge, [q], have been established,
then (1.1) together with the Maxwell equations provides us with the
dimensions of the electric and magnetic fields:

[D] = [q].[L-2], [H] = [D]·[L]·[T]-l [a]-l (iJ.1)

If we take into account the dimensions of E and B, we sea that
[ED] = [HB] = [F)··[L]-2 (:1.2)

that is, such bilinear quantities have the dimensions of energy don
sity regardless of the system of electromagnetic units. We can thoro
fore expect that the field energy, ~, will be connected with tht'MO

quantities. As to the law of the variation of field energy, it can bu
found from the Maxwell equations as automatically as, for instance.
the law of the variation of a particle's energy from Newton's equn ..
tions of motion.

Let us multiply both sides of (M.3) scalarly by H and both RidlH4

of (l\f.4) scalarly by E and subtract one from the other. With tho
help of (B.19) this difference is transformed to

adiv(ExH)+E ~~ +H ~~ +j.E=O (:l.:I)

Note that (3.2) implies that aE X H has the dimensions of
[~1·[L]-2 [T]-l. Consider a region V confined by a closed surface o.
If we integrate (3.3) over V and apply Gauss's theorem to the first
term, we get the integral counterpart of (3.3):

a~ (Ex H).n da+ J(E ~~ +H ~~) dV+ Jj·EdV=O (:i.ti)
G v v

We analyze this equation starting with the second term. This term
can be interpreted, with the help of (3.2), as the quantity that ex ..
presses the time rate of change of the field energy within the region.
The term E· aD/at is determined only by the properties of the elec
tric field. I t is natural, then, to expect that it is equal to the t imo
rate of change in the volume density of "electric energy", aWe/at. In
the same way H·aB/at expresses the time rate of change in the volumo
density of the "magnetic energy", f)wm/at. The sum of the two is tho

:J -2456
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time rate of change in the volume density of the total field energy
ow/at. (In deriving (3.4) we did not use any reference to the specific
forms of D (E) and B (H).) However, aWe = E dD, dWm = H dB,
and aw = aWe + aWm are not, generally speaking, complete differen
tials and hence no explicit expressions for We, Wm , and Wcan be found.
But if (1.29) holds and neither Bat' nor f..Lap depends on time, then,
by using the fact that permittivity and permeability are symmetric
in their indices, it is easy to show that

en 1 a aB 1 8
E·fjt=T8t (E.D), H ·at=Tat(H.B)

that is
1 1

wC=T E·D, Wm=TH.B, w=we+wm (3.5)

Then the second term in the left-hand side of (3.4) can be interpreted
as the time derivative of the total (electromagnetic) field energy
within the region V. Such an interpretation provides the key to an
understanding of the physical meaning of the other two terms in
(3.4) as well. Indeed, the surface integral expresses the electromagnet
ic energy flux through 0, and the density and direction of this flux
at each point of ° are determined by the Poynting vector

S = aE X H (3.6)

Finally, the last term in (3.4) is equal to the work per unit time
spent by the electromagnetic field in producing conduction currents
in the region. To some extent this term is responsible for the heat
effects that usually appear (see Section 33). For this reason this term
is called the Joule heat, though rather imprecisely.

Thus (3.4) expresses the law of conservation of energy for the elec
tromagnetic field, and (3.3) the same law for the energy's density;
namely, the energy can change only owing to the production of the
Joule heat and the energy flux through c. The reader must bear in
mind, however, that the field energy can change into other forms
mechanical energy, chemical energy, and heat-and can be produced
when these forms of energy change into each other. For this reas
on, if such processes do take place in the region under considera
tion, this should be accounted for by the inclusion of an additional
term in the left-hand side, d~ext/dt, which expresses the participation
of the energy of nonelectromagnetic sources in the overall energy
balance. However, some of these factors, namely those that are
related to the work produced by nonelectromagnetic sources in
moving the charges, are already accounted for by the Joule heat,
i· E. Indeed, we showed in Section 1 that current density jean
usually be represented as i = oE + jext, where jext is due to the
action on the charges of nonelectromagnetic (external) forces. When
Ohm's law is valid, then the following notation is often used: jext =
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= oEext. Actually this is simply a definition of the vector Eext.
In the rest of this section we will assume that the current density has
the abovementioned structure.

3.2. We now turn to momentum and angular momentum. First
let us see how to obtain the law of the variation of (electromagnetic)
field momentum using the Maxwell equations.

We start with the vector (curl E) X D. The definitions of the curl
of a vector (see (B.10) and (B.11» and the vector product, (B.3),
yield

(curl E) X D III= Ea flV£fl6t oEi o,
8x

The summing over ~ can be achieved with the first of the formulas
(B.1). This yields

8Ea. 8E y
(curlE) X D 1"=-y-Dy---aDy

ax 8x,
\

=-!..-y (Ea.Dy-6a.yE.D)+6cyE. 8Dy -E(ZdivD (3.7)
ax 8%

Next we assume that (1.29) holds and that 8a~ and l!aJS do not de
pend on spatial coordinates.'! In this case, as we have just seen,
E· (8D/8xY) = (1/2) (8/8xY) (E· D). If in addition we apply (M.t),
we get

(curl E) X D Ia = o:y (EaDv -:- ~ t'SavE .D ) - pEII (3.8)

Clearly

(3.9)

is a tensor of rank 2 with respect to three-dimensional rotations and
is not necessarily symmetric under our assumptions (EaD y) =
= ByfjEaEfj =1= 8 a fJ E yEfj).

In a similar manner, by using (1.29) we come to the result
a~m)

(curl H) X B 1a.=~yV (3.10)ax
(we have kept in mind that div B = 0). Here

T~~)=HaBv- ~ t'SlIvH .B (3.11)

The tensor T ay = T::~ + T~~) is known as the Maxwell stress
tensor, T~~ being its electric part and T~~) its magnetic part.

15 The reader must not confuse the permittivity eap with the pseudoscalar
Ea s 'V.

T:
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Let us multiply vectorially the Maxwell equation (M.4) by Band
(M.3) by D. If we add the two vector products, then with the help
of (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) we get

8Tf,v 1 {}a;v=a-1j X B la+pEr,+a-at" (D X B)fi (3.12f

To clarify the physical meaning of the above equation we can use
the fact that pE is the bulk density of the force that the electric
field exerts on the charges. By analogy, since the vector a-li X B
has the same dimensions and is fully determined by the distribution
of currents, j, and the magnetic induction, B, it should be interpreted
as the force with which the magnetic field acts on the currents. IS

The total bulk density of the forces is called the Lorentz force density:

f = a-lj X B + pE (3.13)

According tb the definition of mechanical momentum p we must
assume that

f = ap/fJt (3.14)

But the third term in the right-hand side of (3.12) has a similar
structure. Since this term is fully determined by the vectors Band
D, we can draw the conclusion that the vector product

g = a,-lD X B (3.15)

is the electromagnetic momentum density. Equation (3.12) then assumes
the form

(3.16)

When conditions (1.27) are satisfied, vector g is proportional to the
Poynting vector- S:

g = s II? (3.17)

(Here we have used (1.25) and (1.28'); obviously, for a field in vacuo
v = C.)17

18 It stands to reason that such an interpretation must be verified with
specific examples (see, for example, Section 12).

17 The above definitions of Maxwell's stress tensor and field momentum in
the case of a medium were first introduced by H. Minkowski. Often they are
replaced by the definitions of M. Abraham, according to which the stress tensor
is symmetric also in anisotropic media and the field momentum is' the vector
Slc2 both in vacuo and in material media. But then, in addition to the Lorentz
force we must introduce the so-called A braham force. We will not dwell on these
questions here since they play- no important role in our further exposition. An
interested reader can refer to V. L. Ginzburg: Theoretical Physics and Astro
physics, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1979, Chapter 12.
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Now let us study the left-hand side of (3.12). We integrate it over
volume V, which is confined by surface a ..We transform the result
into a surface integral by means of Gauss's integral theorem. The
integrand of the surface integral is

CPt} = Tflvnv (3.18)
The dimensions of q> are those of force per unit area. This fact clari
fies the meaning of the stress tensor T f}V; namely, this tensor estab
lishes a linear relationship between the force vector at a point on
surface a and the unit normal to that surface at the same point. If
the shape of a does not depend on time, we can equate the abovemen
tioned surface integral of the left-hand side of (3.12) to the volume
integral of the right-hand side:

~ «p do = :t J(p + g) dV
(1 v

This is the law of the variation of momentum: the time rate of
change of the total momentum (field plus charges plus currents) in
side a certain volume is equal to the total force acting on the boundary
surface or, which is the same, the momentum flux. Following the
same reasoning as we did in connection with the law of the variation
of energy (see the end of Subsection 3.1), we see that in V there can
be variations in other types of momentum, since the charges and
currents may be influenced by forces of a nonelectromagnetic nature.
In this case we must add a new term, dpext/dt, to the right-hand side
of (3.19) and a surface force density cpext to the left-hand side inte
grand. Both terms account for this "external" influence. The reader
must bear in mind that (3.19) does not express the equilibrium be
tween surface and volume forces if both types of forces are due only
to the action of the electromagnetic field. Mechanical equilibrium
may be achieved only as a result of the interaction of electromagnetic
and external (that is, nonelectromagnetic) forces.

After defining field momentum we see that a field must also pos
sess angular momentum. Indeed, we know from the general principles
of mechanics that the angular momentum density due to the field,
the charges, and the currents is determined via the formula
iii = r X (p + g). (Here r does not depend on time, since it is the
radius vector of a fixed volume element.) If we multiply both sides
of the differential law of the variation of momentum by r vectorially,
we come to the following equation:

oT6t a e o;'fJ
£tsv6X Y DXt =7ft e~'VoxY (p +g) = lit (3.20)

But
oTot. a TOt ot fJ 6t fJv

e~l'Ox'Y --t = £",,6--t (x'Y ) - 6"t EtJvOT = -,. (E~yoxYT ) - EI5l'6ToX ax ox~
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If the Maxwell stress tensor is symmetric (T0"'i = TVO), the last term
is identically zero. Then

(3.2.1)

with n;~t = 8 pY6x'\'T6t. The physical meaning of the tensor n; Pt is
clarified if we integrate the left-hand side of (3.21) over V and use
Gauss's integral theorem as presented in (B.23'):

J fJ~:i. dV = ~ B/5'l'oxYT°i.n, do =~ e,,'I'oxY<p0 do = ~ r X cp I"do

(Here we have used (3.18).) The result is simply the total angular
momentum of surface forces acting on the surface a that encloses
volume V (or, which is the same, the angular momentum flux). Our
final result is the law of the variation of angular momentum in in-
tegral form: ·

(3.22)

Here also we may have to account for "external" forces.
In Section 9 we will study the conservation laws from a more gen

eral viewpoint. We will use the variational principle and study
the connection between these laws and the invariance of field quan
tities under different transformations. The reader must note that
in homogeneous, isotropic media all the conservation laws have the
form (3.3), (3.12) or (3.21), where the energy density is defined as in
(3.5) and the stress tensor as in (3.9) and (3.11).

§ 4. Properties of the Maxwell equations.
Uniqueness of the solution In bounded regions.
Boundary conditions at the Interface
between two media

4.1. The. mathematical properties of the Maxwell equations,
needless te say, depend to a great extent on the assumptions that
are made regarding the functions P (E) and M (B) (or M (H». In
the simplest case of a homogeneous, isotropic media with sources
p and j being known functions of position and time, the Maxwell
equations (M), as we have seen, reduce to wave equations (2.6) for
the potentials. (We will study the solution of these wave equations
for given boundary and initial conditions in Section 13.) Let us now
apply the curl operator to both sides of (M.3) and (M.4). If we use
(B.21) and the remaining pair of the Maxwell equations, we can
easily show that in Cartesian coordinates the fields satisfy two wave
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(
1 al

) J.I. aj tV2 - - - - E=--+-gradp
vI at' a l at 8

(
1 01

) ,."V2 - - - - B= --curl]-v2 otl a.
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(4.1)

The reader must bear in mind that solving (2.6) is equivalent'
to solving the first-order Maxwell equations, whereas (4.1) is simply
a necessary corollary of the latter. In Section 1 we used a particular
case of (4.1) in a region free of sources (see (1.24))..

From the physical point of view much can be gained from studying
media for which the relationships (1.29) hold, with €a. ~ and f.ta. ~
being functions of position and time. In some cases one can assume
that the induction vectors, D and B, at point r and time t depend on
the electric and magnetic field vectors, E and H, given at the same
point and the same instant. Then for the field vectors one can con
struct second-order differential equations with variable coefficients.
But usually one has to take into account dispersion phenomena, ex
pressed in the fact that the inductions vectors at point r and time
t depend also on the field vectors at earlier moments of time (frequency
dispersions and at other points in the medium (spatial dispersion).
Then in relationships (1.29) one must assume that 8a. p and J-La. e are
operators. For instance, if 8a. p acts on E, it turns it into D. In many
cases these operators are linear and integral, so that for D, (1.29)
takes the form

t

o; (r, t) = j dt' j dr' Ba.1l (t, t'; r, r') Ell (r', t')
-00

The integral with respect to time accounts for the causality prin
ciple, that is, the fact that the value of D at time t depends on the
values of E at times t' ~ t. If no selected moment of time exists and
the medium is spatially homogeneous, the function 8a. IJ can depend
only on t - t' and r - r'. Hence

t

Da.(r, t)= ) dt' JdV'Ba.Il(t-t', r-r')EIl(r', t') (4.2)
-00

The Maxwell equations then turn into a set of integrodifferential
equations. If we substitute into (4.2) the representation for E (r', t')
in the Fourier integral

E(r', t')= j doo ) dket(k'f'-rot'>E(k, (0) (4.3)
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and a similar representation for D, then for (4.2) we obtain

Da. (k, (0) == Ea.~ (k, (0) E~ (k, co) (4.4)
where

't

8 a ll (k, 00) = ~ d-r I dR e- i (k . R - fll't )8 a ll ('t', R)

and t' = t - t', R = r - r'. We note that a relationship of type
(4.4) stems from the above assumption concerning the temporal and
spatial homogeneity. Quantities k and 00 in the above formulas are
considered real.

Later we will return to the problem of dispersion (Section 39),
but we note in passing that it is advisable to take into account the
damping of the electromagnetic field in a medium. We will see that
this requires that k be complex-valued. For this reason the study
of dispersion involves the study of the tensor Ea. p (k, (0) by the
methods of the theory of functions of a complex variable.

Finally, if the dependence of P on E and of M on B is nonlinear,
the Maxwell equations become a set of nonlinear differential equations
(without dispersion) or a set of nonlinear integrodifferential equa
tions (with dispersion). We noted in Section 1. that the -nonllnearity
of M (B) is characteristic of ferromagnetic media.and the nonlinearity

-of P (E) is characteristic of ferroelectrics. Aside from these two types
of media, the two functions become nonlinear when the fields Band
E are sufficiently strong, even if for weak fields the properties of the
medium are linear. Since it is now technically feasible to produce
such strong fields (for instance, with laser sources), there is increasing
interest in such cases. (This is the subject of nonlinear optics; see
Section 41.) The superposition principle is not valid for nonlinear
phenomena.

Thus, from the mathematical viewpoint the properties of the
Maxwell equations can be very diversified depending on the media
whose electromagnetic properties are to be studied. The mathematical
methods used in solving the Maxwell equations are also very divers
ified.

4.2. We' now turn to two theorems that will be needed later.
One is restricted to homogeneous media, the other describes the
properties of the Maxwell equations in the general case.

We wish to show that in homogeneous media the solutions of the
Maxwell equations are uniquely determined by specifying the ini
tial and boundary conditions. Let us consider a certain bounded re
gion in space. The law of conservation of energy for homogeneous
media, as shown in Section 3, is .

a~(EXH).Dda+ ~ :t J(E.D+B.H)dV+ I j.EdV=O (4.5)
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What is more, let us assume, to be definite, that Ohm's law in the
form j = aE holds. Since the "material constants" 0', 8~~, and f..ta-p
are always positive, the integrands in (4.5), i·E, E·D, and H·D,
are never less than zero. The first integral and the time derivative
of the second can assume both" positive and negative values. Now
suppose we have found two solutions for the Maxwell equations,
EI , HI and E t , H t , which on 0' take on the same values, that is, sa
tisfy the same boundary conditions:

Ella = s, la, Hila = H 2 10 (4.6)

In addition, we assume that they satisfy the same initial conditions:

EI It=t. = E 2 It=t., HI It=to = H, It=to (4.7)

Since in our assumptions the superposition principle holds, the vector
fields E = EI - E 2 and H = HI - H 2 will also be solutions for the
Maxwell equations. Due to (4.6) and (4.7) this last solution satisfies
zero boundary and initial conditions:

E 10 = 0, H 10 = 0, E It==-t. = 0, H It=to = 0 (4.8)

But the fields E and H must satisfy the law of conservation of energy
(4.5). The first term in (4.5) vanishes due to the first and second con
ditions in (4.8). If we integrate the remaining two terms in (4.5)
with respect to time from a moment to (zero time) to an arbitrary
moment t, we get

.!- J(E.D+H·B) dvl t =..!.. r (E.D+H·B) dVI2 I=to 2 ,J t
t

- - Jdt' JdVj.E
t.

The first of these relationships is a corollary of the initial conditions
in (4.8). The right-hand side of the above equation is nonpositive,
the left nonnegative. Consequently the two are equal only when they
are both, zero, which is possible only if E = °and H = 0, that is,
if E1 ' E t and HI = H 2•

What happens when a boundless region is involved? Here the
properties of the electromagnetic field follow from (4.5) in the limit
ing case of the boundary surface 0' expanding to infinity. The unique
ness of solution depends on the behavior of the integrals in this
limit, and their behavior in turn depends on how E and H behave as
I r 1-+ 00. If the boundary conditions correspond, for instance, to
a so-called radiation condition (see Section 20), the solutions for the
Maxwell equations are unique in a boundless region as well.

Let us now examine the case where the electromagnetic properties
of a medium on one side of a surface a, which macroscopically can
be considered infinitely thin, differ from those on the other side. We
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will assume, for simplicity, that on one side of (J there is a medium
I and on the other a medium II. The vectors E, D, B, H will then
be labelled with subscripts I or II depending on the medium where
their properties are being studied. It is also customary to assume
that the vectors are finite on both sides of the boundary and their
time derivatives change continuously. If we use the Maxwell equa
tions in integral form (M'), we can come to certain conclusions as to
how the different values of the field vectors on the two sides of the
boundary are connected.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

First, we apply (M'.1) to an infinitely small volume enclosed by
a cylindrical surface whose upper base is in medium I and whose
lower base is in medium II. (Both bases are so small that they can
be considered as being parallel to the part of the boundary surface
(J cut out by the cylinder (Fig. 1).) Let L\A be the area of a base of
the cylinder, and L\h its altitude. The total electric charge inside the
cylinder is then q = p L\h L\A (to within higher-order terms), with
p the charge density at some point inside the cylinder. Suppose L\A
is so small that D can be considered constant on each of the bases.
Then, to within higher-order terms, (M'.1) yields the following re
lationship:

II I 'L\A (D ·n, +D · 02) + in tegral over lateral surface = p L\hdA

The lateral surface is proportional to Sh, We allow L\h~ 0 (which
virtually means that the lateral surface area is considered an infini
tesimal of higher order than L\A). We will assume that p~ 00 in
the process but that lim p-H'O, 4h-+O(p L\h) = Aremains finite. Obvious
ly, A may be thought of as the surface charge density at the point on
(J to which the cylindrical surface contracts. If at this point p is con
tinuous, A = O. Bearing all this in mind and introducing the nota
tion Dl = D and D2= - D, we arrive at the following result:

(DII - D')· D = A (4.9)
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Here Dl and Ds are outer normals to G used in calculating the vector
flux in Gauss's integral theorem, and n is the direction of transition
from medium I to medium II, that is, the normal unit vector to a
directed from I to II.
, Now we consider (M' .4) and choose the path of integration on the
left-hand side of this equation in the form of an infinitely small rect
angle (Fig. 2) whose upper side is in medium II and lower side in
medium I; these two sides are parallel to a tangent to G. We denote
the length of each of these sides as ~s and the length of each of the
other two sides as til. Let 81 = sand 8 2 = - 8, where 8 is a unit
vector tangent to G. If we then think of til as tending to zero faster
than dS, we can write (M' .4) to within higher-order terms. in the
form i s

a(HIl_H1).s= l~~o ( a~v +iv) /).l

We define the surface current density as
i = lim j ill

J~oo, Al~O

The first term on the right-hand side of the modified equation (M'.4)
tends to zero because of the assumption that aD/at is continuous.
Hence

a (HII - Hl).8 = t; (4.10)

Applying the same reasoning to (M' .2) and (M' .3), we obtain

(Ell - EI)·S = 0 (4.11)
(B11 - BI). n= 0 (4.12)

Equations (4.9)-(4.12) are known as the boundary conditions, or the
discontinuity equations, at the interface between the different media.
In this form, however, they do not define all the relationships be
tween the field vectors in the two media. For instance, .at this stage
nothing can be said about the behavior of the tangential components
of B or the normal components of E. The lacking information may
he obtained only if more is known about the properties of media I
and II, for instance, in the form (1.11) and (1.17) with given electric
polarizations and magnetizations. The general boundary conditions
(4.9)-(4.12) then yield

eo (Ell - EI) . n = A+ (pI _ pII) . n

(B11-BI
) . 8=~ i v + flo (MIl -MI

) . 8a

(DTl _ DI ) . 8 = (pII_ pI).8

(Hll_HI).n={MI_MII).n (4.13)

18 The direction of vector 'V is connected with the direction of circling the
integration path according to the right-hand screw rule, as shown in Fig. 2.
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For isotropic media, that is, when (1.27) holds, these relationships
are simpler:

(eIIEII _ eIEI).n = A

ex (-4rBll_~ BI
) ·s=i~

J.t. ,....

1 II 1 I--D ·S=--D·8
ell e1

~IIHI1 .D/= ~IHI.n (4.14)

These relationships are used in the study of reflection and refraction
of electromagnetic waves (cf. Section 18).



CHAPTER 2

RELATIVISTIC
ELECTRODYNAMICS

§ 5. The principle of relativity.
Lorentz transformations,
and relativistic kinematics

'5.1. Observers investigating electromagnetic field may be located
in different frames of reference moving with respect to one another.
The formulation of the laws of electromagnetism presented in Chap
ter 1 is based on the assumption that here are such frames of reference
in which these laws are verified by physical measurements. Any
experiment is based on the ability to measuse distances and time
intervals. These measurements make it possible to determine kine
rnatic parameters of motion of any material object: its velocity and
ncceleration in a given reference frame.

Since any reference frame is related to a material object and to
instruments used for measurements, it is natural to define a class
of inertial frames of reference. Any two reference frames in this class
move at a constant velocity with respect to each other. The following
properties characterize any inertial reference frame from the stand
point of observation of physical events.

1. An object in an inertial reference frame moves along a straight
line and at a constant velocity when no forces are applied to it
(in fact, this is a basis for defining the concept of the mechanical
force).

2. The velocity c of propagation of the electromagnetic field in
vacuo measured in an inertial reference frame is independent of the
velocity of motion of the source of the field with respect to the observ
or (the principle of independence of the velocity of light in vacuo on
the source's motion'}. I ,

The class of inertial reference frames occupies a special position
nmong all possible frames of reference. Namely, laws of physics can
ho formulated in such a manner that they are independent of the
choice of the inertial frame of reference in whichthey are considered.
In other words, the relativity principle must hold: a uniform recti
linear motion of a system as a whole does not affect the processes
taking place inside the system, that is the laws governing physical
processes are identical in all inertial reference frames.

1 This second requirement, not included into classical mechanics which
dld not consider electromagnetic ,phenomena, was first introduced by A. Ein
.toln in f90S:
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Let us consider two inertial reference frames K and K', 'moving
at a constant velocity v with respect to K. Let Cartesian coordinates
Xl, x2

, x3
, and time t be used in reference frame K, and Cartesian

coordinates xi', x2 ' , x3' , and time t' in reference frame K'. In order
to determine the relationship between the equations expressing a
physical law in reference frames K and K', one has first of all to find
the relation between the spatial and temporal measurements
xi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) and Xi' ti' = 0', 1', 2', 3'); it will be convenient
to use notation X O == et and x o' = ct': Mathematically, the problem
consists 'in determining the possible form of functions

(5.1)

The derivation must use the formulated above properties of the
inertial frames and the relativity prlnciple", Functions ji' must be
such that (5.1) could be solved for variables xi (i.e. the inverse trans
formation must exist). Besides, the class of functions in which the
solution is to be sought must be somehow restricted (it is natural to
assume, for example, that these functions are at least twice conti
nuously differentiable). One of the important restrictions of the pos
sible relation between variables Xi' and Xi is a corollary of the prin
ciple of independence of the light velocity in vacuo on the motion
of the source. Indeed, if the measurements conducted in the ref
erence frame K give distance dr between the point of emission and that
of subsequent absorption 9f light, and the duration of this process
dt, then the corresponding measurement in reference frame K' must
give results dr' and dt'. But according to the abovementioned prin
ciple, the light propagation velocity c is identical in both frames. In
other words, from e2 dt 2 = dr2 must follow c2 dt'? = dr''}" and vice
versa. A mathematical solution of the problem for the type of func
tions ji' on the basis of the abovementioned physical principles''
leads to a theorem that these functions must be linear', that is must
have the form

(5.2)

where coefficients Af, Al" and quantities ai', a i are constants. If
relations (5.2) hold, the principle of independence of the light veloc
ity on the source motion results in the equality

e2 dt'? - dr'2 = e2 dt 2 - dr2 (5.3)

2 Our presentation of the theory of relativity serves mostly as a summary
for reference. It cannot substitute a detailed study of the subject; for study,
special treatises must be consulted. The most rigorous presentation can be
found, for example, in The Theory of Space, Time, and Grauitatton by V. A. Fock
(2nd edition), Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1963, and Special Theory of Relativity,
by V. A. Ugarov, Mir Publishers, Moscow, 1979.

3 See V. A. Fock, The Theory of Space, Time, and Gravitation (2nd edition).
Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1963. .
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(regardless of whether this quadratic form is zero or not). The quan
tity ds2 = c" dt'/. - dr2 is therefore invariant under transformation
(5.2). It is called the space-time interval between two events, and
(5.2) are called the Lorentz transformations. Quantities ai' describe
the possible displacement of the reference point of space coordinates
and time in one reference frame with respect to another reference
frame. Assume now ai' = 0, thus restricting the analysis to such
inertial reference frames in which rectilinear paths are determined
by a condition that the origins (reference points) of space coordi
nates coincide at a certain moment of time (common for all these
reference frames).

5.2. In terms of geometry (see Appendix A) we see that the relativ
ity principle determines the geometry of the four-dimensional space
time manifold as a pseudo-Euclidean geometry in which the inva
riant scalar product is given by formula (A.14), where N = 4 and
k = 1 (obviously, geometric relations will be the same if we set
N - k = 1 and k = 3). Interval ds2 is thus interpreted as the square
of the length of the four-dimensional "radius vector", which chara
terizes the "space-time distance" between the corresponding physic
al events, regardless of the choice of the inertial frame of reference.
The coefficients of Lorentz transformations are then related by
(A.11), so that in the general case the homogeneous Lorentz trans
formation may be a function of six linearly independent parameters
(and the most general nonuniform transformation may depend on
ten parameters, if ai' =1= 0). The geometrical meaning of these para
meters is obvious: as follows from the above arguments, the Lorentz
transformation is a rotation in the four-dimensional pseudo-Eucli
dean space, keeping interval ds2 invariant; hence, it can be decom
posed into six independent rotations, according to the number of six
mutually orthogonal planes of the four-dimensional space. The set
of Lorentz transformations forms a group. Obviously, ordinary ro
tations in the three-dimensional Euclidean space (subject to condi
tions dr2 = dr'?' and dt = dt') also can be included into the Lorentz
transformations; they form a subgroup of the Lorentz group.

We thus find, in terms of geometry, that each inertial frame of ref-
-+

erence must be put in correspondence with a set of basis vectors e,
in the pseudo-Euclidean space R~ 4 of the above-described structure,

vectors ~ are normalized as in (A.13), that is

;:=1, ;&=-1, (~, ;;)=0 (a=1, 2, 3; i:pj) (5.4)

A transition to a new inertial reference frame corresponds to a rota-
-+ -+

tion of vectors ei in space R~, which transforms them into vectors el '

, Arrows over symbols denote vectors in the four-dimensional space.
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in this new reference frame, that is to a transformation
-+ i -+ -+ 0'-+

ei,=Ai,ei, ei=A~ei' (5.5)

(cf. (A.2». The coefficients of the Lorentz transformation must sa
tisfy (A.11):

A i A; ·gi; i', r = gi';' (5.6)

(5.8')

-+ -+ -+ -+

Here gij = (e., ej) and gi';' == (ei', ej'), and therefore goo = 1, gaa ==
= -1, gij = 0 (i =1= j).

Any Lorentz transformation can be decomposed into three-dimen
sional rotations and a transformation which transforms basis vec-

tors ;:.,;: into vectors ;" e7" respectively, but does not affect other
basis vectors (it is called the partial Lorentz transformation). Clear
ly, we are interested in the latter, since the properties of three-dimen
sional rotations can be considered familiar.

\Ve shall not give the proof of this statement here", but we offer
the following arguments. Obviously, a transformation in which
x 2 = x 2' and x3 = x 3' , and also (dXO)2 - (dX1)2 = (dXO')2 - (dx 2' )2,
conserves the space-time interval and constitutes a partial Lorentz
transformation. One can readily find the coefficients of this trans
formation. Having accomplished this, we shall show how to find
the general Lorentz transformation in terms of these coefficients,

In the two-dimensional case (5.6) take the form
0' l' l' l' ? 0' l' 0' l'(A o )2= (A o )2= 1, (A o)2_ (At )- = -1, Ao Ao == At At (5.7)

The solution of these equations can be expressed through a parameter
~ =A~'/A:' =A~'/A~'. As a result, equations (A.5) for the coordi
nate transformation take the following form:

xO'= xO+~.xl x 1' = xl+~XO ,x2'=x2 , x3'=x3 (5.8)
± -V 1-~2 ' ± -V 1-~2

where the plus or minus signs in the first two formulas can be chosen
independently. Coefficients of transformation (5.8) can be written
as a matrix

'V 'V~ 0 0
'V~ V 0 0

(Af>= 0 0 1 0

o 0 0 1

where 1'==(1-~2)-1/2. This notation will be frequently used through
out the book.

5 See, for example, P. K. Rashevsky, Riman Geometry and Tensor Analysis,
Gostekhizdat, 1953, § 48 (in Russian).
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First, let us discuss the situation in which the positive sign was
selected in both formulas (5.8). We can immediately determine the
physical meaning of parameter ~. Consider in reference frame K the
motion of a point whose coordinates in reference frame K', xi', x 2' ,

x3' , are fixed. The equations of motion of this point in reference
frame K will be obtained by writing the relations between the differen
tials of coordinates, following from (5.8):

dx 1 dx 2 dx3

dzO = ~~, dxO =0, dx O =0

We see that ~ = =Fv/c, where v is the velocity of the point fixed in
K' (i.e. of the reference frame K' itself) with respect to K. The minus
sign must be chosen if this velocity is in the direction of axis Xl,

and the plus sign in the opposite case. Transformations inverse to
(5.8) are quite similar, with XO replaced by xO', Xl by xi', and vice
versa, and ~ by -~.

The first equation of (5.8) for the motion of a point fixed in ref
erence frame K' takes the form

dxo' = V1- ~2 dxo (5.9)

This expression means that when a clock placed in reference frame K'
at this fixed point measures an interval of time dxo', a clock in ref
erence frame K shows that the point of frame K' moves from its
position in frame K, corresponding to the beginning of time interval
dx o' , to a position corresponding to the end of this interval, over
time dxo. Therefore, this formula expresses the relativistic time
dilatation effect (slowing of clocks).

Consider now two simultaneous physical events in reference frame
K, that is events for which dxo=O. Denote by dx l the spatial distance
between these events in this reference frame (this means that the
beginning and the end of the spatial distance are measured at the
same moment of time). Then, according to (5.8),

dx! == V1-p2 dx" (5.10)

where dx l ' is the distance between the same events in reference frame
K'. We have obtained an expression for the relativistic effect of
scale contraction. Using this formula, as well as relations dx2' =
= dx 2 and dx3 ' = dxs, we immediately obtain the expression for the
transformation of the three-dimensional volume:

dV == V1-p2 dV' (5.10')

I t should be emphasized that this relation has the following mean
ing. If a continuous set of point physical events, which do not move
with respect to reference frame K', fills in this frame of reference a
three-dimensional volume dV', then the measurements of three
dimensional positions of these events in reference frame K at the same
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moment of time by the clock in this frame will fill a three-dimen
sional volume dV.

Clearly, the two analyzed effects are corollaries of the invariance
of the space-time interval.

Returning to the initial geometry-based arguments, we easily no-
~

tice that vector el in the discussed particular (two-dimensional) case
is directed along the relative velocity vector v in reference frame K t

~

while vector el , is directed along vector v in reference frame K'.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Assume now that axes e1 , e2' es, and axes el', e2', e3' undergo iden-
tical three-dimensional rotation with respect to the initial configura
tion. The axes of reference frame K' will thereby remain parallel to
those of frame K, and vector v will be at the same angles with the
axes of frame K as with the axes of reference frame K'. The three
dimensional radius vector r in frame K can be represented as a sum
of two orthogonal projections: r = fit + f.l' where rll is a component
of vector r in the direction of vector v, and r.l is a component of r
in the two-dimensional plane orthogonal to vector v, Similarly,
r' = r,t + r~. Let us denote by VI a unit vector in the direction of
v. Then the partial Lorentz transformation (5.8) can he rewritten
in the form

rJL = rio ril-v. = y (rll" v.-+ xo)
xo'=Y (xo-+r.v) (5:11)

(the last relation takes into account that rll· v = r- v). Therefore,

r ' = (ril· v.)VI+ ri. = Y[(r. v.) vl - +xOvJ + rJ.
that is

r' = r+ ("I-i) -4- (r-v) v- l vxo= r+ ("1-1) fll-.:L. vz"v c c

xO'=y(xo-+r.v) (5.12)

We have derived the Lorentz transformation which relates the
inertial frames of reference whose spatial axes are parallel but whose
relative velocity is not directed along any axis.

And finally, the most general Lorentz transformation corresponds
to the case in which the spatial axes of the two reference frames are
not parallel. However, this case is derived from the preceding one if
vector r' undergoes a three-dimensional rotation S (i.e. r' in the
left-hand side of (5.12) is substituted by Sr').

5.3. Let us derive now the relativistic formula for velocity summa
tion. We analyze a motion of a pointlike mass (in the general case,
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(5.13)

I

motion with acceleration) in the frames of reference k and K'. The
velocity of a pointlike mass in reference frame K at'. a "moment of
time fixed by a clock in this frame is u = drldt. In reference frame
K' the velocity of the same pointlike mass at the corresponding
(according to the Lorentz transformation) point of time will be
u' = dr' ldt': By using (5.12) it is easy to find, on the one hand, rela
tions between dr' and dr, and on the other hand, between dt' and dt,
The necessary formula is obtained from the ratio of these differen
tials:

U+V [(y-1) :11 uov-yJ
u'=-----~----

y ( 1- c~ uov)

Vector u' is called the relativistic sum of velocities u and v. It must
be remembered that the result of summation depends on the order in
which velocities u and v are summed up (in the general case, the
right-hand side of (5.13) changes when u is replaced by v and v

by u), In particular, if u and v are orthogonal, then u' =..!. (u ± 1'v).y
In the case corresponding to the partial Lorentz transformation,
(5.13) takes the form

~ Ux ± v • U
y v4i · Uz vt='Pi (5 13')

1 ± uxv/c2 , Uy = 1 ± U~V/Cl Uz = 1 ± U~V/Cl •

If v is very small compared with the velocity of light in vacuo, c,
we can set p~ 0, that is l' -+ 1. In this limit formulas (5.12) and
(5.13) reduce to the Galilean transformation and the velocity summa
tion law of classical mechanics:

r' ~ r - vt, t' ~ t, u' ~ u - v (5~14)

If v > c, that is when I PI:> 1, coefficients in the transformation
formulas (5.14) become imaginary. It must be assumed that this
fact points to an impossibility of the physical realization of inertial
reference frames satisfying the condition v > c. The velocity of
light c in vacuo is therefore found to be the limiting propagation
velocity of physical processes. Indeed, we can always assume that a
material carrier of a process is associated with a specific reference
frame. Then the "propagation" is understood as a sequence of causal
ity-related states. Consequently, all possible intervals ds2 relating
n given physical event to any other event are divided into three
classes. If M =0 then the corresponding two events can be consid
ered as coincident with the start and end of propagation of a light
ray (therefore this interval is called the light interval). If ds" > 0, the
events can be related by a process propagating at a velocity v < c
(timelike 'interval). Finally, if ds! < 0, the events cannot be linked
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-+
causally ispaceltke interval). Similarly, the finite radius vectors r

in space-time are classified according to their space-time length ;6.
Light intervals radiating from a given point in space-time form a
light cone. Events related to a given event by spacelike intervals are
called quasi-simultaneous with this event. Obviously, quasi-simul
taneous events do not affect each other. If, however, ds2 > 0, then for
dt > 0 events belong to the absolute future, and for dt < 0, to the
absolute past with respect to the event which is at the beginning of
the timelike interval. Owing to the invariance of space-time inter
vals, the described classification of events with respect to anyone
of them is invariant. It is easy to show that in terms of geometry the
events timelike to a given event are inside the light cone having its
apex at this event, while quasi-simultaneous events are outside of
this cone.

Two concepts, those of timelike curves and spacelike hypersurfaces,
are very important from the physics standpoint. The former are
defined by the condition ds2 > 0 for any two points on such a curve.
The latter are defined by the condition ds2 < 0 for any two points
belonging to such a hypersurface. The timelike curves and spacelike
(3-dimensional) hypersurfaces are invariant geometric entities. As
follows from the above arguments, any timelike curve is a geometric
representation of a possible motion of a pointlike mass (such a motion
in which velocity may be variable but can never reach c). Spacelike
hypersurfaces are important because on such surfaces we can set the
states of physical objects arbitrarily, without worrying about the
causality principle. One important example of spacelike hypersur
faces is a three-dimensional hyperplane defined by equation t = const
in an arbitrary frame of reference. Later on (see § 9) we shall have
to integrate over spacelike hypersurfaces. This operation is essential
in the study of. the variational principle.

5.4. A timelike curve, which is often referred to as the world
line, can be defined by means of equations of the type Xi = Xi (r),
where 1:' is, in the general case, an arbitrary parameter. This para
meter is conveniently chosen proportional to the length of the seg
ment of the curve, namely in the form

1 1 li li--dt: = - ds = - V c2 dt2 - dr2 = dt v 1 - A2
C C t-' (5.15)

In this case it is known as the proper time of a moving particle (point
like mass). It is then .logical to introduce the concepts of the four-

~ -+
dimensional velocity u and four-dimensional acceleration w defined as

• As before arrows indicate four-dimensiona'i vectors (4-vectors).
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(5.16)

Once an inertial reference frame is chosen, the components of these
quantities are readily expressed in terms of the three-dimensional
velocity v and acceleration a:

UO= cy, ua, = cpC&y

W,
O= 1" (pa), uP = aC&y2 + pC&wo= aC&y2+ pC&y' (p. a)

The second of these equalities is easily transformed to

w = yC [a + P X (P X a)]

(here we use an obvious notation p == vic).
As follows from (5.171) ,

-+

u2 55 (UO)2 - u 2 = c2

whence
-+ ...

uw=o

Besides, it is not difficult to find by using (5.172) that

or
-+
w2 = _'\'6[82_ (ll X 8)2]

(5.173)

(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)

-+ ...
We thus see that w2 < 0, that is w is a spacelike vector. This proper-

-+ ~

ty of w can also be derived from (5.19) if we take into account that u
is a timelike vector.

Note that in manipulations with vectors in the pseudo-Euclidean
space-time, one has to distinguish between covariant and contrava
riant components of vectors; this is indicated in Appendix A (see, in
particular, (A.17)).

5.5. Let us discuss now the choice of signs in the denominators of
our fundamental transformation (5.8). Evidently, our selection of
signs (plus in both cases) corresponds to a continuous set of inertial
roference frames obtained by varying the numerical parameter p,
with the determinant of the Lorentz transformation always remain
ing equal to +1. All inertial reference frames of this type are called
roference frames with identical orientation, that is identical to
orientation of the initial frame obtained for p = o.
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When ~ = 0, the selection of signs realizes the followingsituations:

(a) xO'=xo, xi'=-xi

(b) xOl = - xo., xi' = xi

(c) xo' = -xo, x 1' = -xi

Case (a) is the spatial reflection transformation, case (b) is the
time reflection, and case (c) is the space-time reflection. In the first
two cases the transformation determinant is -1, that is it changes .#

discontinuously compared with the case of no reflection. In case (c)
it equals +1, but only as a result of two discontinuous transforma
tions. The set of necessary inertial reference frames can be obtained
in each of the indicated three situations by means of the subsequent
continuous variation of parameter ~. Note that the reflection trans
formation in the three-dimensional space can also be defined by a
condition xO-' == ~x~· (ex == 1, 2, 3), when the signs of all three spa
tial coordinates are changed (the inversion transformation). How
ever, the study of reflection in the three-dimensional space shows that
no new results are obtained thereby. A reflection with respect to two
directions only leaves the sign of the determinant unaltered, and
hence, can be reduced to the continuous rotation transformation.
These arguments are easily extended to the general Lorentz trans
formations (5.12). The initial selection of transformations which do
not change the orientation defines a group of transformations usually
referred to as the proper Lorentz group. The set of all possible Lorentz
transformations (including the abovementioned reflection transfor
mations (a), (b), (c)) is the complete Lorentz group. The complete
Lorentz group thus decomposes into four connected domains, that is
into four components. The inertial reference frames contained within
each of these components can be "enumerated" by a continuous vari
ation of parameters of the Lorentz transformation. A transition
from one of these components to any other component is realized by a
discontinuous reflection transformation. I t is also possible "to find
from formula (5.12) and from the consequent remark the physical
meaning of the parameters it includes. The three of them are compo
nents of the relative velocity v, and the remaining three are the
angles of three-dimensional rotation, provided the rotation is neces
sary.

5.6. It is often helpful to use the infinitesimal Lorentz transforma
tions. The coefficients of these transformations are written in the
form

A1' = 6r + w~~" 61'+ gijCJ)i'i (5.21)
where Wi'} ~ O..A. substitution of (5.21) into the fundamental for
mula (5.6) yields the condition

co " ,l)~' + ".\" .~~' - 0 (5.22)J 1 J \.lit JUt -
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(we have taken into account only the terms linear with respect to
Inlmitesimals Wi';). The transformation of coordinates in space
tlme is written, by using (5.21), in the form

A~ coefficients w~j are infinitesimals, and as in the zero approxima
t ion Xi' = xi, the primed and nonprimed indices of (J)~'j need not be
II ist inguished. Therefore, the final form of the transformation is

(Xi)' = xi + W~jxj = Xi + gii(J)ijXi (5.23)

und , as follows from (5.22),

(J)ij + (J)ji = 0 (5.23')

We find, therefore, that tensor Wij has six linearly independent
cornponents describing infinitesimal rotations in six mutually orthog
unal planes of four-dimensional space-time. In the most general
cuse, when transformations (5.2) have to be used, we need to take
'lito account four infinitesimal translations corresponding to the
vi-ctor included in (5.2). Then equation (5.23) takes the form

(Xi)' = xi +giiWijXi +wi (5.24)

It is not difficult to verify that coefficients Wa l3 correspond to three
.1 irnensional rotations.

§ 6. Relativistic particle dynamics

It was shown in the preceding section (see p. 51) that the Galilean
transformation which constitutes the foundation of classical mechan
ics is the limiting particular case of the Lorentz transformation for
IJ « c. It is clear then that the concepts of classical mechanics need
to be elaborated in order to make them invariant under the Lorentz
transformations, Only after this will mechanics satisfy the relativity
principle, that is its laws will have physical meaning independent
of the choice of reference frame for which they are written. And since
Newton's laws hold with very high accuracy at velocities of motion
small compared with that of light, we must demand that the exact
laws of mechanics transform to Newton's laws in this approxima
tion7•

Let us consider world lines of pointlike particles (see p. 52). Uni
form motions of a pointlike mass along a straight line can be repre
sented only by straight world lines. Hence, if a pointlike mass moves
with an acceleration I with respect to an inertial reference frame,
its world lines will be curved; this property of the world lines must be

7 Usually this requirement is called the Einstein correspondence principle.
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observed in any inertial frame of reference. As a measure of this
curvature, let us choose a value of the four-dimensional acceleration
at a given point of the world line. Then, in an analogy with New
ton's second law of classical mechanics, we can define the jour-dimen-

-+
sional force F by an equation

-+ -+
F= mow (6.1)

We assume here that dynamic behavior of a particle can be character
ized by a parameter m« having dimensions of mass and invariant
under Lorentz transformations. We shall also assume, at the moment,
that mo is independent of the proper time 1: measured along the world
line. Equation (6.1) is the basic postulate of relativistic mechanics;
ultimate confirmation of this postulate can only be obtained in an
experiment. So far it can only be said that the definition of force
(6.1) is invariant with respect to transition from one inertial ref
erence frame to another, and appears to be the simplest generalization
of Newton's second law possessing this property.

Let us consider (6.1) from the standpoint of an arbitrary inertial
-+

reference frame. In this frame the four-dimensional force F deter-
mines four quantities Ki =y-lFi. The spatial components Ka- then
have the form

(J, ~a d m~a- ~a

K = m0dt=(ft V1-~a =----;jt

We have used the independence of mo on 1: and therefore on t, and
also (5.171) , Here

p(J,=mv(J" m= mo/V1-p2 (6.3)

But (6.2) can be interpreted as a form of Newton's second law for a
particle with mass mo and momentum p, differing from classical
mechanics in that the mass of a moving particle is a function of the
velocity of motion with respect to a given reference frame. The value
of mo, that is mass measured in the inertial reference frame whose
velocity at a given moment is equal to the velocity of the particle
(this reference frame is called the instantly co-moving frame) is
known as the rest mass. Relation (6.3) is confirmed experimentally.

Component FO of the four-dimensional force vector also has a phys
ical meaning. Relation (5.19) considered simultaneously with
(5.171) and definition (6.1) yields

cKo = K· v (6.4)

As vector K was interpreted as Newtonian force (including now the
dependence of mass on velocity), we find from (6.4) that the quanti
ty eK0 has a meaning of work done by this force per unit time. Denot-
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hall the energy of a particle by ~ we derive from (6.1) and formu
In (!).171) for UO that

d'$ = cKo = ~ moc
2

dt dt Y1-~2

which gives

(6.5)

In within a constant term which we assume equal to zero.
On the other hand, if we use definition (5.16) of four-dimensional. ~

v•• locity u', then pa, ~ moua.. Hence, 4-vector P with components

pi = moui (6.6)

I. called the four-dimensional momentum (4-momentum). Then

Po= 'lIe (6.7)

.,ul basic equation (6.1) can be rewritten in the form
Fi = dpildT: (6.8)

AN follows from (5.18),

lhlll is,

~ = Vm:e~+p2e2 I (6.9)

'rho formula for energy, (6.5), has a corollary which is of fundamental
physical importance: a particle in a reference frame in which its
vulociry is zero possesses the rest energy

~o=moc2 (6.10)

This equation derived by Einstein is an expression of the relation
hrtioeen mass and energy. Note that this follows directly from the
',u~l that in deriving equation (6.5) we set the constant term equal
In zero. However, nonzero addition to energy (6.5) would lead to a
physically meaningless result. Indeed, let us assume that lIe =
... mac/V 1 - p2 + aO, where aO is a constant. The expression for
lIlH three-dimensional momentum is given by (6.2) also to within
ur certain constants aCl.. Therefore, we write pi = moui + all Quan
tities ai must be components of some space-time vector in order for

-t-

U.., 4-momentum p to be a physical quantity from the standpoint of
IhH relativity principle. But the physical meaning of three-dimen
slunal momentum p demands that it be essentially equal to zero
when the velocity of a particle is zero, and therefore all a~ must be
'.nrn in anyreference frame. But then aO = 0 in all reference frames;
ut.herwise there would also be reference frames in which arJ. =1= O.
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The mass-energy interrelation in fact states that any change in the
inertial rest mass of a particle is accompanied by a change in its
energy, and vice versa. This statement makes the foundation for
interpretation of a very large number of phenomena related, for exam
ple, to transitions between elementary particles. In particular, the
energy of·electromagnetic radiation can be transformed into the rest
mass of such particles as the electron and the positron (or proton and
antiproton). Likewise, the rest mass of some particles may be trans
formed into kinetic energy of motion of other particles or into the
energy of electromagnetic radiation.

It thus follows from the mass-energy relation that in the most gen
eral case the rest mass rno must be a function of time. In order to gen
eralize equation (6.1), we must take an equation of the type (6.8),
where momentum is defined, as before, by relation (6.6) but in
which rno = mo (r).

Rest mass mo undergoes changes most often in collisions of par
ticles. In this case world lines of particles before a collision and par
ticles after it are straight and form a bundle of lines passing through
one point in space-time. The interactions are restricted to a very
small region of space-time around this point. A physical event con
sisting in a collision of particles and in a transformation of particles
in the course of the collision must be characterized bv momentum and
energy conservation.To be precise, this means that the"'total momentum
p and energy ~ of particles prior to the collision (at the moment when
particles are not yet interacting) must be equal to the total momentum
pand energy ~ of particles appearing as the result of interactions dur
ing the collision. It will suffice here to assume that particles are
completely defined by the values of their rest masses "(although in
practice it is necessary to take into account their spins, charges, etc.),
By using (6.6) and (6.7), the abovementioned laws of energy and
momentum censervation are joined into the unified relativistically
invariant law of energy-momentum conservation, written in the form

pi= pi (6.11)

N

Here pO = .!. =..!. ~ ~" where N is the number of colliding parti-e c LJ
l=1

cles, ~ I is the energy of the lth particle prior to the collision; Po =_ N
~ 1 ~ - --= c = C LJ ~1 ,where N is the number of particles after the colli-

1=1
sion, and ~T is· the energy of the iih particle. As follows from (6. 10),

~ l = Vm:,c4 + pfc2 and similarly ~-T = Vm~Tc4+ Prc2. A colli

sion may be referred to as elastic if Pi = N and the rest masses mOl
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(7.2)

(7.4)

nunuin the same. If this is not the case, the collision is inelastic and
he nccornpanied by an exchange of energy between particles; energy
'Hld rest mass may convert into each other. Spatial components of
r..lution (6.11) can be recast by means of the introduced notations to
,ta., form

N N
~ Pl= ~ Py (6.12)
l-1 T-1

Titis equation expresses the law of momentum conservation.

I 7. The relanvistic Maxwell equations.
'he field strength transformations

7. t. In applying the relativity principle to electrodynamics, one
h,,~ to demand that the physical law of charge conservation be in
vurinnt, that is, independent of the choice of inertial reference frame in
which it is analyzed. It will be sufficient to assume that charge den
"'ty p and current density j are related as components of four-dimen
«tuna! current vector si, namely,

cp= so, ja, = sa, (7.1)

Indeed, the continuity equation for electric charge (1.13) can then
I.., written in the form

{}Si = 0
oxl

where the left-hand side is a scalar under the Lorentz transforma
t, 'ous8•

As follows from. (7.1), the Maxwell equations (M.t) and (M.4)
must somehow be brought to a unified form if we analyze transitions
I..itween different inertial reference frames. From this point of view
Wt, shall first analyze the Maxwell equations in vacuo. They will
I.., written in the simplest form if we resort to the Gaussian' system
of units, that is if we assume ex = C, eo = flo = 1, whence E = D
uurl B = H. Let us show that this unification of equations can be
nt',hieved if we assume that the scalar potential <p and vector poten
t inl A are components <1>i of a 4-vector, namely,

cp = -<1>0' A a = <1>a (7~3)

Fo.·mulas (2.1) and (2.2) determining field strengths Band E in
u-rms of potentials now can be written in the form

B =.i. e ( oeDy _ ocDl3 ) E _ oeDo _ 8CDa
a 2 al3y ox(3 .OX'V , a - oxGt oxo

H We remind the reader that here and throughout the text one has to be
vnry careful about distinguishing between covarient and contravariant com
ponents of vectors and tensors in space-time.
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We can conclude now that the quantity
F _ 8<Dk _ 8<1>,

ilr - ox! oxk (7.5)

transformed as an antisymmetric tensor of rank 2 under the Lo
rentz transformations, makes possible a complete description of the
electric and magnetic fields in any inertial reference frame:

s; = F ao, B I " = F 2S' B 2 = F SI ' B s = F1 2 (7.6)

The last three definitions take into account the pseudovectorial
nature of magnetic field B under reflections in the three-dimensional
space and are merely a different form of the first of equations (7.4).
Tensor F i tt is known as the field tensor or the field strength tensor",

When notations (7.6) and (7.1) are introduced into the Maxwell
equations (M.1) and (M.4), it is easy to show that both can be writ
ten in the form

8Flk 1 i
--=-8

8x'" c
(7.7)

whose invariance under the Lorentz transformations is obvious.
Note that formulas (A.19) yield the following relations:

paO= -Faa, FaV = Fa1 (7.8)

The remaining Maxwell equations (NI.2) and (M.3) also take on an
invariant form

(7.9)

This is readily verified by rewriting (7.9) in terms of "three-dimen
sional" notations (7.6). The left-hand side of (7.9) is a tensor of rank 3,
completely antisymmetric with respect to permutations of its indices.

The system of the Maxwell equations in vacuo is thus transformed
by postulates (7.1) and (7.4) into an invariant system (7.7) and (7.9)

9 The four-dimensional potential is often defined by relations <1>'0 = <p,

<t>'a. = A Ct. In this case CD' = -$ in the same Minkowski metric as we have
chosen in this book. Components of field tensor Fik can now be introduced by
equations (7.5), using components <I>i instead of <Dio In this case Fik = -Fi ,...

This definition was chosen in "The Classical Theory of Fields" by L. D. Landau
and E. M. Lifshitz (Course of Theoretical Physics, vol. 2 (4th edition), Perga-
mon Press, Oxford, 1975). Other authors, using potential <1>', introduce field
tensor Fik = -Fill = F,k · Our definitions correspond to Fock's book referred
to on p. 46. Comparing our formulas with formulas in other books, the reader
must keep in mind that the space-time metric is often introduced via interval,
ds'" = dr" - c" dt" = -ds" (see Appendix D, Item 4). This leads to a different
relation between covariant and contravariant components. Obviously, the
physical meaning of the relativistic form of the Maxwell equations remains
the same in all these cases.
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from which field tensor Fi/! can be found. It is the introduction of
this tensor which enables us to describe electromagnetic field in
vuriantly in the sense of the relativity principle. The components of
this tensor can be interpreted separately only if one chooses a sys
tom of coordinates in four-dimensional space-time, that is if one
chooses an inertial frame of reference. Only then.can the concepts of
ulectric and magnetic fields be separated; later we shall discuss in
detail how to realize such a separation.

By using field tensor F ilt we can first of all construct quantities
which are quadratic functions of the components of electric and
magnetic fields and are invariant under the Lorentz transformations.
If we define a pseudotensor FTm = (1/2) 8lmilt F i k , then we find
from the elementary properties of tensors (see Appendix A) that
these inva iant quantities are

11 = (1/2) F t kF
ik = B2_ Ez (7.10 1)

nnd

'l'he first of these quantities is invariant under any Lorentz transfor
mation while the second is invariant only under the Lorentz trans
formations without reflection; under reflection its sign is reversed.

7.2. Transformations of field strengths Band E can be found by
rneans of the general law of the field tensor transformation:

Fi'#l'=AfA:'Fik
. (7.11)

Of course, the main factor is the form taken by this law when par
tial Lorentz transformation (5.8) is carried out. By using the table
of coefficients (5.8') of this transformation, as well as relations (7.6)
and (7.8), we easily rewrite (7.11) in the form

Et,=Et , E2' =y(Ez+ABa), E3 , =y(E3-~B2)

Bl,=Bt , B2' ==y(B2-~Ea), B 3, =y(B3+~E2) (7.12)

Hecalling now what was mentioned on p. 48 about the forin of the
J.toneral Lorentz transformation, we can understand that a correct
result for an arbitrary direction of the relative velocity of reference
frames will be obtained if the transformation law (7.12) is rewritten;
by using three-dimensional vector notations, in a form invariant
under three-dimensional rotations. The role played by directions of
axes Xl and Xi' must be taken in this case by directions of the rela
tive velocity v in the reference frames under consideration. Since in
formulas· (7.2) ~ = -Vile 10, and since v2 = va = 0 under a partial

10 If we assume that reference frame K ' moves in the poaltlve direction
of axis %1.
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Lorentz transformation, we find

~B3=-!. v X B12'c

Similar arguments applied to the second line of (7.12) yield the
required result:

E11= En, Ei. = Y(E.t + +v x B)

BI1=BII, Bi.=Y(B.t-+ VX E) (7.13)

Here the symbol II marks the components of vectors E, E', Band
B' parallel to the direction of the relative velocity v, and the symbol
-.L marks components in a plane orthogonal to v. Formulas of in
verse transformations are similar in form, with E replaced by E', B
by B', and vice versa, and v by -v. ~

If v ~ C, we can assume in formulas (7.13) that y ~ 1, that is

EII=EII, EJ.~E.l++vXB

BII = BII' Bi. ~B.l-+v X E (7.13')

By expressing the components of vectors Band E parallel and orthog
onal to velocity in terms of unit vector v/v, we obtain also

E' =1'E+ 1 IV v (Eov)+-X- v X B
v c

B'=1'B+ 1 IV v (B.v)-..1. v X E (7.14)
v c

Invariants /1 and / 'J, can be used to characterize different types of
electromagnetic field. Both invariants, as the field itself, are, of
course, functions of spatial coordinates and time. Consequently,
classification of fields according to the values of invariants can be
carried out only "locally". Functions Band E are continuous, and
with them the invariants are continuous; therefore their properties
are conserved within a sufficiently small neighbourhood around a
selected point in space-time.

We see that if / 'J, = 0, the corresponding fields Band E are mutu
ally orthogonal in all inertial reference frames. In addition, in
variant types of the electromagnetic field are distinguished by the val
ues which the other invariant, /1' assumes. Let /1 > 0, that is
B2 > E2 in all reference frames. Then there exists such a reference
frame K' in which E' = 0. Indeed, we see from the first two equa
tions of (7.13) that if in reference frame K fields Band E are fixed
and mutually orthogonal, we can select velocity v in K ' in such a

manner that Ei = Y (E.l + ~ VX B) = 0 and Ell = Ell = 0, that
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is E1. = E. This will hold if the absolute value of velocity is such
that vlc= E/B 1.. Direction of velocity v can always be chosen orthog
onal to vector B. Besides, vic = EIB < 1, that is such a reference
frame K' indeed exists.

On the contrary, if /1 < 0, then similar arguments demonstrate
that by directing vector v orthogonally to the plane passing through
vectors Band E and by defining its magnitude by vic = BIE, we
can introduce such a reference frame K' in which the electromagnet
ic field becomes purely electric, that is B' = o. Here again v < c.

The above arguments show that if E = 0 or B = 0 in one iner
tial reference frame, thenboth fields are nonzero and mutually orthog
onal in all other inertial reference frames; moreover, in the first
case always E' < B' while in the second case B' < E'.

Consider now a class of fields for which I 2 =1= O. I t can be shown
that in this case there is always an inertial reference frame in which
the electric and magnetic fields are parallel to one another. In other
words, if fields Band E satisfy in one reference frame K the condition
B· E =1= 0, then there is also a reference frame K' in which a condi-
tion E' X B' = 0 is also satisfied. ..

If equality E X B == 0 is satisfied already in frame K, the problem
becomes trivial. We assume therefore that E X B =1= O. We can
define therefore a plane containing vectors Band E. Let us choose
velocity v of a new reference frame K' in the direction orthogonal to
this plane. With this choice of velocity, Ell = Ell = 0 and BI1 =
== BII = 0, and therefore E == Ej , B == B1.' E' = E~, and B' =
== B~. As follows from transformation formulas (7.13) and condition
E' X B' = 0, for given Band E velocity v must satisfy the relation

[E++vXBJ X[B-+VXEJ=O
Multiplying and taking into account that vectors v and B, as 'well
as E and v, are orthogonal, we recast the above formula to

E X B-...!- (E2+ B2)v+~ [(E X B) .v] v = 0
c c

As we have seen above, vector v can be either parallel or antiparallel
to vector E X B. Let us choose the parallel arrangement. Then, by
projecting the last equality on the direction of vector v, we arrive
at a quadratic equation for ~ == vic:

E2+B2
~2 - IEX B I P+1= 0

For fixed Band E such an equation always has two positive roots
~1 and ~2' and ~1~2 == 1. Hence, one of these roots is always less
t han unity. By choosing the absolute value of velocity corresponding
to this root, we completely define the motion of reference frame K'
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in which E' X B' =0. If from this reference frame K' we now change
to any other inertial reference frame K" whose velocity in ref
erence frame K' coincides in direction with parallel to one another
vectors 8' and E', then it follows from (7.14) that regardless of the
magnitude of velocity of reference frame K", vectors B" and E"
remain parallel to one another. Velocity u' of any such reference
frame K" with respect to the initial reference frame K is given by
the relativistic formula of addition of mutually orthogonal veloci..
ties of reference frame K' with respect to K, and 01 K" with respect
to K' (see p. 51).

7.3. Let us derive the equations for potentials of the electromagnet
ic field. It will be easy to verify by substituting the expression for
field tensor (7.5), written in terms of four-dimensional potential <1>1'
into the left-hand side of (7.9) that the relativistic Maxwell equation
becomes identity. This result ~s clear since (7.9) is an invariant form
of precisely those two equations (M.2) and (M.3) which serve to define
the relation between field strengths and potentials. Further, rela
tions (7.3) make it possible to write in the invariant form the Lo
rentz gauge condition:

(7.15)

This relation was derived directly from (2.5). Clearly, the condition
of the Coulomb gauge (2.8) is not invariant. But the gauge transfor
mations (2.3) and (2.4) take the form

iDt = <1)t + a", (7.15')ox,
Therefore, if function 'i' is invariant, then the gauge transformation
does not affect the vector character of potential <1>\. And finally,
substitution of (.7.5) into (7.7) yields, with (7.15) taken into account,
a second-order equation for four-dimensional potential:

_8_
1

_ <I>i= _..!.Si (7.16)
8z koZk c

In order to find the electromagnetic field, we have therefore to solve
wave equation (7.16) for given boundary and initial conditions, tak
ing into account the constraint (7.15). Equations (7.16) are com
pletely identical to the derived earlier (2.61) and (2.6 2) for any choice of
inertial reference frame.

Let us study in more detail the properties of current vector si.
Usually we can write i = pv, so that it follows from definition
(5.17 1) of four-dimensional velocity ui that

st = Pout (7.17)

where Po = PY 1 - ~2. Equality (7.17) can be satisfied only if Po
is assumed to be a scalar (known as the invariant charge density).
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The physical meaning of the invariant charge density is readily' un
derstood if we consider a charge filling volume dV' with density Po
in a reference frame in which all points of volume dV' are at rest.
Then in a different reference frame in which volume dV' moves at a
constant velocity Y, equation (5.10') yields p dV = Po dV'. In other
words, the total amount of charge remains invariant under the Lo
rentz transformation.

Let us imagine now an observer in a reference frame K. As si is a
vector in- space-time, its components are transformed according to
formulas (5.12), with xa replaced by s~ = j~ and X O by SO == cp,
that is

j = j' + (1' -1) + (i' · v) v +1'p'vv

( '+ 1., )p=1' P ~J.Y (7.18)

According to this, we have written the formulas realizing a transfor
mation from K' to K. They show, in particular, that density p' of a
charge which is at rest in reference frame K' determines in reference
frame K a fraction of the conduction current proportional to p'v and
known as the convective current. On the other hand, an additional rel-

ativistic term ~ I' ·v appears in the formula for the current density;c
as a result, an observer in reference frame K must notice a certain
distribution of charge in a body moving with respect to the observer,
and measure the electric field corresponding to this distribution, even
in the case when in the moving reference frame p' == 0 but i' =1= o.

7.4. Our next point is the construction of the relativistic theory of
electromagnetic field in material media. First, we have to write the
fundamental formulas of relativistic electrodynamics for vacuum in
the International System of Units, instead of the Gaussian system we
were using so far. As a result, we can distinguish between vectors D
and H, on the one hand, and vectors Band H, on the other. These
vectors are related by formulas D = BoE and B == ....oH. In the SI
system of units, coefficient a in equations (M) is assumed equal to
unity. Components of current si are defined as before, but components
of potential are usually redefined. Namely, let us replace (7.4) by a
vector <1>, having components

- 1 -<Do = -7 cp, ~a = A~ (7.19)

The Lorentz condition (2.5) in vacuo has the form div A + 8ol1o ~~ =

= 0, that ,is, as follows from (1.25), div A + c~ ~~ = O. Assuming
differentiation to be carried out with respect to contravariant com-

f»-2456
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(7.20)

ponents ~, xo, and substituting contravariant components of <1>(
defined by (7.19) for A and <p we find that the Lorentz condition takes
on an invariant form (7.15) with <I>i replaced by <1>i.

Let us turn now to the definition of the field tensor. We saw in § 1
that in SI quantities cB and E have identical dimensions. Taking
(7.19) into account, we can express the components of tensor

Fill = c ( O$k ._ 8CD, )
8x' 8zk

as

FaO = s.: F12 = cB3 , etc. (7.21)

Obviously, the formulas of transformation of field strengths (7.13)
and their corollaries remain valid, but cD has to be substituted for
B. The same is true for the relativistic Maxwell equation (7.9).
Here F' k must be replaced by F ,k•

In order to obtain the relativistic form of the Maxwell equations
with sources, we have to use not vectors Band E but vectors Hand
D with different dimensions. The arguments mentioned in § 1 re
garding the dimensions show that H and cD have identical dimensions
in SI. In addition,

H=...!... B=" /' 8 0 cB, CD=C8oE = " /' 80 E (7.22)
JAoo V Jlo V Jlo

As follows from definitions (7.20) and (7.21), the quantity

tfk=YeO/J.toF'k (7.23)

is a tensor, and

fa-o = cDa., 112 = Ha, etc. (7.24)

From this tensor we obtain that
81 f k i
8zk = S (7.25)

This equation replaces equation (7.7). Equations (7.25), (7.23),
(7.20), and (7.15) yield the wave equation for potentials:

.(7.26)

Field tensor F,k and tensor fau which we shall call the induction
tensor, must be considered simultaneously when the relativistic elec
trodynamics of material media is developed. This development can
be realized only with an additional postulate which characterizes
the behaviour of fields Band E, as well as of fields Hand D, in ma
terial media in a transition from one inertial reference frame to
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another. Such a postulate can be verified experimentally. In particu
lar, it must satisfy a condition that the equations of electromagnetic
field for an observer who is at rest with respect to the medium be
identical with the Maxwell equations (M).

An assumption which appears to be most natural here is that vec
tors cD and E in the medium are represented, as in the case of
vacuum, by tensor Fun and vectors H and cD, by tensor fU;'d al
though in the general case the relation between Band H, as well as
between D and E, is nonlinear. The invariant form of the Maxwell
equations will then be given by relativistic equations of already fa
miliar types (7.9) and (7.25). When electromagnetic properties of
media are studied in the relativistic limit, these equations are
called the Minkowski equations. We must emphasize, in order to avoid
confusion, that tensors fo{ and Fill will not be related by a propor
tionality formula of the type (7.23) and tensor t.« will be determined
in any intertial reference frame only by relations (7.24).

The difference between induction tensor (7.23) in vacuo and induc
tion tensor fill in a medium is also a tensor

rol i k = " / £0 F' k - IIA (7.27)V ~o

A comparison of definitions (7.21) and (7.24) with definitions of po
larization (1.11) and magnetization (1.17) easily shows that compo
nents of IDl i k have the following physical meaning:

IDla o = -cPa' IDl t 2 = M a, (etc. (7.28)

Tensor IDl i k is known as the tensor of moments. Geometrically, the
structure of this tensor is quite similar to the structure of field ten
sor F ik discussed earlier. In particular, if P and M are the polariza
tion and magnetization of a moving medium in a co-moving refer
ence frame, then the transformation formulas for components of the
tensor of moments can be immediately written by analogy with equa
tions (7.13):

PiJ = PII, P~ = '\' (PI + :2 v X M)
M" = Mil, M~ = "( (Ml. - V X P) (7.29)

An important physical corollary follows from (7.29). Namely, a phys
ical object which possesses electric polarization and not magnetiza
tion in a co-moving inertial reference frame is found to be magnet
ized in any other inertial reference frame. Conversely, if an object
possesses only magnetization in the reference frame at rest, then it
also possesses an electric polarization in a reference frame moving
with respect to this object. This "kinematic" (i.e. following from the
Lorentz transformations) relationship between polarization and mag-
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netization is confirmed experimentally. If P = 0 but M =1= 0, then in
the nonrelativistic limit (y ~ 1) equations (7.29) take the form

P' ~ ~ vx M, M' ~ M (7.29.)
c

This effect of electric polarization of a moving magnet is called the
unipolar induction. No sophisticated experimental techniques are
required to detect this effect, it has already been used for generating
electric currents for quite a long time.

But if M = 0 and P =1= 0, then

M' ~ -v X P, P' ~ P (7.29 2)

The effect predicted by these relations was experimentally confirmed
by Eikhenwald and Roentgen.

Let us turn now to an important particular case in which the rela
tion between inductions and field strengths in a reference frame in
which the medium is at rest is given by (1.27). What will be the re
lations between these quantities in a moving medium? This question
can be answered if one takes into account that transformation of
inductions D and H is written in a form quite analogous to the trans
formation of field strengths (7.13):

Dj, = D/I, D:" = '\' (D1. + :2 v X H)

Hil=HII, HJ.=V(H.l-vxD) (7.30)

Coefficients of vector products in these formulas correspond to the
SI system of units; in the Gaussian system both these coefficients
must equal1/c as in the case of (7.13).

Assume now that a medium is at rest in reference frame K', so
that D' = 8E' and D' = J.tH'. In the left-hand sides of these rela
tions we shall use the transformation equations (7.30), and in the
right-hand side, equations (7.13) (we have already mentioned that in
the SI system of units, cD in (7.13) must be substituted for B). Fi-
nally, we obtain I

D + c~ v X H = 8 (E + v X B)

B- c~ v X E= I.t (H-v X D) (7.31)

It follows again for longitudinal and transverse components that

Dil = 8E llt (1-~ p2) n, = 8 (1-P2) E.l + (8,...,-80""'0) v X H
. eol1o

Bn = J.tHII, (1-~ ~2) BJ. = J.t (1-P2) HJ.. + (8f.L-80J.to) v X E
eo....o

(7.32)

Here we have taken into account that c = (80""'0)-]/2.
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A problem of finding such conserved quantities as energy and mo
rnentum in the relativistic case ofa field in the medium is far from
lrivial and requires careful analysis". Nevertheless, we shall restrict
the presentation to the discussed-above formal fundamentals of the
electrodynamics of moving medial". They are sufficient to understand
what problems can be expected and what is the distinction of this
case from therelativisticelectrodynamics in vacuo. From the exper
imental standpoint, the media moving at relativistic velocities
were studied very insufficiently; consequently, the physical inter
nipretation of the theory becomes difficult. The case of practical sig
ficance is the nonrelativistic limit for media moving at sufficiently
low velocities with respect to the observer. A number of interesting
effects are found in this limit (when only terms of the order not high
er than vic are taken into account). One of such cases (Faraday's
induction in a moving loop) will be analyzed in details in connection
with the fundamentals of magneto hydrodynamics (see § 35). Other
effects (for instance, unipolar induction) can be found in: I. E. Tamm,
Fundamentals of the Theory of Electricity, Mir Publishers, Moscow,
1979.

§ 8. Relativistic equations of charge motion

8.1. Relativistic equations of motion of a charge in a given elec
tromagnetic field constitute a particular case of relativistic mecha
~ics presented in § 6. We only have to find a new expression for force

F', namely, how it is related to the electromagnetic field tensor
r».

It was shown in § 3 that the effect of field on charges and currents
is given by the volume density of the Lorentz force (3.13). It is this
expression for force that we have now to analyze in order to derive
its relativistic generalization.

Let us construct a 4-vector .!. SZFZk. By using definitions (7.1),
c

(7.6), and (7.8), we can express the components of this vector 'in any
inertial reference frame. These expressions are

l.. SZFla- = pEa- +..!. (j X B)a
c c

sIF'O = i·E \ (8.1)

Formulas (8.1) show that expression.! slF'k can be regarded as the
c

required .relativistic generalization of the Lorentz force. Indeed, its

11 See V. L. Ginzburg, Theoretical Physics and Astrophysics, Pergamon
Press, Oxford, 1979. '

12 Additional information can be found in: A. Sommerfeld, Electrodynamics,
Academic Press, New York, 1952 and V. A. Ugarov, The Special Theory of
Relattvttu, Mir Publishers, Moscow, 1979.
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spatial components are identical to (3.13), and, in accordance with
§ 6, the fourth (time) component is equal to the work of the Lorentz
force required to displace the charges.

It is obvious from expressions (8.t) that the derived expression for
the volume density of the force refers to one chosen reference frame.
Hence, it must be set equal to the derivative, with respect to proper
time, of the volume density of momentum of the medium moving
under the action of the applied "external" electromagnetic field. We
shall consider a "dustlike" medium characterized by a practically
negligible interaction between the particles; in other words, the
particles move in the electromagnetic field independently of one
another. It is clear that at any rate volume density of momentum in
the medium (not necessarily "dustlike") can be written as xouJi ,

where Xo is the invariant density of the rest mass (defined in complete
analogy to the invariant charge density, see p. 64). Similarly to the
charge conservation law, the law of mass conservation must hold.
Obviously, this law can be expressed by setting the four-dimensional
divergence equal to zero:

(8.2)

If we recall the mass-energy interrelation (see § 6), we come to a
conclusion that the rest mass of each element of the medium depends
on its interaction with all the elements of this medium. As we have
neglected this interaction in a dustlike medium, d (x06Vo)/d't. = 0,
where 6Vo is an element of volume of the medium in the correspond
ing reference frame (this element is invariant under the Lorentz
transformation).

Let us recall the equations of motion derived in § 6. As follows
from the above arguments, the relativistic equation of motion of an
infinitesimally-small element of the spatial volume of a dustlike me
dium can be written in the form

that is,
du k 1 Fl ll 1 Fill

"'0 -d-=- 51 =- poUl
't c c

The second of these equalities is based on expression (7.17) for four
dimensional current Sl.

The introduced interaction with electromagnetic field is in agree
ment with the assumed conservation of the rest mass. Indeed, if
the rest mass is constant, we must check whether relation (5.19)
still holds. It is valid because the field tensor is antisymmetric. In
other words, the four-dimensional force and velocity are mutually
orthogonal.
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(8.4)

(8.3)

8.2. The dustlike medium will be discussed again at the end of
this chapter. Here we shall analyze in more detail the motion of a
pointlike particle under the action of a given field. We have then to
assume that the invariant densities of charge and rest mass are given
hy formulas

-+ -+ ... ..
xo=moB (x-x ('t», Po=q6 (x-x (r)

Ilere mo is the rest mass, and q is the charge of a pointlike particle.
The delta function is defined by

-+ -+ 3
6(x-x ('t»= II 6(xl - x l (,;»

1-0

where Xl (T) are defined as coordinates of a particle, corresponding
to its position on the appropriate world line in a point given by the
value of the proper time 1:.

By substituting these formulas into the equations of motion and
Integrating both sides of the equation over the entire space-time
(using the basic property of delta function), we obtain

dull. q Flkmo--cFt = c Ul

In which F'k depends on 't" via the coordinates of the particle in
space-time.

We shall use in the right-hand side of (8.3) the expression (7.5)
lor the field tensor. As

8<Dk 8<Dk lizz d(J)1I.
.hi Ul = /i;l d1: =eft

we can rewrite (8.3) in the form
d",k q 8a>l
(tt= -cuz 8a>1

where

(8.5)

Equation (8.4) can be derived from the variational principle.
Assume, in accordance with our initial assumptions, that a four-....
dimensional potential of electromagnetic field c:I> (x) can be consid-
orad fixed in a certain region of space-time. Within this region, we.. ..
choose two fixed space-time points %1 and XI (we shall specify that
~ ~

.r. is in the region of the absolute future with respect to Xl). Consider
-+ -+

011 possible timelike curves connecting point Xl with point X2. The
-+ -+

variattonal principle states that there exists a Lagrangian Z (x, u)
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(8.6)

with which the action integral

J
X I -+-+

~= Z (x, u) d,;
XI

can be constructed; this integral takes on an extremal value on the
world line along which the particle actually moves under the action
of the given forces. In other words, the condition

-+

f,<!f = e1:£ (;, -;;) d't = 0
-+
Xl

is satisfied on this world line. One direct corollary of this extremal
condition is the Euler-Lagrange equations

cl iJZ 0:£
7t aUk = aXk (8.7)

In the case under consideration, that is for a pointlike particle mov
ing in an external field, equations (8.7) are identical to the motion
equations (8.4) if the Lagrangian is chosen in the form

:£ = ~ mo (UkUk - c2) - : (J)k Uk (8.8)

This is verified by direct substitution of (8.8) into (8.7)13. Conse
quently, formula (8.8) defines the Lagrangian of a pointlike charge
interacting with a given electromagnetic field.

The following features are characteristic of the variational prin
ciple (8.6) with Lagrangian (8.8). First, the Lagrangian and the
variational principle formulated with this function obviously satisfy
the condition of the relativistic invariance. Here we apply the var
iational principle to determine the world line given parametrically
by equations xli. = xA (1:). Actually the parameter is chosen in such
manner that equality (5.18) holds on the extremal, that is UIlUk = c2.

And finally, the gauge transformation of the type of (7.15') leaves
the equations of motion (8.4) unaltered. Indeed, as we see from (8.8),

this transformation adds a derivative a8"" Uk = a81l' to the Lagran-
XA 't

gian (if function 'l' does not depend explicitly on parameter 1:); as
follows from (8.6), this derivative does not affect the analysis of the
extremal condition.

8.3. Equationsof motion of a charged particle can also be written
in the Hamiltonian form. First of all, a comparison of (8.5) and (8.8)

IS Coefficient mo/2 plays the role of the Lagrange multi plier which is as
sumed constant. The corresponding additional condition serves to specify
parameter 't on the extremal.
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(8.13)

azIou", = :n'" (8.9)

Equations (8.5) can be used to find components of velocity Uk as
-+ -+

functions of variables of x and n; The Hamiltonian form of the equa-
tions of motion will be obtained if we assume that the motion of
the particle is determined precisely by coordinates Zk and momen
ta :n,p

Hamiltonian 0J8 will be defined, similarly to what is done in the
classical mechanics of the material pointlike mass, by the equality

0Je = nkuk -Z (8. to)
Then

a4le I OUI az oZ ou, az dnA
--=:n ----------= ---= ---
aXk ax", ox", au, ax", aXk a't

{)QIe ,au, oZ OUI dz",
an'" = Uk +n on", - au, 8n k = u", = d1: (8.11)

These are the equations of motion in the Hamiltonian form. They
have been derived from the Lagrange equations of mot.ion (8.7) and
relation (8.9).

The following expression for the Hamiltonian is obtained from
definition (8.10) taken simultaneously with (8.8) and (8.5):

0J8 = _1_ (~+..2.-<D) 2+ mocs (8.12)
2mo c 2

The first term on the right-hand side of this expression is equal,
1 -+ 1

according to (8.5), to 2mou2 = 2moc214. We find, therefore, that mo-

mentum 1t1t of a particle on the world line which is actually realized

in the given field of potential <1>, that is on the extermal of the ac
tion function cit, must satisfy the relation

-. -. m cl 1 ( -+ q -+) 2 1die (:n x)-_O_=-- n+-<D =- moc2
, 2 2mo c 2

By using this relation we can express the time component nO of
-+ -+

4-momentum 1t as a function of the 4-dimensional radius vector z
and of the remaining three components of the momentum, n~: nO =

-+ .

c:: :no (x, 31). If function 1£0 is substituted intoHamiltonian Ole, equa-
tion (8.13) becomes an identity: '

(8.14)

l' This equality follows from the abovementioned condition determining
the choice of parameter ~.
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Differentiation of (8.14) yields
{Jam 80m 021 0 _ 0
aXil + {Jn o OXk - , (8.15)

From the Hamiltonian equation (8.11) together with (8.15) we find

Consequently, if we choose inertial reference frame, we can refer to- ....function cfJ8 = eno (x, n) as the "3-dimensional" Hamiltonian of the
particle, with the last equations taking the form

aza- a~ ana- aJie
7ft = lJna.' 81= - lJza. (8.16)

An explicit expression for function o1B can be found if equality (8.14)
is rewritten in the chosen inertial reference frame

- (n - : A) 2 +(~ - +q>V= m:c2

Here it is necessary to recall formulas (7.3) for potential and to use
its contravariant components or its covariant components simulta-

-+ -+
neously for n and for cD. Hence,

&7e = qq> +c [ m:c2 + (n - ~ A VT/2
(8.17)

In the nonrelativistic approximation, when v ~ c, that is

(n - : Ar< m:c2
,

$t ~ qcp+ _1_ (n-..!. A)2+moc2 (8.18)
. 2mo c

In this approximation the Galilean transformations can be used
instead of the Lorentz transformations. In this case energy and mo
mentum do not form a 4-vector and the term moc", that is the rest
energy, in (8.18) can be ignored. Then this condition simply defines
the choice of origin for the energy of the particle, set equal to cfJ8 -

- moe". Equation (8.18) also shows that x - !L A = mov 15.c

Since on the extremal J = c", we obtain, if we denote -£ =
= Z + moc",

t.

6tfJ =6 J fl dt=O,
ft

- .. ;---v-, q
:£ = - moc2 V 1-CI - qq> +cA.v

(8.19)
Ii In the 51 system of units A must be replaced by cA.
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The Lagrangian is often used in this form. When p«: 1, this func
tion is approximately equal to the difference between kinetic ener
gy and "potential function" (if the term -moc2 is dropped).

§ 9::-. Variational principle
for electromagnetic field

9.1. Equations of motion of charged pointlike mass in an exter
nal electromagnetic field can be derived from the variational prin
ciple; similarly, it is possible to formulate the variational principle
from which Maxwell equations can be derived. This is important
since, on the one hand, variational principles are at the foundation of
a number of computational methods, and on the other hand, the
variational principle of electrodynamics is a prototype for all vari
ational principles which are used to find field equations for micro
particles in modern physics.

Application of the variational principle to the theory of electro
magnetic field involves integration in the 4-dimensional space-time.
Therefore, we first discuss the geometric aspect of this integration.
Indeed, it can be carried out over objects of very different geometric
nature: over a four-dimensional volume, over a three-dimensional
hypersurface, over two-dimensional surfaces, and finally, along one
dimensional curves.

When integrating over a four-dimensional volume an infinitesimal
element of this volume can be written in an arbitrary inertial refer
ence frame as dQ = dV da". This element of the four-dimensional
volume is invariant under the Lorentz transformations without
reflections, that is transformations conserving orientation of the
initially chosen reference frame. Indeed, if Xi' = A:'xi, then

~ ( 0' l' 2' 3')dQ'=dQ U x ,x ,x ,x dQ.det (Ai') =dQ (9.1)
fJ (XO, Xl, x2 , Z3)

Consider now a three-dimensional hypersurface ~. An element of
volume of this hypersurface is given by an infinitesimal parallelipi-

-+ -+ -+

ped formed on 3 noncoplanar vectors dx, dy, dz, coming from the
same point and lying on the tangent hyperplane. The volume ele-

•ment can be measured by means of a pseudovector nm defined by

~m d~ = Em'll dxi dyk dzl (9.2)

Here Emik l is a unit pseudoscalar of the 4-dimensional space-time
• • •introduced in (A.9), and n m is normalized by a condition I nmnm I =

= 1. Factor d~ (that" is the value of the volume element) is assumed
equal to the square root of the absolute value of the sum obtained in. .
the right hand side after n m d~ is scalarly multiplied by itself. The
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properties of pseudoscalar £mik I are such that this sum is equal to a
determinant composed of all possible scalar products of vectors
~ ~ ~ .

dx, dy, dz by one another'", Pseudovector n m is orthogonal to hyper-

surface ~ at the point where it is considered. Indeed, any vector d;'
radiating from this point and belonging to hypersurface ~ can be

~ -.. ~

expressed as a linear combination of vectors dx, dy and dz:

dam = a dxm + ~ dym + y ds"

But this means that
* .(nm dam) d~ = a dXmemikl dx' dyk dz' +... =0

*In particular, vector nnl is timelike if ~ is a spacelike hypersurface.
This definition of the volume of a three-dimensional hypersurface in
the four-dimensional space is quite similar to the definition of sur
face area of a two-dimensional surface in the three-dimensional space
(see, for example (B.7)).

Let us find the formulas for a particular case of a three-dimension
al spacelike hyperplane defined in a chosen reference frame by
equation XO= const. In this case dxo = dyO = dzo = 0 for vectors
~ -+ ~

dx, dy, dz radiating from any point of this hyperplane. If, in addition,
these vectors are directed along mutually orthogonal coordinate axes
Xl, x 2 , T, then

•na = 0 (ex = 1, 2, 3); d~ = dx t dx 2 d:r!' = dV (9.3)

A closed four-dimensional volume Q is bounded by a three-dimen
sional hypersurface ~. In complete analogy with the standard deriva
tion of the Gauss theorem, this theorem can be generalized for the
above case in the form

I ~:: dQ = ~ Ai~i d~ (9.4)

and also in the form

(9.5)

In what follows we shall not consider the reflection operations,
and therefore shall not distinguish between vectors and pseudovec-
tors. .

18 The proof of this statement follows from the relation
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X'

Fig. 3

xO

No further explanations will be required concerning the properties
of integrals over two-dimensional surfaces and their relations to
integrals over three-dimensional volume, since these operations will
always be considered within a three-dimensional hypersurface chosen
in advance on the basis of specific arguments. Hence, no additional
complications should arise com
pared to the familiar theorems
Kiven in Appendix B.

The most important hereafter
will be the integration over a
four-dimensional volume defined
as follows. Take two spacelike
hypersurfaces ~ 1 and ~ 2 such
that any point of hypersurface
~l is within the region of the
absolute future with respect to
n certain point of hypersurface
~ 2 (Fig. 3). We first integrate
over a four-d imensional region
hounded by a cylindrical three
dimensional hypersurface whose
bases lie on ~1 and ~ 2. We often shall have to find the lirnit of
this integral when the lateral surface of the cylinder is moved to
infinity in spacelike directions, so that its bases fill up the whole
surface ~ 1 and the whole surface ~ 2. Note that the Gauss theorem in
the form (9.4) or (9.5) is valid for the inner region of this cylinder.

9.2. The preliminary considerations completed, let us turn to the
formulation of electromagnetic field equations on the basis of the
variational principle.

The state of electromagnetic field in a certain region of space
time can be considered completely defined if four-d imensional poten
tial' <1>' is known in this region. We define the action function of the
field as an integral of a Lagrangian Z over the appropriate space
time region:

,ff [(J), (..,;i)] = J:t ( xi, (J)l (Xi), a~~!:l») dQ (9.6)
n

It is assumed here that indices i, l, m take on all values possible for
them. The same condition must be kept in mind with respect to all
other formulas of the present section. The integral of action if is
regarded as a functional depending on electromagnetic potential <I> I

(this is indicated in the left-hand side of (9.6)). This integral is obvi
ously a function of the type of region Q over which we integrate.

The fundamental statement of the variational principle consists in
nssuming that equations of motion of electromagnetic field, that is
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the Maxwell equations, as well as the physical conservation laws
which govern this field, can be derived as the necessary conditions
for extremum of functional c!f. This extremum must be reached with
respect to infinitesimal variations of space-time coordinates Xi and
functions <1> I (z").

We shall apply the variational principle primarily to study the
electromagnetic field in vacuo with no field sources. This means, if
we turn to Fig. 3, that the field between ~1 and ~2 was generated
by the sources which were effective during time interval prior to
~ 2' and that for one reason or other the sources within this layer can
be ignored. Specific formulas dealing with this case will be written
in the Gaussian system of units. We shall have to show that the
Lagrangian in formula (9.6) can indeed be chosen in such manner
that it will serve to obtain the Maxwell equations whose form is al
ready known. But first we shall analyze the action integral and the
conditions at which it reaches extremum in the general form, and
only then we shall turn to specific results for electromagnetic field!".

Assume that coordinates xi and functions <1> I (Xi) in (9.6) are sub
jected to a transformation in which xi are replaced by new coordi-
nates ;i, and <l> I (Xi) by new functions <D I (Xi). We define variations
6xi and <Set> l (Xi) (assumed infinitesimal) by equations

~i_ xi = 6x i (9.7 1)

<D, (;;i) - <D, (Xi) = 6<I>, (Xi) (9.7 2)

One important example of infinitesimal variation (9.7 2) of coordi
nates is formula (5.24) for the Lorentz transformation. It should also
be noted that in (9.7 2) the variation of functions <1> I ean be performed,
in the general case, independently of the variation of coordinates,
but the new functions d> I can always be regarded dependent on xi
since equation (9.71) , gives coordinates Xi in terms of Xi. Indeed, va
riations 6x i in (9.71) must be considered as fixed functions.

Obviously, a transition from Xi to ;t is a transition to a new range
of integration, which we denote by Q. Therefore, the variation re
sults in. the new action integral having the form

3' [tD,(xi)]= ) :t (xi, &dxi), 8;~ (Xi») dQ (9.8)
g

The necessary condition for extremum of cffJ consists in that the
difference

c!f [.d)I (;;i)] - c!f [<DI (Xi)] (9.9)
1'1 Our exposition of the variational principle follows I. M. Gelfand and

S. V. Fomin, Calculus of Variations, Prentice-Hall, Engelwood Cliffs, N.Y.,
1963 and N. N. Bogoliubov and D. V. Shirkov, Introduction to the Theory of
Quantized Fields, Wiley, New York, 1959. Detailed calculation of variations
is required for a correct interpretation of results.
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expanded into the Taylor series in variations ~Xi and ~<l>, must have
the first-order term equal to zero for arbitrary infinitesimals 6x i

and ~(J> t-
9.3. In order to analyze formula (9.9), we need some new infor

mation on variations; it will be obtained below.
First, define an infinitely small difference

(9.10)

which is naturally referred to as the variation in form of function
<I>, (Xi). As follows from (9.7 2) and (9.10),

6<Dz (Xi)= &, (Xi) - <Dz (Xi)+6<D1(Xi)

~ iJ$/ 13xi+6<I>dxi) ~ iJltJ./ 13xi + 6<I>/ (9.11)
ox i 8x l

The total variation of function 6<l> l is thus represented to within in
finitesimals of the order above first as a sum of two terms the first
of which is a function of the variation of coordinates ana the second
is independent of it. In what follows the symbol ~ always desig
nates equalities valid to the same accuracy. Then·

_0_ = 8~i _0_ = (6. + a(6x i») _0_ = ~ 0 (6x i
) _0_

o~k 8xlt. 8;;i Ik oxk oxi Ozk + oxk o'"Xi
that is,

(9.12)

We now denote by lj (~~:) the principal part of the difference

a<i>, (;k) 0<1> z (zk)

a-;i ox'
We can write

8lD:-(zll) _ iJltJt{xll) = ~ r'bd'Xll) _ <I>/ (X1l)]
az' az' oz'

+_0_ [<Il, (Xli)_ <D, (xk)] +( iJltJ!.,.(;Il) _ iJltJ/ (zll) ) (9.13)
ax' ax! ax!

The differentiable function in the first term of the right-hand side of
(9.13) is a quantity of the first order of smallness; therefore, by vir-
tue of (9.12) {J/{J';,A can be replaced by a/a:J!t. To within the terms of
higher order of smallness the first term can thus be written in the
form

a - - 0-- (&Il, (xk»~- (~<D, (xk»az' IJzi
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After expanding the differentiable function into the Taylor series,
the second term becomes equal, to the same accuracy, to

Finally,

( ~ __0_) <Dl (x ll) ~ ( ~ _ _ 0_) <D
l

(xll ) ~ _ a (6xm
) O(J), (x ll

)

ax' ox' ox' ox' ax' 8xm

and ultimately we obtain

6 ( o<I>! ) ~ .s: (6(1),) + 02<1>l 6xm

ox l ox' ox' oxm
(9.14)

As could be expected, the integration element dO. in integral (9.8)
is related to dQ by

Formula (9.71) shows that

iJ;' _ 6 + 0 (6x')
azk - ill iJxll

so that the principal part of the Jacobian is

(9.15)

If we denote .by 6:f the sum of terms in (9.9), linear in 6x i and
6<1> l then we obtain, taking into account (9.15),

6~ J[ iJ:£ () i az ~IT\ oZ ~ ( 0(1)1 ) +:t 0 (6z'> JdQ= g lJzf X + lJ<D1 U'V1+ lJ(lJ<DdlJz,) U lJxf lJzl

(9.16)

If we express 6<1>1 in terms of 6<I>1 via (9.11) and also use formula
(9.14), then
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The first four terms in the integrand can be written in the form

a:k (Z6xk)

and the fifth term, in the form

a:k ( a (lJ~~lJXk) 6(J>,) - (lJ:k a (lJ~~axk) ) 6(J>/
As a result, we obtain

6if = J{[ :~ - a:k a(a:,~aiDk) ] 6(J>,
g
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+ a:k [a(a~~axk) 6(J>/+Z6xk]}dQ (9.17)

Vector <D z is k.nown as the extremal vector of functional c!f if it
represents a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations

8Z 8 iJZ
iJ<Dz = 8zk iJ (8<I>z/8zk ) (9.18)

Assume now that the action function ~ is invariant under the
realized variation of coordinates Xi and potentials <I> I, that is, differ
ence (9.9) vanishes. Then, as the range of integration Q is arbitrary,
it follows from (9.17), (9.18) and (9.11) that any extremal vector
<1J l also satisfies the equation

a:k [ a (a~~axk) 6(J>/ +Z 6x
kJ

= a:k [ a (a~~a;l:k) (6 /-~ 6x
m

) +Z 6xkJ=0 (9.19)

The relation is fundamental for the derivation of conservation laws.

§ tO~:--. The Hoether theorem.
Relativistic diHerential and integral
conservation laws for eledromagnetlc fields

10.1. Let an infinitesimal variation of coordinates be the inhomo
geneous Lorentz transformation (5.24), that is

~Xk = gkkOOkJxi +ooh. (fO.1)

All parameters {J)hj and 0/1. are linearly independent. Function <Ill

is known to be transformed as a vector under proper Lorentz trans
formations and to be invariant under translations.. Then, according
to the definition of the vector., infinitesimal transformations must
sa tisfy the relation

(10.2)



(10.3)

(10.4)
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suuilnr to (10.1). When (10.1) and (10.2) are substituted into (~.19),

coefficients of each parameter Wk} and wk must vanish independ
ently of one another.

Let us define the following tensors:

iJZ iJ<Dl cp

T~m= iJ (iJ<Dl/iJxk ) iJxm - ~kmoLl

I-tkm} = Tkmxj - Tkjxm

and

oZ cD _ iJZ cD (10 5)
°kmj = iJ (iJ<Dj/iJ~k) m iJ (iJ<Dm/8zk) J •

If we take into account the antisymmetric character of parameters
CJ)kJ, the result of the abovementioned substitution will take the
form of equations

and

iJTkm
--=0
iJ~k

(10.6)

(10.7)

For reasons which willbe presently clear, r km is called the energu
momentum tensor, f.1km} , the angular momentum tensor, and Okm},
the spin tensor of electromagnetic field. To be precise, these tensors
describe densities of the abovementioned physical quantities. We
see that (10.6) follows from the invariance of the action function (llf
with respect to the group of translations in the space-time, and (10.7)
follows from the invariance under a group of proper Lorentz trans
formations. And both these equalities hold simultaneously as a
result of the invariance of the action function (f with respect to the
inhomogeneous Lorentz group which includes the indicated transfor
mations as its subgroups. Relations (10.6) and (10.7) are known as
the differential laws of energy-momentum conservation and of the
4-momentum conservation. In our particular case we have proved
the so-called first N oether theorem. This theorem states that invar
iance of action functions with respect to any group of transforma
tion with a finite number of parameters corresponds to a differential
conservation law. It must be kept in mind that, as is clear from the
above, these conservation laws are satisfied only with functions <1>l
which have the extremal properties, that is with functions repre
senting solutions of the Lagrange equations.

We see that the differential conservation law for a certain quan
tity is defined as the statement that the four-dimensional divergence
of this quantity vanishes. The meaning of this terminology becomes
clear if one recalls formula (7.2) which expresses charge conservation
in differential form, that is expresses the continuity equation as the
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(10.9)

equality of four-dimensional divergence of current vector to zero.
Formulas (10.6) and (10.7) differ only in that a similar condition is
applied to quantities represented by tensors. Later we shall give a
rnore detailed interpretation of these formulas.

10.2. Let us analyze some important features of tensors (10.3)
(10.5), in connection with the formulation of conservation laws for
tensors.

First of all, let \('lkm be an arbitrary tensor of rank 3 antisymmetric
with respect to indices k and l, that is \('klm = _'I'lllm. Consider a
quantity

T'km = TAm + a'l"km /ax l (10.8)

As a2'¢'hm/axk ax' == 0 by virtue of the assumed antisymmetric char
acter of tensor ¢klm, tensor T'km satisfies the conservation law (10.6)
if Tkm satisfies this law. In other words, transformation of type
(10.8) modifies the form of the energy-momentum tensor without
violating the conservation law. _

Let us consider now angular momentum (10.4) and calculate its
divergence a~km}/axll which is found in (10.7). It follows directly
from (10.4) that

if rkm satisfies (10.6). "Therefore if rhm is a symmetric tensor, the
right-hand side of (10.9) vanishes- Hence, taking account of (10.7),
we arrive at

oJ,tR.m; -0
8zk - ,

8akmJ -0
8zk - (10.10)

In other words, if the energy-momentum tensor is symmetric, then
angular momentum and spin of the field are conserved independently.
But if the energy-momentum tensor is not symmetric, then in prin
ciple we can try to use transformation (10.8) choosing function 'I"km
in such a manner that the tensor T'km be symmetric. Therefore we
shall assume hereafter that Tkm = r».

Integral conservation laws can be derived from differential conser
vation laws (10.6) and (10.7). For this purpose it is sufficient to in
tegrate (10.6) and (10.7) first over the cylindrical four-dimensional
region shown in Fig. 3. If ~ is the total surface bounding this region,
then the Gauss theorem of the type (9.5) yields

~ r-«; d:E = 0, ~ (,...kmi +akmi) »« d:E = 0
~ ~

We then eliminate the lateral surface of the cylinder by infinitely
expanding it between fixed spacelike surfaces ~1 and ~2. We shall
restrict our analysis to the fields for which integrals of the relevant
tensors over this lateral surface vanish in the mentioned limit tran
sition. This means that the field must diminish sufficiently rapidly
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(10.11),

at the spacelike infinity. Then an integral over ~ reduces to inte
grals over ~1 and ~2. As usual, the application of the Gauss theorem

•requires a choice of the positive direction of normal nk; we choose,
for instance, the direction external with respect to the volume over
which integration is carried out. If instead we define a vector nk

with positive direction toward the absolute future region on both
hypersurfaces, ·we obtain

rTi1<n1< ez1 = ~ Ti1<n1< d~2
~1 ~t

and a similar equality for the second in\egral. We introduce two defi
nitions

pi [~J = A ) TUnA d~
1:

Mmi"r ~J "B ) (~1<mi+ (J1<mi) nA d~ (10.12)
1:

where ~ is an arbitrary spacelike hypersurface and A and 13 are
scalar coefficients, As follows from the above arguments, if Ttk and
~km~ + akm1 satisfy the differential conservation laws, then pi and
~1 are independent of the choice of hypersurface ~ ..This means that
the integral conservation laws hold for pi and ~J.

10.3. The general theory presented above must be applied to a
study of electromagnetic field. Clearly this application must be
based on a correct choice of the Lagrangian. Invariance of the action
function (9.6) under the Lorentz transformation will be realised if
the Lagrangian is an invariant under these transformations since
dQ in itself already possesses this quality (see p. 75). Hence, we shall
take for the Lagrangian an invariant of the Lorentz transformations
formed by potentials and their derivatives. The relativistic theory
presented in § 7 shows that invariant 11 defined by (7.101) is di
rectly associated with the description of electromagnetic field. Let
us choose Lagrangian :t in the form

:£= -(1/2)11 = -(1/4) F t kFik= (1/2) (E2_B2) (10.13)
and show that this choice yields results correct from the physical
standpoint. Obviously, multiplication of the Lagrangian by' a con
stant factor, and, in particular, the reversal of its sign, does not
significantly affect these results. I t will be more convenient to
rewrite function Z in the form

x = _ (1/4) gfigkhP*k = _ (1/4) giigkk ( a(J)~ _ 8<»,)2 (10.14)
t ox' 8xk

in accordance with formula (7.5). This Lagrangian Z is gauge in
variant. This is obvious since tensor F t k is gauge invariant. First
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,
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of all, we find derivative iJ::t/iJ (8cD z/iJxm ) . As summation in (10.14)
was carried out over all values of i and k, derivative {)$,/OXm will be
encountered in this sum twice for each pair of fixed values of land m:
in term Ffm and in F:",. As a result,

oZ __ u mm ( oCD, _ 8<Dm ) _ -F Zl mm= _rnl
{J (8c:Dzl8zm) - g g fJxm fJxl - mlg g

In this formula there is no summation over land m,
In our case the Euler-Lagrange equations (9.18) take the form

(10.15)

that is,
8

2
<1> It 8 (oeD,) 16)

OXE Oxi = OXk OXt (10.

Owing to the gauge invariance offunction Z, we can always consid
er that potentials are subjected to the Lorentz condition (7.15).
Then the above equality becomes a homogeneous wave equation

81 <1> 1&
fJxioxi =0 (10.17)

for electromagnetic field in the absence of sources.
We turn now to conserved quantities. The given above calcula

tion of the derivative shows that expression (10.3) for the energy
momentum tensor includes a sum Fkla(J)z/f}xm • We transform it as
follows:

Flt l ot1>, = F'd F + _0_ (F'd(J) ) _ <D 8Fklozm ml ax l m m ox l
(10.18)

But the last term vanishes owing to (10.16), and the one preceding it
has the form of an addition to the tensor, as we have discussed in
connection with transformation (10.18). We drop this term and thus,
without violating the conservation law, switch to a new tensor
TAm. This new energy-momentum tensor is found to be symmetric:

T k m = - gllFAlFmz- KkmZ = - gllFh,lFml +(1/4) gkmFpqFpq (10.19)

Superscript k of tensor rt; was transformed into a subscript by DIUI

tiplying both sides of the above equation by gAk. It follows from
(10.19) that

Too = - gaaFoa.Foa. +(1/2) (B2- E2) = (1/2) (E2+B2) (10.20 j )

In § 3 we have formulated the law of field energy conservation; re
calling it, we find that component Too has the physical meaning of
the density of the field energy.
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(10.21)

(10.22)

Similarly, a comparison of (10.19) with definitions (7.6) and for
mulas of § 3 directly yields"

1
Ta,o = Toa, = - E X BIa, = -- Sa, (10.202)c

- T a,~ = T~J + T~) == T~~) (10.203)

We have used above definitions (3.6), (3.9) and (3.11) of the Poyn
ting vector S and the Maxwell stress tensor, which here we denote
by T~').

10.4. We turn now to integral conserved quantities (10.12). We
shall choose hypersurface ~ as a hyperplane defined by the condition
t = const. Then vector nk is given by (9.3). Besides,

po p:] = A ) TOO dV
v

pa; [:E)= A JTa;O dV = ~ A JSa; dV
v v

Consequently, if we choose A = c-1 , then the time component of
vector pi [~] is equal to the total energy of the field divided by c,
.and its spatial components are equal to the corresponding components
of the total momentum of the field. Vector pi [~] is therefore called
the energy-momentum vector; for a hypersurface ~ of the general type
it is

pi [:E'] = ~ ) Ti"n" d};
1:

If, in addition, we choose B = c-1
, then it follows from (10.22) and

(10.4) that in the second formula of (10.12)19 we can write

dM"'i = .!. J.I,,,mink d~ = xi dpm - xmdpi (10.23)
c

This expression is similar to the definition of angular momentum
in classical mechanics, introduced as a vector product of radius
vector by momentum,

As tensor M"" is antisymmetric, it has six linearly independent
components. Formula (10.23) immediately shows that spatial compo-
nents d~fi may be represented in three-dimensional notations by
vector product r X dP, that is, they coincide with the classic defini
tion of angular momentum density. The other three components are
written as'dMoa,=:J!l' dw - ct dpG. A comparison with classical me-

c

18 Rules of operations with covariant and contravariant indices show that
T~o = -Ta.o, Tap = Ta,13 = -T~fJ.

19 Only density Ilkm j is taken into account since (10.fO) are valid here.
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(10.24)

chanics leads to a conclusion that conservation of these three quan
tit ies is an equation of motion of the center of inertia of the consid
ored volume element of the field. Indeed, dw/c 2 == dm is the mass
corresponding to the energy within this volume element. Ina partic
ular case when the law of conservation of dM~ is applied to two
infinitely close hypersurfaces t = const, we obtain dMo~/dt = 0,
that is (dm) v = dP, where ,p = dxa./dt. I

In three-dimensional notations, the law of conservation (10.6)~..
for energy-momentum tensor is rewrit.ten in the form

~+ araO _ 0 8T°f, 8TLP 0
8xo az~ -, 8xO + 8zO, =

If (10.20) is taken into account, the first equation of (10.24) becomes
identical to the energy conservation law (3.3), aw/at + div S = 0,
for the field in the region in space where sources j are. absent. The
second of these equations must be compared with the momentum
conservation law (3.13), since ! TO~ is interpreted as the field momen-

c
tum density. Here again the coincidence is complete.

From the standpoint of the Noether theorem mentioned on p. 8~,

the above result must be interpreted as follows. If the action inte
gral of the field is invariant with respect to transformations under,
the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, then different subgroups which
are included into this group correspond to the following conservation
laws: energy conservation corresponds to the subgroup of translations
by a timelike vector; momentum conservation corresponds to the
subgroup of translations in the three-dimensional space; angular
momentum conservation corresponds to the subgroup of three-di
mensional rotations; and finally, the integral of motion of the center
of inertia corresponds to the subgroup of rotations in planes of the
type (0, ex).

We saw that there is one additional conserved quantity, namely
the spin angular momentum given by formulas (10.5) and (10.14).
The physical interpretation of this quantity is supplied by the quan
tum field theory. In this theory the electromagnetic field is described
as an ensemble of elementary particles, photons, each of photons
possessing an intrinsic angular momentum called spin (in addition to
the orbital angular momentum mentioned above). The classical
approximation (10.5) describes the total spin momentum (cf. § 5
of the monograph by Bogoliubov and Shirkov cited on p. 78). It
should be recalled again that according to formula (10.10) the spin
and orbital angular momenta are conserved independently. There
fore, the spin angular momentum can be ignored if we restrict the
analysis to classical electrodynamics.

Definition (10. f3) of the Lagrangian used above is not the only one possible
in the theory of electromagnetic field. For example, a frequently u sed form of
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Lagrangian is
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z'+z-i. ( a<D
m )2

2 8zm (10.25)

.........

where Z is defined, as before, by (10.13). We easily find that

, 1 (iJ<Dm ) 2 1 a ( k 8<Dm 8<1>k )Z =-- -- gmmgll+ <D ---<Dm _ -
2 axl 2 ax m iJxll axk

As the second term has the fonn of divergence, the first term alone can be used
as the Lagrangian, without changing the physical content of the variational
principle. If this Lagrangian is used, equations of motion immediately take
the form (10.17); Lagrangian Z' thus incorporates the Lorentz condition.
Physical quantities obtained by means of Z' will not satisfy gauge invariance.
It can be shown, however, that the differences between these quantities and
the gauge invariant obtained by means of Z make no contribution into inte
gral dynamic characteristics of the field satisfying conservation laws. This
fact will not be discussed here in more detail although the Lagrangian repre
sentation in the form (10.25) proved to be convenient in quantum electrody
namics.

10.5. Our next step is the formulation of the variational principle
for electromagnetic field interacting with sources in vacuo. Obvious
ly, this formulation depends on the assumptions concerning the prop
erties of sources. If sources are distributed in space as a "dustlike"
medium discussed in § 8, the Lagrangian can be taken in the form

'" 1 i 1 .
Z = Z +c <DiS - 2 )(OUiU'

where Si = Poui is the current vector. Variation of the action function

fJlf = fJ J:l dO can be calculated in two ways. If this variation is
made under an assumption that vector ui , and consequently current
si, is not varied but potentials are varied (as was the case earlier in
she analysis of the free field), then the Euler-Lagrange equations,
as could be expected, take the form

or» 1·--=-s'"axk c

instead of (10.16).
Assume now that vector <t>i can be considered fixed and should not

be varied. The integral in the formula for variation of action function'
can be transformed as follows:

1 r· r J dx
i

7 J <I>"'si dQ = J dq <1>, d'( d't

Here dq = Po dV and dV is the volume of an element of medium in
the co-moving reference frame. Assume that variation is carried out
for world lines of the elements of medium with fixed initial and final
points. With respect to this variation the extremum condition takes
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the form of the Euler-Lagrange equations

d fJZ fJZ
th fJui - lJzi

Substitution of the Lagrangian Z- yields
du i Po d<1>i f a<Dk

-Xo -+ ---=-Sk--o
d't c d't C fJx1

that is,
du i f Ito

Xo -- = - SkF ~d't c

since

89

d<I>i o(J>i k
eft = fJzk U

In fact we have repeated above the arguments of § 8 for the case
of Lagrangian Z taking into account additional conditions with
respect to the mode of variation. Lagrangian Z can be used to de
rive the conservation laws for a system of fields and charges. This de
rivation will not be discussed here since in principle it does not in
volve anything new. Note only that, for instance, conservation of the
energy-momentum tensor takes in this case the form

a Tik+ T i k ) 0fJxlt ( source =

ik i It • 'where Tsource = XoU U IS the energy-momentum tensor of the
charges, that is of the "dustlike" medium.

No doubt, we could analyze also distributions of sources with more
complicated properties than those of a "dustlike" medium, for exam
ple, the properties of the ideal liquid. The rest mass )Co then should
be considered as a function of proper time, because of t~interaction
between elements of the medium. However, we shall not be able to
use this theory in the later chapters, and so need not elaborate it
here20 •

20 Presentation of the variational principle for different properties of the
medium and the definition of the energy-momentum tensor see in §§ 32, 46-49
of the monograph by V. A. Fock, cited on p. 46.



CHAPTER 3

STA TIC FIELDS. SOLUTION
OF THE WAVE EQUATION.
RADIATION FIELD

§ 11. Electrostatic field

11.1. We have demonstrated in § 2 that wave equations (2.61)

and (2.6 2) for Lorentz-gauged potentials can be considered as the
basic equations describing behavior of electromagnetic field in ho
mogeneous isotropic media. These equations become resolvable if we
demand that the initial and boundary conditions correspond to a
physically meaningful situation. Functions p (r, t) and j (r, t)
which determine spatial distribution of field sources and evolution
of this distribution, will be considered known to an extent required
for the solution.

Assume that j = 0, magnetic field is absent completely, and charge
density p and scalar potential <p are independent of time. Equation
(2.6 2) then takes the form of the Poisson equation

1L1cp= -- p (r)
,8

(11.1)

which is the fundamental equation of electrostatic field. Indeed, if
function q> (r) is known, it is possible to calculate electric field
strength from the formula

E = -grad q> (11.2)

We shall remind the reader some facts from the theory of equa
tions of mathematical physics dealing with the solution of the Pois
son equation (11.1).

,The essential step is to find the so-called fundamental solution of
the Poisson equation. By definition, it is a solution corresponding to
a pointlike source in infinite space (when boundary conditions reduce
to the requirement that the solutions diminish sufficiently rapidly
at infinity). The distribution density of a pointlike source in space is
given by the delta function () (r - r'), where r' is the radius vector
of the point at which the source is located. In other words, the funda
mental solution of equation (11.1) is a particular solution f (r, r')
of the nonhomogeneous equation t

dl (r, r') = _.1. B(r-r') (11.1')
e
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which diminishes rapidly enough when I r - r' 1-+ 00. It can be
shown that

! (r, r') = 4ne Ifr_r' I (11.3)

Indeed, denote R = r - r", If R ==F 0, we always have ~(~ ) =
= 0, which is readily verified by direct calculations. However,

J~ (~) dV
Y ==F 0, owing to a singularity of the integrand at R = °

(we differentiate with respect to variable r and integrate over vari
able r'), This integral can be evaluated by using the following (far
from rigorous) arguments. Let us integrate over a three-dimensional
volume incorporating point r' = r and bounded by a closed sphere 0

with the center at this point. According to the Gauss theorem,

r il (-!.) dV' =~!.. (-!.) do. But since!.- (-!.) = -'-!"and do =J R 'f an R an R R2
= R2 dQ (here dQ is an element of solid angle on the sphere), we

obtain r~ (~ )dV
Y

= -431, that is ~ (~ ) = -4n~ (R). We shall
not try to substantiate this result more rigorously.

It immediately follows from (11.3) that the solution of equation
(11.1) in infinite space is of the form

r 1 or (r')dV'
q>(r)= J !(r,rY)p(rY)dVY= 4ne J P1r-r'l (11.4)

Here and below r denotes the radius vector of the observation point,
and r' is the radius vector of the point where the source is located",
If we apply operator L\ to both sides of (11.4) and take into account
(11.1') and properties of delta function, then (11.4) indeed proves to
be a solution of equation (11.1). In our notation differential opera
tions with respect to r' are primedt It is important to remember that

grad t (r - r') = -grad' f (r - r') (11.5)

This is a frequently used relation.
The general solution of the nonhomogeneous equation (11.1') can

be rewritten in the form

G (r, r') = f (r, r') + F (r, r') (11.6)

where F is the general solution of a homogeneous equation L\'F = 0
(here and later it will be more convenient to use operator il' and
consider functions G and F to be symmetric).

Function G (r, r") is called Green's function for the Poisson equa
tion. Using Green's function, we can obtain a solution of this equa
tion in a finite volume for specific boundary conditions on the surface
o bounding this volume. The Dirichlet conditions, when potential <p

1 A brief summary of formulas expressing elementary properties of delta
function is given in Appendix C.
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is fixed on 0', and the Neumann conditions, when the normal deri
vative of potential ofP/8n, that is the normal component of electric
strength (11.2), is given on 0", are often used as such boundary con
ditions.

The Dirichlet and Neumann conditions provide unique solution of
the boundary problem. Let us assume that two solutions, fPI and fP2'
of equation (11.1) are found, satisfying the same boundary condi
tions on surface 0'.

We denote u = CPI - fP2. We use formula (B.27), assuming 'I' =
= <P = u, This formula now becomes

(~.7)

•

J(uA'u+ [grad' u1 2
) dV' = ~ u ::' da'

v 0

But within V we have ~'u = 0, and at the boundary 0' of this region
either u = 0 (if fPI and fP2 satisfy the same Dirichlet conditions), or
au/an' = 0 (in the case of Neumann conditions). In both cases

JI grad' u 12 dV' =0 should hold, which is only possible if grad' u =
v
= 0 within V, that is if uwithin this volume is constant. In the case
of Dirichlet conditions we, conclude that u = 0, that is <PI = CP2'
while for the Neumann conditions CPI may differ from CP2 by an addi
tive constant, which is unimportant.

Let us apply now to our region V Green's formula (B.28) assuming
that cp is an arbitrary solution of equation (11.1) and "I' is an arbi
trary Green's function of type (11.6), satisfying equation (11.1').
By using the properties of delta function, we arrive at the integral
equation for function cp:

cp (r) = Jp (r') G (r,.r') dV'
v

+ e~[G(r,r') :: -cp(r') 8G~~,r')Jda' (11.8)

With a proper choice of Green's function G, we can satisfy specific
boundary conditions. Thus, if Green's function Gn has a property
Gn (r, r') = 0 for r' E (J then the first term in the integral over 0'

will vanish and we shall have a solution corresponding to Dirichlet
boundary conditions. Derivation of the integral formula for the
Neumann boundary conditions is more complicated. Finally, if we
assume G = t. formula (11.8) becomes

f rp (r') dV'
<p (r) = 4218 J Ir- r' I

v

+ 4
1n
~ [ Ir~r'l :: -cp(r') 8:' Ir~r'l ] do' (11.9)
a
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Fig. 4

It is clear from the above arguments that, since solution q> of equa
tion (11.1) is uniquely specified by setting on surface (J the value of
only function q> or only of derivative iJfPliJn', equation (11.9) must be
considered as an integral relation which must be satisfied by the so
lution corresponding to the chosen value of G = f.

If the charge is distributed not in a three-dimensional volume as
has been assumed until now, but over a two-dimensional surface (J

with surface density A (r'),
then, by analogy with the
first term in (11.9) or to
formula (11.4) for infinite
space, we can write

1 rA (r') s«
fP (r) = 411:8 J Ir-r/l

a
(11.10)

This is the so-called poten
tial of the elementary layer
(that is, of a layer of charges
distributed over surface 0). X'

Terms of the type (11.10)
must be added to the right
hand side of for/mula (11.8)
when volume V contains two-dimensional elementary layers. At the
same time, by analogy with (11.10), the first term in the surface inte
gral of (11.9) can be referred to as the potential of an elementary layer
deposited on the boundary surface 0 with the surface charge density
numerically equal to oq>lon'. The second term in this integral also
can be given a physical interpretation which we shall discuss later.

1t .2. Expansion of potential in multipole potentials. Let us
apply formula (11.4) to calculation of potential in one important
particular case when the whole charge generating the field is locat
ed inside a sphere with finite radius A (bounded charge distribu
tion); we are interested in the potential outside of this sphere. For the
origin of coordinates we take any point 0 inside this sphere (it will
be convenient, however, to choose the center of this sphere as the
origin), and we shall determine the values of the field at the obser
vation point P outside of this sphere (Fig. 4). If quantity 111 r - r"]
is considered a function of components z'? of vector r', we can expand
this function into the Taylor series in the neighbourhood of point
r ' = 0:

, 1 , (J (1) z'ax'~ 02 (1)
f (r ) = -,: - x ~ {Jxa r + -2-1- {Jxa,ax~ r

_ .... + (-1)n x'a. t x'~n an (l-) +.. . (11.11)
nJ • • • (Jx(X,' ••• ozan r
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Note that the chosen constraints r > A, r' < A guarantee uniform
convergence of the above series. Substitution of the series into the
initial equation (11.4) yields an infinite series for potential

00

q>= ~ CPn
n=O

where
cp = _(-_1)_n r p (r') X'~l ••• x'an dV' an

__ ( r1 )
n ~n8nl J iJZ~l ••• iJzan

(11.12)

(11.12')

Term CPn of this series is called the multipole potential of order 2n,
and expansion (11.12) is known as the expansion in multipoles. Each
index C%k assumes values 1, 2, 3. Hence, the sum in the definition of
the multipole can also be written in the form

1'a 'a an ( 1 )-x 1 X n -
n I . · · axa l . . . iJxan r

~ 1 (')11.( ') I (')m an ( r1 )
=.LJ klllmi Xl X 2 Xs () II ~ lam

Zl uZ2 %3

where summation is carried out over all positive integers k, l, m,
for which k + l + m = n. The theory of spheric functions, when
applied to an analysis of multipoles, is most efficient in revealing
their characteristic properties. Here, however, we restrict the analy..
sis to several simplest cases.

Let us discuss in more detail the first two trrms in expansion (11.12).
First, the term \

CPo = -4
1 r p (r') dV'ner J

has the same form as the potential of a pointlike charge q =

= Jp (r') dV' l~cated at the origin. The expression for <Po can be

derived if p (r') = r/J (r') is substituted into (11.4).
In the vector notation, the next term takes the form

<Pi = - 4~B (p grad : ) (11.13)

where vector p is defined by

p= Jp (r') r' dV' (11.14)

and is referred to as the dipole moment of charge distribution.
An expression of the form of (11.13) can also be derived from the

general formula (11.4). Assume that a pointlike negative charge -q
is placed at the origin of coordinates, and 8 ~ pointlike charge +q
at a point with radius vector I. The density of such distribution of
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charges is written in the form

p (r') = q [«S (r' - I) - «S (r')]

95

By assuming the magnitude of vector 1 to be small, we can formally
expand the first term into a Taylor series in 1 and retain only the
first two terms of this expansion, so that

p (r') ~ -q (I, grad' «S (r')) (11.15)

Now let the magnitude of vector I tend to zero, and that of charge q
to infinity in such a manner that the limit of their product,

lim ql == p, exists. Vector p is then called the dipole moment of
q-oo, 1-0
the pointlike dipole (in our case it is located at the origin). After
this limiting transition we substitute (11.15) into (11.4) and use
the properties of a derivative of delta function (see Appendix C)
and obtain, having taken into account (11.5),

(r) - __1_ r CP, grad' 6 (r'» dV' __1_' ( rad' 1 I )
cp - 4ne J Ir-r'l - 4fiS p, g Ir-r'l r'=O

= - 4;8 (p, grad lr 1 r' I Ir'=ol = - 4~8 (p, grad ~ ) (11.16)

We iInmediately note that formulas (11.13) and (11.16) formally are
identical. Therefore, term qJl of the expansion of the potential of
bounded charge distribution in multipoles can be regarded as. the
potential of a pointlike dipole located at the point chosen for the
origin of coordinates. Numerically, the dipole moment of this dipole
is given by formula (11.14). Notice that equation (11.14) does not
unambiguously determine the dipole moment, since it depends on
the choice of the origin. I t is readily found that if the origin is dis
placed to point ro, so that r' = fo + r", the dipole moment is modi
fied to

p' = Jp (r") r" dV" = p-qro

where q is the net charge within sphere (1. The dipole moment is in
dependent of the choice of the origin only for a system with zero
net charge (q = 0). The same is true for multipoles of higher orders
(see below). A multipole of order n is determined unambiguously
only if all the multipoles of order below n are equal to zero.

Expression (11.16) can be used to obtain directly some generali
zations. If, for example, vector p is considered a function of spatial
coordinates, we can operate in terms of distributions of pointlike
dipoles in three-dimensional space or on a two-dimensional surface.
In the case, of a volume distribution of dipoles, electric potentials
produced by such distributions in the point of observation r will be
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given by the formula

cp (r) = - 4~B J(p (r'), grad Ir~r/l ) dV'
v

If dipoles are distributed over surface a, we only have to replace
integration over the volume by integration over the surface. This
surface on which dipoles are distributed is called the double layer.
It can be noticed that the formal structure of the double layer poten
tial is found in the second term of the surface integral in formula
(11.9). We also have to assume that dipoles are directed normally to
surface a and that Pn' (r') =p (r')= -<p (r'). On the whole, there
fore, the surface integral is a physical picture of an elementary
and a double layer placed simultaneously on surface a.

The electrostatic field strength E, calculated, as we have men
tioned above, by means of formula (11.2), can be written in the
discussed cases as

E (r) = --4
1 rp (r') grad I 1 " dV' (11.18 t )
1t8 J r-r

E(r)=-4f grad(p,grad.!.)=--4
f

grad (prs)
218 r ns r

1 r
= - 4nE (p,grad)rs (11.18 2)

E(r)= -'-4
1 J(p(r'),grad) l(r-~/ll3 dV' (11.18 3)
318 r-r

v

The first of these formulas is obtained from (11.4), the second, which
gives the field strength produced by a pointlike dipole, is obtained
from (11.16) via (B.1S); and finally, the third of them is a corollary
of (11.17). .

We shall use one important theorem which states that if charge
density p (r') is a bounded and piecewise-continuous function of
spatial coordinates", then potential q> (r) and field strength E (r),
given by formulas (11.4) and (11.181) , are finite continuous func
tions of r. A similar property is characteristic of the potential pro
duced by a distribution of dipoles (see formulas (11.17) and (11.18 s»),
but the conditions of the theorem must now hold for the distribution
density of dipoles, p (r'). If function At (r') determining the poten
tial of elementary layer in expression (11.10) is bounded and piece
wise-continuous on surface a, then this potential is bounded and
continuous everywhere, and therefore, has no discontinuity along
the lines crossing surface a. On the opposite, field strength produced

~ by an elementary layer has a finite discontinuity on such lines. This

2 That is, there is a finite number of regions in each of which function p (r')
is continuous.
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directly follows from boundary conditions for the Maxwell equations
discussed in § 4. And finally, the double layer has the following prop
erty: its potential has a finite discontinuity across this layer.

11.3. In analogy to our treatment of the field of two charges with
opposite signs on p. 94, let us turn to two pointlike dipoles with
oppositely directed dipole moments with equal magnitudes, located
at points r' = 0 and r' = I. The integrand in (11.17) can then be
transformed via an expansion

apa (r') = pa [6 (r' -I) - {, (r')] ~ - pal~ -,p 6 (r')
ax

1

Let us assume that there exists a limit dap = lim pal P when
P-+OO, l-+O

all considered dipoles are placed at one and the same point, and the
magnitude of the dipole moment rises infinitely. Tensor dctfJ is called
the quadrupole moment of the obtained charge distribution known
as the quadrupole". In this limit

~(r)=-41da~r~l)(r')--;; 1
1

'1 dV'
ne J iJz ., {)x r-r

v
= __1_ daf} {)2 1 I = _1_ dati {)2

4n8 {)x' f3axa Ir-r'l r'=O 4n8 {)xa{)xfJ r

(11.19 2)

Consider a tensor

Qa.p=Qpa= Jp(r') (3x~x~-r'2l)all)dV'

Using (11.191 ) and (11.19 2) it can be readily shown that

da.J3 82 1 1 Qa.(i {)2 1
CP2 (r) = 4118 oXa.oze r ="6 4n8 lJxa. oZJ3 r

Hence, tensor Qa.fi can be chosen as a definition .of the quadrupole
moment of continuous charge distribution. Relation (11.19 2) shows
that this tensor has the following property: ~a.Qaa = 0, that is it
has only five linearly independent components.

3 Note that a quantity usually referred to as the quadrupole moment is 2da.a.

A comparison with formula (11.12) shows that a term in the expan
sion of potential over multipoles can be considered as the potential
of a quadrupole. This process of formation of multipoles of higher
and higher order can be carried on indefinitely.

Tensor dati can be considered symmetric since its antisymmetric
part is cancelled out in the summation; in other words, the product
pal~ can be symmetrized before carrying out the limit operation.
In the caseof continuous distribution of charges we have to assume

dap= ~ Jx~xpp(r')dV' (11.191)

7--2456
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To conclude, we shall find force F with which a given electrostatic
field E acts on a dipole. I t must be clear from the foregoing that this
force is given by the relation .

F(r)= lim q[E(r+l)-E(r)]
q-+oo, 1-+00

if the dipole is located at point r. By expanding F into a Taylor
series and recalling the definition of dipole moment p, we obtain

F = (p-grad) E (11.20)

For a static field formula (11.20) can be written in the form F =
= -grad U, where

U = -p. E (11.21)

is the potential energy of the dipole in field E. The torque acting on
the dipole by field E can be calculated by the formula

N= lim lx(qE)=pxE (11.22)
q-+oo, 1-+0

because the forces + I q IE and -I q IE, having equal magnitudes
to within infinitesimal corrections, applied in the opposite directions
to the positive and the negative charges, constitute a mechanical
couple. 1

Later we shall return to the study of electrostatic field, and in
particular to its energy properties, the Maxwell stress tensor, and
so on (see Chapter 7).

§ 12. Magnetostatic field
generated by currents

12.1. Let us turn now to the static magnetic field. The source of
this field is a distribution of currents with time-independent density
j (r) considered in an inertial reference frame. If the medium is homo
geneous and isotropic, that is.B = ,...,H and the magnetic permeabili
ty f.L is constant, the fundamental equations (1.19) and (1.20) of sta
tic magnetic field take the form

div B = 0, curl B = ~ j (12.1)a

If BA/Bt = 0 (this condition ensures the absence of the electric field
of external sources in the chosen reference frame), the vector poten
tial A satisfies, in Cartesian coordinates, equation (2.61) in the form

L\A = _..f.. i (12.2)
a

Note that charge density p is assumed to be zero",

4 As far as the definition of vector potential is concerned, compare the end
of Subsection 2.2, and in particular, equations (2.12'). Note that condition
aB/at = 0 does not lead to an immediate conclusion that aAlat = o. If, how-
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In the infinite space the solution of equation (12.2) satisfying the
condition of sufficiently rapid decrease at infinity, can be construct
ed for each component of vector A independently, in exactly the
same way as this was done in § 11 for scalar potential cpo The result
takes the form

A (r) = 4~~ J j (r') dV'
tllI'N Ir-r' J

(12.3)

Magnetic induction vector B (r) is calculate.d by formula (2.1),
B = curl A. The differential operation curl IS carried out with
respect to radius vector r of the observation point. By using for
mula (B.14 3) , we obtain

B (r) = _,IJ. Jgrad I 1, I X i (r') dV' (12.4)nex r-r

Consider a case in which current distribution can be represented
by a certain number of closed linear contours. An element of volume
of each of these contours can be written in the form dV' = do' tis',
where do' is the area of cross section, and ds' is an element of tangent
at a given point. Assuming that the directions of current density
vector i and tangent vector s' coincide, and defining the total cur
rent intensity / by / = j do, we obtain a relation' which will be
useful later:

i (r') dl" = / ds' (12.5)

It is clear from the continuity equation that / = const along the
whole contour. Taking this into account, we can derive a particular
form of (12.4) which gives strength B (r) of the magnetic field pro
duced at the point of observation r by a given closed current loop:

B (r) = 1:.t~ ~ (grad Ir~r' I ) X ds' (12.6)

This' is the mathematical form of the Ampere law, also called La
place's law, or Biot Savart relation. Often this law is written in
the differential form: .

dB (r) = ...f!- as' x (r-r') (12.7)
4nex Ir-r'1 8

Replace now in (12.7) / by /1' ds' by list, and r' by rl' and assume
that at point r 2 there is an electric current with density i2 (r2) .

Then field strength B (r2) determines, by formula (3.13), the bulk

ever, we decide. at the start that the fields arriving from the "outside" of the
chosen reference frame are ignored (this is possible because equations are linear),
then (12.2) is a direct corollary of (12.1) under Coulomb gauge div A = O.
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density of force fl 2 (r2) applied to this current:

f12(r2) =.!..i2 (r2) X B (r2)a,

= 4""nl~t ~ i2 (r2) X (dS1 X grad t ) (12.8)
'-AI 'Y Ir 2 - r l l

The total force applied by the first loop to the second can be found
by integrating 11 2 (r 2) along the entire second loop. By using the re
lation i2 (r2) dV2 = 1 2 ds2 , which is an analog of (12.5), we obtain

F1a= Jf12 dVa= ::~t JjadVaX ~ds1X ~f:

= ~~~: ~ ~ dSa X ( ds, x ~f: ) (12.9)
1 2

where RI 2 == r 2 - fl. By using (B.6) we can rewrite integrals in
(12.9) in the form

s. ~ dSl (ds2·R1 2) _ ~ ~ R 12 (d d )
'j' ~ RS 'j' 'Y R3 81- 82
1 2 12 1 2 12

However,

(12.10)

Fig. 5

o_---~~.,.

dS2 -grad R
f

= dd (R
t

) dS2
12 82 12

so that the first term contains an integral of a complete differential
over a closed contour and thus vanishes. Hence,

F 12 = - ",1111 ~~ R1 2 (ds t·ds2) = - F 2t4na,' 'Y 'j' Rfl
1 2

where F 21 is the force applied by the second loop to the
first; it is obtained by permuting indices
1 and 2 and taking into account that
R 21 = -R1 2• Hence, forces of interaction

ds between two closed loops satisfy Newton's
B third law. In particular, we find from (12.10)

(10) that parallel currents are attracted, while
antiparallel currents are repulsed.

12.2. Consider a sufficiently small closed
current loop (Fig. 5). By analogy with the pre
ceding derivation, we shall write for the force

applied to element ds of the contour in magnetic field the expression

dF = .!. j dV X B = .!.. I ds X Ba, ('L

Force dF corresponds to torque

dN = r X dF = ~ r X (dr X B)
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since ds = dr. By using (B.6), we find that the total toraue applied
to the loop is

N= ;II~rx (drxB)= ~ ~(r.B)dr- ~~B(r.dr)

If the loop is infinitely small for any point ro inside the loop, we
can assume that B (r) ~ B (ro) everywhere on the- loop. The second

term is then transformed to B (ro) ~ d (r2/2) = O. The integrand in

the first integral can be recast, again via (B.6), to the following
form:

r-B dr = (1/2) [(r X dr) X B] + (1/2) d-«r.B) r) (12.11)

Here we have taken into account that dB = O. An integral of a total
differential over a closed contour is zero, as that finally we obtain

N=mxB (12.12)
where the quantity

m = :a. ~ r X dr = ~ Jn do = ~ So (12.13)

is called the magnetic moment of the considered small current loop.
Vector n in (12.13) is the normal to the plane containing the loop,
and do is an element of area. In other words, magnetic moment is
proportional to the area enclosed by the loop".

Let us compare formulas (12.12) and (11.22). The comparison
shows that the effect of magnetic field B on an elementary current
loop possessing magnetic moment m is analogous to the effect of elec
tric field E on a pointlike dipole possessing a dipole moment p.
So far this analogy has been proved in this text only with respect to
the "passive" behavior of currents in a field generated by external
sources. In § 36 we shall demonstrate that this is also true for the
currents when they are considered as the sources of magnetic field.

12.3. Let us investigate in more detail the form of formula (12.3)
in the case when all currents generating magnetic field are within a
bounded three-dimensional volume. We can make use of expansion
(11.11). Substituting it into (12.3), we obtain, in vector notations,

00

A (r) = ~ A (n) (r) = 4~a. Jj (r') dV' - 4~a. J(r'. grad ~ ) j (r') dV'
n=O

+ 8~a. J[r' ·grad (r' -grad : ) ] j (r') dV' + . . . (12.14)
----

6 Magnetic moment is independent of the choice of origin. If, for example.
r = r+ ro, where ro is a constant vector, then

~ rXdr=~rxir+roX~dr ,

but the integral in the second term is equal to zero.
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Consider the first two terms. We again assume that the distribution
of currents is such that it can be decomposed into a certain number
of closed loops. As the final formula can be obtained by summation
over these loops, let us analyze one of them separately. The first

term is then equal to zero since Jj dV' = I ~ ds' = O. The term

which differs from zero and -decreases at the minimum rate with
distance is the second term. The integrand in this term can be trans
forlfed by a formula similar to (12.11). We shall only need to replace

r by r', dr by dr' and B by grad .!., and to apply differentiation in the
r

second- term of the right-hand side to r', assuming the observation

point to be fixed, so that d (grad :) = O. Therefore

( r' -grad ~ ) dr'

= ~ (r' X dr') X grad ~ + ~ d [ ( r' ·grad ~ ) r' ] (12.15)

Integration of the total differential along a closed contour yields
zero; at sufficiently large distances from the volume occupied by
currents we can ignore the terms diminishing mote rapidly and thus
arrive at the formula

A (r) ~ A(t) (r) = - 41i· m X grad .!.n r
(12.16)

in which the magnetic moment of the loop generating the magnetic
field is again given by (12.13).

Let us return to the fundamental equations (12.1); note that at all
points of space where j = 0 the equality curl B = 0, as well as
curl H = 0, holds. Let us try, on the basis of these equalities, to
introduce a scalar magnetic potential 'i' instead of the vector poten
tial A, which we used so far, by a definition

H (r) = -grad 'I' (12.17)

For the sake of simplification, assume that, as before, the field-gene
rating currents form several closed loops. The integral form (1.18)
of the basic equation of magnetostatics can be written in our case in
the following form:

~ Hds= ~ I (12.18)

where I is the total current flowing in the loop along which we inte
grate the left-hand side of (12.18). Now, if 'i'o (r) is a value of the
magnetic potential established at the start of integrating along the
loop, then at the moment of return to point r potential 1J' must as-
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(13.1)

(13.2)

sume a new value '¢ (r) such that
fI¢ (r) - '1'0 (r) I = a I (12.19)

this result can be checked by substituting (12.17) into (12.18). Con
sequently, the magnetic scalar potential cannot be found as a single
valued function of r, in contrast to the electrostatic scalar potential;
indeed, curl E == 0 everywhere. I t should be emphasized that the
above discussion deals with a magnetic field generated by electric
currents. However, magnetic field can also be generated by permanent
magnets, that is by ferromagnetics, as we have already mentioned in
§ 1. As far as this case is concerned, the concept of the magnetic sca
lar potential will be useful, and we shall discuss it again in § 366

•

Further problems concerning the structure of the magnetic field of
currents, as well as the energy properties of magnetic fields in va
rious media, will be discussed in Chapter 8.

§ 13. Solution of the nonhomogeneous
wave equation.
The Lienard-Wiechert potentials

13.1. In a number of important cases solutions of the Maxwell
equations satisfy wave equations with constant coefficients. Thus,
in § 1 we have derived the homogeneous wave equation (1.24) for
electromagnetic field strength in vacuo in the absence of sources, and
in § 2" the wave equations for potentials for the same situation.
These last equations assume especially symmetric form (2.61) and
(2.6 2) if the Lorentz gauge is used. Let us recall in this connection
that in § 7 we have established the relativistic invariance of equa
tions (2.6) and of the Lorentz condition for fields in vacuo. Properties I

of solutions of such wave equations can be analyzed for specific
boundary and initial conditions using as a model a wave equation of
the type

(
f a2

)l\-7 at/. ¢(r,t)= -g(r,t)

for 'a scalar function ,¢, assuming function g to be known.
If g = 0, we obtain a homogeneous equation whose spherically

symmetric solutions can be written (this can be verified by direct
differentiation) in the form

X(r, t) = f (r-ct) + h (r+ct)
r r

8 I t should be noted here that the source of this potential is the distribution
of magnetic dipoles. In contrast to the electric dipole, magnetic dipole need
not be treated as a pair of a positive and a negative charge. Individual magnetic
charges do not exist. The important fact is that the simplest (ideally, pointlike)
sources of a magnetic field possess orientation which is characterized by the
direction of their magnetic moments.
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where f and h are arbitrary twice-differentiable functions. This solu
tion has a singularity at point r = O. The first term describes waves
diverging from this point at moment t = 0, and the second term
describes waves converging to this point. Solution (13.2) plays with
respect to equation (13.1) a role which is similar to the role played
by function 1/R in the Poisson equation analyzed in § 11.

Consider a region V of the three-dimensional space, bounded by
surface a. As the origin of spatial coordinates we choose an arbitrary
point; as in the preceding sections, we denote by r the fixed radius
vector of the observation point within region V, and by r', the vary
ing radius vector corresponding t.o all points in this region, and
define R = r - r'. Therefore, the observation point is given by the
condition R = O. In order to find a solution of the equation (13.1)
at moment t' = 0, we shall make use of Green's formula (B.28),
assuming that function 'P in (B.28) satisfies equation (13.1)~ and
that function q> is a solution of a homogeneous wave equation. With
these assumptions, we obtain

Jcp (r' , t') g (r' , t') dV' + c~ J(11' ::~ - cp ;:~ ) dV'
v v

~ (
8q> B'P )= "'l-_m_ do

'f {In' Tan'
(J

(13.3)

Let us integrate both sides of (13.3) over time. Integration limits t;
and t; will be chosen so that the inequalities

i: +!!.< 0 t' +~> 0 (13.4)
1 c '2 C

be valid everywhere on the boundary surface a. Assuming now that
surface a is at a finite distance from the observation point, we can
always satisfy conditions (13.4). As

{J2<p 01'1' {J (o<p olP )
'" at'l - cp ot'l = at' '" 7R" - cp 7R"

we obtain
t'2 ,

Jdt' JdV' cp (r' , t') g (r' , t') + c~ f dV' ( 11' :~ - cp ;~ ) I:i
Ii v f

t;
r ' s. (oq> olP )= Jdt '% do '" on' - cP an'
ti

It is clear from the physical point of view that for function q> we
shall take that solution of the homogeneous wave equation of type
(13.2) which describes waves converging to the observation point
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R = O. In addition, we shall assume that these waves are "instan
taneous pulses", that is, we assume h (t' + Ric) = 6 (t' + Ric).
Finally, since the chosen function has a singularity at point R = 0,
we surround this point by a sphere 0'1 whose radius will then tend to
zero. By virtue of condition (13.4), delta function vanishes within the
integration ranges. Therefore, the second term in the left-hand side
vanishes. As a result, .

t' ,fdt I dV' 6 ( t' + ~ ) g (r> t')'

ti

= j2 dt' ~ ('!'grad' 6(t't~/c) _ 6 (t'tR1c) grad' '!') -n' do (13.5)

ti CJ

We have used here the definition alan' = (n' -grad"), We must keep
in mind that the surface integral in the right-hand side consists of
two terms: the integral over the former ("external") boundary surface
and the integral over sphere 0'1 introduced above. In addition.

grad' 6(t'~Rlc) =6 (t' + ~) grad' ~ + i grad' 6 (t' + ~ )

= 6 ( t' + ~ )grad' ~ + c~ L:J~' 6 (t'+ ~ )] grad' R (13.5')
and

12
rdt'th(r' t')-!.-6(t'+!!..)=_!!.jJ 't' 'at' C ot' t'--R/c
ti

Using the properties of delta function to transform the remaining
terms as well, we can rewrite the results for the external boundary
in the following form:

s. ( d' t 1 aW d' R
~ '" gra 7f - Clf8i' gra

_..!.grad' "') en' I do' (13.6)
R t'--Rlc

Let us turn now to the integral over the
internal sphere. To facilitate the evaluation
of this integral, we move the origin for the
time being into the observation point inside
this sphere (see Fig. 6). We shall seek the
solution 1J' in a class of such functions which Fig. 6
are regular together with their derivatives at
the observation point r' = O. Note that do' = r'2 dO' where dQ'
is an element of a solid angle; an analysis of an integral of the type
(13.5) in which R is replaced by r' and r' -+ 0 shows that only the
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addend determined by the first term in (13.5') remains finite in this
limiting transition. We also have to take into account that the
direction of the positive normal 0' to the internal sphere 01 is
opposite.to the direction of vector r' (Fig. 6). As a result,

~'\J(grad' :' .n')dO'=~'\J)1 r'2dQ'-+4n\jJlr'=o (13.7)
01

Integration over time t' in the limit r' -+ 0 reduces to the operation
(, (t'), that is to the substitution of t' =0 for the argument of func
tion 'F. Returning to the initially chosen origin, we have to replace
condition r' = 0 by R = 0 in the right-hand side of (13.7)'. And
finally, we can replace the integration variable t' by t' - t, which
corresponds to the time of observation t.i Collecting the results (13.5),
(13.6), and (13.7), we obtain

+00
,1'1 (r t) = _1_ r dt' rdV' 6 (t' - t+ Ir- r' IIe) (r' t') + I
't" 4n J J Ir- r' I g, K

-00 V

(13.8)

where the integral over the outer boundary surface of the region under
consideration,

I K = _1_ ~ (.!.grad' 'l'+_1_ if. grad' R - ,1'1 grad' .!.) ·0'do
4n "Y R cR ot' 't' R t'=t-R/c

(J

(13.9)

is called the Kirchhoff integrals. This integral will be analyzed in
more detail in § 20 in connection with the theory of diffraction of
electromagnetic waves. At the moment we assume that surface (J

expands to infinity and that this expansion is accompanied by
I K -+ O. This condition singles out a class of such solutions 'P which
decrease at a sufficiently high rate at infinity. In this case the solu
tion can be written in the form

(r t) __1_ rdV' g(r', r') I (13 10)
'\J , -4n ~ Ir-r'l t'=t-lr-r'l/c ·

We shall assume throughout this chapter that I K = O. In particular
we obtain for electromagnetic potentials in Cartesian coor

7 Note that vector R is directed from point r' to point r, so that grad' ~ =

= ;3 has the same direction as n' on the smaller sphere; the result of evaluation

of (13.7) is therefore the same if r' is substituted by R. But it appears suffi
ciently obvious that this result must be independent of the choice of origin.

S For simplification, we tend ti to -00 and t; to +00; as seen from the above
arguments, this does not affect the final result. \
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dinates
+00

(r t)=_1_ r dt' r dV' 6(t'-t+lr-r'llc) (r't')
cp, 41t8 J J Ir- r' I P,

-00 V

+00
A(r t)=2:.- Jdt' JdV' cS(t'-t+lr-r'l/c) ·(r"t')

, 4na, Ir-r'l J,
. -00 V

t07

Such potentials are known as the retarded potentials.
13.2. Thephysical meaning of formulas (13.11) is quite obvious.

The potential observed at point r at time t is the total effect of in
stantaneous pulses which at this moment have arrived from sources
to the observation point, propagating at a finite velocity c. Clearly,
the solution for an arbitrary homogeneous isotropic medium is simply
obtained by replacing c by the velocity v of propagation of electro
magnetic pulses in this medium. With this is mind, in the remaining
part of this section we shall give the formulas valid in vacuo, and
use the Gaussian system of units.

t iJ2
If we apply the operator ~ - c' fji2 to both sides of formula (13.8),

we obtain the corollary of the fact that this formula is a solution of
equation (13.1) (in the infinite space, because Ix = 0):

(Ll- c~ {}~: )G(r-l",t-t')= -6(r'-r)6(t'-t) (13.12)

Function G has the form
G(r-r' t-t')= 6(t'-t+lr-r'l/c) (13.12')

, 4n Ir-r' I

This function is called the fundamental solution of the nonhomogeneo
us wave equation. It can be seen that formula (13.8) can also be writ
ten in the form

+00

W(r,t)= J"" dt' JdV'G(r-r',t-t')g(r',t') (13.13)

Note that the fundamental solution (13.12') ensures that the caus
ality condition holds; this condition coincides with the condition of
retardation analyzed above".

Function (13.12') as a relativistic invariant. In order to prove it,
let us contract the notation by introducing T == t - t' arid rewrite
formula (13.12), taking into account property (C.7) of delta function,
in the form G = 4~ lJ(C1:;R) , for 't > O. The main property of delta

function corresponds to equality R = er: using- this, we can trans-

8 Formula (13.13) is additionally analyzed in Appendix E.
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form function G in the integral over dt' in the following manner:

G=~ 6 (c't-R) ==~ 6 (c't-R) ==_c_ B[(C't)2 _ R2] =_c_ l5 (R2)
4n 2R 4n CT+R 2n 2n

Here Ii is a vector in space-time with components RO = c (t - t')
and Ra. =: ,.a - r'», If we introduce a symbol dQ' == c dt' dV' for
four-dimensional volume, we transform formula (13.13) to the form

'" (r, t) = 2~ ) dQ' {, (R2) g (r', t')
t>t'

Integration is carried out for fixed t over that half of the light cone,
having the apex at the observation point t' =: t, r' = r, which Is
directed into the past. Using the relativistic notations for current
(7.1) and potentials (7.3), we recast formulas (13.11) in an explicitly
invariant form:

(1)i (r, t) = -2~C JdO' {,(R2) si (r' , t')
t>t'

(13.14)

An analysis of the arguments involved in the above solution will
demonstrate that the use of both terms of (13.2) (and not only of
the second term, as we have done) with delta functions hand f would
lead to a representation of potentials in the unbounded space as a
sum of the considered above retarded potentials and the advanced
potentials for which the inverse condition t = t' - I r - r' lie
must hold and which therefore violate the causality condition. In
the four-dimensional notation (13.14) this corresponds to integration
over the whole light cone with the apex at the observation point ct,
r, that is, to rejection of the condition t > t'.

13.3. One important particular case of solution (13.11) for poten
tials is obtained when the electromagnetic field is generated by a.
single pointlike charge. In this case it will be convenient to use for
mulas (13.11) including delta function. We assume that the charge
motion equation r' =r' (t') is known. The charge density is giv
en in the form p (r', t') = q{j (r' - r' (t'»), and the electric
current corresponding to the motion of the charge is equal to
i (r', t') = pv. Velocity v can also be considered a known function
of t': Therefore,

" +00
q> (r, t) = in Jdt' JdV' 6 (I' -~~:;I-rllc) s(r' -r' (t'»

-00

+00

=-.!L. , dt' 6(t'-t+lr'(t')-rl/c) (13.15)
4n J Ir-r' (t')1

-00
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(13.22)

(13.18)

(13.17)

(13.21)

A formula for A differs from (13.1~) only by a factor p = v (t')/c in
the integrand. ~

Here the argument of delta function is T = t' - t + I r' (t') 
- r lie, and the integration variable is t'. The integral is found by
using formula (C.B). In addition,

x == dTldt' = 1 - p. n (13.16)

where n = RIR, R = r - r' (t) and p = vic = dr'le dt'. Finally,

q> (r , t) = 41t~R It'=t-R/C
I

A completely similar calculation yields the following result:

A(r t)=~l' 421xR t'=t-R/c

By analogy with (13.14), we introduce a four-dimensional vector R
which lies on the light cone in the past (for which RO = I R I); it
can be readily shown that this yields the relativistically invariant
form to expressions (13.17) and (13.18):

<Di (r t) - - -q-~I (13 19), - 4n ukRk RO=R •

Potentials (13.17) and (13.18) of a pointlike source are known as the
Lienard-Wiechert potentials. Using these potentials, it is possible to
find the field strengths generated by such sources; this will be demon
strated in § 14.

13.4. We should remind again that the wave equation assumes
the explicitly relativistic invariant form (13.1) for all Cartesian com
ponents of four-dimensional potential only if the Lorentz gauge is
used. If the Coulomb gauge is used (see § 2), equations for poten
tials take the ferm (2.9). Equation (2.9 2) for scalar potential is the
Poisson equation, and its solution can be written in the form (11.4):

m (r t)=_1 r p(r',t) dV' (13.20) ,
't', 421 J Ir- r' I

The reader should pay attention to the fact that (13.20) describes
the instantaneous effect of the source, because argument t must be
identical on both sides of the equation. Besides, we may assume now

that term : grad :~ in (2.91) for the vector potential is a known

function of coordinates and time.
Using the continuity equation (1.13), we can write

d~ - - d r diy' j (r', t) dV'
gra 8t - gra J 4n Ir-r' I

On the oth~r hand, i can be written in the form

i = it + il
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where, by definition,

i1 = - grad r div' j (r', t) dV'
J 4n Ir-r' I (13.23)

(13.24)

Clearly, curl il = O. In addition.

div jt = div j+ A J 4ndli:~r' I dV' = div j - Jdiv jlS (r-r') dV' = 0

This result is obtained by making use of (11.1') and (11.3). Formu
la (13.22) is a decomposition of current i into a "transverse" compo
nent it and a "longitudinal" component il. After substitution of this
decomposition into the right-hand side of equation (2.9 2) , and hav
ing taken into account that by virtue of (13.21) and (13.23) il =
= grad ::' we obtain

(
1 {J2) 1d---- A= --J·tc2 {Jt 2 C

But the solution of the last equation is given by formula (13.11 2)

if i in this formula is replaced by the transverse component it.
If the Coulomb gauge is used, the physical meaning of the solu

tions of the Maxwell equations remains unaltered although it loses
the explicit relativistic invariance. If, for example, the source of
electromagnetic field is located in the same reference frame as the

, observer, the investigation of this field by using the Coulomb gauge
is often simplified.

§ 14. Field strength around a polntHke charge.
Radiation field.

~ Uniform linear molion of a charge

14.1. Field strength generated by a pointlike charge moving
arbitrarily can be calculated by formulas (2.1) and (2.2) if q>
and A are the Lienard-Wiechert potentials given by (13.17) and
(13.18). It is easier to take into account the conditions of retarda-
tion if these formulas are used in the form of (13.5). To perform
differentiation with respect to time t and coordinates r of the obser
vation, we first of all note that

grad IS ( t' - t + ~ )= iJ~ IS ( t' - t + ~ )grad R

= .s: B(t' - t+~) !I.. grad R =.!. aB (T) n
et c oR c 8T
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Here, as in § 13, R = r - r' (t'), grad = alar, T = t' - t +
.t- RIc. We also obtain

1 a6 1 e6 iJT 1 d6
c8t=c7ff7h= -edT
6 (T) 1 1 d6 (T)

grad --r = - Jii' neS (T) + eR n (ff'

curl (fl 6ii) )= (gra~ 6~T) ) X fl
This yields then that

41tE(r, t) = q J[;a s(T) + c~ (fl-n) d:Y) ]dt'

41tH (r, t) = q Jn X fl{c~ d~f) - 6~~} dt' (14.1)

Making use of' formulas (C.3) and (C.8), as well of notation (13.16)
for derivatives, we can obtain the following expressions for integrals:

J;a cS (T) dt' = x;a IT=O
r nxp d6(T) dt'=--!!:-( nx p) =_.!.-!!:-( DXP)
J R dT dT xR T=O x dt' xR T=O

Condition T = 0 is simply the condition of retardation. Equations
(14.1) are therefore transformed to

41tE(r, t) = q [ x;a + c~ d~' ( DxRIi ) JT=O

41tH (r, t) = q [ ~~ID + c~ d~' ( lix7,o )1=0 (14.2)

It remains to carry out differentiation with respect to time t' in
the obtained formulas. Hereafter this operation is marked by a dot
over a variable. We have

.!.~=_1_R_~R= _J!.+ n(n.p) == Dx(nXp)
c cR cR2 R R R

In the last formula we made use of (B.6), taking into account that
0 2 = 1. Differentiation first gives us equalities

4nE(r t)=q[ n-I} +~~(_1)__1-!!:-(L)]
, xl R 2 ex dt' xR ex dt' xR T-O

41tB (r, t) =q [ ~I~~ + ~ d~' (X~ ) X nJT=O
whence

B=nxE (14.3)

Completing the differentiation indicated in the formula for E, we
obtain after an elementary though cumbersome collection of like
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terms

D

Fig. 7

4nE (r t) = {n-p> (1-P2) I +.!L n X [(0-1'> X PI I (14.4)
, q x3R 2 T=O C x3R T=O

The first term is a function of only the velocity of the source, and
decreases in proportion to R-2 as the distance R from the source in
creases; the second term is the sum of all term which are functions

of acceleration 6and diminishes in proportion to R-I
• We denote

the first term by EO, and the second by ~(l).

Similarly, vector B given by (14.3) can also
be decomposed into two components.

14.2. Consider the energy flux across a two-
dimensional sphere R (t') = const (for a fixed
t') which is found from (3.6) and (3.4). /As an
element of surface area of this sphere is given
by R2 dQ, where dQ is an element of solid
angle, and as the product Ex B determin
ing the energy flux density contains terms
proportional to R-2, R-3 and R-4 [see (14.3)
and (14.4)], a nonzero contribution to the

total energy flux across the sphere at sufficiently large values of R
is connected only to terms proportional to R-2. But these are pre
cisely the terms which are given by the vector product E<l) X B<l).

Hence, an observer sufficiently remote from the emitting charge will
detect an energy flux determined only by vectors E<l) and B<l).

Consequently, E(l) and Btl) = n X E<l) are called the radiation
fields. Fields EO and DO, which falloff with distance more rapidly,
can be called quasistationary. Note that (14.4) yields

n·E(ll = 0 (14.5)

Then it follows that the component of vector S which determines the
energy flux at large distances from the charge is given, after for
mula (B.6) is applied, in the form

S = cE(l) X (0 X E(l» = cn 1 E(l) 12 (14.6)

On the other hand, as follows from (14.5) and (B.6),
E (1) = 8(1) X n (14.7)

All the above formulas .involve the retardation condition. Equations
(14.3) and (14.7~ show that vectors D, E(l) and B(l) taken at time t
at point R (t') form a right-handed trihedral (Fig. 7). As can be seen
from (14.6), vector n points in the direction of propagation of the
radiation energy. Hence, the radiation field is transverse (with
respect to n), It also follows from (14.3) or (14.7) that

I E(I) I = I B(I) I (14.8)
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As a result, equation (14.6) for energy flux can also be used in the
form
S = en 1 B(I) 12 = en- (1/2) (I E(l) 12 + 1 B(l) 12) = cnw(l) (14.9)

where W(I) is, according to (3.5), the radiation field energy density
at a given point. The radiation phenomenon therefore represents
transfer of energy w (1) at velocity c (we treat radiation in vacuo).

From the standpoint of a relativistic description of electromagnet
ic field, both invariants (7.10) for the radiation field vanish as a re
sult of (14.3). Hence, the mutual orthogonality of vectors E and B
of the radiation field and equality (14.8) are relativistic invariant
properties of this field, that is, they hold in any inertial reference
frame.

Properties of radiation will be later considered in more detail.

14.3. Let us analyze here the case of p= 0, that is, the case when
E and B completely reduce to their quasistationary components EO
and BO. Having in mind only these components, we shall drop super
script 0 throughout the remaining part of this section. Thus, for
mulas

4nE(r t)=q[ (O-P)(1- P2)]
, x 3R 2 T= O'

B = n X E =-!L [ (I' x n) (i-PI) ] (14.10)
4n x3R 2 T=O

describe the 'electromagnetic field of a pointlike charge moving uni
formly and linearly with respect to an observer. We shall compare
these formulas to the result of relativistic transformations (7.13)
of electromagnetic field.

In a reference frame (denoted by K) in which the charge is fixed,
that is for ~ = 0, we obtain first of all

(14.11)

As could be expected, this is a standard expression for electrostatic
field of a pointlike charge (cf. § 11). Here we need not take account
of retardation condition T = 0 simply because in the case in question
R is independent of time.

Invariant 12 given by (7.10 2) equals zero, since there is a reference
frame K in which B = 0. From this it follows immediately that
fields E and B are mutually I orthogonal in any inertial reference
frame. Note that.. in reference frame Kfield E is pureley longitudinal
with respect to vector D, while the radiation field, as we have shown
above, is always transverse. And finally, we see from (7.101) that
/1 < o.
8-2456
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If formulas (14.11) give the field generated by a pointlike charge
in a reference frame moving uniformly and linearly with this charge,
then the field observed in any other inertial reference frame can
be obtained by the Lorentz transformations (7.13) for field strengths.
It must be kept in mind that vector R in (14.11) must be understood as
the distance between the locations of the charge and the observation
point, which are simultaneous in the reference frame associated with
the charge. In order to emphasize this fact, we introduce for this
distance a new symbol R and rewrite formula (14.11) in the form

- Ii -E=q--_- 8=0 (14.11')
4nR3 '

because n = R/R. Consider now electric field E in reference frame K
(observer's reference frame) with respect to which the charge moves
at velocity v. Straightforward application of formulas inverse with
respect to (7.13) yields

- - q - - q
E=Eu+yE.l=---. (R,,+yR.l)=y-_-R (14.12)

4nR3 4nR3

where R denotes a radius vector connecting the position of the charge
and the observer, which are simultaneous with respect to reference
frame KIO. Indeed, formulas R II = YR II and R1. = R1., used in the
derivation of (14.12), express the contraction of a moving scale, dis
cussed in § 5.

It is not yet obvious that formulas (14.12) and (14.10) are identical, but
this is really the case, as we could have expected. In order to verify this, let
us recast formula (14.12) to a somewhat different form, defining a new vector
R. by equalities R. II = RII , R • .l = V-1R1.. Then

RI==(-uR +R )2-",2R2+R2 -",2R2
I II .1 - I II .1 - I •

that is Ii = yR and
1 q

E=-4 2R3 R (14.t3)
n y *

Besides, RI = RT, + y-2R~ = R2 + (,\,-2- 1) Ri = R2 - ~2Ri = R2 
- (p X R)I.

Now we have to take into account that vector R used in formula (14.10)
refers to reference frame K of the observer, hut relates nonsimultaneous posi
tions of the source and the observer and takes into account the condition of

retardation. We can write R (t') = R (t) + (t' - t) dd~ because 1 dd~ = -p =
t c t

= const (recall that 11= ~ Ii;; ,and R=r - r') ) • If the retardation condition

is satisfied, then t' = t - RreVc and Rret = R - Rret 1dd~ -=R+PRret. From
c c t

10 We remind that subscripts II and ...L denote components parallel and ortho
gonal, respectively, to relative velocity v.
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this it follows immediately that p X Rret = P X R, and that vector R con
necting simultaneous positions has the same meaning as R in formula (14.13).

By using (13.16) and the above formulas, one readily finds that

(xR)~et= RI- (pX Rret)1 = RI- (P X R)I = Ri

and n - p= (Rr~t - fRret)IRret = RIRret = xRIR•. Substitution of these
results into formula (1 .10) transforms it to (14.13).

Magnetic field generated around a uniformly and linearly moving
charge can be written, by using similar arguments, in the form

B=+- P;R~ (14.14)
~n y •

In the nonrelativistic limit y ~ 1, and therefore R. ~ R. If we in
troduce- additionally the symbol j = pv for current produced by mo
tion of the charge, then formally equation (14.14) coincides with
the Ampere law (12.7) if we set Ids' = j. The physical meaning of
this coincidence is nevertheless very limited. First of all, differen
tial law (12.7) can be correctly interpreted only in relation to the
integral formula (12.6) which gives magnetic field generated at a
given point of space by a closed loop of direct current considered as
a whole. Moreover, the magnetic field vector of a .potntlike charge
given by formula (14.14) varies in magnitude and direction as this
charge moves, in contrast to the constant field given by (12.7). Asa
result, the analogy between the two fields is limited to an infinitesi
mal interval of time. To complete the analogy, one can imagine that
the pointlike charge leaving a given point of space is immediately
replaced at this point by another identical charge moving at the
same velocity. But even in this case the analogy remains limited be
cause no reference frame can be found in which the field of a pointlike
charge would be purely magnetic; we have already demonstrated
that a reference frame can be found in which the fields is purely
electrostatic.

We have seen above that from the standpoint of the relativistic
theory of transformations of electromagnetic field (see § 7), the field
of a pointlike charge is classified as a field satisfying inequality
II < 0, where invariant II is given by formula (7.10t ) . On the con
trary, magnetostatic field discussed in § 12 is an example of the
case of II > 0. Indeed, this field can be produced, for example, by
a current flowing in a closed loop (conductor) of an arbitrary shape;
all parts of this loop are at rest in an inertial reference frame in
which the formulas derived in § 12 are valid. The conductor can al
ways be considered neutral, so that in this particular reference frame
no electric field will be generated. The neutrality condition can be
considered satisfied if the densities of the positive and negative charges
are distributed uniformly over the conductor volume from the
macroscopic viewpoint, and they balance each other at all points of
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this volume. A distribution of pointlike charges would result in a
dipole moment, and thus we have to assume that charge density has
no singularities.

In any other inertial reference frame K' the equality of the posi
tive and negative charge densities is violated (obviously, the net
charge will remain equal to zero)!'. As a result, an electric field will
be added to the magnetic field in reference frame K'; this electric
field can be calculated by formulas (7.13) if field B in reference frame
K is known. Of course, the field produced by a positive charge locat
ed in volume dV' of a conductor and moving at a velocity v in ref
erence frame K with respect to the negative charge (for the sake of
simplification, we assume this charge fixed) can be calculated from
formula (12.7) by substituting into it Ids' = j dV' = pv dV'.

Note in conclusion that a pointlike charge moving along a closed
loop will be accelerated and in principle will radiate, while direct
current generates no radiation.

§ 15". Relativistic law of energy-momentum
conservation for the electromagnetic field
of a pointlike charge

15.1. The formulas derived in the preceding section make it pos
sible to calculate directly the radiation energy flux produced by a
moving pointlike charge, the angular distribution of this flux, and
so OD (see § 16). It is not easy, however, to grasp from these formu
las the relationship between the phenomenon of emission and the
special theory of relativity. This aspect will be elucidated if the
study of the radiation field is conducted in relativistic terms, on
the basis of the relativistically invariant form of Lienard-Wiechert
potentials (13.19). This will be done below. The results given in this
section have been obtained relatively recently by a number of
authors.P

First, we want to modify the field strength generated by a point
like· charge and the energy-momentum tensor of this field to a form
convenient for further manipulations.

-+

Let us denote by x the four-dimensional radius vector of point P

in the Minkowski space in which radiation is observed, and by;,
the radius vector of the world line of the pointlike charge (Fig. 8).
We assume that the proper time parameter ~ on this world line is

fixed, so that -; = -; (r). In further formulas differentiation with re
spect to ~ is marked by a dot. Let us recall formulas (5.16), (5.18)

11 See transformation formulas (7.18) on p. 65.
12 Our presentation here and partially in § 23 is based on the paper by

P.'·A. Hogan, Nuovo Cimento 15H, 136 (1973) which in its turn is based on the
results due to J. L. Synge and F. Rohrlich.
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and (5.19):

p

(15.2)
-+ -+ -+
R=x-z('t)

We have shown in § 13 that elec
tromagnetic radiation emitted at
point Q can be observed in point
P if

. .
~=;, ;=~, ;;2=C 2 , ~=o (15.1)

Vector ;'/c is a unit timelike vector tangent to the world line of 'the

charge at point -;, while the vector of four-dimensional acceleration

~ is spacelike. p(X)
Let us define

(15.3)

that is RO = XO - ZO = ± I R I, c
where 1R 12 = ~~=1 (xa - za)2.
Observation at P takes place at a Fig. 8
later moment than emission at Q
if RO > 0, that is RO = + 1R I. For this reason we refer to zero...
vector R = {+ I R I, R} as the retarded vector.

-.. \

Let us introduce now at point Q a spacelike vector p 13 defined so
that

-. -....
p2= -1, up=O (15.4)

We also demand that a decomposition
-. -+ -+

R = p'u+ pp (15.5)

be possible, in which p and p' are certain numbers. In other words, p
is a unit vector of projection of Ronto a spacelike hyperplane ortho

gonal to vector ~. Taking into account (15.1), we obtain from (15.3)
-. -+-.

and (15.5) that p' = ±p/c, that is R = p (p ± u/c). This yields, via
-+-+

(15.4) and (15.1), p = ± (1lc) (uR). .
Now we want to take into account the condition of retardation.

As the expression for p is relativistically invariant, we can find it

in the instantaneously co-moving reference frame where -;; = {c, O}
-. '"and therefore p = ±Ro; in other words, p = ± I R I if R satisfies

the condition of retardation. We can therefore drop the lower sign,
-+

assume that p for the "retarded" vector R is an arbitrary non-nega-
13 Of course, this vector has nothing in common with 4-momentum.
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tive number, and write a decomposition of this vector in the form

R= p (p+ ~/c) (15.6)

The second of conditions (15.4) can be written in the form pO=(1/c)v· p,
so that in the instantaneously co-moving reference frame pO = o.
On the other hand, it follows from (15.6) that

-+~

p=-pR (15.7)

Hence, in the instantaneously co-moving reference frame p = P: R,
that is p = R/I R I. For further reference let us single out the above
mentioned equality

1-+-+
p=-uR (15.8)

c

Taking (15.8) into account, the Lienard-Wiechert potential at
-..

point x found from (13.19) takes the form
-+ q u

<Dn (x) = - 4nc --:- (15.9)

15.2. Tensor F mn ~) of field strength is to be calculated by differ
entiating equations (15.9) with respect to coordinates x r of the
observation point P. In this operation we must consider virtual dis
placements da" of this point. But these displacements must be such
that point P remains a possible point of observation. In order to
satisfy this requirement,differentiation must include also a displace
ment of point Q along the world line of the particle so as to keep

points P and Q connected by the zero retarded vector R. Hence,
differentiation at point P has to be carried out under a constraint

RdR/d-r: = 0, that is R(d;;d. -;) = o.
The derivative d-;/d. appears here precisely because, for a fixed

world line, point P cannot be displaced "no matter how", because
of a risk of creating a situation when radiation emitted from this
world line cannot be observed at P. From formulas (15.6), (15.1),
and (15.4) we obtain .

_1 R dx
m

= 1 (15.10)
cp m d't

However, when points P and Qare related in this single-valued fash
ion, parameter 't' can also be considered as a function of coordi-

nates z'", Consequently, d-r: =o~~ dx": By comparingthisexpression

with (15.10), we find that

~ - -!.. R (15.11)iJxm - cp m
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Whence
OUr = {Jur ~=_1_w R
ozp d1: ozp cp r p

As follows from definition (15.2),

oRT = 6' _ dz
T
~ = fJ' _ -!.. ur R

(Jzp P d1: oxP P cp P

and we find from (15.8), (15.12), and (15.13) that
~

op a l) c R ( wR )c-=-(uR l =u -- 1--
OZT {JZT r P r cl

Let us introduce new notations:
-+-+
wR p-+-+

W==-=-(wp)cl cl

and
1

B== -(1-lV)p
From this we obtain

~=~-BR =W~-p (1-W)ox T C r C r

Equations (15.9), (15.12), and (15.16) now yield

4nc {J<D n (J (un) 1 R + B R UnUm
--q- oxm = {Jxm p = cpl Wn m (iI Un 771-~

VVe define a vector
-+ 1 -+ -+
V==-w+Bu

c
Then

(15.12)

(15.13)

(15.14)

(15.15)

(15.16)

(15.17)

(15.18)

(15.19)

(15.20)

F _ o<D n o<Dm _ q V[mRn]
mn- ozm - ozn - 4nc -p-I-

Here A[mBnl == AmBn -AnBm. After antisymmetrization the last
term in (15.17) vanishes. When we switch to three-dimensional
notations, formula (15.19) becomes identical to expressions for field
strengths derived in § 14. We suggest that the reader verify this
statement as a useful exercise.

The auxiliary vector V has the following properties:
-+ 1 -+ -+ -+ -+-+
V2 =-.- W 2 + c2B2, VR =c, Vu=c2B

c

Derivation of the second of them requires the use of (15.6) and of
definitions (15.14) and (15.15).

15.3. Let us substitute formula (15.19) into definition (10.19) of
the energy-momentum tensor of electromagnetic field. Taking ac-



(15.23)

(15.24)
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count of the second relation of (15.20) as well as of (15.3), we obtain

p' ( 4;C rFabFab= (VaRb- VbR a) (VaR b- VbRa)
-+ -. ........

=2V2R2_2(VR)2= -2c2

The term FhlF~m is calculated in a similar way. As a result,

(4:C )2 Tkm= :. [c(VkRm+VmRk)-RkRmV2_~gkm] (15.21)

Formula (15.21) readily gives the "projections" of the energy-momen

tum tensor onto vectorsp, R, 7J,/c, these projections will be required
in further calculations. Namely, we can use decomposition (15.6) and
notations (15.14) and (15.15) to write

(~ ) 2 Tkm =-!.-[(.!!.+ VI )RIt_£.Vk_! kJ (15.22)
q Pm p' p P c2 C 2 P

(
~) 2 TkmR = _1_ ( k+ ~) = _1_ Rk

q : m 2p3 P c 2p'

(~) 2 Tkm Um =_1_[pVk+ (cB- pVI ) Rk_!UkJ
q c cp' c 2

With the energy-momentum tensor known we can consider conser
vation laws. Let us drawn in space-time around world 1inv C of the
pointlike charge two cylindrical hypersurfaces described by the
equations p = 8 and p = R (Fig. 9). By Q we denote a four-dimen
sional volume bounded by these surfaces and by two light cones
issuing from world line C at points 1: = 1:1 and 1: = 't2 and inter
secting these hypersurfaces (see the figure). Integration over volume
Q of the equation iJTr'/iJx' = 0, whose solution is the energy-mo
mentum tensor in this volume, and application of the Gauss theorem
yield .

~ r: d1:. = 0 (15.25)

Choosing the direction of normal to the boundary hypersurface,
external with respect to volume Q as the positive direction of normal,
we can rewrite equation (15.25) in the form

p r (1:.) - Pr (1:2) = Qr (R) - Or (8) (15.26)

The notations used in the above equation are clear from the drawing.
In particular

1:=1:, 1:=1',

Qr(R) = ~ J 1"" d1: l , Qr(e) = -: i 1"'1 d1:1 (15.27)
1:=1:. 1:~1

(p=R) (P=E)

We shall be interested in equations (15.26) and (15.27) in the limit
of 8 -+ 0 and R -+ 00. In order to calculate vectors Qr (8) and Qr(R),
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we have first to clarify the geometric properties of hypersurfaces
p = e and p = R in the indicated limiting transition.

The direction of a normal to hypersurface p=const coincides with
the direction of grad p14. This last can be found from (15.16) and
(15.14). As W -+ 0 for p -+ 0, we find from (15.16) that in this limit

::r ~- Pr (15.28)

that is the normal is spacelike. For brevity, we shall consider such
hypersurfaces as timelike.

c

Fig. 9

In the limit of R -+ 00 inequality I W I ~ 1 holds, therefore
(15.16) yields that

In other words,

• (15.29)

j op op I 1 ~ -+-- -+-(wp)2R2=0
8x T aXr c'

in the limit of R -+ 00 and the hypersurface p = R acquires the
properties of a light cone. In the present section we are interested in
precisely this limit, that is in Qr (R) for R -+ 0015. .

The light cone volume element can be calculated by formula (D.8)
-+ -+

for an arbitrary direction of the normal. We assume n = p; then d~

in (D .8) is an element of a timelike plane which in turn can be cal
culated from (D.4). This arbitrary timelike plane can be regarded lo
cally coinciding with a segment of the timelike surface p = e: we

It Obviously, here grad is the four-dimensional gradient in the Minkowski
space.

Ii We shall calculate Qr (e) for e -+ 0 and give it a physical interpretation
in § 23. .
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~

have just established that a normal to this surface is vector -p so
that we obtain from (D.9), (D.4), and (15.28) for integration ele
ment as l in integral Qr (R)

az, = ;;:~ = ~' I::r prIR2di»ds= RIR dw ds (15.30)

It can be found from (15.27) and (15.23) at p ~ R that

'1
Qr(R),.., ~ J~: J(Pr+ ~) dw-+-O

81

(15.31)

Fig. 10

l'

for R -+ 00, because integral over dt» is finite, and the integral over
ds can be represented at sufficiently close values of 81 and 82 in the

form ~8IR2.

Now we choose a four-dimen
sional volume Q of integration in a

r------,6.-......~- 2 manner shown in Fig. 10. It is
formed by the intersection of two
spacelike planes 1 and 2 having
a common normal Uric with two
light cones. When R -+ 00, the
energy-momentum flux through both
light cones tends to zero, in accord
ance with (15.31). Consequently,
the energy-momentum flux across
the part of hypersurface 1 cut out
by these light cones is equal to the
flux across a similar portion of
hypersurface 2; in this sense the

. energy-momentum conservation is
valid for radiation field far from the source. For calculation of the
energy-momentum flux of radiation we must evaluate the integral

pr (r) =: JTrm uc
m d~' ~ c~ JrrmumR2dp dw

(cf. formula (D.2)) over a segment of spacelike hyperplane with
unit normal urnlc. Let us calculate the radiation flux across a spher
ical layer with thickness dp = cd,; in the hyperplane. We obtain

Now we can make use of formula (15.24). When p = R ~ 00,

1 ~ t (the fi"nal express\on ha~the only term-clR3 V2R" = - caRl 0 P'" +
+ 7). Substituting V2 from (15.20) and B from (15.15), we obtain
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for R ~ 00 that

(4; yTrm u
c
m R2~ _ c~ (~: +c2B2) (p'l+ :k )

~_ c~ (W2+ (;;)2 )(pk+ :k)
because

-+-+

B 2 _ (1-W)2 "J WI _ (Wp)2
- pi - R2 - c.

The term proportional to ph can be dropped because any term with
this factor depends on an odd number of factors pi and yields zero
when integrated over dw (see Appendix D, Item 2). Finally

d:cr
= - ( 4~ Y:r. JdCiJ (;;2 + (;;)2) ur

Integration is carried out by using formulas (D.5) and (D.6).
Namely:

J;2 dio=;;2 Jds» = 4n;;2, Jwit dCiJ = 4nwk (15.32)

r 1&"'-' d 1 r It d 41t -__I (~A UkUl ) 4n kJ P (wp) w = W J P PZ ro = - T W Ul - --cs = - 3 w
-.-.

because wu = O. Similarly

J(;;P)2 ds» = - 4; ;2 (15.32')

Equations (15.32) will be used again in § 23. Ultimately we obtain
dPT t 2q2 -+
-= __ -UTW 2 (15.33)'
d. 4n 3ci

This formula gives the amount of energy and momentum transferred
by radiation field per unit proper time of the charge. These energy
and momentum of radiation are due to the charge moving along a
segment d'T: of its world line between points l' and 2' (see Fig. 10)
when these points are brought together infinitely closely.

§ t 6. Energy radiated by a moving charge

16.1. Energy flux of the radiation field can be calculated by for
mulas (14.6) or (14.9). We want to find the angular distribution of
radiation and also its total energy integrated over the angles of
emission. Obviously, the results will depend on the choice of refer
ence frame in which they are obtained, that is simply on the value
of velocity v in expressions for field strength.

We start with a simpler case of calculating total radiated energy
in the reference frame in which v = 0 at a given moment of time.
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In this case formulas (14.4) and (14.3) take the form 16

"
(16.1)

(16.3)

From formula (14.9) we find energy flux as a function of the angle

between directions of vectors n and II denoted by '6:

1 q2.
S = (4n)2 c3R 2 v2 sin 2 it· n (16.2)

This formula shows that the maximum energy flux in the co-moving
reference frame of the charge propagates in the plane orthogonal to
acceleration ('6' = n/2), and that no radiation is emitted along. \

V (it = 0, n). Radiation intensity is inversely proportional to R",
which corresponds to a familiar relation for a pointlike light source.

Total energy emitted by the source per unit time in all directions
is found by trivial integration over sphere (J of radius R:

~
1 2 q2~1

S·ndo=-.--4n 3 c3

In accordance with the condition of retardation for observation car
ried out at time moment t, the center of sphere a must be placed at
the point where the source was at time moment t - Ric. Relation
(16.3) is known as the Larmor formula.

16.2. Let us analyse the general case when the charge moves at a
velocity v with respect to the observer. The condition of retardation
will have to be applied to formula (14.6) for the Poynting vector.
This condition states that the left-hand side of the formula determines
energy flux referred to the time of observation t, while the right
hand side is calculated from (14.4) at time t' = t - Ric. But
first of all we are interested in finding radiation power during the
interval dt' of emission of this radiation and not during interval dt
of observation. Indeed, this is the amount of energy lost by the
charge generating electromagnetic field. As a resutl, the power emit
ted by the charge into solid angle dQ is

- aw~~; cp) dQ= I S I :e~ R2dQ= I S I xR 2dQ (16.4)

where, as in (13.16),
dt 1 dB

d7 = 1 +7 dt' = 1-p.n=x

1. Superscript 1 of field strength is dropped throughout this section, since
only radiation field is meant. Neither is the retardation condition mentioned
explicitly, though it must be taken into account everywhere.
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Squared length of vector E is given by

(4n)2E2= c2:8~1 {~2x2_(n.p)2(1-~2)+2x(n·p)(ll·p)} (16.5)

Lot us use spherical coordinates shown in Fig. 11. Azimuthal angle t
'" laid off the plane containing vectors v and ;, and polar angle ~
h~ laid off vector v. As can be seen V
from Fig. 11,
n ·v = v cos '6

II· ~ = ~ (cos '6' cos 'f) + sin '6' X

X sin '6 cos ~)

v.;=v~costt' (16.6)
Substitution of (16.6) into (16.5),
(16.5) into (14.6), and (14.6) into
(16.4) yields power emitted into
solid angle dQ in terms of angles {}
und ~. Power of emission will also
depend on the angle ~' between
velocity and acceleration. Total ra
diated power will be obtained by
integration over dQ. We shall begin
with this last problem.

For further calculations it will Fig. 11
be important to decompose vector
of acceleration into the components parallel and orthogonal to ve
locity: . . .

v=vU+V.L (16.7)
Let us substitute this decomposition into (16.5) and first of all write

out the terms containing products of ~ U by ~1.. They have the form
2· ••

C1x8RI {x (p. PII) - (1- P2) (n .P,,)} (n- P.L) (16.8)

As follows from (16.6),

n · ~II = ~ cos tt' cos it, n ·~ .L = ~ sin '6' sin" cos C
that is expression (16.8) is proportional to cos Cand thus yields zero
when integrated over angles ~. The remaining factors in (16.4) are
independent of ~ and therefore the term (16.8) can be ignored in the
integration. Two terms are thus left in the integral containing (16.5).

One of them depends only on ~ II' and the other only on ~1.. There
fore,

dW = Jdw(", t) dQ= dW.L + dW" (16.9)
dt' dt' dt' dt'
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(16.10)

(16.11)

(16.12)

(16.13)

{J sin" aft dC _ (1_ P2) sin3 a cos' Cdi} at}
(1-pcos a)3 (1-pcos -6)6

1 2 ql ;.-_.__ 1.
- 4n 3 e3 (i-PI)1

• n •
_ dW" =L~ J sin 3 '6 d'6 __1_.~£. vi,

dt' (4'1) 2c3 (1- ~ cos ")6 - 4'1 3 e3 (1- P2)1
o

The integrands are found by using (16.4) and (16.5):
clw1. 1 ql - •

-Cfil= (4n)' cx6 {x2j)i-(1-~2)(D·fJ1.)2}

dIDII f q2. 2 •

-(jT= (4n)' ex6 {~Il-(n·PII)2} . .
Therefore, substitution of expressions for x, n·Pn, n.p~ in terms of
angles yields

dW1. ql~
- --;;;;r= (4n)1 CS

And finally, we obtain by adding the two preceding formulas

_ tlW -~L{-I _ 2 -2 _ 2 -3-.!L 61- (px p)'
dt' -3 4nc PII+(1 PlPl.}(1 ~) -3 4nc (1-~1)8

(16.14)
From the standpoint of relativistic kinematics this result has 8

very simple meaning (this is somewhat unexpected after the cumber
some derivation). Indeed, recalling formula (5.20), we find that

(16.15)..
where w is the acceleration 4-vector. A comparison with the Larmor
formula (16.3), ·derived earlier for the co-moving reference frame,. ~

shows that it coincides with (16.15) if v is substituted by w. By
the way, the Larmor formula was derived for x = 1, and therefore
presumes dt = dt'. Equation (16.15) coincides with the time com
ponent of equation (15.33) if in this last equation we take into ac
count that po = W/c, UO = cy and 'V d't=dt'. The signs in these
formulas are opposite because, as was indicated in § 15, formula
(15.33) is the energy transferred by radiation, while (16.15) is the
energy lost by the emitting source, namely by the accelerated point
like charge.

16.3. Now let us consider separately the case of acceleration di-

rected along velocity, that is ~ = ~ II' and the case of acceleration
orthogonal to velocity, that is ~ = ; 1-. In the first of these two cases
the angular distribution of radiation power must be found by for
mula (16.11), and in the second case, by (16.10). Derivation of each
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Fig. 12

of these formulas is, obviously, somewhat simplified if the constraint
on the direction of acceleration is introduced directly into the
expression for E. A comparison of expressions (16.13) and (16.12)
for the total radiation power, corresponding to these two cases, shows
that for the same magnitude of acceleration the ratio of total emitted

radiation for ~ 1. v to the total emitted radiation for ; II v is equal
to 1 - p2. Formula (~6.11), ex-
pressed in terms of angle t)- (this P:S'
formula has been already used
to calculate integral (16.13», p=o
yields ---f~-"'::~--~-_-L-

dw 1 q2 ~2 sin" '6'
- di' = (4ft)" ""C3 (1-Pcos '6')0

(16.16)

The dependence on angle '6' can
be studied by usual methods of
differential calculus for different values of parameter p. As p increases,
distribution' varies qualitatively as shown in Fig. 12. Obviously the
case of p = 0 is the 'one in which the Larmor formula (16.2) is valid.
Typically, as ~ increases, the "lobes" of radiation (or rather, the
"cone" of radiation, since the distribution is symmetric with respect
to axis v) become elongated and are tilted near to the direction of
vector v. It can be shownl? that the angle at which the power of emis
sion reaches the maximum is

'6'max= arccos (3~ V1+15~2_1 )

In the limit ~ = 1 this angle tends to the value 1/2y, and the maxi
mum radiation power is proportional to 1'8. An approximate formu
la is

clw 2 q2~" 8 ('\"6)1 dW 1 e :
-di'~nrC3'V (1+'\'1-61)0 ' dt' ~6il""C3V2,,8 (16.17)

The above analysis demonstrates, in particular, that an electron
slowed down by an external field is emitting radiation: it generates
the bremsstrahlung radiation, a phenomenon important in a number
of physical problems. The formulas given above are sufficient to study
the bremsstrahlung radiation if the electron is slowed down
without changing the direction of velocity..

'The case p. p = 0 represents, for example, the instantaneous
omission by a charge moving in a circular orbit. Formula (16.10)
valid in this case for ~ -+ 1 (that is for y -+ 00) can be written in an

17 Cf. 1. lackson, Claulcal Electrodgnamic» (2nd edition), Wiley, New
York, 1975.
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approximate form 18 :

dw t q2;2 6 t [ 4V2tt2 cos2 ~ ]
- d? ~ 2n2 --cs 'Y (1+ 1'2'62)3 1- (1+ V2~2)2 (16.18)

Here again the emitted radiation is obviously concentrated in the
direction of motion (that is for '6' -+ 0). The total power of emission

of radiation is given by (16.12) and propor
tional to 1'4.

The "needle" emission of this type is obser
ved, for example, when particles move in cyclic
accelerators (Fig. 13). For this reason it is
known as the synchrotron radiation!'.

16.4. In addition to energy which we calcu
lated in the preceding sections, the radiation
field also possesses a mechanical momentum
given by formulas (10.22). In fact, calcula
tion of momentum is completely analogous

Fig. 13 to that of energy, and the result of calculation
agrees with the earlier formula (15.33). An

gular momentum Mati of the radiation field can be found from the
general expression (10.23) which in three-dimensional notation leads
to (3.22). Function r X q> in the integrand of the surface integral
in this formula can be interpreted as the flux of angular momentum
across boundary a of the volume under consideration. In § 3 it was
shown that vector q> is defined by relation cpa = Taf,n p, where TaP
is the Maxwell tensor of stress, and n is the normal to surface a.
We readily find by formulas of § 3 for this tensor that

E2+B2 6
q>= -n-

2-+E(n.E)+B(n.B)
(1 .19)

From this last formula we can calculate density r X q> of the angu
lar momentum flux in vector form. In particular, let us consider
this quantity in the rest frame of the source, that is for v = 0, and
calculate the total flux of angular momentum through the sphere
whose centre coincides with the source; in other words, we want to
calculate integral

&> (r X q» do
e;

(16.20)

over this sphere, with the normal to this sphere coinciding with
vector n = r/r. However

r X q> = (r X E) n- E + (r X B) n-B (16.21)

18 See the monograph by J. Jackson cited in the preceding footnote.
19 The theory of radiation is given more fully and in more detail in the

, monograph by L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshits The Classtcal Theory 0/ Fields
(Course of Theoretical Physics, vol. 2), Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1975.
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Fields E and B being transverse, we have r X q> = 0, which means
that the angular momentum of the field in the rest frame is con
served.

16.5. In the preceding section we considered the radiation energy
flux into an elementary solid angle dQ during interval dt' and then
integrated it over the angle. It is often of interest to solve a differ
ent problem: to calculate energy flux transferred within a given
solid angle during the whole time of emission. Usually it is neces
sary to find the flux recorded by the observer, that is to find power
of radiation as a function of time t, without transformation to time
t' carried out in formula (16.4). We shall denote the total radiation
energy' integrated over time by ~. Then

+00

:~ =c JR2 (E (t»2 dt
-00

(16.22)

To simplify the expressions, let us introduce the notation A (t) ==
== C1/2R E (t). It must be kept in mind that the derived formulas
give field E with the effect of retardation included, that is for time
moment t': This will be taken into account in further calculations.
In addition, using (16.22) we shall assume that the region in which
the source is located is seen from the observation point at a small
solid angle during all the time of emission.

We shall make use of expansions into the Fourier integral, similar
to formulas (E.12) and (E.13):

+00 +00

A (t) = v~n JA (00) e- i 6lt dt», A (00) = v~n JA (t) ei 6lt dt (16.23)
-~ -00

For convenience, the normalizing factor in the integrals will be
written in a form that used in Appendix E. As A (t) is a real quantity,
that is A (t) = A (t)*, then

A (00) = A* (-co) (16.24)

Formulas (16.23) represent spectral distribution of the field over
possible frequencies (0. Substitution of these formulas into (16.22)
yields

+00 +00 +00

~~ = 2~ Jdt Jdw Jdw' A (w').A (00) ei(6l'+6l)l

-00 -00 -00

+00 00

= J"" I A (00) 12 dw = 2I I A (00) 12 dw (16.25)
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This expression includes squared modulus of a complex variable,
1A (00) 12• Here we have used expansion (C.14) of delta function into
the Fourier integral and relation (16.24).

It is also possible to find energy d~ (oo)/dQ emitted into a unit
solid angle; first, let us calculate the part of radiation transferred
by vibrations with frequencies in the range from 00 to 00 + dt»,
Formula (16.25) yields

where

00

.!!!_ r dI (<I» d
dQ - J dQ ro

o
(16.26)

(16.27)

is the spectral intensity of emission into a unit solid angle.
Let us modify the general formulas obtained above to a specific

case of radiation field determined by term E(1) in formula (14.4)
(we again denote this term simply by E). Equation (16.23) yields

+00 •

A (00) = _1_ q r eiCl>t n X [(n-p> x Pl I dt
4n V2nc J X3 t'r::=t-R/c

-00

+00 •

= _1 q_ r eiCll(t'+R/c) D x [(D-P) xI'] dt' (16.28)
4n V2nc J x2

-00

In order to contract notations we place the origin within a bounded
region in which the source moves, and assume that the obversation
point is very far from this region, that is r ~ r'. Then

R (t') ~ r - n-r (t') (16.29)

Here n = rlr, in contrast to preceding cases where this notation was
used for unit vector in the direction of R. By substituting (16.29)

into (16.28), dropping the constant phase factor exp( 7ror), and
denoting the variable of integration by t, we obtain .

+00 •

A(ro)=_1_ q r eXP{iro[t- n.r(t)]} DX[(D-P)XPJ dt
4n V2nc J e Xl

-00

('16.30)

It can be shown, by a straightforward calculation of the derivative,
that

i!-( nX(nxt\> ) = nx[(n-tl)xPl
dt x Xl
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(recall that x = 1 - n-B). Therefore the integral in (16.30) can be
calculated by parts if we assume that pvanishes at the beginning and
at the end of the range of integration. The formula for spectral inten
sity (16.27) then takes the form

+00
d~~6» = <4n~: ne ro21 i 0 X (0 X p)exp {iro [t- Do;<t)]} dtl2

-00

(16.31)

Note that if q is replaced by p dV, and pP is assumed equal to j/c,
then from (16.31) we can find a formula for radiation emitted by
continuously distributed sources:

d~~6» = 16::e3 IJdt JdV 0 X[0 XHr, t)]exp [iro (t _ D;r )]1
2

(16.32)

Here it is implicitly assumed that all elements of volume of this
distribution of sources emit independently of one another.

§ 17. Emission from bounded
oscillating sources

17.1. No special assumptions were introduced above to calculate
the field generated by a pointlike charge. In principle, formulas
(13.11) make it possible to calculate electromagnetic fields generated
by arbitrarily distributed sources in infinite space. However, if
functions p (r', t') and j (r', t') are known, such calculation is usual
ly a very difficult problem, and an exact solution can be found only
in very special cases. In what follows we shall consider one of the
simplest but at the same time one of the most important cases of
approximate calculation of the field by using formulas (13.11). The
retardation condition will be taken into account by resorting to delta
function.

Both in electronics and in the classical analysis of emission by the
atom we have to assume that charges and currents generating radia
tion are located in a fixed volume. The calculation given below makes
it possible to find field in precisely this case, at distances large com
pared with linear dimensions of the region occupied by sources'",

Let us expand functions A, <p, j and p into Fourier integrals of type
(E.12) and substitute these expansions into formulas (13.11). By using
properties of delta function and comparing coefficients of exp (-iwt)
in the right- and left-hand sides of these formulas, we easily arrive

I

20 This aspect is treated more fully in J. A. Stratton, Electromagnetic
Theory, McGrow-Hill, New York, 1941. See also the book by 1. Jackson.
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at relations for amplitudes (they have the form of (E.18)):
r ei k I r-r' I

4JtcpCl) (r) = J dV' I r-r' I PCa) (r')
- ik I r-r' I

4ncA Ill (r) = JdV' el r-r' I lID (r') (17.1~

The notations here are standard: k = wle = 2n/A, and Iv is the wave
length of harmonic oscillation with cyclic frequency co propagating
at velocity c (we again specify the case of propagation in vacuo). As
a rule, in the formulas to follow we drop subscript w in amplitudes.

r

Fig. 14

Assume now that charges and currents generating electromagnetic
field do not leave a bounded region in space, at least during an
interval of time significant for observation. The size of this region
can be characterized by a finite radius A of a sphere inclosing this
region. For simplicity, we place the origin of spatial coordinates
somewhere inside this region (Fig. 14). We shall calculate the field
at the observation point removed very far from the sources. This
means that r ~ A. And since r' < A, r ~ r'.

This condition, however, is still insufficient for the application of
the approximate technique which we are going to use. We also have
to assume that wavelength Iv of radiation waves of interest to us is
also much larger than the characteristic length A, so that the actual
constraints imposed by the approximation can be written in the form

A ~ Iv and A ~ r (17.2)
As follows from (17.2), kr' <€:: 1.

Consider now an expansion of function exp (ik I r - r' 1)/1 r - r' I
in the indicated small parameters kr' and r'lr. We shall retain and
calculate only the terms containing these parameters to the zero
and first power. In this approximation the expression becomes very
simple. Indeed, we cal} therefore neglect ratio (r' /r)2 in expression
I r - r' I =¥r2 - 2 (r-r") + r'2 (already under the radical sign)
compared to unity, and write

I r-r' I ~ r V 1- ~ n-r' ~ r-n·r' (17.3)
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Here n denotes a unit vector r/r and not RIR as we did above. It
must be kept in mind that the addent neglected under the radical
sign gives, in a more exact calculation, such additional terms in the
integrand as, for example, (r'lr)2 exp (ik Ir - r'l). These terms can
be ignored only if the required accuracy is not higher than that defined
at the beginning of the section.

By using approximation (17.3) in the exponent of the exponential
term, expanding this exponent into a series .in a small parameter
kr', and retaining the terms as agreed above, we obtain

where

and

A (r) = A(l) (r) + A(t) (r)

e
iAr J4nA(1) (r) = - i (r') dV'
cr

(17.4)

(17.5)

41tA<a> (r) = e;:r ( ~ - ik) Jj(r') n- r' dV' (17.6)

Of course, similar formulas are obtained for amplitude q> (r) if i in
the integrand is replaced by cp.

It can be seen from formulasrelating field strength with potentials
that if potentials depend on time as e--i6>t, then field strengths will
depend on time in the same way. Substituting expressions E =
= E(J) (r) e-iCl)t and B = Bm·(r) e-iwt into the Maxwell equations,
we obtain ,

E(I) = 7C curl DO) (17.7)

for points in space outside of the region in which sources are located.
Magnetic field is calculated by the familiar formula

B. = curl A. (17.8)

As was the case with potentials, in further formulas we drop sub
script 00. A factor that can be used in analyzing the results is the re
lative value of Iv and r (we assume, of course, that (17.2) always
holds). The range of r ~ Iv is called the wave zone, and the range
r' ~ r ~ A-the short-range zone.

For convenience of calculations, the integrals in (17.5) will be
somewhat modified. Namely, we can make use of the continuity
equation, written in this case in the form

iropo> = div j6) (17.9)

nnd rewrite the integrand in terms of p, By using (B.14 2) , we can
write for each component x'a. of radius vector r'

div' (x"aj (r'») = x'a.div' i + (grad' x'a.· j) = x'a.div' j + ja. (17.10)
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But the integral over volume in the left-hand side of this equation
can be transformed into an integral over a surface, and the surface
can be chosen in such manner that the currents on it be equal to zero
(for example, we could take the sphere shown in Fig. 14). As a re
sult, we obtain from (17.9) and (17.5)

e i k r
4nA<l)(r) = - ikp - (17.11)

r
where

p= Jr'p(r')dV' (17.12)

that is p is the dipole moment of the distribution of sources, defined
precisely as in § 11. We can also write for the considered harmonic
component of potential at frequency 00 that

AU) (r, t) = AU) (r) e- iwt = p(t) ei ll rJ4nrc

f p (t) = pe- ioot • Obviously, this expression of A<l) in terms of P
remains valid for all those wavelengths which satisfy the conditions
defining applicability of the approximation used in the derivation.

17.2. In the first approximation electromagnetic field is found by
substituting (17.11) into (17.8), and then applying (17.7). Elemen
tary calculations using (B.14 3) yield

4nB<l)=k2n X P e
i k r
(1-~) (17.13)

r ikr

4nE<l) = k2 (n X p) X n e
ik

" + {3n (n-p) -p} (~- i~ ) ei k r (17.14)
r r r

In complete analogy to what was done earlier, and with the same

qualifications, we can replace k2p by - ~ j;, and ~ikp by .! p. This
CQ C

also holds for expressions analyzed below.
In the short-range zone formulas (17.13) and (17.14) take the form.

1 14nB(1) = ikn X PI' 4nE<l) = [3n (n-p) -p] 3"' (17.15)
r r

The first of them coincides with the Ampere law if the element of

current I ds' is replaced by -irop = p. This coincidence takes place
at any moment of time, and both sides of the equality depend on
time as exp (-toot). In the second formula the dependence on time
is taken into account in the absolutely similar manner. It will be
easy to show by using the results of § 11 that amplitude E(l) in the
short-range zone is equal to the strength of static electric field pro
duced by a dipole with dipole moment p.

In the wave zone
eik" elk"4nB<l)=k2n x p - , 4nE(1)=k2(nxp)XD-- (17.16)
r r
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These expressions show that the wave field has a structure similar to
that of the radiation field of a pointlike charge. First, we again ar
rive at a conclusion that a nonzero energy flux at large distances from
sources is characteristic only of the wave field; this conclusion follows
from comparing the dependence of fields (17.15) and (17.16) on dis
tance r (cf. p. 112). Second, the wave field is determined by the sec-
ond derivative p(t) with respect to time, in analogy to the field of
a charge determined by its acceleration. And finally, equations
(17.16) directly yield

E<l) = B<I) X D, B<I) = n X E<l) (17.17)

The wave field is therefore transverse. and the mutual arrangement
of vectors D, E<l) and B.<I) at each point of the field is shown in
Fig. 7. One important distinction is the fact that the left- and right
hand sides in equations (17.13)-(17.16) refer to the same time mo
ment t, that is to the moment of observation, while in (14.14), for
example, retardation must be explicitly taken into account.

17.3. We should not forget, in the calculation of energy flux in
the case under discussion, that field strengths are complex-valued.
The definition of energy flux given on p. 112 operates with real
strengths. Of course, we could separate real parts in formulas
(17.16). However, in the case of harmonic dependence on time,
it is simpler to apply these formulas directly, assuming at the
same time that the observation covers a time interval ~t much
longer than the period of the observed oscillations of electro
magnetic field. Then the quantity which interests the observer
is in fact the mean value of flux (8· n) r 2 per unit solid angle over
the indicated interval of time. Orthogonality conditions (17.17)
give (E X B). D = EB. However, we are interested not in this com
plex variable but in the product Re E· Re B, a quantity having
physical meaning. As Re E = (1/2) (E + E*), and a similar expres
sion can be written for Re B, then

ReR·ReB= 1(EB+E*B* +E*B+EB*)

In the case of a purely harmonic dependence on frequency 0), the
first two terms contain exp (-2icot) and exp 2iffit, respectively and
the exponential factors of the remaining two terms cancel out. De
noting by (... )At the operation of averaging over time !It, we find
that .

t t(ReE.ReB)At==, (E*B+ EB*) =2" Re (EB*) (17.18)

and we can assume that E and B in the right-hand side of this for
mula are complex amplitudes. Consequently, we can rewrite the
mean power of emission from an electric dipole p, in the notation
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of the preceding section, in the form

aw nee
-dtd~,= 2 Re [r 2 (E X B*) -n] = 2 (4nJI k'in X (n X p) 12 (17.19)

in which formulas (17.16) were used.
Denoting the angle between vectors nand p by '6 and assuming

that components of dipole moment p oscillate in phase, we arrive at a
formula for angular distribution of power lost by the dipole on
emission of radiation:

- (4n)2~ =.:.. k"lpl2 sin2 {)at 2
(17.20)

Integration of the above formula over angles yields the total power:

dW 1 1
- -=- -ck"lpI2 (17.21)at 4n • 3

17.4. The next approximation of field is found quite similarly, on
the basis of the formula for potential (17.6). The integrand must be
presented as a sum of symmetric and antisymmetric parts:

j(n -r') = ~ [j (n-r") + r' (n.j)] + ~ [j (n -r") -r' (n -m (17.22)

and each of the addends must be considered separately.
The integral with the symmetric component of (17.22) can be trans

formed by using the relation

n8div' (x'~x'~j)= npx'C&x'tI div' i + [j~ (n -r') +x'~ (n- j)] (17.23)

and taking into account, in complete analogy to the earlier trans
formation of formula (17.10), that integration of the left-hand side
yields zero. By using also the continuity equation in the form (17.9),
we obtain the corresponding part of vector potential:

kl ikr ( i ) r
41t~~(r)=-2';- 1-TlCT Jr' (n-r') p(r')dV' (17.24)

A comparison with (11.19) allows to rewrite the integral in (17.24)
in the form n~da.p. Consequently, the field produced by the "sym
metric" component of vector potential can be called the quadrupole
field.

Quadrupole electric and magnetic fields can be calculated from
formulas (17.7) and (17.8) by making use of (17.24). Here we give
only selected results. 21 In the wave zone

B(2)= ik (0 X A(2», E(2)= ik (0 X A(2» X n (17.25)

21 See, for example, Chapter 9 of Jackson's monograph cited on p. 127. As
above, we used the Heaviside-Lorentz system of units.
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(17.31)

If we use definition (11.19 2) of quadrupole moment Qaf3 and intro
duce vector Q by a definition QCL = Qaanfi, then

ik 3 ei k r
41[B(2)= -T-r- n X Q (0) (17.26)

Calculation of the mean power of radiation is similar to that
given on p. 136 and yields formulas

dw c dW ck
6

" Q- (4n)2dt =72 k6
t n X Q (n) )2,. -4n(jt= 360 LJ I aal 2, (17.27)

a.~

Note that in contrast to dipole emission whose power isproportional
to k4 , here the mean power is proportional to k8.

The antisymmetric term in (17.22) is transformed straightfor
wardly to the form (1/2) n X (j X r") = (1/2) (r' X i) X D. Let
us recall now the definition of magnetic moment (12.13) (and set
ex = c) and make use of (12.5). Clearly the expression

m = 2~ r X i (17.28)

has the meaning of volume density of magnetic moment. The total
magnetic moment obtained by integrating density (17.28) over the
whole volume will be denoted by Jt. Hence,

(2)' ei k r
( 1 )4nAac = ikt: X Jt -r- 1- ikr (17.29)

With qualifications already indicated with respect to (17.15), we
can also write iwoA = -Jt (t). A comparison of the obtained result
with formula (17.13) for B<I) shows that these expressions are for
mally identical to the accuracy of a constant factor if p in (17.13) is
replaced by Jt. Therefore, calculation of magnetic field B(2) by for
mulas (17.8) and (17.29) gives a result which coincides, again to the
accuracy of a constant factor, with a formula for E<l) derived on the
basis of (17.7). Hence,

43tH(2) = k2 (0 X Jt) X 0 ei;r + [30 (0.Jt) - ell] ( :3 - ~~ )ei kr

(17.30)
\Ve can now easily show that electric field has the form

e
i k r

( 1 )4nE2= -k2n X Jt-- 1--
r ikr

that is can be formally obtained from (17.13) by replacing P. by Jt
and changing the sign of the left-hand side.

Electromagnetic field found from magnetic moment Jt by Iormu
las (17.30) and (17.31) is called the field of a magnetic dipole. In the
chosen approximation the field of a bounded distribution of sources
can be expressed therefore as a sum of electric' and magnetic dipoles
and an electric quadrupole.
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A conclusion that can be drawn from the abovementioned formal
similarities between the fields of electric and magnetic dipoles is
that in the case of magnetic dipole all the formulas, including that
for the power of emission, are obtained from the corresponding expres
sions for the electric dipole by substituting B for E, -E for B, and
Jt for p. However, the fields of electric and magnetic dipoles differ

in the direction of the elec
tric vector with respect to
vectors nand p in the: first
case and nand Jt in the
second case, that is differ
in polarization (Fig. 15).

The method of calculat
ing radiation fields deserves
one additional general re
mark. It is clear from the
above presentation that the
continuity equation plays

an important role in the calculation of the fields. The properties
of the distribution of sources producing the field are often such
that the continuity equation can be taken into account at the very
beginning. Indeed, let us assume that there exists a vector Po
satisfying relations

(17.33)

(1; .32)• aPo di PJ=-, p= - IV 0lJt

The continuity equation then becomes an identity, and the Maxwell
equations take the form (2.141) . It was shown in § 2 that they can be
solved by analyzing the second-order wave equation (2.16) for the
Hertz vector n defined by relations (2.15). We rewrite these rela
tions in SI assuming a = 1. The wave equation can be resolved by
a standard method; in particular, the following formula holds for
harmonic component of II with wave number k = rolv:

J
tikR

41t8I1 (r) = Po(r')~ dV'
v

In complete analogy to what has been carried out above for poten
tials, we can use this equation to work out approximate solutions.
With the Hertz vector known, we calculate potentials from for
mula (2.15) or fields from formulas

. 81D 8D
E=grad dIVn- 8 f.L 8tl ' H=scurla;- (17.34)

This method is often used, for example, to analyze radiation emitted
by antennas.



CHAPTER 4

PROPERTIES OF RADIATION
IN ISOTROPIC MEDIA

§ 18. Plane waves. Reflection and refraction.
Interference

18.1. We have shown in the preceding sections (see also Appen
dix E) how to construct a solution of the nonhomogeneous wave
equation by means of Green's function for which we choose the solu
tion of the homogeneous wave equation having a singularity of the
required type for R ~ O. Special attention must be paid, in parti
cular, to formula (E.17) which determines the form of a spherically
symmetric Green's function for the Helmholtz equation. The cor
responding solution of wave equation depending on time harmoni
cally and describing a field propagating from a pointlike source has
the form

~ ei(hR-CJ)t)
R (18.1)

and is called the spherical wave. If an arbitrary spheric reference
frame is chosen with the origin at the point where the source is lo
cated, then amplitude A may be a function of coordinate angles ".
and q> of this frame.

Formulas (17.11) and (17.16) which were derived for potential
and field strengths corresponding to electromagnetic field of elec
tric dipole (this field diminishes at the lowest rate in the wave
zone) also have the form of spherical wave (18.1); amplitude A is
determined by the properties of the source. As a sufficiently good
approximation, spherical waves can be considered as plane waves at
very large distances from the source. This is quite obvious from the
geometric point of view and can also be demonstrated on the basis
of equation (18.1). Let us choose a new observation point P with
radius vector R1 (see Fig. 16), so that R = R1 + rand R1 = const.
If R 1 is so much larger than r that, to a good approximation, we
can set 1/R = 1/R1 and assume vector k to be constant in the suffi
ciently small region under consideration, then expression (18.1)
will differ from function ei (kor-wt), defining a plane wave, only in a

constant factor :1 eik • R , .

The properties of plane waves are very important in the theory of
electromagnetic field. This is obvious already from the role played
by the Fourier expansion in plane waves (see Appendix E).
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The relation between potentials and field strengths takes on an
especially simple form for electromagnetic field of this type. Indeed,
by setting

(18.2)

Fig. 16

o

where A6)k and q>mk are constant amplitudes and k = role 1, we can
write the Lorentz condition imposed on potentials in order that the

wave equations for them were of identi
cal form as

cpCl)=n·Aro (18.3)

Here and below, when speaking of plane
p waves, we denote by n a unit vector k/k.

It is clear from the above analysis that
vector n is orthogonal to the plane coin
ciding with the wave front.

Substitution of expressions (18.2) into
the basic formulas (2.1) and (2.2) yields

ECI) = - i (kq>CI) - kACJ) = - ikn X (n X Aw)

BCI) = ikn X ACI) (18.4)

Note that it will be convenient to assume, in analogy to condition
(E.6), that complex amplitudes have the following properties:

A6)k = A!.ro, -k, CP<a>k = q>!.<a>. -k (18.5)

Of course, only real parts of formulas (18.4) have physical mean
ing. By constructing sums (1/2) (E + E*) and (1/2) (B + B*), we
obtain

Re Em = kn X (0 X 1m ACI», Re Bm= -kn X 1m A. (18.6)

so that Re E w. = Re DCa) X nand Re Bc.> = 0 X Re Ec.>o Here

1m All) = - ~ (All) - A:). We find that electromagnetic plane wave is

transverse: field strength vectors E and B lte in the plane of its
wave front. Moreover, these vectors are mutually orthogonal. In
fact, these properties of mutual arrangement of vectors D, E, B
are immediately obvious in the complex notation (18.4). Recall that
plane waves with real values of k, considered here, are solutions of
equations of electromagnetic field in homogeneous isotropic die
lectrics.

Let relations D = eE and B = JLH be valid for constant E and 1-1.
Then representing vectors Band E as plane waves propagating at
velocity v in a medium with constant amplitudes, and taking into
account that k = wlv = V JLE ro/a, we can obtain from the Maxwell

1 Both k and co are assumed. real-valued.
I

I
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equations (M.3) and (M.4)

E=-v~nXH, H=V; nxE

and from this

(18.7)

(18.8)

Obviously, this result could also be obtained from the expressions
for potentials given above.

18.2. Equations (18.7) show that vectors E, B, n always form a
right-handed trihedral. Following Fresnel, the plane containing
vee-tors Band n is usually called the plane of polarization, and the
direction of vector B, the direction of polarization. A wave is referred
to as linearly polarized if the direction of polarization in its wave
front does not change as the wave propagates. In the general case,
the end of vector B traces a curve in this plane in the course of pro
pagation. Let us find the form of this curve. First, introduce Carte
sian coordinates in the plane of wave front. In these coordinates, at
the most, only the initial phase of the components of vector B may
change. The real parts of equations yield

B, = al cos (. + 61) , B s = a2 cos (1' + 62) (18.9)

where 't == k·r - tot, Clearly, (18.9) describes a process of interfer
once of two such oscillations which were defined above as linearly
polarized (in the. directions of the first and second axes). The equation
of the curve in question will be obtained by eliminating variable
't from (18.9). It has the form .

(18.10)

where 6 = «St - 62 • Standard techniques of analytical geometry
immediately show that equation (18.10) represents an ellipse inscribed
into a rectangle whose sides are parallel to coordinate axes and
are equal to 2al and 2a2' respectively (Fig. 1.7). The end of magnetic
vector tracing this ellipse may follow it in any of the two possible
directions. It follows from (18.7) that electric vector also traces in
this case an ellipse whose parameters are easily found. This general
case is referred to as the elliptically polarized plane wave. If 6 =
-= n/2 and at = a2 , we obtain a particular case of circular polariza

tion, and if {, = 0, of linear polarization. In the first case the ellipse
degenerates into a circle, and in the second case it is turned into
two mutually orthogonal straight lines' each of which defines one of
the possible directions of oscillations. In the general case polari
zation is called right-handed if the observer facing the direction of
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propagation finds the end of magnetic vector moving clockwise;
in the opposite case it is called the left-handed polarization.P

18.3. Let us find now what happens when a plane wave is incident
on an interface S of two media differing in values of e and J.L (Fig. 18).
Denote by \' a unit vector of the normal to interface S, directed from
medium I into medium II, and for convenience choose the origin
somewhere on this plane. The equation of interface plane will then.
be v-r = O.

y

-----~------ S

I

Fig. 17 Fig. 18

(18.11)

Assume that the plane wave incident on S propagates from medi
um II. Field strengths E tn and Bin of this wave can be written in
the form

H cit, EEln=Eoeik.Do·r-irot, In=--IloX In
COf.1t

The second of these formulas follows from the second formula of (18.7)
if we take into account that wave propagation velocity is V 2 =
= C (£2""'2)-1/2 and k 2 = W/V2. By Do we denote a unit vector in the
direction of propagation of the incident wave. The plane containing
vectors Do and \' is called the plane of incidence. At interface S
the field of plane wave in medium II must satisfy boundary condi
tions (4.14). Assume that plane S contains no currents and no charges,
that is, in formulas (4.14) A. = 0 and i = O. First, we find from
boundary conditions that a wave incident on the interface must
also produce electromagnetic field in medium I; this field will be
denoted by Erelr , Brel r and called the refracted wave. It can be
shown, however, that boundary conditions can be satisfied only if
one additional component of field, the so-called reflected wave,
appears in medium II. It will be denoted by Eret17 Hrefl• Let us try
to satisfy boundary conditions assuming that the refracted and
reflected waves are also plane waves and have the same frequency

I Note that it is often the electric vector and not the magnetic vector which
is used to define the plane of polarization.
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0) as the incident wave. With obvious notations (see also Fig. 18)

H Ckl EErefr=EteiklDl·r-i6l', retr=--Dt X retr
0>....1

H cks EEren = EzeiklDJ. r-i(a)t, reD = --D2 X reD
O>....s

Conditions of continuity of tangential components of the field can
be written, for example, in the form \' X E1 eiklDl·r = \' X
X Eoeik2Do·r + \' X E 2 eik2D2 · r (r lies in plane S). Vectors Eo, E1
and E 2 are assumed independent of r. Hence, the required continuity
will take place only if the exponents in (18.12) coincide for rES,
that is when k20 0 · r = k1D1·r and Do·r = 02·r. Let us use now an
identity r = (r- v) \' - \' X (v X r), whence r = - \' X (v X r) on
S, when \'. r = O. With this we obtain

k 20°·[\, X (v X r)] = k 2°2 • [v X (v X r)] = k1nl· [\' X (\' X r)]

From (B.5) we obtain Do· [V X (v X r)] = (v X r). (Do X v) and
similar formulas for the remaining two vector products. Therefore,

(no X v - 02 X v) · (v X r) = 0
(k2Do X V-kiDs X v) .(v X r) =0 (18.13)

This means that all vectors v, Do, n1, and O 2 lie in the same plane
(that is in the plane of incidence). With angles denoted as shown in
Fig. 18, we obtain

sin '6'2 = sin (n - '60) = sin '6'0' k 2 sin '60 =. k1 sin '6'1 (18.14)

These relations give Shell's laws of reflection and refraction.
By using boundary conditions, we can move further and find relations

between amplitudes' which make it possible to calculate relative in
tensities of the incident, reflected, and refracted waves. Then we could
analyze changes in polarization of plane waves caused by refraction
and reflection. Note that Shell's laws derived above are also valid
when media I and I I have nonzero electric conduction. Thus, for
example, the incidence and reflected angles are equal both when light
is incident on a smooth water surface and on a metal amalgam of a
conventional mirror. The abovementioned relations between inten
sities of waves can be very different in these cases",

18.4. Let us consider the process of superposition of fields of two
plane monochromatic waves, that is the simplest case of interference.
Assume the two waves to have the same frequency ffi and repre-

8 These are known as the Fresnel formulas.
• The derivation and analysis of these relations would take too much space

and for this reason, unfortunately, cannot be given here. See, for example,
M. Born and ·E. Wolf, Prtncifles of Optics, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1975. The
phenomenC?)l of total interna reflection is also considered in this monograph.

;"
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sent them in a complex form: E1 = A1e-iwt , E 2 = A 2e-ioot• Here Al
and A 2 are complex amplitudes, and we can assume that they include
vector ei k or • By virtue of the principle of superposition, which is a
corollary of linearity of the Maxwell equations (in this case, of the
homogeneous wave equation), the resultant field will be written in
the form E = EI + E 2• Amplitude of field E will be denoted by A.
The quantity of interest is, of course, the energy flux transferred by
field E. We shall assume that field E is observed during a time inter
val sufficiently long compared to the period of oscillations, so that
the observer is interested in the mean energy flux during this inter
val. The arguments discussed on p. 135 in § 17 and leading to for
mula (17.18) are then valid. In the general case of homogeneous
isotropic medium for which relations (18.18) are valid, we can repre
sent the absolute value of the Poynting vector for the radiation field
in the form

s = v (w) = c y 8/~ «Re E)2)

As in § 17, angle brackets stand for time averaging. In our case
equality (17.18) becomes

«He E)2) = (1/2) I El2 = (1/2) lEt +E 2 12

= (1/2) IA1 12 + (1/2) (A2 12 +Re (At .A:) (18.15)

The first two terms are the intensities of each individual wave, and
the last term is called the interference term. Note that formula (17.18)
is rewritten in terms of vectors instead of their magnitudes, and it is
easy to verify that the conditions of derivation are not violated by
this. Vectors of the type ei k or mentioned above cancel out in the
right-hand side of (18.15), so that in what follows they can also be
ignored. Now we shall determine complex variables Al and As,
separating their real and imaginary parts in the form AI~ =
= aa.eiia, As~ = ba,eiha" where a~, ba" g~, ha are real and ex =
= 1, 2, 3. With these notations,

He (At·A;) = ~ a~b~ Re [ei(i~-h~)] = ~ ex~ba. cos (ga- -haJ (18.16)
~ ~

Let us assume now that the conditions of experiment are such that
differences ga, - h~ are equal for all ex: g~ - h~ = 6 (ex = 1,2,3)6.
Quantity c5 is called the phase difference of waves arriving at the
point of observation. The interference term then becomes

J f 2 == Re (AtA~) = a- b cos ~ (18.17)

5 These conditions are j>rovided in classical experiments with Fresnel bi
prism, Billet split lens, and others (see any university course of general physics)
in which two waves emitted by the same source are made to interface.
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We have obtained all these results without using the fact that elec
tromagnetic waves are purely transverse". Let us consider a partic
ular case of interference of two waves without assuming in advance
that they are transverse; let both waves propagate in direction 3,
with electric vector of one of them in plane (1, 3) and that of the
second, in plane (2, 3). In our notation, a 2 = 0, bi = 0 and /12 =
= aabs cos B. Fresnel and Arago have demonstrated experimentally
that in reality in these conditions /12 = 0, regardless of the value
of 6, so that interference is absent. We then have to conclude that
a3 == bs = 0, that is, the waves are indeed transverse in accordance
with the general theory.

Assuming now that both waves are linearly polarized and that
their electric vectors are parallel to axis 1, let us write in this par
ticular case the formulas for field intensity E. Here a 2 = as = b2 =
= b3 = 0, so that the total intensity is I = 11 + 12 + 2V1112 X
X cos 6, where II = a~/2 and 12 = b~/2. The interference will be
observed therefore as an alteration of intensity maxima at I 6 I =
= 0, 231, 4n, ... and minima at I 6 I = 11:, 3rt, 511:, .... It is
convenient to introduce by the relation ~l = AofJ /231 the so-called
optical path difference ~l of two waves; here Ao is the wave-length
in vacuo corresponding to frequency ro,

So far we were discussing interference of two monochromatic
waves. It is important to determine the conditions in which electro
magnetic waves generated by real physical sources can interfere.
Assume that radiation observed at a point in space is emitted by N
sources. Each of the sources produces at this point field Ell, H k
(k = 1, 2, ... , N). As electromagnetic field obeys the principle,
of superposition, the whole set of sources produces a field

N N
E = ~ E lt and H = ~ a,

k=l k=l

The energy flux of the field which, as we saw earlier, characterizes
the radiation, is equal to the magnitude of the Poynting vector

IS I = cIE X HI = c I ~ s, X Hz J
II, l

We have already mentioned that usually the mean value of the
Poynting vector over a time interval is observed (the averaging is
denoted by angle brackets). Therefore, intensity I p of radiation
field at point P is given by

1p = I(S) I= c I~ (Elt X H k ) + ~ (EA X Hz)I
11 A=F1

If ~ (Ell X Hz) = 0, that is if I (P) = I~ (SA) I, where SA isLJk*, k
the Poynting vector corresponding to kth source, then the fields E, H

e Indeed, 'the derivation of these results did not involve the theory of elec
tromagnetic field, 80 that they are valid for any type of waves.

10 ---2456.
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are called noncoherent. In principle, interference is possible if the
condition of noncoherence is not satisfied (unfortunately, this "neg
ative" definition will have to suffice). We have shown a little earlier
that two monochromatic waves interfere. The conditions of coher
ence in the general case are too complicated to treat them here;
this would require a detailed study of averaging of fields'. General
ly, a field is not coherent if its components can be considered mutually
statistically independent. This condition is satisfied for natural
light sources whose radiation field is usually generated by an enor
mous number of independently emitting atoms. At present, however,
there exist and are widely used such optical and electronic setups
(lasers, for instance) which generate nearly monochromatic radia
tion. Functioning of such instruments is based on the quantum theory.

§ 19. Relativistic transformations
of plane waves

19.1. Let us consider the description of electromagnetic field of a
plane wave in vacuo from the standpoint of different inertial refer
ence frames. It was mentioned in the preceding chapter that such
features of radiation field as mutual orthogonality of vectors B
and E and equality of their magnitudes are relativistically invariant.
We can note here that the 'Lorentz condition for plane waves given by
'formula (18.3) can be rewritten in the form

- kicDi = 0 (19.1)

if we denote kO = role and recall the definition of the four-dimension
al vector potential (7.3). We have shown in § 7 that the Lorentz
condition formulated for the potential of the general type is relativ
istically invariant. Hence, relation (19.1) lor potentials of a plane
wave is also invariant. But this can be true only in the case when the
four values k i are components of a space-time (i.e. four-dimensional)
vector. This also means that the phase of a plane wave can be written
in the form k-r - rot = k-r - kOxo = -kiXi (that is, it is relativ
istically invariant). Four-dimensional vector k i is then a zero vec
tor, that is, satisfies the relation k'k, = o.

Let us form now a scalar product of vector E, defined by (18.4),
and a unit vector n: E· n = -i (kq>w - k·Aw) = O. Evidently,
this scalar product is relativistically invariant. Therefore, the trans
verse nature of an electric vector (and similarly, of a magnetic vec
tor) with respect to the direction of propagation of a plane wave is
also a relativistically invariant property. .

Let a plane wave be characterized in an inertial reference frame K
by quantities k and o. The same plane wave in reference frame K'

7 See the monograph by M. Born and E. Wolf cited in footnote 4 on p. 143,
Ch. to.
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moving at a velocity v with respect to K will have wave vector k'
and frequency 00'. Our previous arguments show that k' and w' are
related to k and co by the Lorentz transformations of type (5.12),
and that k is transformed as radius vector r while wlc is transformed
as time coordinate xo. These transformation formulas are con
veniently written as follows:

k' = (1.-:-,\,) k.L +'\' (k- ; w)
w'==1'(w-k·v)

As usual, symbol 1- marks a component orthogonal to relative veloc

ity v. Here k = ~ nand k' = co' 0'. The first of these formulas can
c c

be rewritten in a somewhat different form:

k' =k+ (,\,-1) klJ-'\'~wc

whence we see that vector k' lies in a plane containing vectors k
and v.

Frequency transformation (19.2 2) is a relativistic formulation of
the Doppler effect. Denoting by tt the angle between vectors k and
v, we can rewrite (19.2 2) in a more detailed form: ~

w'=(l)1-~cos{} (19.3)
V1-~2

Note a property of relativistic formula (19.3) which constitutes a
qualitative difference from nonrelativistic description of the Dop
pler eflect. If tt = n/2, that is if the light wave arrives to the ob
server's reference frame in a direction orthogonal to its velocity v
with respect to the source, the Doppler effect does not vanish, as
would be the case in the classical theory, but is given by the formula
w' = wlV 1 - ~2 (transverse Doppler effect). This frequency relation
is a result of the relativistic dilation of time in a moving reference
frame. We can imagine, for example, that the "stationary" reference
frame K is fixed to a source emitting light waves at a frequency co.
Then the equality 00' dt' = ro dt must hold, because the number of,
for example, maxima of waves counted by the two observers during
the corresponding time intervals must be identical. But dt' =

-== dt Y1 - ~2. When the motion has also a radial component, we
have to take into account the classical Doppler effectS.

Denote by tt' an angle formed by vector k' and the direction of
vector v (we have seen above that this angle is measured in the same
plane as angle tt).' Projections of transformation (19.21) onto direc-

8 The transverse Doppler effect was experimentally confirmed by Ives and.
Stillwell in 1938.

II *
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tions orthogonal and parallel to v have the form

(0' sin {}' = 0) sin {}, 00' cos tt' = 1'00 (cos t)- - vic) (19.4)

By dividing the first of these equalities by the second, we obtain

tan'l'l"= v~sini} (19.5)
cos6-~

Assume that k- v ~ 0, that is '6' ~ n12, and that velocity of relative
motion is nonrelativistic, so that ~ ~ 1. At the same time, however,
let cos {} ~ ~ (for instance, we can consider the case when angle ~

is exactly equal to n/2). Then tan {t' =
= .:-~ -1. In order to find an interpretation
of this formula, we can choose as a light
source a star located on the celestial sphere
in such manner that the angle between the
direction of motion of the Earth in its orbit
and the beam of light emitted by the star
is, in the reference frame co-moving with
the star, equal to {to Then formula (19.5)

,)=.!!.. gives the angle at which this star is seen
2 from the moving Earth. What this nonre

lativistic approximation means is quite
clear from Fig. 19. This effect is observed in

Fig. 19 astronomy and is known as the astronomic
aberration. Corrections of the order of ~2,

predicted by the exact formula (19.5), are too small to be recorded
by the existing instruments.

Relativistic aberration (19.5) must be regarded as an effect pro
duced by addition of light velocity and the velocity of the observer
with respect to the reference frame in which the source is at rest. The
addition must be relativistic, by formula (5.13) which clearly shows
that velocity u' lies in a plane defined by vectors u and v. Denoting
the angle between these vectors by ~ and that between u' and v
by ~', it is possible to project both sides of (5.13) onto the direction
of v and onto a plane orthogonal to v, and then divide the second of
the obtained expressions by the first. We obtain

t tt' u sin " V~ (19.6)an = ucos '6'-v

In a particular case of u = c formulas (1-9.6) and (19.5) coincide.
The formula for addition velocities is obviously relevant for expla

nation of results of the Fizeau experiment in which the velocity of
light was measured in a medium moving with respect to the obser
ver at a velocity v. We have already noted that velocity of light with
respect to a medium at rest is cln, where n == V BJ.1 and c is the veloc
ity of light in vacuo. Without loss of generality we can assume that
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the medium moves along axis x in the observer's reference frame and
the light propagates in the same (or in the opposite) direction. Then
we can apply the partial Lorentz transformation from the reference
frame co-moving with the medium to the observer's reference frame
and use the appropriate formula of addition of velocities (5.13').
Denoting the light velocity with respect to the observer by c', we
obtain from (5.13')

c'= c/n±v ~(~+v)(1=F-v)~.E..±v(1--.!-) (19.7)
1 ± v/cn n en n n2

for nonrelativistic velocities v of the medium. Therefore, it is not
sufficient to add the velocity of light c/n to that ot the medium, v,
(this would follow from the Galileo transformation) since we have
to multiply this velocity first by the
so-called Fresnel coefficient 1-1/n2 •. XJ

Here this result is a direct corollary
of relativistic kinematics and is valid,
of course, not only for plane waves
but also for light pulses of arbitrary
shape propagating in the medium at
a group velocity cln."

19.2. Let us find how a transition B x,
to a new reference frame transforms
the magnitude of the electric field
vector in the wave zone. Ignoring for x,
the moment the shap.e of the wave,
we make use only of the transversality Fig. 20
condition. Let us choose the origin of
spatial coordinates (reference frame K) at a point of space through
which light wave propagates; the axes are directed as shown in Fig. 20.
The direction of vector v of the relative velocity of new reference
frame K' will be determinedJn terms of polar angle tt and azymuthal
angle ~. First raise the first of formulas (7.14) to the second power.
Denoting VI == v/v, we obtain E'2 = _~2y2 (E· VI)2 + 1'2 (E +
+ .!. X B)2. But

e
E ·V 1 = E cos ~ sin {)-

o _ ~

[: XBy =~2E2(1-cOS2(B,v))=~2E2(1-sin2~sin2'6)

2E· ( : X B ) = 2 : (B X E) = - 2 v; E2 = - 2~E2 cos 1'}

and in the last two equations we have taken into account that in
the wave zone E = B. Finally, after collecting like terms, we have

E' = 1'E (1 - ~ cos O) (19.8)
----I

9 For the concept of group velocity see § 39.
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By using Doppler's formula (19.3) the result for plane waves then
becomes

E'/oo' = Eloo (19.9)

The corresponding energy flux density is given by the magnitude
of the Poynting vector:

8' = CE'2 = 8 (1 - ~ cos '6')2/(1 _ P2)
whence

8'18 = (00'/00)2 (19.10)

It will be interesting to find what energy is contained in a finite
volume moving' with the plane wave. For this we shall need some
auxiliary arguments. We introduce two inertial reference frames:
reference frame K and reference frame K' moving with respect to K
at a velocity v. It will be sufficient for our purposes to assume that
conditions at' which reference frames K and K' are related by the
partial Lorentz transformation are satisfied. Consider a region in
space in which all points have, with respect to K', a velocity u',
at an angle {}' to axis a': By dVo we denote the "proper" volume of
this region as measured by an observer at rest with respect to it.
I t was already shown in deriving equation (5.10) that in reference
frame K' the volume is dV' = dVo 'V1 - U'2/C2. With respect to
reference frame K the same moving region has velocity u which can
"be found by the relativistic formula of addition of velocities (5.13').
This formula yields

u2 _ u'2 + 2u'v cos '6' + v2- (U'2v2/c2)sin2 '6"
- ----(1-+-(u~'v--:/~c2~)-co-s-'6~'~]2~---

whence V1 - U2/ C2 = [1 + (u'v/c 2) cos un-1 V1 - U'2/C2V 1 - :: .

But dV = dVo V1 - U 2/C2 is the vo\ume in reference frame K,

so that dV = dV' V1 - ~2 ( 1 + : ~ cos {}') -1. Note that if u' -+ c,

then simultaneously u -+ c and volumes dV and dV' tend to zero.
The abovederived formula shows, however, that ratio dVldV' tends
to a definite value. Namely, at u' -+ C, dV = dV' V1 - P2/(1 +
+ Pcos '6"), that is dV·w = dV'·OO'.lO

The energy of the field in volume V is given by W = (1/2) f (E2 +
+ H2) dV = ~ E2 dV. But we have found that E2 is transformed

proportionally to 002 • Using the relation for V obtained above, we
find that

W/ro = W'/oo' (19.11)

10 Here we have used a formula obtained from (19.3) by substituting -p
for P, the operation exchanging the role of (a) and (a)'.
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The value of this ratio, which is an invariant of the Lorentz trans
formations, will be denoted by D. The total momentum' of the field
within volume V is equal, on the basis of formulas in § 3, to

1 J' 1 J (i)p == - E X H dV == - n E2dV = - nD
c c c

Consequently, quantities Wlc and P form together a 4-vector of
zero length (W21c2 - p2 == 0) proportional to vector ki

• Quantum
theory states that D == Nhl2n, where N is an arbitrary integer and
h is Planck's constant. When N == 1, we arrive at relations holding
for an individual quantum of radiation field, a photon. In particular,
it follows from the definition of wavelength A == clv == 2ncl ro that

G == hlA, ~ == hw/2n (19.12)

Here ~ is the energy and G is the momentum of a photon.
19.3. To conclude this section, we shall determine the charac

teristics of a light wave, reflected by a moving mirror, on the basis
of relativistic transformation formulas. A mirror moves at a veloc
ity v in reference frame K; in this reference frame a light wave
incident on the mirror is characterized by frequency oi, and its
direction of propagation is at an angle '6'0 with axis x, Formulas (19.2)
give frequency w' and wave vector k' in reference frame K' moving
together with the mirror. To make these formulas clear, .we rewrite'
them here in a form corresponding to the partial Lorentz transfor
mation from K to K':

, 1- ~ cos '60w == ro
o Y1-~2 '

, cos '6'0-~ n; _ sin '6'0 V 1-~2
nX'=1--~cost)0' y' - 1-~cosi}o

Let the mirror plane be perpendicular to axis x and assume that
the standard Snellius law of reflection (18.14), derived above, holds
in reference frame K'. Then the reflected wave is obtained in this
reference frame simply by replacing n~, by -n~" that is for this
wave n~, == -(cos '6'0 - P)/(1 - Pcos {to}. And 'now for the reflected
wave considered already in reference frame K we use transformation
formulas inverse with respect to (19.2), ~nd find

, 1+~n~, 1-26 cos ~O+~2 (1 2A. ..Q. )
co == ro,/ == roo 1 A,2 ~ Wo - p cos U'o

t'1-p2 - ....

'f}- - n~,+~ _ cos tto-2~+~2cos'6'0 '" ,.Q. 2A · 2,.Q.

cos -nx-1+~n~,- 1-2~cos'6'0+62 --cos'U'o+ p sm 'U'o

. {} nil, Y 1- ~2 sin ito (1- ~2) • AQ. 2A....Q.
sin == ny == 1+~n~, = 1-2P cos "0+ ~2 ~ SIn u'o + p SIn ·u·o cos {to

(19.13)
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At the end of each line we give the nonrelativistic approximation.
"The first of these formulas plays an important role in the theory of
thermal radiation, being fundamental for deriving Wien's displace
ment law discussed in § 22.

§ 20. Huygens principle. Fundamentals
of the theory of diHradion

20.1. Let us analyze now what happens when radiation field pro
pagating in space encounters an obstacle (for instance, a screen with
apertures). This problem (which makes the subject of the theory of
diffraction) is very important in optics and in the theory of pro
pagation of radiowaves. The reader is familiar with the elementary
formulation of the Huygens principle and with the method of inves
tigating diffraction by resorting to the Fresnel zones, as presented
in the general physics courses. Here we can use the already familiar
solution of the wave equation and investigate the formulation of
the problem of diffraction in a more general form.

Let us recall the solution of a nonhomogeneous wave equation as
given by formulas (13.8) and (13.9). We have mentioned at the
beginning of § 13 that any of the Cartesian components of vectors E
and B can be chosen for function "1'. Let the region in which we want
to determine the electromagnetic field strength have no sources of
this field and be bounded by a surface <J. Then the abovementioned
formulas state that the value of the field at the observation point
and its values on the closed boundary surface <J enclosing this point
must be related by the following formula:

'" (r, t) =

=_1_~ n [grad'",(rl,t/)_~'l'(r' t,)_-!!..o¢(r/,t/)J do
4n 'Y X R R3 , CR2 iJt' t'=t-R/c

(J

We remind that R = r - r'.
By assuming that function "I' is a harmonic function of time, that

is 1P (r, t) = ", (r) exp (-irot), we can immediately rewrite the
preceding formula as a relation between amplitudes:

1 JeikR [. (t ) R J'" (r) = 4n ~ n · grad' ¢ (r') + ik 1+ kR If 'I' (r') do
(J

(20.1)

In deriving (20.1), it should be noted that in the region of interest
function ¢ (r) must be a solution of the homogeneous Helmholtz
equatton!'. Now we apply to this region Green's formula (B.28),

11 See formula (E.14).
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assuming that function cp = G is Green's function for the Helmholtz
equation, that is (L\ + k2) G (r, r') = -6 (r - r"), Then, integrat
ing, by analogy with § 13, over the primed variable, we obtain

¢ (r) = ~ n- (G grad' '" - '" grad' G) do (20.2)

If we substitute into (20.2) for Green's function the fundamental
solution of the Helmholtz equation-the diverging spherical wave
given by formula (E.17) with the plus sign in the exponent-we
return to relation (20.1). Formula (20.2) is, however, more general
since an arbitrary Green's function G can be obtained as a sum of the
fundamental solution used in the derivation of (20.1) and the general •
solution of the homogeneous equation. It is also easy to trace the
analogy between relation (20.1) and the formulas of § 11 which
relate electrostatic field at the observation point with the single and
double layers present on the boundary surface. It is clear from the
preceding argument that the integral in (20.2) must have the form
determined by sources which, by assumption, are located outside of (J

but produce the field inside this surface.
The uniqueness of solution 'I' in the region enclosed by surface a

is assured, as was the case for a static field (see § 11), by fixing on a
either only the values of 'I' (Dirichlet's problem) or of ittp/on (Neu
mann '8 problem). A. proof of this fact is quite analogous to that
traced in § 11 if instead of the Poisson equation we take the Helm
holtz equation. Therefore the values of "I' and o,p/on cannot be fixed
on the surface at the same time in an arbitrary manner, and (20.1)
is an integral relation whose consistency must be verified in each
specific case.

Formula (20.2) can be interpreted as the rule which allows to
construct electromagnetic field at the point of observation as a "sum"
of elementary G-type waves emitted by each element of boundary
surface (J (functions ,p and grad' 1J' in the integrand must be con
sidered known, fixed as boundary values on a). In particular, these
elementary waves are spherical in (20.1). With this interpretation,
relation (20.2) is a general formulation of the Huygens principle.

Assume that an infinite surface, to which certain physical prop
erties are assigned, divides the space into two parts. Hereafter we
refer to this surface as the screen. Let all sources of electromagnetic
field lie to one side of the screen, and the screen have a certain num
her of holes .. When the radiation field produced by the sources is
incident on the screen, a fraction of the field is' reflected backward
hut part of the energy penetrates through the screen into the other
half-space. It is of interest to compare the transmitted wave with
that incident on the screen. If the properties of this radiation, as
well as those of the screen, are known, then the finding of the trans
rnitted wave' is one of the basic problems in the theory of diffraction.
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A closed surface enclosing sources (Fig. 21) can also be considered
as a screen. In what follows we mark the region enclosing the sources
by numeral I and the region in. which the diffracted radiation is
recorded-by numeral II.

We begin with the first variant of the diffraction problem
(Fig. 21, a). Let us form a closed surface 0'1 + 0'2 whose component
0'2 is a hemisphere contained in II and cutting from the screen its
part 0'10 Formula (20.1) determines the field at any point inside this

I 6,

(d) (6)

Fig. 21

surface if we know the value of the field on screen 0'1 and on the herni
sphere 0'2. Therefore, '¢ (r) = I [all + I [R], where I is the surface
integral in the right-hand side of (20.1), and R is the radius of hemi
sphere 0'2. Let's take now lim I (R). Obviously, the value of this

R-+oo

limit depends on the assumed properties of function '¢ in the inte-
grand. These assumptions single out the class of functions in which
the solution of the problem is sought. We consider such functions '¢
which satisfy the condition of radiation, namely, describe a diverg
ing spherical wave far from the screen, that is for sufficiently large R

ei k R
.ll'~ f ({}, cp) ~, R -+ 00 (20.3)

It is easy to calculate that on a2

~ e
i k R
_~ e

i kR
"J (. _..!..) ( e

i hR
)2on R - oR R - ik R R f ('6', cp)

/ {J e
i k R

( • 1. ) ( e
i h

R ) 2¢ on~~ zk-7[ '----r- f (t}, cp)

and that terms of the order of 1/R, 1/R2, and 1/RS in the integrand
cancell out. The remaining terms decrease more rapidly than 1/R3
and therefore lim I (R) = 0 if the radiation condition is satis-

R-+oo'
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fled. After the limit transition is realized, integral I [oIl is extended
to the whole screen (including, of course, the holes in it).

Similarly, if the radiation condition is satisfied, the integral over
sphere a2 in region 1/ vanishes (see Fig. 21, b). Therefore, the pre
ceding arguments are completely valid in the given case if at first
the region is bounded by two surfaces al and 0'2 and in the limit
only the integral over surface al coinciding with the screen does not
vanish. It must also be taken into account that the positive direc
tion of normal in the above formulas is defined as the direction from
region I I towards region I, in accordance with the customary choice
of direction when the Gauss theorem and its corollaries are used.
From the physical point of view it is logical to reverse this direction.
With this new choice, we obtain

1 r e ikR [ (i ) R ]¢ (r) = -4;tJII n- grad' '1'+ ik 1+ kR 7[1J' do

°1
(20.4)

In principle, therefore, the field in region I I can be found if the
field on surface al is known. No doubt, calculation of the field on 0'1

can be made only in exceptional cases even if all properties of the
sources are known. This field depends on physic-al properties of the
screen, and the interaction between the incident field and the screen
should be taken into account when this field is calculated. However,
a very large number of problems in classical optics prove to be
resolvable with sufficient accuracy if the so-called Kirchhoff approx
imation is used. This approximation involves the following assump
tions:

1. Functions 'P and grad 'P vanish on 0'1 everywhere on the side of
the surface adjacent to region I I, with the exception of holes.

2. Within the holes in the screen functions 1J' and grad 1J' are equal
to the corresponding values of the incident wave in the absence of
the screen. I

Strictly speaking, the conditions as formulated are mathemati
cally incompatible. Indeed, it has been mentioned already that the
values of 1J' and grad 'P cannot be fixed independently at the points
of the boundary surface. It must also be noted that if the screen has
holes, then assumptions 1 and 2 in fact state that function ,p has
a discontinuity along the boundary of each of the holes and that
Green's theorem holds only for functions which are continuous every
where on the boundary surface a. Application of the Kirchhoff
approximation to optical problems is successful mostly because the
ratio of the wavelength to the characteristic size of holes in these
problems is small-". As a result, diffracted radiation mostlv retains

12 Usually ihe interaction between the screen material and radiation can
he considered strong at distances of about a wavelength.
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the direction of the incident wave, and the assumption about vanish
ing of the field on .the shaded side of the screen is nearly correct.

Kirchhoff's formula (20.4) can be replaced, in principle, by a differ
ent relation which strictly satisfies the theorem of uniqueness. For
this we have to take again equation (20.2) and, instead of choosing
the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation for function Gt

to define this function by the following additional conditions:

G=O on 0'10 R (:~ -ikG)-+O for R-+oo (20.5)

. By virtue of the second of these conditions,

I (G :~ -1Jl ~: ) R2 dQ = JR2 ( :~ - ikfP) G dQ -+ 0
a J

for R -+ 00 if we again assume that function 'i' satisfies the condition
of radiation. The first of conditions (20.5) expresses the difference.
between function G and the spherical wave which was used earlier.
Owing to this condition, the term in the integrand multiplied by
iJ¢/an vanishes, and the result takes the form

J
oGlJ' (r) = - lJ'- daon

0'1

(20.6)

In this case it is sufficient, therefore, to know only boundary con
ditions for function 'i', and hence Kirchhoff's assumption dealing
with this function can be used without any contradictions.

From the physical standpoint, however, application of Kirch
hoff's conditions in the described case can be justified only approxi
mately since electromagnetic radiation and the screen always inter
act, and so the field in the hole always differs from the incident wave.
Besides, it cannot vanish completely on the shaded side of the
screen. From the standpoint of practical calculations, however, the
application of formula (20.6) entails the need of determining a
Green's function satisfying conditions (20.5). In fact, the first of
them requires that the Green function should be found for each
specific shape of the screen. Considerable mathematical difficulties
are encountered when such problems are solved, and the closed form
of solution is obtainable only in the case of a flat screen. Moreover,
the inaccuracy of Kirchhoff's formula is not significant in the approx
imation in which it is 'applicable and is compensated by the general
character of the formula.

Let us consider now a geometric surface 0'1 which is not a screen
(i.e. is devoid of any physical properties) and dividing the space
into regions I and II, as shown in Fig. 21. If the radiation condition
is satisfied, field 'I' (r) in region II will then be given by formula (20.4)
where integration is carried out over the whole surface 0'1' and the
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integrand is the expression for incident wave. Now we replace sur
face 0'1 with a material screen with holes as before. By o1a) we denote
the continuous part of the screen ai' and by a\b) its geometric part
formed by apertures, so that we can write 0'1 = a\a) + a\b). If
Kirchhoff's approximation is valid, field ip, (r) in region I I is deter
mined only by the integral over o1b). Now replace the continuous
part of the screen o1a) by apertures, and the apertures o1b) by a con
tinuous surface. In this case field 'l'a (r) in region I I is determined by
the integral taken only over o1a) . It then follows immediately that
'Va (r) + 'Pb (r) = 'I' (r). I t is logical to refer to the screens for which
diffracted fields 'Pa and 'P6 are calculated as to complementary screens.
The derived above equation is known as the Babinet principle for
diffraction on such screens.

It is important to mention that all the formulas derived above
are scalar formulas, that is all components of vectors E and Bare
considered independently of one another. Such scalar theory of
diffraction does not make it possible to analyze effects caused by
changes in the polarization of the diffracted wave. Often such effects
are significant, as for example in the study of diffraction of electro
magnetic waves in the range of radio frequencies. There exists the
vector generalization of Kirchhoff's formula making such calcula
tions possible.

The simplest method of realizing this generalization is to write
formulas (20.2) for each component of vector E and then to find
their vector sum; this gives

E (r) = J[G (n-grad") E-E (a-grad' G)] do (20.7)
a

A similar expression can be written for B. However, formula (20.7)
is Inconvenient for calculations. Different formulas are usually
8 pplied in practice'".

20.2. We cannot go here into the details of vector formulas but
shall attempt to achieve some progress in the physical interpretation
of relation (20.6) for the simplest case. Namely, we assume that
the screen is flat, and its plane is represented by the equation z = 0
and that the field must be found at a point P with coordinates a, y, .I

(Fig. 22). Let point S be a mirror image of point P with respect
to the screen, that is S has coordinates z, y, -.I. For an arbitrary
point Q with coordinates ~, f), ~ (shown in the figure in the plane
of the screen, that is for ~ = 0) we compose a function

(20.8)

13 See, for example H. Hdnl, A. W. Maue, and K. Westpfahl, Theorie der
Beugung,
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(20.9)

Screen
Q

Fig. 22

p

I t is easy to find that this function satisfies cond i tions determining
Green's function, including conditions (20.5). The derivation to
follow will clearly show that the singularity of function G at point S
(Le. for r 2 = 0) is of no consequence. As follows from (20.8)

4n!£ = .s. ( e
i kTt

) art _.3:- ( e
ik r2

) or2
at drl rl 8~ or2 r2 o~

If point Q lies on the screen, then (see Fig. 22) r1 = r 2 = r, :~2 =

ar »< . eo ec d ei kr ) -<.
= - a~l = cos (n, r), that IS an = - a~ = 2 dr (4:rtr cos (n, r),

d (e i kr ) . eill r ( 1) 21ti eiiir .
But - -- = ik -- 1 --.- ~---- If we assume that

dr r r ikr 'A r '
point P is at-aJarge distance from the screen, namely that kr =

= 2~r ~ 1. Now the substitution of Green's function (20.8) into

S (20.6) transforms it to

. r eik r .r>:
iA'l' (P) -r- J-,-cos (0, r) '¢ da

(1

where integration, in accord
ance with Kirchhoff's ap
proximation, is carried out
only over apertures in the flat
screen. Hence, formula (20.9)
states that each element dcr
of an aperture emits a spher-
ical wave whose amplitude

and phase are determined by the incident wave ,p. The field at
the point of observation is found as a superposition of these spher
ical . waves. We have arrived again to Huygens' principle in its
clearest formulation.

For function 'I' in the integrand we substitute the values corres
ponding to the incident spherical wave with amplitude A; this wave
is emitted by a pointlike source located at distance r' from the aper
ture. Then

-<:
iA'I' (P) = reik(r+r') cos (~, r') do

J rr

\

(20.10)

If characteristic size of the aperture, that is, of the range of inte
gration in the right-hand side of (20.10), are small compared with r

-<.
and r', then factor cos (n, r)/rr' is nearly constant and can be fac-
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tured out of the integral. Kirchhoff's approximation will be valid
if we additionally assume that k is large and so function ei h (r+r')

oscillates very rapidly. Expand r in powers of ~ and." with ~ = o.
If R is a value of r corresponding to origin 0 (as in the preceding
case, we place it in the plane of the screen), and a and ~ are direc
tion cosines of the beam, connecting point· 0 with the observation
point, with respect to axes sand 11, then the expansion takes the form

r = [(x- ~)2+ (y - T))2 +Z2] 1/2~ R -:- ~ 5- ~ T) + 21 (52+ T)2)

1 1
- 2R3 (xs + Y11)2 ~ R - as - ~11 + 2R [S2 +1]2 - (as + ~y)2J (20.11)

Denote the direction cosines of the beam connecting the pointlike
source with the origin 0 by ao, ~o. Let the distance of this source
from point 0 be R'. An approximate equation for r' is similar to
(20.11), in which R is replaced by R' and (x, ~ by -ao, - ~o. Whence
exp [ik (r + r')] = exp [ik (R + R')l exp (-ikcD), where cD )s a
quadratic form in sand 11, which is easily obtained in explicit form
by making use of the above expansions of the type of (20.11). Assum
ing that the slowly varying factor in the integrand is equal to its
value at point 0, we obtain

-<
iA.¢(P) = R~' cos (n, R) eih(R+R') Je-ikcI> d~ dT) (20.12)

As a result, the calculation of the diffracted wave under all the enu
merated assumptions is reduced to calculating the integral in (20.12)
over the area of aperture. If it can be additionally assumed that
R -+ 00 and R' -+ oc , then the expression for cD is reduceable to
H linear function: <I> ~ (a - ao) S+ (~ - ~o) fl, and the calcula
tion is substantially simplified. This case is known as the Fraunhofer
diffraction. The general equation (20.12) describes the Fresnel
diffraction.

As in the preceding sections, our study of the diffraction will be
restricted to the formulation of the problem and to a brief discussion
of its physical meaning as given above. A large number of methods
whose detailed description can be found in special treatises's have
heen developed for specific problems of mathematical physics dealing
with diffraction. ·

§ 21. Geometrical optics approximation

21.1. In the limit of very short wavelengths (A -+ 0) the description
of radiation field can be reduced to a number of geometric relation
ships.

14 See, for example, the monograph cited in footnote 13 on p. 157.
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Assume the medium to be isotropic and electrically nonconductive.
A case of special interest for us will be that of inhomogeneous medi
um. As we have seen in the preceding chapters, the Maxwell equations
for monochromatic radiation with no sources take the form

curl H + ikoeE = 0, curl E- ikof.1H = 0
div eE= 0, div f.1H = 0 (21.1)

Here we can assume that Hand E are amplitudes depending on r
only. In addition, ko = 2n/Ao = i»lc, where Ao is wavelength in
vacuo, and e and I..t may be functions of r.

Now let us try to find an electromagnetic field at very large dis
tances from; the sources in the complex form:

.E = e (r) eikoC(r), H = h (r) eikoC(r) (21.2)

where e, h, C are real functions!". Substitute (21.2) into (21.1). By
using formulas of vector analysis (see Appendix B) we can rephrase
the '8btained relations to the form

1
grad C X h +ee = - tk

o
curl h

1
grad eX e-I..th= --curl e

iko

e.gradC= --=-k
1 (e-grad tln e)+dive)

I 0

h-grad C = - ~k1 (h-grad (In u) +div h) (21.3)
~ 0

The limit of interest here is for k o -+ 00. If-the right-hand sides of
the above equations can be neglected in this limit, we arrive at
relations

grad ex h+ ee=O, grad ex e-f..th=O
e.gradC=O, b·gradC=O (21.4)

Obviously, only the first two of these equations are independent.
By eliminating function h, we obtain

(e- grad C) grad C - e (grad C)2 + sue = O'

We then obtain from the third of equations (21.4)

(grad C)2 = n2 (21.5)

where we denote n = V su.

Ii It can be shown (see the monograph by M. Born and E. Wolf given in
the footnote 4 on p. 143) that by assuming e and h real-valued, we restrict the
analysis to linearly polarized waves; in the general case e and h must be com
plex-valued.
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Assumptions involved in the derivation of equations (21.4) are
justified if B, ,... and I grad C I have values of the order of 1, and the
variations of' functions e and h over distances comparable to wave
length are small compared with the values of. the functions them
selves. If radiation field tends to zero on the boundary of a certain
region (for example, where the shadow begins) sufficiently rapidly,
then this condition is violated. Neither does it hold in the neigh
bourhood of foci of optical instruments, where intensity of radiation
sharply increases.

Function C introduced by definition (21.2) is called the optical
path or eikonal, and equation (21.5) is known as the eikonal equation.
Surfaces described by condition

C (r) = const (21.6)

are called the geometric wavefronts, and curves orthogonal to these
surfaces-geometric light beams. Let r = r (s) be a parametric
equation of light beam, with the length of the arc along the beam
measured with respect to an arbitrary origin chosen as parameter s.
Then drlds == s is a unit vector tangent to the beam, and the con
dition of beam orthogonality to the wavefront is given by equation

drns = na;;= grad C (21.7)

Let us clarify the physical meaning of vector s, namely, let us show
that it defines the direction of propagation of the radiation energy
flux. In the limit of very high frequencies which we consider here
this flux must be calculated by using the averaged formula of the
type of (17.18):

(8) = ~ ex h (21.8)

Substitute here h from the second equation of (21.4). Making use
of the third equation in (21.4), as well as (21.7), equation (21.8)
can be transformed to .

(8) = ~ (w) s (2-1.9)

Average value of energy (21.9) is equal, on the basis of (17.18), to

(w) = 2 (we) = ; (e2)

and v is the velocity of wave propagation in the medium v = elV fie.
Hence, we have proved our statement. It will be instructive to com
pare formula (21.9) with the exact formula (14.9) for radiation emit
led by a pointlike charge and with formulas obtained on p. 137 by
similar time-averaging for a bounded distribution of sources.

If radiation contained in the region of propagation performs no
mechanical work, it is readily found that the energy conservation

11-2456
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law (3.3) takes the form div 8 = O. Hence, the time-averaged value
is also zero, div (8) = O. The intensity of radiation is found as the
absolute value of the averaged Poynting vector: / = I (8) I =
= v (w). Hence, div (/s) = O. Consider a pencil formed by light
rays and bounded by transverse surfaces dOl and d0 2 (Fig. 23).
Application of Gauss' theorem to this pencil immediately yields

/1 dOl = /2 d0 2 (21.10)

if we take into account that a normal to the side surface of the pencil
is everywhere orthogonal to vector s. Formula (21.10) is called the

law of intensity in geometrical
optics. In particular, if light
beams originate at one point
and are straight (we shall see
soon that the rays are straight

dea in homogeneous media), then,
by choosing for da, and d0 2

d6, the elements of spherical sur
faces with common center in

Fig. 23 the pointlike source, we arrive
at / (R) = const/R2, that is

the law of in/verse quadratic dependence of radiation intensity on
distance.

Equation (21.7) can also be given in the form
de
(ji=n (21.11)

where the left-hand side is the derivative of C in the direction of the
light beam. The integral of n along the light beam between two

p.

points PI and e, on the beam, rn ds = C (P 2 ) - C (PI)' is called
PI

the optical length of this segment of the beam. We have seen above
that n ds = c ds/v = c dt, where dt is the time interval during
which energy propagates along the beam through a distance ds.
Hence, optical length of a segment of light beam divided by light
velocity in vacuo is equal to the time required for the radiation to
cover the length of this segment.

21.2. Let us further investigate the properties of equation (21.7).
First of all, function C can be eliminated by using (21.5) and (B.17).
Namely,

~ (n :: )= ~ (grad C) = (a-grad) grad C
f . 1 1

=- (grad C· grad) grad C = -2 grad (grad C)2= -2 grad n2
n n n

:s (n :: )= grad n (21.12)
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In particular, it follows that d2rlds2 = 0 for n = const, that is light
beams in a homogeneous medium are straight.

It also follows directly from equation (21.7) that

curl (ns) = 0 (21.13)

(21.16)

(21.15)

2

Fig. 24

As, according to formula (B.14 a), curl (ns) = grad n X s + n curl s,
it also follows from (21.13) that s- curl s = O. In a homogeneous
medium n = const, so that curl s = O. Consider now an arbitrary
open surface a with contour l. Integrate over this surface the com
ponent of curl (ns) normal to this surface and apply Stokes' theorem.
By virtue of formula (21-.13),

~ns.dl=O (21.14)

The integral in the left-hand side of
(21.14) is called the Lagrangian integral
invariant. The origin of this term is
clear: as follows from (21.13), the value

p.

of an integral of the type ) ns· dI is in
PI

dependent of the shape of the curve
connecting points PI and P 2 •

Actual light rays satisfy the Fermat
variational principle which is a corol-
lary of. Lagrange's theorem (21.14). An assumption neces
sary for this derivation is that the considered region in space is
regular, that is, it contains no points at which light rays could cross.
Let us calculate optical lengths of segment P I P 2 of one of light rays
and of curve C connecting the same two points (Fig. 24). Points
Ql' .Q2' and CI , C2 are taken at the intersections of the light ray and
of curve C, respectively, with wavefronts 1 and 2, as shown in the
figure. Point Q; is at the intersection of wavefront 2 with light beam
propagating from point C1 • Apply now equation (21.14) to closed
contour CI C2Q;C1. Namely,

ns·dllc c +ns·dJ Ie Q' - n dSe Q' = 0
I • I 2 1 2

On wavefront 2 orthogonality relation s·dJ I
Q

•Q; = 0 is valid since
dllies on this wavefront, and s is the direction of light beam. Then,
it is found from (21.11) that n ds leaQi = n ds IQ1Q•• And finally,
the definition of scalar product yields ns·dl Iclc ~ n ds Iclc.
Therefore, (21.15) becomes n ds IQtQ. ~ n ds Iclc., so that

jnds<Jnds
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Equality in (21.16) would take place only if s·d = ds everywhere
on curve C, that is, if this curve coincides with the actual light
beam. But this case is excluded by virtue of the above-introduced
assumption that only one beam passes through a point within the
considered region. Formula (21.16) constitutes the mathematical
expression of Fermat's principle.

Geometric investigation of light beams constitutes the foundation
on which the theory of optical images rests; we cannot deal with
this theory within the scope of this book.

§ 22. Fundamentals of radiation thermodynamics

22.1. Thermodynamic properties of radiation fields were first
analyzed by Kirchhoff, Stefan, Boltzmann, Wien and Planck in
the last quarter of the 19th century. They derived conditions under
which thermal radiation is in equilibrium with the surrounding
medium, defined the concept of temperature of equilibrium radia
tion, investigated the equation of state of this radiation, and derived
a number of basic relations describing spectral energy density of
radiation as a function of wavelength. The reader is aware that
application of fundamental concepts of classical statistical mechanics
to radiation later resulted in contradiction resolved only by the
quantum theory of matter. In the present section we are going to
study briefly the basic aspects of radiation thermodynamics directly
related to classical electrodynamics.

It is of paramount importance for the study of thermodynamic
properties of radiation to find the pressure exerted by radiation on
the matter. Let us first calculate this pressure in a simple particular
case. Let matter fill the halfspace to the right of plane Xl = 0,
and let a plane wave propagating along axis Xl be incident on this
plane from the left. Consider a cylinder in the right-hand halfspace
with base d« on plane Xl = °and height equal to h. We shall assume
that all radiation penetrating the matter is completely- absorbed
at a distance h from the interface, so that at this distance fields E
and H can be considered equal to zero.

Recall now equations (3.9)-(3.16) which determine the forces
applied by the electromagnetic field to the medium which we assume
to be linear so that D = BE and B = ,...,H. Namely,

f~ = BTat -~~ (E X H)~ (22.1)
ax~ c at

where
Tali= (EaDr,+ H~Ba) - (1/2) ~O;~ (E ·D+ H ·B) (22.2)

In our case the transversality of electromagnetic field in a plane
wave is given by equalities E1 = 0, HI = 0. Taking this into account,
we obtain the bulk force /1 applied orthogonally to interface Xl = 0,
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from formulas (22.1) and (22.2):
1 a lJ-8 af 1 = - 2 oxl (E ·D +H ·B) - C 8t (E x H) i

{65

(22.3)

As follows from relation (3.19), surface force CPl is found from the

relation J11 dV = J(fll do, For the abovementioned cylinder we

then obtain' (fll = J:11 dx. However, the observed quantity is not

the instantaneous value of this force but its time-averaged value
which can be defined by the following formula:

T

«(fl.) = lim 2~ \ (fl. dt
T~oo ~T

h

Consequently, we want to find «(fll) = J(/1) dx. In calculating
o

the mean value (11) from (22.3) we shall take into account that the
Poynting vector of a plane wave is a periodic function of time. This
means that quantity

T

5:e (E X 8). dt = (E X 8). I~T
-T

is bounded, so that the limit calculated according to the definition
of the mean value is zero. Integrating the first term in (22.3) over dx
and taking into account that field vanishes at depth h, we obtain
for the pressure of radiation on the boundary of the matter:

p = (~l) = (1/2) (E· D + H·B) = w (22.4)

where w is the energy density of electromagnetic field at the inter
face.

Consider now a different case. Namely, take a closed cavity sur
rounded by material walls and filled with radiation. The properties
of the matter inside the cavity will be considered identical to those
of vacuum, so that in the Gaussian system of units we are using here
D = E and B = H. We can assume that radiation is either emitted
by the walls or by emitters within the cavity, occupying a negligible
fraction of its volume. Further, we assume the radiation field to be
isotropic, that is its properties are assumed identical in all directions
on the average (during a sufficiently long interval of time). Com
ponents of the field in any two mutually perpendicular directions
nre assumed statistically independent. Strictly speaking, this means
hy definition that equalities of the type (E1E2 ) = 0 hold. In addi
t.ion, we assume without proving it that mean values of derivatives
lire equal to derivatives of mean values. Much more profound analysis
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(22.6)

of the statistical properties of electromagnetic field than could be
undertaken here would be required to construct a foundation to
these assumptions. But once they are chosen, calculation of pressure
becomes trivial.

As in the derivation of formula (22.4), it can also be shown that<:t (E X H)>= 0 since components of E and H are finite. Moreover,
the assumption of isotropy means that (E~) = (1/3) (E2). Consider
an element' of wall surface and direct axis Xl inward, along the nor
mal to this element. As follows from symmetry arguments (as for
an ideal gas in a vessel), only component /1 of the force can differ
from zero. With all these arguments, equation (22.3) gives

(/.)= O~l<E:+ H:-~ (E2+ H2» = - ~ O~l (E2+H2)

whence pressure p is

P = J(f.) dx = ~ (E2+ H2) = ~ w (22.5)

. An absolutely identical result will be obtained if we assume that
the walls reflect the incident radiation completely. We shall soon
show that relation (22.5) between pressure and energy density
makes it possible to derive fundamental laws of radiation thermo
dynamics.P In this analysis it plays the role of the equation of
state of the "photon gas". In what follows we shall consider only
such radiation in the cavity for which this equation was derived.

22.2. In order to use thermodynamic arguments we have to define
the concept of temperature of radiation. It is logical to assume that
radiation is in thermal equilibrium with walls having a tempera
ture e if the walls absorb per unit time the same amount of energy
as they emit. Hadiation is then called equilibrium radiation, and
its state is characterized by the same temperature 8.

Radiation enclosed in a cavity is made up of waves which, in the
general case, may have any frequency. If ui; d» denotes the amount
of radiation energy per unit volume, carried by waves with fre
quencies from v to v + d», then

00

w= Juic d»
o

It is function ur; (spectral energy density) introduced here that will
be of principal interest in further analysis.

18 Detailed discussion of radiation thermodynamics can be found in th e
following monographs: M. Planck, The Theory of Heat Radiation, Blakiston,
Philadelphia, 1914, and R. Becker, Theorte der Electrizttiit, Band II. Electro
nentheorie; Leipzig und Berlin, Taubner, 1933.
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At the first glance, it would seem natural to assume that energy
distribution of equilibrium radiation over frequency must depend
on the properties of the matter with which this radiation is in equi
librium. However, Kirchhoff had demonstrated that this assumption
is in contradiction with the second law of thermodynamics: were
it true, one could construct a perpetuum motion machine of the
second kind. Therefore Kirchhoff's law is valid: function ur; depends
only on temperature 8 and is independent of any characteristics of
specific properties of the wall material.??

Before investigating the properties of function ur; (8) any further,
we have to introduce additional quantities closely related to this
function. Inside the cavity filled with radiation consider an infini
tesimal element of surface do (in a particular case it may coincide
with an element of wall surface, but generally it is an infinitesimal
part of an arbitrary geometric surface). As radiation passes through
element do in all directions, we can consider the properties of radia
tion emitted from this element of surface. Let solid angle dQ radiate
from element do at an angle '6' to the normal. Energy flux propagating
wi thin this solid angle will be proportional, in particular, to cos '6'
(since radiation is assumed isotropic, and therefore energy flux is
proportional to the cross-sectional area of the pencil into which
enters the energy propagating from do at an angle '6'). Energy enter
ing into solid angle dQ during time dt must therefore be considered
equal to K cos '6' dQ do dt. Coefficient K is called the radiance and,
as usual, dQ = sin '6' d'6' d~.

LAt us find a relation between K and w. Let do be an element
of the wall surface, and V -an arbitrary but very small volume with
in the cavity at a distance r from element do. Let us take a solid
angle dQ such that the cone corresponding to it intersects volume V;
as volume V is very small, we obtain a nearly cylindrical solid.
Denote the cross-sectional area by df and the height of this cylinder
by h. By the definition of solid angle, dQ = djlr", If element do
of the wall emits some energy per unit time in the direction of dQ
then a fraction hie of this energy is within the cylinder, that is,
according to the definition in the preceding paragraph, it contains

h dfthe amount of energy equal to - K cos '6' do -,-. Let us sum now
c r

over all bundles of beams the radiation emitted from do and inter
secting volume V. With sufficient accuracy ~ h df = ·V, so that
we can calculate energy contained in the whole of volume V; it is

1 cos '6' •equa to VK do -1-. Now we can Integrate over the whole boundary
CT

17 The derivation of Kirchhoff's law from the second law of thermodynamics
can he found in the monographs cited in footnote 16 on p, 166.
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of the volume. The result can be written in the form

wV = V K rcos {} do
c J r2

The integral in the right-hand side is the sum of solid angles at which
the wall is seen from volume V; it is equal to 4rt. We thus obtain
a relation between K and w in the form of the following simple equal-

ity: w = 4n K. Obviously, it can be rewritten- as a relation between
c

spectral densities:
4n

W-y d'V= -K-yd'V
c

(22.7)

A concept which is often used is that of unilateral emission. This
term means radiation emitted by an element of the wall into a hemi
sphere (I.e. into the solid angle 231). The corresponding energy L is

n./2 2n

K Jd'O' cos '0' sin '0' Jdcp:- «« (22.8)
o 0

From this and from (22.7) we obtain

L = (1/4) cw (22.9)

22.3. With the thermodynamic state of equilibrium radiation
defined, we can apply to it all the methods of thermodynamics.
Thus, for example, we can consider equilibrium radiation as a
"working substance" of a hypothetical heat engine and investigate
the corresponding Carnot cycle. This will give us entropy of thermal
radiation. If the state of radiation is determined by the volume of
the cavity and by radiation temperature, then the basic thermody
namic relation can be written in the conventional form

edc!f= d'ifJ'I +p dV (22.10)

Here c!? is the total entropy within volume V, and VJ is energy.
Obviously we have to assume that in our conditions radiation energy
is distributed uniformly over the volume it occupies, so that '?IJ = wV.

Making use of the equation of state of radiation (22.5) and equa
tion (22.10), we can derive the Boltzmann law of radiation (Stefan
Boltzmann law): energy density of radiation is proportional to the
fourth power of absolute temperature. As w is a function only of e
(Kirchhoff's law), then

dw
d'1r = w dV +d1f de (22.11)

Substitution of (22.11) and (22.5) into (22.10) yields
Vdw 4w

dlJ' = 1f (iff de +3 e dV (22.12)
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h (o<Jl) - V dw d (a/f) - 4 lD S· aJ· f t·so t at as v - 0 de an av e - 3 oe mce ~ IS a unc Ion
• (J'Acif a2cff .

of state, equation avas = as av must hold. Having calculated
these second derivatives, we obtain dw/d8 = 4w/8 and hence

w = a84 (22.13)

Here a is the universal Stefan-Boltzmann constant. For unilateral

radiation, formulas (22.13), (22.7), and (22.9) yield L = ~e4.

It is this quantity equal to energy flux through a small aperture
in the wall of a cavity that is measured in experiments; the measured
value of constant ac/4 is

5.670 X 10-5 erg/(s.cm3.deg4) = 5.670 X 10-8 W/(m2·deg4)

For pressure we obtain p = (1/3) a84 and for entropy 3' = (4/3) a8sV·

We can pass now to Wien's law which reduces the determination
of spectral density ur; (8) to finding another function which depends
only on v/G, In this proof, radiation is considered in a cavity whose
walls are assumed totally reflecting (ideal mirrors). The following
remark is in order here. As follows from the derivation of Kirch
hoff's law and from the law itself, equilibrium radiation is formed
if the emitter is able to absorb all those frequencies which it emits,
and intensity of absorption of each frequency must be equal to the
intensity of its emission. This emitter is known as the blackbody,
and the equilibrium radiation as the blackbody radiation. In deriv
ing Wien's law for a cavity with mirror walls it is assumed that
a blackbody emitter is introduced into this cavity and that its
dimensions are very small ("a speck of carbon black"). Radiation
will be equilibrium precisely owing to the interaction with this
emitter. It is also assumed that if the volume of the cavity undergoes
infinitely slow adiabatic variation, radiation will remain equilibrium
in the course of this variation.P The cavity can be modelled by
a cylinder with a plunger.

Let us analyze what should happen to function ui; when the
plunger advances. The surface of the plunger facing radiation is
a slowly moving mirror. In § 19 we have obtained some results which
show that frequency of radiation reflected from a moving mirror
changes. This Doppler effect is given by the first of formulas (19.13)
(here we need the nonrelativistic approximation of this formula).
As the unilateral radiation of the wall is given by (22.8), and as fre
quency v of the reflected radiation changes, energy ui; dv- V cor
responding to frequency v diminishes during time dt by nK" A dv dt,
where A is the total area of the moving mirror. However, the reflec
tion from the moving mirror will, during the .same interval of time,

18 See Planck's monograph cited in footnote f6 on p. fOO.
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shift other frequencies into the range of interest, from v to v + dv.
Let us calculate an increment in energy corresponding to this range
of frequencies and produced owing to this effect. We denote by v'

, the frequency of radiation incident on the plunger. If radiation is
emitted within a solid angle dQ at an angle '6' to the normal to the
plunger surface, then the definition of K v' shows that the radiation
energy in the range from v' to v' + dv' over time dt is equal to
A K v' cos '6' dQ dt dv'. After reflection this radiation has frequency v
if v and v' are related by (19.13). But we have also shown in § 19
that energies and frequencies of radiation measured in different
reference frames are related by the equation WI'\' = W' lv': Couse
quently, for calculation of energy in a reference frame fixed with
respect to the walls the above expression must be additionally
multiplied by a ratio

v 2v A~-,=1+-cos·u·
'\' c

(22.14)

To summarize, the above arguments show that energy available in
the frequency range (v, v + dv) is equal to

A ) K". cos tl' v~ dQ dv' dt (22.15)
g

If the difference v' - v is very small, we can make use of relation

btai K K + et: ( , ) K oKv 2vv(22.14) and 0 tain v' = v 8v v - v = v - ave x
x cos '6'. Substitution of this value of K Vi into (22.15) and integra
tion of (22.15) over the hemisphere yields

A (1tK _ 8Kv 2vv~) dv dt
v o'\' C 3

Now we have to' subtract the mentioned earlier loss of energy ui; dv
because some frequencies leave the interval under consideration.
Therefore .

d(Vw)= -~ A vdt v 8Kv
v 3 c 8v

But it is clear that Au dt = -dV and therefore, if we take account

of (22.7), d (Vwv ) = ; a;v dV. Since the dependence of ui; on V

represents, in fact, the dependence of ur; on time in the course of
displacement of the plunger, the last relation leads to the equation

V oWv =:!- owv _ ur;
8V 3 8v

(22.16)

In order to find function w v , it will be convenient to introduce new
variables: x = V, y = vSV. If ur; is considered now tobe a function
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of these variables, equation (22.16) can be transformed to :x (xw v ) =
== 0, whence xui; = ¢ (y). Function ¢ cannot be specified on the
basis of the indicated assumptions only. Using former variables,
we obtain

(22.17)

where we denoted vScp = ¢IV.
So far we were considering ur; as a function of V. But actually we

are interested in ur; as a function of 8. In order to derive this rela
tion, let us make use of the first law of thermodynamics for an adia
batic process associated with the motion of the plunger:

d (Vw) + p dV = 0 (22.18)

By using the Stefan-Boltzmann law (22.13) and the expression for p
associated with this law, we can transform (22.18) to the form

d (V84) + (1/3) 84 dV = 0

Hence, V8s = const. Therefore (22.17) can be rephrased in a different
form:

io; (8) = v3! (v/8) (22.19)

This equation represents Wien's law. From (22.19) we can derive
another law, the so-called Wien displacement law. To do this, let us
make a transition from distribution of energy over frequency to

a distribution over wavelength: w",dA. As 1dv 1= {z I dA I, we

immediately find from (22.19) that w'" (8) = A-5g (A8). Let us denote
by Am the wavelength for which function W'A (8) reaches a maximum
at a given temperature 8. Condition ow",loA = 0 becomes: 5g (Ame) =
= Ameg' (Am8). In other words, product Am8 must be equal to a
universal constant found as a root of equation 5g (s) = Sg' (s).
Equation Ame = const is precisely the displacement law.

22.4. The arguments provided by classical electrodynamics and
thermodynamics proved to be insufficient for a complete determina
tion of function ui; (T). Furthermore, additional efforts led to the
Rayleigh-Jeans formula of this function which proved to be in
utter contradiction with the physics of the phenomenon. Only the
quantum theory of radiation developed by M. Planck and A. Ein
stein has shown a way out of these principal difficulties. The energy
distribution obtained by Planck allows to calculate, in particular,
the constant which enters the displacement law. The result of this

calculation can be written in the form AmT ~ ~ 4.~65. Here h is

Planck's constant, and k is the Boltzmann constant.
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The abovementioned Rayleigh-Jeans formula, which determines
function ur; (8) completely (but incorrectly), was derived by a more
sophisticated analysis of the properties of radiation filling a cavity
with mirror walls, the one used to obtain Wien's law. Radiation
field was represented as an infinite sum of standing waves. A similar
method is also used in modern electrodynamics, for example, in
quantization of an electromagnetic field. In the last case the method
differs from that of Jeans in that travelling waves have to be con
sidered in addition to standing waves. However, the results are
essentially the same if we consider the radiation produced in vacuo
by very remote sources. It is assumed in the analysis that a volume
(for example, cubic) can be singled out in the field, such that the
properties of the field remain unaltered under a sufficiently large
number of translations by the edge length of this cube (in the direc
tion of any of the edges). This is called the periodicity condition.

Since the method. of radiation field expansion in plane waves is
very important for the theory, let us discuss it in more detail. For
mulas (18.3) and (18.4) show that in the case of transverse electro
magnetic waves we can set cpCl) = °because with this condition

n·ACI) = 0, ECI) = ikAfij and BCI) = ikti X ~

Therefore, condition cp = 0 or relation div A = 0, which follows
from the Lorentz gauge condition, express gauge conditions- allowed
for the field of" transverse electromagnetic waves. In this case

t aA
E= --- H=curlA (22.20)

c at '
If the unit of periodicity in the field is a cube with edge L, then

A (z + L, y, z) = A (x, y + L, z) = A (x, y, z + L)
= A (x, y, z) (22.21)

In our specific case

( f 0")tl---- A=Oc' ot"
We shall seek a solution of this equation in the form

(22.22)

(22.23)A = ~ [qh (t) A1 +qt (t) A~]
1

where AA depend only on r. Potential A (r, t) here is definitely real,
and complex functions qh and A)., are denoted more conveniently by
subscripts At and not CJ) as we did in § 18. Substitution of (22.23)
into (22.22) separates the variables, and the following equations
must hold:

(22.24)
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for any A. Here -vllc2 is the constant defining separation of the
variables. The solutions of these equations are

AA,= cEAei(x",.r), q'4= Iq",le-iv",t (22.25)

Here I x'" I = v",le and E", is a unit vector representing the direction
of polarization; by virtue of transversality, 8", • x). = O. Therefore,
q'A.A", is a wave propagating in direction +x",. Hereafter we denote
the wave whose propagation direction is that of vector -x,,- by
A_)., with 8_", = e",.

If we impose the requirement of periodicity (22.21), then com
ponents of vectors XA, are given by formulas

2n
'XAa. = L n",(% (ex, = 1, 2, 3) (22.26)

where n A(% are arbitrary integers (positive or negative).
As follows from (22.25) and from the periodicity condition, the

orthogonality and normalization conditions hold:

JA", ·A~ dV = JA", .A_~ dV = c2lhl1 (22.27)

Here and below we assume for simplicity that L ~ 1.
Introduce now real variables

(22.28)
Function

0Je", = 2vlq~q~ = (1/2) (Pi +vlQl) (22.29)

has the form of the Hamiltonian of an oscillator vibrating at fre
quency V)..

Let us show that energy of the field can be represented as a sum
of energies of such oscillators with all possible frequencies, that is

'1r = ~ J(E2+ H2) dV = ~ QIt", (22.30)
x

1 • •We see from (22.20) and (22.23) that E = - - ~ (qAA", + qtA~).c L.J)..
By using the last formula, equation (22.27), and the first of defi-

niti?ns in (22.28), the calculation of integral f E2 dV yields

~)..Ql = ~).Pi.19

In order to calculate fH2 dV, let us first consider an integral

of the type f (curl A",·curl A~) dV. The integrand can be transformed

19 Note that both function A", and function A_A in expansion (22.23) are
multiplied, as can be seen from the derivation, by the same coefficient q)...
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by using the formula

curl AA· curl AJ.L = div (AJ' X curl AA) + (AJ.L. curl curl AA)

As a result of periodicity, ~ n [AjI. X rot A~] do = 0 (integration

over the boundary surface of the cube). Therefore,

JcurIA~·curIAjl.dV= :! JA~.Ajl.dV

Substitution of H = curl A into relations (22.27) yields 1H2 dV =
= ~ vlQl. After gathering- all these results we see that equation

A
(22.30) indeed holds. .

Let us calculate now the number of oscillators of the field cor
responding to a specific direction of polarization e~, to vector ~~

within an element of solid angle dQ, and to frequencies from 'V

to v + dv, As follows from (22.26),

vl = (21tcjL)2 (nIl + n12 + n~s) (22.31)

Each frequency lower than a certain frequency v~ corresponds to
a point with integral coordinates nt, n2' ns within a sphere in the
three-dimensional space. A rough estimate of the number of such
points within a spherical layer from vx to v", + dv).. can be obtained
if we assume that points in this layer are distributed nearly con
tinuously. Then n2 dn dQ = v2 d» dQLs/(21tc)S, so that the number of
oscillators of the field per unit volume is proportional to v2

• If ~v

is the mean energy per each field oscillator, then ur; '" v2i v • We
have mentioned that thermodynamic properties of radiation were
studied in a cavity with mirror walls; in this section we formulated
the problem somewhat differently. In § 38, however, we shall see
that the number of standing waves in such a cavity is given by an
absolutely identical relation. The Rayleigh-Jeans formula, which
states that the total energy density given by (22.6) is infinite at any
temperature, results precisely from the theorem of classical sta
tistics on uniform distribution of energy over degrees of freedom
i v = i" = ke. Correct results will be obtained if Planck's for
mula for the mean energy is used:

- hv
~v = exp (hv/k6) -1



CHAPTER 5

THE LORENTZ-DIRAC
EQUATION.
SCATTERING AND ABSORPTION
OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

§ 23*. The Lorentz-Dirac equation.
Radiative reaction

23.1. Fields generated by a moving electric charge must interact
with this charge and thus affect its motion. In the most elementary
way this effect can be estimated by applying the law of energy con
servation to the phenomenon of emission analyzed in § 16. We have
found there that in the nonrelativistic approximation the energy
emitted in all directions per unit time by a system consisting of a
charge and a field generated by this charge is given by the Larmor
formula (16.3)1. Let us assume that energy is conserved owing to the
deceleration of motion of the emitting charge; this deceleration is
a result of an additional force Fr ad , analogous to the force of friction,
applied to the charge by the radiation field. This force is known as
the radiative friction or radiative reaction. Let us impose the require
ment that the work done by. this force 'compensates the loss of energy
caused by radiation. Then we can, write on the basis of (16.3)
t2 t2r 1 2 q2 J. ·J Frad·vdt= - 411:"37 v-v dt
tl tl

t2
1 2 q2 ( ·lt2 J. · )=--- -v·v + v-v dt411: 3 c2 tt

tl

Here we have applied integration by parts. Assume now that for
some reasons the nonintegral term in the above formula equals zero.
If we consider, for example, oscillatory motion of a charge when

v and ~ are approximated sufficiently well by periodic functions,
we can compare the left- and right-hand sides of the above formula
after averaging it over a large number of periods. Then the mean
value of the nonintegral term can indeed be assumed equal to zero,
and friction can be expressed as

Frad=mt:O~· (23.1)

1 The Larmor formula remains valid if the velocity of the emitter differs
from zero but remains sufficiently small compared to that of light in vacuo.
Thus, a simple estimate shows that it works for radiation emitted by a charge
vibrating at optical frequency at an amplitude of several angstroms.
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where
1 2 q2

To== 4n 3" c3m (23.2)

The dimension of To is that of time. Taking radiative friction into
account, we must rewrite the equation of motion of the charge in
the form .

m (V-ToV) = F (23.3)

where F stands for all external forces applied to the charge (for
instance, the Lorentz force), with an exception of the radiative
reaction. The value of parameter T introduced by equation (23.2)
is given completely by the charge and the mass of the particle gen
erating radiation. Thus, if q and m are the charge and the mass of
the electron, then To is of the order of 10-24 s. Distance covered by
light during this interval is of the order of 10-13 em.

23.2. Obviously, the substantiation given above to equation
(23.3) is not satisfactory. In addition to, in fact, arbitrary elimina
tion of the nonintegral term, this derivation is relativistically nonin
variant, and as a result the final expression (23.3) is equally nonin
variant. Nevertheless, the application of this equation to investigate
emission by a charge driven by a quasi-elastic force (i.e. oscillator)
gives correct results with respect to the spectral composition of this
radiation (see below, § 25).

Relativistic analysis of radiative reaction was given by Dirac
in 19382 • This analysis, however, made use not only of retarded but
also of advanced potentials for calculation of electromagnetic field.
Moreover, the equation of motion was derived in an asymptotic con
dition that the action of forces on a charge vanishes both in the remote
past and in the remote future.

Here we shall derive the relativistic equation of motion of elec
trons taking into account radiative reaction (the Lorentz-Dirac
equation) by using the methods already applied in § 15 to a different
problem. Here we shall not need Dirac asymptotic condition. Let
us recall the energy-momentum conservation of electromagnetic
field given by relations (15.26) and (15.27). In § 15 we were interested
in properties of the field at very large distances from an emitting
charge, but here, as should be clear from the above arguments, we
must analyze them in the immediate vicinity of the charge, that
is for e~ 0 (in the notation of § 15).

We shall begin with calculating Qr (e) in this limit. Some of the
formulas necessary for this calculation have already been obtained
in § 15, and among them (15.28). Calculation of the element of time
like hypersurface p = e is based on formula (D.4) in which derivative

2 P. A. M. Dirac, Proc. Roy. Soe., At67, 148 (1938).
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op/fJxr must be given in the form of (15.16). Assuming then that the
direction of the normal to hypersurface p = e is given sufficiently
well by estimate (15.28) (this assumption is equivalent to neglect
ing infinitesimal terms of higher orders), we can write

I-'S

Qr (e) =+J ds JTkmpmeZ (1-W) di» .
'='1

(23.4)

(23.6)

The integrand in (23.4) is represented by (15.22). It will be useful
to express all the terms in the integrand via (15.20) and (15.15) in
terms of which W, according to its definition (15.14), is proportional
to p, that is to B. Additionally, R1t. must be replaced by its expansion
(15.6). The terms in the integrand containing a product of an odd
number of factors Pi can be dropped, since they will give zero in the
subsequent integration over dt» (see Appendix D, Item 2). Note
that W is proportional to PI. Therefore, the integrand can be trans
formed to

- c:e [Wk+~ pk(~)J+ ~: [;z+(;P)Zl+O(e) (23.5)

Integrals over dro are found from (15.32) and (15.32').
The final result is

JTrmpme2 (1- W) dro
t ql ( wr 2 ~ )=-- -_+_Urw2 +0(8)4,..; cl 28 3c3

A significant fact is that the first term in the right-hand side diverges
when 8 -+ O. We shall see presently that this is caused by the "proper
energy" of the emitting charge.

As follows from (15.26), (15.31), and (23.4),

't'S

pr (1:z) _pr (1:.) = Jd1: Jdi» rmpme2 (1- W)
'rl

(23.7)

where the inner integral over dro has the form of (23.6).
Let us assume that ~1 and ~s have nearly the same value, namely

1"2 = 1:1' "1;1 = ~ - L\~, where L\~ > 0 and L\'l; = °(8). In order to
calculate the integral over d~ of expression (23.6), we make use of
the mean value theorem. This yields

"2r '" _1_.!L [ _ wr (~- k A~)
J ..• - 4n c· 28
'(1

2 ~ 1'+ 3c8 ur (~- k d~) w2 (~- k d'() d'( +°(8 A~) (23.8)
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Here 0 < k < 1. Expanding the left-hand side of (23.7) and for
mula (23.8) into the Taylor series and dividing by Ll't' we obtain

d:: = 4~2C2 [ _ w;~'t) + ~ k~'t br (T)+ 3;3 ur (T) ;2(T)1+ 0 (e)

Here b'" == dw"'/dT. 3 Term br is retained because it is proportional
to e. Let us set now k Ll1: = 4e/3c. We shall see below that this con
dition is necessary for the orthogonality of the four-dimensional
force to the four-dimensional velocity and therefore, for the con
stancy of the rest mass of the emitting charge along its world line.
This gives

~

dpr =~[_wr('t)+~(br+ u
r
w

2 )J+O(8)
d,; 4nc2 2B 3c c2

The total 4-momentum of the field and particle must be conserved
in the transition to the limit 8 ~ O. In other words, the equality

d r dpr r 3 9-cit(flu) =---ch+ F ext (2 · )

must be valid. Here Fext denotes external forces applied to the
particle and independent whether the particle emits or not. We
have mentioned already that derivative dP"'/dr: contains a diverging
term proportional to 8 -1. However, this term can be eliminated by
means of renormalization. Namely, we shall assume' that the rest
mass u (the so-called "bare" mass of the particle) is nonobservable.
Let us construct a sum

q2
mo= J.t + 8nc2e (23.10)

Our theory predicts that for a pointlike particle mo~ 00. We shall
write this off as a shortcoming of the theory which does not explain
the origin of the mass and charge, and formally assume mo equal
to the observed (finite and constant) value of the rest mass.t Equa
tion (23.9) then becomes

.,. 1 2q2(r ur;2) r
mow = 411 3c3 b +cr +Fex t

We have derived the relativistic Lorentz-Dirac equation which de
scribes the motion of an emitting charge taking into account the
properties of radiation field emitted by this charge. Note that as

-+-+
follows from relation wu = 0,

-+-+ -+
bu= -w2 (23.12)

8 Pay attention to the "causal" character of the above limit operation (i.e.
from earlier to latter values of 't).

• See additional remarks at the beginning of the next section.
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If, for example, Fext is the Lorentz force, it is orthogonal to veloc-
~

ity u (see Subsection 8.1). Therefore, as it has been stated above,
the projection of the right-hand side of the Lorentz-Dirac equation
on -;; equals zero.

The term proportional to b is called the Schott vector, and the
term in the parantheses is called the Abraham vector. In the non
relativistic limit equation (23.11) coincides with (23.3).

§ 14*. Renormalization of mass.
Hyperbolic motion of charge

24.1. We have renormalized the mass by (23.10) in the exact
Lorentz-Dirac equation for a charge moving with acceleration. In
order to clarify the physical
meaning of renormalization,
let us consider a charge mov- u
ing at a constant velocity, that c

-+
is we set w=O. Let us assume
that in its co-moving reference
frame this charge is a sphere
with radius B. We want to
calculate the energy-momen
tum vector of the field con
tained in a spacelike plane
orthogonal to the world line
of the charge (Fig. 25). Den-
sity of energy-momentum is
found from (15.24). In the
chosen case expressions (15.14), Fig. 25
(15.15), and (15.18) are reduced

~ -+ -+

to W = 0, B = 1/p, V = ulp, so that V2 = c2/p", and formula
(15.24) takes a simple form:

(~) 2 Tlm~=_t_ uk
q c 2cp6

Therefore,
pll= (_q_)2~ r~

4n 2c2 J p.

As the factor of Uk must be invariant, integration over do yields
the same result in any reference frame. In particular, we can make
use of the co-moving reference frame of the charge in which, as was
shown in Appendix D, we can consider p as the radius vector in
spherical coordinates of the three-dimensional Euclidean space, so
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that do = p2 dp doo and the integral is equal to 4n/ e. Finally, P'" =
2

= -8q 2 uk. Consequently, the energy-momentum vector of the fieldnc B

around a uniformly moving charge is written in the form pk =
= meIUh., where mass mel (the so-called electromagnetic mass of the
particle) is equal precisely to the additional (renormalizing) term
in formula (23.10). For pointlike charges it diverges. The physical
meaning of mel stems from the fact that q2/8ne is the energy of the
electrostatic field of the charge in its rest frame, and factor c-2 cor
responds to the transition from energy to rest mass in Einstein's
formula. Therefore, the total inertia of a particle includes the inertia
of the field it entrains. It must be kept in mind that component cpo
of the derived expression has the meaning of energy only in the co
moving reference frame. Energy cpo' of the particle in any other
reference frame is related to its energy in the co-moving reference
frame by standard transformation formulas: cpo = y (cPO' + v- P').

24.2. Let us turn now to the Lorentz-Dirac equation (23.11) and
-+

consider the case of the absence of forces, that is Fext = O. Then
this equation takes the form

-+
wr = 'to (br +U

rW2/C 2) (24.1)
-+

Obviously, W == 0 is a solution of his equation. However, in addition
to this solution which is the only physically meaningful one, there
exist other solutions as well. Let the motion be along a straight
line in three-dimensional space, so that four-dimensional vectors
can be represented by only two nonzero projections (on axes 1 and 0).
As usual, UO = yc, ul = yv == u, Hence, v = uc (c2 + U2) - 1/2 and
UO = (c2 + U2)1/2. Furthermore, Wi = ~, WO = ';'u (c2 + U2) - 1/2. Fi
nally, equation (24.1) yields

• (•• ~IU)
U = 'to u- CI+UI

Let us introduce a substitution u .._~ c sinh At. The above equation
then reduces to ~ - 'Co·i = 0, whence At = Ae'f/'to + B, that is
u = c sinh (Ae't/'to + B). Consequently, as 1:~ 00, velocity u
rises infinitely provided A =P O. If A = 0, we obtain the preceding
case of uniform motion. Self-accelerated motions of a free particle
obtained for A =1= 0 are physically meaningless. This shows that
in the general case an investigation of the Lorentz-Dirac equation is
impossible without additional conditions required to single out
physically meaningful solutions of this equation.! For example,

6 Despite the fact that these conditions were not used in the derivation of
this equation in § 23.
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we may require that the velocity of the particle remain finite for
If~ 00; this requirement is an asymptotic constraint on the charge
motion in the infinitely remote future.

Let us consider the case in which the motion of an emitter can be
regarded as uniformly accelerated. Equation (23.11) was derived
under the assumption that the rest mass of the particle is constant.
As a result, we have shown that both the right-hand side of this
equation, as well as the two components of its terms independently,

-+
are orthogonal to vector u of four-dimensional velocity. Condition.
-+ -+
w = b = 0 is in contradiction with this assumption. This is readily
shown by calculating a scalar product of both sides of equation

-+ -+
(23.11) by vector u (provided w =1= 0). In relativistic mechanics,
however, the concept of uniformly accelerated motion must be
introduced in a different manner. Namely, the motion is referred to
as uniformly accelerated if the value of the four-dimensional vector
of acceleration, calculated at any moment of proper time in a transi
tion to the rest frame of the moving particle, remains·constant. As
the components of four-dimensional acceleration are given by for-

-+ -+
mulas (5.17 2) , this means that condition w (1:2) = w ('t't) .reduces
to a condition h == daldt = 0 in the rest frame. By differentiating

-+
(5.17 2) it is easy to find the components of 4-vector b in the general
case. These are

1 4y1
bO = 7,\,5 (82+v- h) +cs (v .a)2

3y' bO
b=,\,3h+-I- (v .a) a+-. v

C c

In the rest frame (v = 0 and I' = 1) they are bO = a2le, h = h.
-+ -+

Let us find the component bJ. of 4-vector b, orthogonal to four-
-+ -+ -+

dimensional velocity u, via relation b.lu = O. Of course, this relation
is relati vistically invariant. We can conclude from (23.12) that

-+-+ -+
-+ -+ b u -+ .-+ 101 -+
bJ.=b--1 u=b+-. u

C C·

In the rest frame we obtain b.l = b = h, b1 = 0; as a result, the
condition under which the motion can be considered as uniformly

-+
accelerated takes the form b.l = O. But in this form it is invariant
and must hold in an arbitrary reference frame. Hence, the uniformly
accelerated motion is defined by the relation

(24.2)
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that is, in this motion the Abraham vector vanishes. In the three
dimensional notation (in an arbitrary reference frame) the last
equation can be rewritten, by using the given above expressions

for components of vector b, in the form
3'\'1

h +C2 (v · a) 8 = 0 (24.3)

• -+-+ -+-+ 1 d -+ .
From (24.2) we obtain bui = ww = "2 th (W)2 ==. O. Hence, emission

power which, according to (15.33) or (16.15), is equal to ~ =
= - ~n ~~: ;;2, is constant, and the Lorentz-Dirac equation is

-+ -+
written in the form mow = Fext • The energy-momentum conserva-
tion holds, nevertheless, since the obtained relations are derived as
direct corollaries of precisely this law in the particular case under

discussion. However, the right-hand side Fext of the Lorentz-Dirac
equation cannot be arbitrary here but must satisfy condition (24.2)

• -+

from which we obtain Fext = -(Fext ;;) :,. This variation of the

applied external force in time compensates dissipation of energy
caused by the emission of radiation. The four-dimensional force
varies in the Minkowski space only in its direction since

~ 1d-+
FF=2: d't F2=O

Kinematically, the relativistic uniformly accelerated motion is
completely defined. Indeed, equation (24.2) -can be rewritten in
the form

-+
diU -+__=A2U
dor l

where A2 55 !Jl/(Tomoc2) is a constant, A > O. From this

(24.4)
-+ -+ -+

where a and p are independent of l'. Condition u2 = c2 shows that
-+ -+ -.-.

these vectors must satisfy relations a 2 = p2 = 0 and 2ap = c2•

Furthermore, we find from (24.4)

(24.5).
-+

where y is a constant vector.
Consider a simple particular case of unidimensional motion along

-+

axis x in an arbitrary reference frame, with 'V = O. We choose a l =
= _pi = c/2, and aO = ~o = c/2. The conditions determining
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-+- ~

the properties of vectors a and ~ are assumed satisfied. Then ct =
= A sinh (AT) and x = A cosh (AT) where A == cA -1, whence
c2t2 - x 2 = -A 2. This means that the world line of the particle
is at the same time a timelike circle in the Minkowski space and
is mapped by a hyperbola on the Minkowski diagram. Owing to this
particular case, the relativistic uniformly accelerated motion is
sometimes called the hyperbolic motion.t

§ 25. Spectrum. composition of radiation
emitted by an oscillator. .
Scattering and absorption of radiation

25.1. Let us consider again nonrelativistic equation (23.3) taking
into account radiative reaction in the description of motion of a
charge. First we consider this equation in the case of unidimensional
motion and quasielastic external force. Equation (23.3) then trans
forms to

~.- 'to·~·+ oo:x ==° (25.1)

Dots in (25.1) denote differentiation with respect to time t. If con
stant To were zero, this equation would describe harmonic oscilla
tions with frequency (00; by properly choosing the origin on axis x
and the initial velocity, we can write the solution in the form x (t) =
= Xo exp (-iooot), where Xo is a real constant. If 'to =1= 0, we shall
find a solution of equation (25.1) by a substitution x (t) =
= Xo exp (-at), assuming a to be complex. Parameter ex will then
be found from the equation

'toa3 +a 2+00: = 0
The roots of this cubic equation for ex can be found explicitly. One .
of the roots is real and negative. Clearly. it has to be ignored since.
it corresponds to the "self-accelerated" solution. I t will be convenient
to find approximate expressions Ior complex roots, assuming ~ ==
== WoTo ~ 1. We can also assume, on the basis of the estimate given
at the beginning of § 23 for To, that this condition may hold for
a wide class of emitters. Introduce a dimensionless quantity a' ==
= al WOe The equation becomes ~ a'3 + a'2 + 1 == 0'. Substitute now
the expansion a' ~ ~ + 1'~ + <5~2, retain only the terms of the
order not exceeding S2 and set coefficients of so, ~1, 62 equal to zero;
this yields ~2 + 1 == 0, ~2 + 21' == 0 and 3y~2 + 1'2 + 2~<5 = 0,
whence we successively find ~ == ±i, l' == 1/2 and <5 == + (5/8) i.
Here the upper and lower indices for ~ and <5 must be chosen simul
taneously. Substitution of the obtained coefficients into the expan-

6 We recommend that the reader read upon the problem of hyperbolic
motion in: V. L. Ginzburg, Theoretical Physics and Astrophysics, Pergamon Press.
Oxford, 1979.
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sion for a,' yields for a, in the approximation considered
(

a, = (1/2) r ± i (000 + ~oo)
where

r = oo~'to, ~oo = ( - 5/8) 00:,&:
Quantity r is called the natural linewidth, and ~oo-the shift of
the spectral line. We shall clarify the meaning of this terminology
later in this section when analyzing the properties of radiation
emitted by an oscillation charge. The equation pf motion of such
a charge takes the form

- '!:'t
x (t) = xoe 2 e=Fi(J)·t

where CJ)' = 000 + L\oo. As could be expected, we find that radiative
reaction results in damped oscillations. Correction ~ 00 is very
small and as a rule is ignored. Accordingly, hereafter we assume,
0) ~ 0)0.

Consider now a spherical oscillator whose equations of motion
are given by (25.1) for each of the three spatial coordinates. In the
nonrelativistic limit we are considering the emitted energy of radia
tion as given by the Larmor formula (16.3), that is, it is proportional

to ;2. If the oscillator vibrates harmonically at frequency (00' its
electromagnetic radiation consists of waves with the same.frequency.
If radiative friction is taken into account, the motion of the oscillator
is, as we have shown,' exponentially damped. We can assume that
the initial deviation of the particle from its equilibrium position
at moment t = 0 is caused by an external force which instantaneously
drops to zero. The damped oscillations of the charge will generate
radiation which will be equally nonharmonic, namely, will tend
to zero with time. The spectral composition of such radiation is
investigated by expansion into the Fourier integral.

Later we shall see that damping of oscillations is caused not only
by radiative reaction force but also by the interaction of the oscil
lator with the surrounding medium; this interaction is described
phenomenologically by including into the equation a friction force

proportional to ~. Furthermore, this force which is taken into account
in equation (25.11) usually exerts a predominant effect on the motion
of the oscillator and therefore effects the emitted electromagnetic
field much stronger than radiative reaction. It will, however, be
shown in solving equation (25.11) that this effect can also be de
scribed in terms of the spectral linewidth.

The results obtained above show that the general solution of the
problem of the motion of the oscillator can be written in the form

r = Ae-(r/2+iCa>')t + Be-(r/2-iCa>')t



t>o
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As r is real, that is r = r*, it follows that A = B*. Let us carry out
a spectral analysis of the first term; we demand that r (t) = 0 at
t < 0 in accord with the assumption on the character of motion.
Then, by using a formula of the type of (E.12), we can write

r +00
--t-im't r

Ae 2 = J a (00) e- icut dro for
-00

+00Ja (ro) e- i mt dt» = 0
-00

for t «: O.

If both sides of this equation are integrated over time from - 00 to
+ 00, then the integral in the left-hand side must actually be inte
grated from 0 to + 00. Prior to integration, we multiply the right-
and left-hand sides of the equation by eioot• Then

00 r _ +00 +CXl

A Je(-T+i(m-m'»t dt= Ja(ro)dro Jei(id-(Il)tdt=2Jta(w)

o -00-00

where we have made use of formula (C.14) for delta function. Ele
mentary integration in the left-hand side yields (after replacing
W by (0)

1 A
a(oo)= 2n f/2-t(co-ro') (25.2)

Clearly, expansion of the second term in the formula for r into the
Fourier integral will differ only in - (0' replacing 00'. 7 Differentiation..
with respect to t in the integrand, necessary to calculate r, results
in an additional factor -002 • Hence,

where

+00
oro (t) = J f (co) e-i(llt dro

-00

(25.3)

f (to) = - ~: [r/2-t~w-W') + r/2-t~:+W/) ] (25.4)

Besides, f* (-00) =, f (o ). Formula (25.3) is therefore rewritten
in the form

+00
~o (t) = Jf* (co) e i rot dco

-00

(25.5)

7 Formula (25.2)'can be interpreted as a result of Fourier transform of func
tion e (t) f (t), where f (t) is the first tenn in the expression for r (t) and e (t)
is a discontinuous Heaviside function defined as follows: e (t) = 0 for t ~ 0
and 9 (t) = t for t > O. This interpretation is to he borne in mind in relation
to the subsequent derivation of formula (25.7), when integration over time can
be carried out from t = - 00.
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The total energy of radiation emitted by the oscillator during
a period from t = 0 to t = + 00 is equal, according to (16.3), to

00 +00

1 2q2 \.. \
1= 4n 3c3 J r(t)2dt= J 1(00) doo

o 0

where the right-hand side represents the definition of quantity
I (00), the so-called spectral energy density. As follows from formulas
(25.3), (25.5), and (C.14),

00 00 +00 +00J~·2 dt = J JJf (00) f* (00) ei(ro-Cll)t dt di» dw
o -00 -00 -00

+00 00

= 2n J If (00) 12 doo = 4n ~ If (00)2 dt» (25.7)
-00 0

because in our case If (-00) 12 = If (00) 12 • The integrand must be
found by using (25.4). In many cases it can be assumed that r ~ 000'

so that we can Iimit the calculation to a narrow frequency band 00

.defined by the condition I 00 - 000 I~ I 000 I. Then the magnitude
of the first term in (25.4) is much greater than that of the second term
which therefore can hereafter be ignored. Consequently,

2q2
/(00) = 3c3 If (00) 12

Let us calculate the total radiated energy according to (25.6),
~ integrating it over co. In accordance with our assumption, factor

0)4 can be replaced by a constant quantity 00'4. Further we have

dx
1+x2

However, the lower limit can be replaced by - 00 if we assume that
r ~ 000. This yields

2q2 00" 2n
I ~ 3c3 • (2ft)2 • r J A 1

2
.

and the formula for spectral energy density takes the form

I r
/ (00) = r 2 /4 + (ro - w' )2 •2n (25.8)

Energy I (00) emitted as electromagnetic waves with frequencies
within an interval from 00 to 00 + ds» is plotted in Fig. 26 as a func
tion of frequency 00 in accordance with formula (25.8). Obviously, the
emitted energy reaches maximum at 00' ~ 000' and the oscillator
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emits waves with all possible frequencies with intensity I (ro), while
the harmonic oscillator emits only waves with frequency Wo.

The curve in Fig. 26 shows that parameter r is equal to the width
of energy distribution at half height, that is for the ordinate equal
to [max /2. Consequently, r is often referred to as half width
(although this term is ob-
viously incorrect). K»)

25.2. Until now we were
analyzing the "free" motion
of an oscillating emitter
subjected to two forces:
quasielastic force which
tends to restore equilib-
rium, and forces exerted
by the emitted field. Let
us turn now to "forced"
oscillations caused by ex
ternal forces applied to the
particle during a given time interval. Such external forces may
be caused by the interaction between the particle and electromag
netic wave. This interaction results in scattering and absorption
of radiation.

First we assume that quasielastic forces are absent and that a
plane monochromatic electromagnetic wave interacts with a charged
particle which is free in all other respects. The field accelerates the
charge and makes it radiate. As throughout this section, we consider
the nonrelativistic case. As v ~ C, we can ignore the effect of the
magnetic field of the incident wave and write the eqution of motion
in the form .

mv = qE =qeEei(kor-cut)

Here e is a unit vector of polarization of the wave, and E is its com
plex amplitude. The waves emitted in these conditions by the acce
lerated charged particle are called scattered waves. The energy flux
of this scattered radiation must be calculated from (16.2) and must
take into account (17.18), since acceleration is written in complex
form. The last formula can be considered applicable if the emitting
charge subjected to the incident wave field performs a sufficiently
large number of oscillations during the time of observation of the
scattering. Hence,

(8) = c ( q ) 2 sin2 e..!., ~ 12
4nc2R 2

and
dI _ C IE 12 ( q2 ) 2 • 2 e
dQ - 2' 4nmc2 sm
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D

k

Fig. 27

Here e is the angle between the acceleration vector (i.e. the polar
ization e of the incident wave) and the direction n of emission
into the solid angle dQ. As (1/2) c I E pa is the time-averaged energy
flux of the incident wave across a unit surface area (cf. § 17), it is
convenient to introduce the differential cross section of scattering
defined as the ratio of the calculated intensity of scattered waves
to this flux da/dQ. If we denote, as shown in Fig. 27, the azymuthal
angle of polarization vector e by '" (we have seen that forced vi

brations of the emitter are directed
along this vector) in the spherical
coordinate system, then angle 9
coincides with the angle between
vectors nand 8, whence sinl e=
= 1 - sin 2 '6' cos" (q> - 'i').

Assume now that the incident
radiation is not polarized and let
us average the cross section over
angle "". Then

do _ ( q2 ) 2' 1 2
dQ - 4nmcl •2 (1+cos it)

(25.9)

The obtained expression is called the Thompson formula. The total
Thompson scattering cross section is calculated by integrating
over dO:

8n ( q2 ) 2
0=3 4nmc2 (25.10)

The quantity in the parantheses is called the classical radius of a
particle (of the electron or proton, for example, if the appropriate
values of charge and mass are substituted into the formula).

Let us take up the case of electromagnetic radiation interacting
with a particle bound to the equilibrium position by a quasielastic
force. As a .first step, we ignore the radiative reaction but assume
that the particle undergoes some friction forces applied by the sur
rounding medium and proportional to velocity. As in the preceding
example, we neglect magnetic forces. The equation of motion then
takes the form

(25.11)

where I" is the friction coefficient. The solution of this nonhomo
geneous equation can be obtained by using the Fourier expansion
of functions r (t) and E (t) in the form (E.12). As rand E are real,
the corresponding Fourier coefficients satisfy (similarly to cases
considered above) the relations' r (<0) = r* (-00) and E (00) =
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-rz: E* (-ro). As follows from (25.11),

q E (co)
r(ro)=-m col-iwr'-co' (25.12)

The work done by radiation in the process of forced oscillations
()r the charge is

+00

W =q J;.Edt
-00

(25.13)

(25.14)

Field E (t) can be that in the equilibrium position of the oscillator
if its vibration amplitude is sufficiently small. By differentiating
the expansion for r (t), substituting this expansion and the expansion
for E (t) into (25.13), and using formula (C.14) for delta function
we obtain

+00 00+W = - 2ni ) ror(eo) ·E* (eo) dro = 4n ) ro 1m (r (ro)·E* (ro» ds»
-00 0

The last equality is a corollary of the fact that r (t) and E (t) are
real. It is transformed, by using (25.12), to

00

w - 4nq2 r IE em) II mlf' doo
- m J (co3-col)l+ colr'2

o

The integrand has a sharp peak at (0 = (00. Consequently, I E (00) II OOB
in the numerator of the integral can be replaced by I E (000) 12 00:
and term oo2f'· in the denominator by 00:r'2. Besides, 00: - 002 ~

r'
~ (000 - (0 ). 2000· Then a change of variable 00 - 000 = 2' x trans-

00

forms the integral to I 1.tZI . Integration is carried out as
-2fJ>o/I"

in the derivation of (25.8). The total work of the radiation incident
on the oscillator is equal, therefore, to

(25.15>'

This expression can be rewritten in a somewhat different form.
In complete anology to relation (25.7), we can obtain

+00 00

) A2(t) dt= 4n JI A (ro) 12 dro (25.16)
-Q) 0

This formula relates a real function A (t) with its Fourier transform.
In particular, we obtain for the radiation forcing the charged particle
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to vibrate the energy flux per unit surface area:
+00 00

S = c ) E2dt = 4nc ) I E (00) 12ds»
-00 0

Hence dS/doo == s (00) = 41tc I E (00) 12 and
1£ ql

W = -2 - S (000) = 2n2rocs (roo)me

(25.17)

(25.18)

(25.19)

Here ro is the classical radius of the particle given in equation
(25.10). Formula (25.18) gives the energy dissipated by the radiation
to excite vibrations of the charge; hence, it represents the absorption
of radiation by the oscillator. On the other hand, if we define the
differential absorption cross section as

dW 1
(J ( (0)= dw • 8 (coo)

then formulas (25.14) and (25.18) can be rewritten in the form
+00J0' (00) di»= 2n2roc
o

Sometimes this last equation for the total absorption cross section
is referred to as the sum rule.

Let us consider now scattering and absorption of radiation by the
oscillator with radiative reaction taken into account, still assuming
that the oscillator also experiences friction forces proportional to
the velocity of the charged particle. We shall limit the analysis to
the case of monochromatic wave for which E (t) = eE exp (-irot)
(we assume that the wave field differs negligibly from its value in
the equilibrium. position of the oscillator; this point will be chosen
as the origin of spatial coordinates). Instead of (25.11), we have to
solve equation

(25.20)

Substitution r = ro exp (-irot) yields

(25.21)

where

r == r' + (0)/0)0)2 r (25.22)

25.3. Consider first of all the problem of scattering. This means
that we have to calculate, by analogy with the case of scattering
on a free charge, the energy emitted by the oscillator whose motion
is described by (25.21).
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Electric field of radiation emitted by the oscillator is given by for
mula (16.1), that is

q ••
Erad = 4nciR n X (0 X r) 'ret

Here R is the distance from the equilibrium position of the oscillator
to the point at which the radiation is observed .. If the distance to the
oscillator is sufficiently large, the oscillator can be considered
pointlike. The conditions necessary for this were analyzed in detail

in § 17. Because of retardation, ~. must be represented in the form
•• q Ee -irot'

- r =-002 ,...., e
m (wB- ( 2 ) _ iwf

where t' = t - Ric and t is the time of observation.
Assume that we want to calculate that part of the radiation energy

which is transferred by a wave polarized in direction e'. Polarization
vector s' satisfies the condition of transversality with respect to the
propagation direction n of the wave, that is e'· n = O. Hence, as
-n X (n X e) = e - n (n-a), we find from the above formulas

,~ q2 oo!Ee-iroteikR e.e'
e .Erad = 4----r -- -R

nmc ooB - co2 - icor

Energy arriving into solid angle dQ from the emitter at a distance R
is equal to (1/2) c 1 e' · Erad 12 R2 dQ (we have taken into account
the time averaging). At the same time the energy causing vibrations
of the charge, which result in the radiation emitted in all directions,
is equal to ·(1/2) c 1 E 12 (per unit area). The ratio of the first of these
quantities to the second gives, as in the preceding problem of free
charge, the differential scattering cross section of the radiation
polarized in direction e':

do (w, s') I R , E 12 ( q2 ) 2( ')2 co' (25 23)
dO = E 8· rad = 4nmcl e· 8 (coB _ col)l+co1r'l. •

In the case ro ~ roo, when f ~ I", we obtain an approximate formula

do (co, e')~ ( ql )2(8.8')2 (~)4 {25.24~
dQ 4nmcl (a)o ..

This is the case known as the Rayleigh scattering.
Let co ~ roo, which means resonance of the incident wave frequen

cy with the natural frequency of the oscillator. Then the denominator
of formula (25.23) can be written in the form (000 - (0) (000 + (0) ~
~ 2roo (roo - o), and ro4 in the numerator can be replaced by ro:.
Also, as follows from (25.22), r ~ I" + r. Hence, the scattering
cross section, to within a coefficient independent of to, is given by
[(roo - ro)2 + (f/2)2]-1. This scattering is known 8S the resonance



(25.25)

(25.26)
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fluorescence. Integration over angle dQ and frequencies yields the
total scattering cross section proportional to (r/f)2.

If ro ~ roo, formula (25.23) transforms, after averaging over polar
ization of the incident wave, to the Thompson formula (25.9) (with
the definition of angles in these two expressions taken into account).

The next case is absorption. We see from the above analysis that
absorption is determined by a formula of the type of (25.14), but
in which I" must be replaced by r: Therefore

dW 4n q2 rolf'
-=--IE(ro)12-'---~
dro m (ro~- ro2)2+ rolf 2

Dividing this by the energy of the incident wave per unit area in
a given frequency interval (as can be found from the discussion of
formula (25.17), it is equal to 41tc 1 E (ro) 12) , we obtain a charac
teristic called the absorption cross section:

q2 rolr
0'abs (to)= -m-e -(-ro-a--ro-I-)I-+-ro-I~~I-

In accordance with the three cases mentioned above for scattering,
we have:

(

ro2f/ro: for ro ~ roo

me 1 r f
7 (Jabs (CJ» = ~ (CJ)o-CJ»I+(f/2)1 or CJ> ~ CJ>o

r /00 2 for ro~ 000

Remark: absorption cross section can be called (and is often called)
the total cross section. Indeed, the energy of scattered waves appears
at the expense of the energy of incident radiation transformed into
the energy of motion of the emitter. But the formulas for absorption
cross section take into account, among other factors, the work done
against rionradiative friction forces characterized by I". The differ
ence between the total cross section and scattering cross .section is
called the reaction cross section.
; When using the formulas derived in the present section, one must

keep in mind that they were obtained on the basis of classical theory.
Quantum effects become significant at higher frequencies compared
to mc2/n, where mc2 is the proper energy of the scattering particle,
and Ii is the Planck constant divided by 231. These effects reveal
corpuscular properties of electromagnetic radiation made up of
photons, and change essentially the dependence of absorption and
scattering of frequency.

The broadening of spectral line characterized by f has, in fact,
a clearly understandable nature. Namely, it occurs because the
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emitter (an atom, for instance) emits light with frequencies sufficiently
close to the mean frequency during a finite interval of time. In
addition to the radiative reaction analyzed at the beginning of this
section, the' process of light emission may be terminated, for

example, by collisions between emitting atoms. The term r'; in the
equation of motion, which we interpreted earlier as accounting for
friction forces exerted by the surrounding medium, takes into account
precisely these processes. The Doppler effect represents quite a differ
ent cause of broadening in the observed spectral lines emitted by
the atoms. Even if friction is neglected and we assume that the
oscillator emits in its co-moving reference frame the light with
frequency exactly equal to wc, this frequency will be shifted owing
to the motion of the oscillator with respect to the observer. If the
velocities of the observed emitters are spread (for instance, this
spread is described by Maxwell's distribution), the total intensity
of the observed radiation will be frequency-dependent. In the case
of Maxwells distribution of velocities we can derive

1=10 exp [- (00- roo)/D] 2

where D = 0>0 (2R8/m)1/2 is the Doppler shift of the spectral line,
c

R is the gas constant, and e is temperature.



(26.2)

(26.3)

CHAPTER 6

MOTION
OF CHARGED PARTICLES
IN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS.
SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING
CHARGES

§ 26. Integration of the equations of motion

If the electromagnetic field applied to a charged particle can be
considered as a function of coordinates and time, the problem of
determining the path of a pointlike particle is reducible to inte
gration of equation (8.3) with a known right-hand side. The effect
of the field generated by the particle itself on its motion (radiative
reaction) is ignored1. Recall that the right-hand side of (8.3) has
the form of (3.13) (in this section we use the Gaussian system of
units, and so set ex, = c).

Integration of the equations of motion can be carried out exactly
only in a number of particular cases. In the present section we discuss
the most important of them. First, we assume that the conditions of
nonrelativistic approximation are valid. Then it follows from the
general equation of particle motion (see § 6) that the parameter
of proper time r can be replaced by time t. Hence, in this limit the
equation becomes

dv q
mo crt = qE + -c- v X B (26.1)

The relativistic case will be discussed later, in Subsection 26.4.
26.1. Consider a static uniform magnetic field B, and assume

E = O. )
Let axis z be in the direction of vector B. Equation (26.1) projected

on the axes of coordinates gives
dv dvy dv z _ 0
dt

X = (OLV y , tit = - (OLV x ' dt-

where we have introduced a parameter
qB

WL==-
moc

called the cyclotron, or Larmor, [requencu" which will be important

1 This means that we ignore the energy lost by the charge on the emission
of radiation, i.e, (see § 16) acceleration must be assumed "sufficiently small";
consequently, one must not forget the approximate character of the results of
the present section when they are used.

2 Sometimes the quantity CiJL = qB/(2moc) is called the Larmor frequency.
See pp. 498 and 222. Depending on the sign of charge q, (a)L can be either positive
or negative.
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in the subsequent analysis. The initial velocity will be denoted
by yo. The third equation in (26.2) describes uniform motion along
axis z and thus is of no interest to us here. Integration of the remain
ing two equations will be simplified if the second of them is multi
plied by i, square root of -1, and added to the first equation, term
by term. This yields

(26.4)

where w == Vx + iVy. Denote Wo == VOX + ivoy. Then w =
=-= Wo exp (-iCJ)Lt). The separation of the real and imaginary parts
gives

Vx = vox cos CJ)Lt + voy sin CJ)Lt•, vy = vO y cos CJ)Lt - vox sin wLt

so that vi + v~ = v5x + V~y == vSl.' where symbol -L indicates
orthogonality to vector B. The above formulas can be written in the
vector form

Vl. = VOl. cos roLt - B1 X Vo sin CJ)Lt (26.5)

Here B1 == B/B is a unit vector along axis z. Denoting V.L == drl-/dt,
we immediately obtain

CJ)Lf1. = B1 X Vo cos CJ)Lt + VOl. sin CJ)Lt (26.6)

if the integration constant is set equal to B1 X Yo. This merely
indicates a certain choice of origin in plane x, y. Let Voz = 0, so
that Vo = VO.l. From (26.6), rJ. = vo/l roL I = cmovo/l q I B. The
particle thus circumscribes in the plane orthogonal to B a circle
with radius r.l (the smaller the larger the field strength is), with
frequency CJ)L. The origin is chosen at the center of this circle. Here
after we use instead of r1. a symbol rL (the Larmor radius). Now we
find directly from (26.6) and (26.5)

v = roLrL X B,

A particle rotating in ~ circle in a magnetic field can be treated
as a linear current with intensity I = qvO/2nrL (~ince v = vo).
Recall now definition (12.13) of such current. In our case it can be

written in the form II = .!.nIS, where S is the area of a circle withc
radius rL. The positive direction of normal n coincides with the
direction of vector fL X j, that is qrL X V = -qroLrLB1• Conse
quently,

II = - 2~ Btl q IVOrL = - B ";0 (~r (26.7)

As we have seen above, this equation can also be written in the form

11= :q rL X v. Let us compare this formula with the formula for

13*
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the orbital momentum of a charge orbiting the rotation center. This
momentum is equal to f.1mech == rL X move This gives an important
relation between the magnitude of the mechanical angular momentum
and the considered above "orbital" magnetic moment:

I-tmech
(26.7')

(26.9)

z

Fig. 28

y

-------7
E/

/
rr----------:~~/

x

For example, the value of this ratio for the electron is determined
by universal constants, namely its charge and mass.

It is important to remark that the directions of rotation for par
ticles with opposite signs of charge in a given magnetic field are

opposite, while the magnetic moment
of the current produced my these par
ticles is, according to the above for
mulas, directed against the field vector
B, regardless of their signs of charge.

26.2. Equation (26.1) can also be
integrated in a more general case in
which magnetic field B is again static
and uniform but electric field is non
zero; the direction of the electric
field is constant but its magnitude
may he a function of time. Axis z of the
coordinate system will be chosen again
along vector B, and axes x and y can

always be directed in such a manner that plane (x, z) contained
vector E (Fig. 28). By projecting (26.1) on coordinate axes and in
troducing a complex variable w, we obtain, as we have done in Sub
section 26.1, equations

duJ • + COOL E (t) dvz q E () (26 8)(it.= -~CIlLW n- x , T= mo z t ·

As before, parameter U)L is given by (26.3). Here equation for V z
can, in principle, be integrated if E z (t) is a known function of time;
again, of maximum interest is function w. The solution of the equa
tion satisfied by w is equal to the sum of the solution of homogeneous
equation (26.4) and a particular solution WI corresponding to, the
right-hand side given in (26.8). It is readily verified by substitution
that such a particular solution can be chosen in the form

t

Wi (t) = e~i6l t JEx (t') e i lllLt' dt' ( C;L )

o
Consequently,

w (t) = woe-iCJ>L f +U't (t)

where Wo has the same meaning as in Subsection 26.1.

(26.10)
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Now let E = const. Then it follows from (26.9) that

wdt) = ic E; (e-iC,tlLt -1) (26.11)

IJy substituting (26.11) into (26.10) and equating the real and imag-
inary parts, we obtain '

Vx = VOX cos roLt + (voy + cEx/B) sin wLt

vy + cE:x/B = (vo ll + cE:x/B) cos (OLt - vox sin roLt (26.12)

This result could be derived from (26.5) by replacing vy with L'~ =
=--= vy + cEx/B and vog with voy = vog + cE:x/B. Therefore, vector
v~ with components v~ = V x and v~ corresponds to the rotation in
plane x, y with frequency WL discussed in Subsection 26.1. With our
~hoice of coordinate system, E y = 0 and it is easy to show that

(26.13)

Consequently, a particle moving in a circular orbit is also displaced
in a plane orthogonal to vector B, with a constant velocity equal to
the second term in (26.13). This displacement is known as the electric
drift, and the instantaneous center of rotation, as the leading center.

Note that the obtained result follows directly from equation (26.2)
if we set v = v1.' E = EJ. and then' change for a new reference
frame in which the particle moves with respect to the frame at a
velocity

v'=v- ;2 Ex B

In another important particular case of formulas (26.9) and (26.10)
field E (t) is a periodic function of time, so that Ex (t) == Eo cos rot.
Integration in (26.9) is carried out easily. It will be more convenient
to represent cos sot in complex form and, after calculating the inte
gral, rewrite exp (-iwLt) in the form exp [-(1/2) i (roL - to) t] X
X exp [-(1/2) i (QlL + (0) t] end exp (irot) in the form
exp [(1/2) i (WL + (0) t)·exp [-(1/2) i (ooL - 00) tl. By· assuming
WI = V1 x - iv1y and separating the real and imaginary parts in
integral (26.9), we obtain'

v = CCiJLEo [COS (1/2) (WL- CiJ) t sin (1/2) (WL+(0) t +
tx B (OL+ro

+ sin (1/2) (<OL- (0) t cos (1/2) (roL+ w) tJ
<OL-CI)

. 2cootEo. (<OL - 00) t · (<OL +oo) t
Vty = B (oot-002) SIn 2 ·SIn 2
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Assume now that frequency ro of the external field is nearly equal
to the Larmer frequency (OL. This yields (roL - CO)-1 sin (1/2) (COL 
- CO) t ~ t/2. Therefore, in this case, called the cyclotron resonance,
we have

cEo . cWLEoVt x ~ 2B SiD (OLt+ 2B t cos COLt

CEoWL •
V t y ~ ---ur- t SID (OL t

If we ignore the contribution of the first "term to Vlx, which is a
periodic function of t (at any rate, this assumption is valid with
respect to averaging over time), the kinetic energy K of the transverse
motion will increase infinitely:

K - ~ ( 2 + 2 ) ~ c2wtEijt2mo _ (qEot )2
- 2 Vlx Viy - 8B2 - 8mo

This effect is used for acceleration of charged particles. Of course,
various dissipative forces existing in actual situations restrict
kinetic energy of the motion. I

26.3. It is of interest to analyze the case of a charge subjected,
in addition to a static magnetic field, to a quasielastic force. Let
E '= O. The equation of motion then becomes

·r·+(O~r=-q-; X B (26.14)
moe

Denote ~ == x + iy. By calculations absolutely similar to those in

(26.1), we obtain the equation .~ + co~~ + 2iro£t = 0, where (OL ==
== coL/2. The solution of this equation is

~ = e-iCl>Lt (Ae-iCl>zt +Beiwzt) (26.15)

where roz == V (O~ + ro~ and A, B are arbitrary complex amplitudes.
If (00 ~ (OL, the motion in plane (x, y) is a sum of two rotations:
one with frequency (00 + (OL and another with frequency COo - COL.
Magnetic field which, in the case under discussion, is directed along
axis z does not affect the component of oscillations along this axis.

If we analyze the emission of this oscillator similarly to what we
had done in § 25 (and here we can assume r == 0), we shall find that
in addition to the spectral line with frequency roo generated by oscil
lator vibrations along axis z, there appears radiation with frequen
cies roo - COL and COo + roLe Hence, rotation of the oscillator in the
applied magnetic field results in splitting of the emitted spectral line
into three components. This phenomenon is called the normal Zeeman
effect. This simple model is not valid for an emitting atom; consistent
description of the emission of radiation in a magnetic field is given
only in the framework of quantum theory.
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(26.17)

26.4*. Let us turn now to the relativistic equation (8.3), that is to

duk q F lk
rno (ft==c U I

If all components of field strength tensor F i k are constant, we can,
draw some general conclusions concerning the character of the solu
tion. Let us seek the solution in the form

Xl = x~exp (-q-AT)
moe

where x~ are real and A is a complex constant. Substitution into (8.3)
yields an algebraic system of equations

AXoi = xOIF~i

This system has a solution if
- 1 1
det (F. i - A6i ) = 0 (26.16)

that is if Ais a solution of the characteristic equation (the eigenvalue
of matrix IIF~ill). If A is a root of equation (26.16), we can write

det (F~i +'A6b = det (Fi ' +1~6~)
= det (- r., + 1,,6~) = +det (F~i -lw6li ) = 0

In the first of these equalities we have used the constancy of the
determinant under permutation of rows and columns, and in the
second, the antisymmetry of tensor F~i.3 Hence, -A is also a root
of (26.16). Consequently, equation (26.16) must have the form
A,4 + aJ-w2 + p = 0; as this equation is invariant with respect to the
Lorentz transformations, constants a and p must be given in terms
of quantities II and 12 found from equation (7.10). The easiest way
to find ex and ~ is to calculate the determinant directly.

By denoting a~i == r., - A6~ and using a unit pseudoscalar
EUtlm defined in Appendix A, we make use of formula

d t ( 1 ) it i2 is ite a.i = Biti2isi.a.1a.2a.3a.4

in which the right-hand side is in fact the definition of the left-hand
side and which is related directly to the transformation law (A.9)
of pseudoscalars, As tensor F~ i is antisymmetric, diagonal elements
a~l are equal simply to -A. The term in (26.17) with coefficient
E123' is therefore equal to A4 • Coefficient a with A2 will be obtained
if we single out all the nonzero terms of the sum in which only two
of the factors are equal to diagonal elements a~,. For instance, one

3 The third equality holds for a determinant of an even order (in the case
under discussion, of the fourth order).
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MII(~h term will be obtained if i l = 1, i 2 = 2, is = 4, i,. = 3; as
follows from (7.6), it is

A2E121j3F~3F~4 = -A2£ 1234 (F34) 2 = -/v2E:

To simplify calculations, we have replaced index 0 for the time
being by 4. It can be shown therefore that ex = B2 - E2.

Let us calculate now coefficient p when none of the elements a~l
is diagonal. In this case

p= det (F~i) = £ili2i3i4F~\F~~F~\F~t

The properties of antisymmetry of tensor r., and of coefficient
Eiklm lead to the following combinations of indices iI' i2, is, i,
giving nonzero result: 2143, 2341, 2413, 3142, 3421, 4123, 4312,
4321. The corresponding terms of the sum have, for example, the
form B231jIF~lF~2F~3F~4=== -E1EsB1Ba or 83"12F~lF~2F~3F~ .. = -E~B:.
Finally, we obtain ·

det (F~i) = - (E .B)2 (26.18)

Earlier we have demonstrated on the basis of general arguments
that coefficients of A and 'As equal zero; of course, this result could
be obtained in a straightforward manner similar to the above
calculations.

Equation (26.16) can be reduced to the form

AIj+(B2_E2)A2-(E.B)2=0 (26.19)
whence

A= ± [(1/2) (E2_B2) ± 11 (1/4) (E2_B2)2+ (E.B)21 1
/

2 (26.20)

The case in which both invariants of electromagnetic field equal
zero is a singular case and has to be analyzed separately. Therefore,
with the exception of this case, the expression in parentheses under
the radical sign is positive. In the general case, for /1 =1= 0 and
12 =1= 0,

Both with B2 > E2 and with E2 > B2 the choice of the plus sign
in front of the radical makes the expression in the brackets in (26.20)
positive, and the choice of the minus sign makes it negative. In the
first case we obtain two real values with equal magnitudes and oppo
site signs: Al = -'A2• In the second case we obtain two purely imag
inary conjugate values: it», -ioo. The real eigenvalues correspond
to aperiodic motions depending on exp (±A't), and imaginary eigen
values correspond to periodic motions of the type exp (±iw't').
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On the basis of this analysis we can write the possible solution
in the real form:

; (r) = a (fcos «rr - ~ sin err) +b (~ cosh J.1't - ~sinh u.r) +;0 (26.2'1)

IIere a, b are real amplitudes and~, ~, f, ~, ~ are constant vectors

in the Minkowski space with ;0 determined by the initial data. The
choice of sign in the above formula was dictated by convenience of
calculations. The following equations for vectors are obtained by
substituting (26.21) into (8.3) and equating the term.s in the right
nnd left-hand sides, which depend identically on 't':

rosn=-q_TlLF on coTln = --q-slFi n
cmo l, cmo

f.1an=--q-~lFin, J.tpn=--q-alFi n (26.222)
cmo cn~

In (26.21) we use the same eigenvalues multiplied by qlm-c. An analy
sis of equations (26.22) shows that they are compatible, and that

-+ -+ ~ ....

vectors S, 11, a, and ~ can be considered mutually orthogonal.
Indeed, (26.22.) yields

WSifJi = -q- Fiif)''li = 0
emo

by virtue of antisymmetric nature of tensor Fii • By complete analo

gy (26.22 2) yields ~~ = O. By using now the first equation of (26.22 1)

and then the second equation of (26.22 2) , we find

u>sia i = -q- FiifJlai = f.1'l'~1
emi)

Similarly, from the first equation of (26.22}) and the first equation
of (26.22 2) we obtain

<OTJiPi = --q- SlFiipi = - ....s'az
emo

Here we have used again the property of antisymmetry of F;i.
The two preceding equations give

I ~I I p3 l
O)~ cx,l= - 00 Sai = (;)2" ~l

This yields (0)2 + f.12) Sla, = 0 and, since co and II are real, sia, = 0

and therefore f)l~l = O. Similarly, we can obtain (~~) = (f~) = o.
-+ -+~-+

This proves that vectors ~, T), a, p are mutually orthogonal. Equal-
~ -+ -+ -+

ities 62 = 1)2 and (12 = _~2 are verified in an identical manner.
The presence of coefficients a and b permits to consider vectors

;, P: 67 .; as unit vectors. However, among the four mutually
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orthogonal vectors of the Minkowski space three must he spacelikn
and one timelike. The relations between lengths of these vectors

show that only two possibilities are available: either vector ~ or

vector 13 must be timelike. But it follows from this that the compo..
nent of motion in the timelike direction is, as could be expected,
always aperiod ic.s Four-dimensional velocity of motion must be
timelike. Taking into account the indicated above properties of

vector amplitudes, we obtain from (26.21) (d;;d't)2 = -a2(02 =+= b2,...,2,
-+-

where the upper sign corresponds to timelike vector a and the lower
-+- #

sign, to timelike vector p. In the first case the eondition for velocity

cannot be satisfied. For this reason it is vector ~ that must be treated
as timelike.

Further investigation with arbitrarily directed fields Band E
cannot he carried out in the general case even if the fields are assumed,
as before, to be static and uniform. However, we can carry out
a complete analysis of several important particular cases. These
cases are defined by constraints on the values of invariants of electro
magnetic field. I t will be useful to recall here the properties of
field transformations presented in § 7.

26.5*. First of all, let us assume E·B = 0, so that, according
to (26.18), det (F u ) = O. We begin with the case B2 > E2. It was
shown in § 7 that in these conditions there is a reference frame in
which E' = O. Equation (26.20) shows that there are two nonzero

eigenvalues: iro = +i ,: c (B2 - E2)1/2. Note that in this particular
u

reference frame in which electromagnetic field is purely magnetic,
B', the magnitude of these eigenvalues, coincides with the Larmor
frequency (26.3). But one has to take into account additionally
that, by virtue of the mentioned zero value of the determinant,
there is a nonzero solution Vi of the system of algebraic equations.

vlFi i = 0 (26.23)

and therefore equation (8.3) is satisfied not only by solutions of the
type of (26.21) (where we must set u = 0) but also by a solution of
type x' = VlT + v~ in which the second term is constant. The gen
eral solution takes the form

-+ -+ -+ ~

x (r) = a (6 cos (O~ -11 sin (0-;) + VT (26.24)

if the orrgm is chosen such that the constant term in (26.21) in

the sum with 7,0 vanishes. Note that the argument in (26.24) is
precisely the proper time 1" and not time t in an arbitrary reference

4 Obviously, a periodic motion along the time axis would mean violation
of causality!
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frame. In order to introduce t as .an argument, one has to determine
the functional dependence r = r (t) and to resolve it with respect
to t.

Denote by v the three-dimensional velocity corresponding to
-.

four-dimensional velocity v. Then, in the three-dimensional nota-
tion, equation (26.23) can be rewritten in the form v X B = -cEo
and (v- E) = O. We have found in § 7 that in this case v is the
velocity of the reference frame in which E' = O. Forming a vector
product of the above equality by B and using the formula for the
triple vector product, we obtain that projection of velocity v

onto a plane orthogonal to vector B is v1. = - ;2 E X B. We have

come again to the velocity of electric drift which is also found in
the nonrelativistic equation (26.13). Velocity v is, therefore, the
velocity of the leading center which moves uniformly along a straight
line.

Let us change to a reference frame co-moving with the leading
center, and denote the velocity of the particle in this reference
frame by v. As E' = 0, the zero component of the equation of mo
tion (8.3) of the particle takes the form d (ymoc)/d't == 0, that is
-V == (1 - v2/c2) - 1/ 2 = const and hence, v = const. The first two
terms in (26.24) describe, therefore, a uniform Larmor rotation.
And it follows from dxkit = 1'-1 that r = t-v-1 and the argument of

trigonometric functions is written in the form orr = gB' t, Thus
,\,moc

a relativistic particle in a reference frame co-moving with the leading
center revolves just as in the nonrelativistic case (see Subsection 26.1).
One only has to "replace the rest mass mo in (26.3) by the mass of
motion m = moVe

The same result is obtained directly and in a still more simple
manner from spatial components of equation (8.3) which in the
co-moving reference frame of the leading center are quite analogous

dv
to equations (26.2),. namely: dtl. = -,-q- V 1. X B; these components

moc,\,
can be integrated as we have done already in Subsection 26.1. Con-
sequently, the conclusions on the equivalent magnetic movement
listed at the end of Subsection 26.1 remain valid when mo is replaced
by m.

26.6. Still assuming B· E = 0, we now specify Et. > B2. This
case is analyzed best by making use of the results of § 7, and by
performing calculations in the reference frame in which B == O.
In this reference frame spatial components of equation (8.3) are
written in the form dp/dt = qE, where p ...l moYv is the relativistic'
momentum of the 'particle. Let axis x be in the direction of vector E.
By projecting the equation onto axis x and onto a plane orthogonal
to x we obtain Px = moYvx == qEt + POx, Pl. == mo-Vv1. == POl. =
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(26.25)

== const. Here POX and PO.L are determined by the initial velocity.
Now we can use the relation moYc == {p2 + m~c2)1/2 == {p~ + W~)1/2 =
== [(qEt + pO."()2 + W~]1/2 (cf. § 6), where w: == Pl + m:c2 == const;
this relation determines the time component of the momentum,
In order to make the formulas clearer, in what follows we restrict
the analysis to the case of POX == O. Then .

dx 2 -1/2
V x =--== (it == cqEt [wo+ (qEt)2]

dr 1. 2 (E 2 - 1/2
V 1. = dt =CPO.L [Wo+ q t)]

Obviously, one of the coordinate axes (let it be axis y) in the plane
orthogonal to axis x can always be chosen in the direction of POl..

Integration of formulas (26.25) from the initial moment of time
to = ° yields the following result:

x (t) = q~ lw~+(qEt)2]l/2

Y (t) = cPEOY Arcsinh qEt (26.26)
q Wo

Here the orrgrn in plane (z, y) is chosen for the constant terms
in (26.26) to vanish. The path of the particle lies completely in this
plane. We can eliminate time from (26.26) and obtain the equation.
of particle's trajectory in the form

x= cwo cosh ( qEy )
qE CPoy

(26.27)

Assume in the nonrelativistic case W o~ moe and POy ~ movoy.
Since in our case Pox == 0, the initial kinetic energy of the particle
is (1/2) mob~y == To. The nonrelativistic approximation is valid
only at sufficiently small distances from ·the point from which the
particle starts its motion since in principle the acceleration imposed
by the field can increase the velocity of the particle as near to the
velocity of light c as necessary. By assuming the argument of cosh
to be sufficiently small, we obtain

x ~ .! ....!L.~ y2+ const (26.2£/
4 rno To

This is the equation of a parabola in plane (z, y). An analysis of
the trajectory in the general case is 'suggested for the reader as an
exercise.

26.7. Consider the case,of E· B == EB, that is the case of parallel
electric and magnetic fields. Axis z of spatial coordinates can be
turned to lie in the common direction of these two vectors, so that
E z ---: E, B z = B. The reader will easily find that this transforms
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equation (8,3) into the following set of equations:
d2x . dy d2y dx
d't 2 = U)L h' d't'2 = - (OL d't

d2z qE dt d2t qE dz
d't2 = -;;;; d't" d't'2 = moc2 d't

Here WL is the nonrelativistic Larmor frequency (26,3). The first
two equations describe periodic motion with frequency WL, and
the second pair of equations describe aperiodic motion along axis s,
This result can be compared with formula (26.21) but the motion
itself will not be studied in more detail here.

26.8. To conclude this section, we consider the motion of a particle
in the field of a plane wave. This means that both invariants or
electromagnetic field equal zero. The analysis of motion in a field
depending on time periodically (see Subsection 26.2) assumed thnt
the field is uniform in space and, besides, is nonrelativistic. In this
case formulas (18.7) are valid:

B = n X E, E· n = 0 (2H.2U)

where n = klk. The dependence on time has the form exp [i (k r ~ ...
- rot)] = exp [-iw (t - n-r/cj]. The complex form of this func
tion is unimportant here, and in fact we use the real part of tho
exponential function, assuming also that vectors Band E are reul.
With (26.29), spatial components of equation (8.3) take tho form

:, (mv) =q [E+ : X (n X E)] = q [(1- v;n )E+ : n (E -v)J
(2f1.:JO)

As usual, the time component represents the energy conservation

law, that is :t (mc2) = qE· v. By projecting (26.30) onto tho con-

stant vector n and taking into account (26.29), we obtain :t (mv· n) "

= ~E·v = dd (me). Consequently, m(v-n-c}=const. We choose
c t

for the origin t = 0 the moment of time in which v = 0 and,
therefore, m = m·o. Then mv- n = (m - mo) c, that is \' -n ;~

,\,-1 d't -1 1 v-n dt' lf d '
= T c or dt = Y = - -c- = dt' I we enote t .. t -.-

n-r H dt dr dr · ·
- -c- • ence, mv = mo dt' dt = modt'· Multiply both Sides of

equation (26.30) by dtldt': Then we find from the above relation..

:t~~ = ~o E+ m~c n (E. ::' ) (2fi.3t)

It must be assumed that vector E can be given as a function of t',
Let axis x be directed along vector n of the plane wave propagation.
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By projecting (26.31) on this vector and on the plane orthogonal
to it, we find

d2x q ( dr) q ( dr 1. ) d2r.L q
dt ' 2 = moc E.dt' = moc E.dt' ' Cft'2 =;;;; E

From the second equation of (26.32) we have
t' ttl

r.l (t') = ~o Jdt" JE (t"') .u:
o 0

The first equation then yields
t ' t'

d
2
x =LE(t') JE(t")dt"=~~[J E(t")dt,,]2

dt ' 2 m~c 2m2c dt 'o 0 0

whence

(26.32)

t't"

x(t')=~ r dt"[JE(t''')dt",]2 r(t')=x(t')o+r1.(t') (26.33)
2m~ J 'o 0

It is important to emphasize again that the above formulas give r
as a function of auxiliary ·variable t' or, and this is the same in our
case, a function of proper time 1:. In order to find the motion of
a particle as a function of time t, we should eliminate t' from equa
tion t = t' + r (t'). ole = t' + x (t') c, in which x (t') is found
from (26.33). Integration in this formula is readily carried out
since the real component of the field is written in the form E (z") ==
= Eo cos rot"'; however, equation- for t' is transcendental, and
therefore can be solved only numerically.

The cases analyzed above do not exhaust all the possibilities of
exact solution of the equations of motion. For example, we may
discuss some static but nonuniform magnetic fields. The relevant
results can be found .... in special Iiterature",

§ 27. Theory of drift in nonuniform
elemomagnetic fields

27.1. Various approximate techniques are used to analyze the
behaviour of a particle in nonuniform and time-dependent fields.
Here we shall discuss one method of the perturbation theory widely
used in such problems, and shall introduce the simplest assumptions.
Roughly speaking, the physical picture on which the method is
based is the motion in the form of sufficiently rapid Larmor oscilla
tions superimposed on a comparatively slow displacement of the
"leading center". This description of motion is exact in uniform

& See, for example: B. Lehnert, Dynamics 0/ Charged Particles, North-Hol
land, Amsterdam, 1964.
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static electric and magnetic fields (see Subsection 26.2). And under
certain conditions it gives an adequate description of particle's
behaviour in nonuniform fields as the first approximation.

All calculations will be carried out in the nonrelativistic limit.
Assume first of all that magnetic field varies sufficiently slowly both
in space and with time. This condition is expressed by the inequa
lities

r I oB) I~ I B·I _1_1 oB) I~ lB· I
L 8x h J' WL iJt J

Here WL and rL are the Larmor frequency and radius found from
formulas of Subsection 26.1. Derivatives with respect to coordinates
and time are found in a reference frame co-moving with the particle.
Similar inequalities must hold for all the remaining external forces
applied to the particle. Among such external forces we shall expli
citly take into account hereafter only electric force qE. If forces f
of other origin are also applied, all the subsequent formulas will
be valid if qE is replaced by qE + f = F. We only have to assume
that components FII = B (F· B)/B2 parallel to magnetic field are
small, and components F.L are nearly independent of· the Larmor
radius rL.

Application of the perturbation theory requires that the equation
of motion (26.1) be reduced to dimensionless form. For this we denote "
the characteristic size of the region in the nonuniform field in which
we study the motion by L, the magnetic field strength at moment
to by Bo, and the velocity of motion in the Larmor circle in this
fleld by Yo. Dimensionless variables can then be introduced as
follows:

p= 11Lr, T= vot/L, B= B (t)/Bo

If in /addition we define a dimensionless quantity E = c
B

E,
Vo 0

then after substituting all the functions into equation (26.1) we
obtain a dimensionless expression

(27.1)

Here, as in Subsection 26.1, rL = mocvo/qBo. However, formally
equation (27.1) is identical to (26.1) if rL/L is replaced by moe/q,
and E by cE. There is, therefore, a one-to-one correspondence
between the solutions of these two equations. The perturbation
theory can thus be applied directly to equation (26.1). As a small
parameter in (27.1) we choose rL/L. The small parameter for an
analysis of equation (26.1) is then e == moclq = B] WL:

dv
e Cit= cE+v X B (27.2)
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We shall introduce now the basic assumption of the perturbation
theory which will be considered here only to within the first-order
terms in parameter B. Namely, assume that radius vector of a par
ticle can be written in the form

r (t) = rc (t) + rL (t) = rc (t) + E (el cos wLt + e2 sin WLt) (27.3)

Here, in analogy to formula (26.6), vectors el and e2 are mutually
orthogonal, and

Voee =--
2 WL

(27.4)

(27.5)

Radius vector rc (t) describes the motion of the "leading center"
and fL (t) describes the Larmor rotation mentioned at the beginning
of this section. .In what follows we shall also use the notation Vc =
== drc/dt and VL = drL/dt, so that v = Vc + VL.

By using the condition of slow variation of the field, we are justi
fied in operating with expansions of the field in the neighbourhood
of point f c in the form

B (r) = Be + 8B == Be + (r- grad) Be
E (r) = Ec + oE == Ec + (r-grad) Ec

Subscript "c" means calculation of each term at point r = r e . Substi
tute (27.3) and (27.5) into (27.2), using instead of parameter e its
explicit expression. This gives

mo dd~e - q (Ee + ~ v. x Be) - ; VL X 6B

=q6E+; Ve X 6B+ (: VLX Be-mo d;~) (27.6)

The last two terms in the right-hand side implicitly contain factor e.
The same factor is also contained in the last term in the left-hand
side. but its description calls for very careful analysis and will be
carried out somewhat later. We can assume, therefore, that difference

mo d;t - : VL X Be is "nearly zero". In other words, the particle

participates predominantly in a rotational motion with the Larmor
frequency. As a result of this (sufficiently fast) rotation, fields B
and E vary periodically with time with frequency roL in the co
moving reference frame.

Let us average both sides of equation (27.6) over the Larmor
period of rotation, TL == 2nl (i)L, assuming that the averaging

leaves d~e almost unaltered. This averaging is an extremely impor

tant feature of the discussed method of the perturbation theory; it
enables us to separate relatively fast motions from slow motions.
Clearly, average values of vectors rL and VL equal zero. Moreover,
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rnean values of "fluctuations" ~E and ~B of electromagnetic field
also equal zero. It would seem at the first glance that term VL X 6B
will also give zero contribution; we shall presently see, however,
that this is not the case.

First we shall write

_1_ VL X ~B = (rL X Bi ) X «rL·grad) B)
WL

= - rL (B, · (rL· grad) B) +B. (rL· (rL·grad) B)

Let the direction of axis z of a local coordinate system coincide
with vector ~ in the origin of this system. Consequently, projection
of rL onto axis z is zero. Hence,

1 ~B 1 (d) B 2 oBz lJBz
-VLXU x= -rLx rL·gra z= -rLx-~--rLxrLy-~-(a)L ox uy

_1_ V L X cSB Iy = -rLy(rLegrad)Bz= -rLyrLx °aBx -rill o!z
(OL Z uy

_1_ VL X ~B Iz = rIA: (rL.grad) Bx + rLlI (rL •grad) By
(OL

lJBx oBu (OBx 8By )
= r~ ---ax + rty 8i/+ rLxTLy 8iJ + ---ax

Mean values of rtx and riy over a period are equal to rL/2, and
the mean value of rLxTLy equals zero. We shall also use equation
div B = 0, that is fJBx/fJx + iJBy/fJy = -fJB z/iJz. Denoting the
result of averaging by angle brackets (), we then have

(VL X ~B) = -(1/2) O)LrL grad B, (27.7)

But if we use assumptions on smallness of field components B x
and By compared with components B z and an assumption on slow
variation of these components, we obtain

grad Hz = ~z grag B:

1= 2B
z

(grad B2-2Bx grad Bx-2B,grad By) ~ grad B

Substituting (27.7) into (27.6) and taking into account all the men
t ioned approximations, we obtain the equation

mo d:ec = qE+ ~ v c X B-M grad B (27.8)

Here
q(a)Lrt q mo va

M=~=2CvLrL=27f

Quantity M is thus the magnitude of the magnetic moment of
the current, corresponding to the motion of the particle in the Larmor

14-2456
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orbit described by equation (26.7). One can say that in this approx
imation a real particle is substituted by an "equivalent" particle
whose motion coincides with the trajectory of the leading center,
and that this particle possesses, in addition to its charge, a magnetic
moment M. The physical meaning of this picture is quite clear;
however, we have to emphasize again the decisive role of averaging
over periodic Larmor motion in the derivation of the picture.

The discussed above first approximation is naturally a very rough
representation of the actual situation. To substantiate the approxi
mation and determine the limits of its applicability, it should be
necessary to analyze expansion of r (t) and of fields Band E into
infinite series in powers of E, as well as to perform averaging with
sufficient accuracy. This problem has been solved by a number of
authors but it is by far too complicated to be presented here",

27.2. Let us proceed with further analysis of the drift motion
equation (27.8). We can drop the subscript "c", By projecting this
equation onto vector B1 , we obtain drift in the direction of the
magnetic field:

mo ( ~; )11 = qEII-MBt (Bt·grad B)

The derivation of equation for the transverse drift in a convenient
form is a more difficult task. Denote a unit vector of velocity along

magnetic lines of force by vIII' Then v = VIIV\ll + V.L and ~~ =

dVII dv .l dV111= Vll1lU + Cit + vIItit· If we form a vector product of equa-
tion (27.8) by B1 and take into account that B-2 [B X (v X B)] =
= v - ~ (v-Bj) = V.L, and also that VIII X BI = 0, we obtain

V.L = q~ [qE-M grad B-mo ( d;/ + vII d:~ll ) ] XB (27.9)

However, vector VIII is by definition invariably directed along
field B, that is dVlfi = dBl = (B1·grad) B1 dl, where dl = vlldt,
and vII is the value of velocity at the. beginning of the infinitesimal
increment in question. Hence, dVlIl/dt = Vu (Bj-grad) B1 • As follows
from (B.17), for a=B1, that is for grad a2= O, we have (~·grad)~=

= -~ X curl ~. Then, according to (B.14a), curl BI = curl : =

= ~ curl B + [grad ~ X BJ Denoting (grad Bh = grad B 
- B1 (B, -grad B), we obtain

t
(B{ ·grad) B, = Ii «grad B).L - B{ X curI B) (27.10)

• See, for example, Lehnert's monograph cited on p. 206.
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Now substitute (27.10) into the formula for derivative dvlli/dt,
and the result-into equation (27.9). In calculating the vector
product by B in this equation, we take into account that (grad B).L X
X B = (grad B) X B, and also use an obvious notation (curl B)1. =
== B1 X [curl B X BI ] . Finally we obtain from the Maxwell equa-

tion (curl Bh = ~ :~ that v, = VE + VB + VI + v», where

c cmo dvl.
VE = B" E X B, VI = qB2 B X--a:t

M c ( 2vii ) movi, oE l.
VB= qB2 1+ vi [B X grad B), Vp= qB2c -at ·

Term VE describes the electric drift similar to that discussed in
Subsection 26.2. Velocity VI corresponds to the so-called transverse
inertial drijt, It is proportional to mass mo of the particle and results
as if from the centrifugal force applied to this particle as it moves
in a curved magnetic line of force. Term Vp is called the polarization
drift. It appears because the electric drift of the particles changes
with time as the particle moves in a variable electric field. In this
process the external electric field does a certain work on the particle,
leading to additional acceleration. A uniformly accelerated motion
at velocity VE' which would be realized if the electric field were
constant,' is supplemented by "falling" of the particle in the field
from one equipotential surface to another.

And finally, term VB proportional to grad B and magnetic mo
ment M is called the gradient drift. It is caused by the nonuniformity
of magnetic field and is directed along surface Ii = const. More
detailed analysis shows that the first term of the gradient drift
describes the effect of the field nonuniformity on the Larmor rota
tion, and the second term is connected with the curvature of magnetic
lines of force.

Note that all terms of the drift, with an exception of VE' change
sign when the sign of the charge is reversed. Consequently, the
phenomenon of drift is used for a practical separation of opposite
charges, for example, of electrons and ions in plasma. .

27.3. From the point of view of mechanics, the motion of a particle
in the approximation under discussion is nearly periodic: the periodic
motion, namely the rotation in the Larmor orbit, is superposed
with the relatively slow, compared with the rotation, displacement
of the leading center. If the motion which corresponds to the general
ized coordinate q and generalized momentum p is strictly periodic,

it can be proved in analytical mechanics that J = ~P dq, in which

integration is carried out over one period of oscillations, is an in
variant of motion. In the case of nearly periodic motion, when para
meters of the system vary adiabatically, that is, sufficiently slowly

14*
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compared with the period and over characteristic time incommensu
rable with the period (this condition excludes the possibility of
resonance) the indicated integrals remain constant and therefore
are referred to as adiabatic invariants of the considered system.

It was shown in Subsection 26.1 for the case of strictly periodic
motions in static magnetic fields that the equivalent magnetic
moment M of the current generated by such motions is invariant.
It can be proved that for the motion with drift described by equa
tion (27.8) in the framework of the approximation used we have
again dM/dt = O. that is M is an adiabatic invariant.

A scalar product of equation (27.8) by vector Vo yields

mo dv~
Tdt=qE.vc-Mvc·gradB (27.11)

which describes energy changes in the course of drift. As usual,
the complete law of energy conservation takes the form

~o :, (vc+vL>2=qE.(vc+ vL> (27.12)

Subtract (27.11) term by term from (27.12). This gives

~o ~ (vL+2vL.vc)=qE,vL+ Mvc.gradB (27.13)

The second term in the left-hand side can be neglected as in our
approximation Vc ~ VL. After substituting electric field E in (27.13)
in terms of potential,

1 8AE= -gradcp---
c at

we shall integrate both sides of (27.13) over one period of the Larmor
rotation, T L = 231/1 U)L I. If vi, B, E, and Vo (but not VL) depend
on time only slightly, the integration results in

mo dvL
-TL - -2 dt

TL TL

~ TLM (vc·grad) B-q Jgrad lp.vLdt-: J~~ .vLdt
o 0

But we know that VL dt = drL' and therefore
TLJgrad ~'VLdt= ~ grad lp·drL~ 0
o

(27.14)

TL
..!L r lJA .VL dt=!L ~ 8A .drL = _l!.l r lJBn do
c J iJt c ';Y at c J 8t

o a

~ -nrLlf-L ~: (27.15)
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(b)

Fig. 29

(a)

The first of these equations gives only an approximate equality
to zero because the particle follows a nearly closed but nevertheless
not a closed curve. In the second equation we have used Stokes'
theorem applied to the Lar
mor circle and the area it en
closed. The following argu
ments are used to choose the
sign: rotation in a given mag
netic field in a Larmor circle
proceeds in opposite direc
tions for partioles with oppo
site signs of charge (coun
terclockwise for negatively
charged particles, and clock
wise for positively charged
ones if field B is in the posi
tive direction). Besides, we
have taken into account that
magnetic field is almost orth
ogonal to the plane of rotation and that it changes only slightly
over distances of the order of rL. ~

Substitute (27.15) into (27.14) and take into account that according

to (26.7), M = lie' vLrL. Finally, we obtain

mo d (vt> ( a + ( d») B2 ----,u- = M at V c -gra

Here derivative with respect to time, d/dt, is "substantial", since
it is calculated, as in the preceding formulas, in the co-moving
reference frame. In the general case d/dt = a/at + (v-grad), where
v is the tc ~al velocity. In equation (27~8), however, which is averaged
over periodic component VL, we must in fact assume that d/dt =
= a/at + (vc·grad). We can also write M = movt/2B (this has
also been mentioned in (26.7», so that in the approximation con
sidered the preceding equation is transformed to

d dB. dM
tU (MB) = M Cit t that IS tit =0

In certain configurations of a magnetic field the equivalent magnet
ic moment is not the only adiabatic invariant. Thus, the transverse
adiabatic invariant of the type p'i,/B may exist (P..L is the momentum
of motion orthogonal to the field), as well as the longitudinal adiaba
tic invariant determined by the momentum of longitudinal drift.
The first case corresponds to a nearly closed trajectory of the trans
verse drift motion (Fig. 29, a), and the second corresponds to a period
ic drift between lines of force of the field and resembles consecutive
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reflections from the lines as from mirrors (Fig. 29, b). These modes
will not be i.nvestigated here. As we have shown above, at each
point of trajectories of this type a rapid Larmor rotation proceeds,
and the equivalent magnetic moment is conserved.

§ 28. Systems of interacting particles

28.1. Consider two charged particles. It will be natural to analyze
the motion of such particles in a reference frame fixed to their center
of inertia, moving uniformly in a straight line. We shall consider
only the case in which the mass of one of the particles is so much
larger than that of the other that the center of inertia of the system
can be placed with sufficient accuracy in the larger mass; at the
same point we place the origin of spatial coordinates. Interaction
of particles in this reference frame is described by Coulomb's law.
The problem is then to determine the trajectory of the lighter particle
in a given Coulomb field (Kepler's problem). We shall consider its
relativistic solution.

The force of interaction is f = 4Q1Q2s r. The equations of motion are
fir

d. k d kCit (yv)=-;ar, Cit (yc2)=-;:sv.r (28.1)

where, as usual, y == (1 - V2/C2) - 1/ 2, and k == Qlq2/4nmo. In the
case of attractive force k < 0, and in the case of repulsion k > O.

The right-hand side of the second of equations (28.1) equals - ;t (~ ),
so that, as could be expected, this equation expresses energy conser
vation in the form

yc2 + klr = W (28.2)

where W is a constant. Form now the vector product of both sides
of the first equation by r. As

d d
r X tit (yv) = tIt [y (r X v)]

we obtain
yr X v = A (28.3)

where A is a constant. This relation expresses conservation of angu
lar momentum. It shows that motion is restricted to one plane.
We introduce cylindrical coordinates with axis z along vector r X v
normal to the plane of motion; rand cp denote polar coordinates
in this plane. In these coordinates relation (28.3) takes the form

(28.4)
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Now, v2 = ~2 + r2~2 and, on ·the other hand, it is readily found
that 1'2 V2 = c2 (1'2 - 1), whence

1'2;2 = c2(y2-1) - y2r2~2 = c2(1'2 -1) - A2/r2

Here we have used formula (28.4). Quantity 1'1 which remains
in the right-hand side will be expressed in terms of r by equations
(28.2). This yields

· [1 ( k ) 2 AI J1/21'r= 7 W -7 -rr- c2 (28.5)

Equation (28.4) yields in its turn that y~ = A/r2 ; since dcp/dr =
= ~/;, we obtain

r r-I dr

cp = A J [--!-. (W_!.)2_~_ c1Jl/2+ <Po
cl r r l

r d (,.-1)
= -A J [(.!!._~)2_ WI_~Jl/2 +CPo (28.6)

c r cl r l

Here new notations are W o == c2 , A o == klc. Energy Wand angular
momentum A introduced by (28.2) and (28.3) are referred to a unit
mass of the moving particle. Let us take up again (28.5). Quantity

yr, of course, assumes only real values. First we tend r in the right...
hand side to infinity. When I W 1< c", the radicand is negative,
so that the particle cannot leave to infinity if I W I< Woe Consider
now the case r -+ O. In the radicand we retain only the terms pro
portional to r-2• In this case the root becomes imaginary when
I A I> I k/c I = I A o I. Note that in the case of repulsion A o > 0,
and in the case of attraction A o < O. The above inequality must
be interpreted as the condition which precludes the particle from
falling onto the center.

Integration in formula (28.6) can be readily carried out. By
introducing the notations

(A2_A:)1/1 == a, ~ + we: == s, b -= [( :: )2- ~BT/
2 (28.7)

where b is a real quantity if the motion is finite, and ex, is real if
the falling onto the center is forbidden, (28.6) is transformed to

A r 4 A £ A i ( ~ W Ao )
cp - CPo = - a J (bl - ;1)1/1 =-c; arccosT == a arccos b r + cc;-

From this we derive

r = p [1 + 8 cos ~ (cp - CPo)J-l (28.8)
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Here
_ C~I AI-AI _ [1 (AI-AI) (WI- WI> Jl/2

p = - AoW = AoW C, 8 = - + AI WI

t== ~ = (1-41- f/2 (28.9)

In investigating equation of the trajectory, (28.8), it is necessary
to take into account that, as follows from (28.2), attraction cor

responds to W < '\'W0; a case of par
ticular interest is that of W < W 0'

that is the case of finite motions.
Contrary to this, repulsive forces re
quire that W> Woo If we had ~ = i
(this would be possible only in the
nonrelativistic case which is obtained
formally for c -+ 00 and with A 0 -+
-+ 0), equation (28.8) would describe
an ellipse (with one of the foci at the
origin of coordinates) for I e I< 1,
a hyperbola for I e I> 1, and a parab-

Fig. 30 ola for I e I = 1.7 Actually the
motion is more complicated.

Let us consider one important particular case. Let it be that of
attraction, with W < W 0 and - A 2 > A:. Parameter e in (28.9)
is real and I 8 I < 1 if inequality

A2 (W: - W)2 < A:W: = k2c2

holds. Besides, condition p > 0 must hold; since A o < 0, this

requires W > O. It follows from (28.2) that in this case ill< ye2•. r
We then see from (28.8) that if all the above conditions are satis
fied, the motion is finite, so that r returns to its initial value when
angle .. changes not by dcp = 2'1 but by L\cp = 2n/ ~ = 2n (1 
- A:IAI)-l/I. This trajectory is an ellipse which precesses around
the origin (resorting to astronomical terminology, one often refers
to it as the shift of perihelion). This case is illustrated in Fig. 30.
We suggest that the reader analyze the remaining cases which
could be encountered in investigating the relativistic Kepler problem
(and in particular, the case of repulsive forces).

28.2. If the masses of interacting particles have comparable
values, the relativistic problem of determining their motion becomes
tremendously complicated. In this situation one has to consider

7 An expression for 8 can also be written with the plus sign since the initial
angle «Po is not fixed and can always be changed to CPo + 1£.
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a sy~tem of equations of the type

217

dur ql F,r
mOt --:;- = - Ut s <2>'r.t't C

du~ ql r:
m02-d = -U28 (1)

't c

In these equations F:~) is determined by the field of the second
particle acting on the first particle (retardation is taken into ac
count), and Frr) is determined by the field of the first particle acting
on the second particle, again taking into account retardation. In
mathematics these equations are classified as differential-difference
equations. Not much progress has been achieved in their analysis
in the case which interests us here.

Useful approximate results concerning the properties of the
system consisting of N particles can be obtained under simplifying
assumptions which are mostly reduced to considering motion of the
particles slow compared to the velocity of light. In order to derive
these results, it will be convenient to consider first retarding poten
tials produced by a continuous distribution of charges and currents
given by formulas (13.11) (we shall assume e = 1 and l.t = 1).
We begin with the formula for scalar potential, namely

( t) __1 r per', t-Rlc) dV' R= I - 'I (28.10)cp r, - 4n J R ,- r r

Assume that p (r', t') corresponds to a "nearly pointlike" particle;
the velocity of this particle and higher derivatives of its coordinates
with respect to time t' are assumed to be sufficiently slowly varying
functions of time. Then function p can be expanded in powers of
c- 1; retaining only several first terms, we obtain

p ( r'. t- ~ ) = p (r", t) = ~ :e p (r", t) + 2~1 R2 :;1 p (r', t) + ···
(28.11)

Substitution of (28.11) into (28. to) gives, if we take into account

that Jp (r', t) dV' = q is independent of time (q is the total charge
of the particle)

r p (r', t) dV' 1 d" r, ,
4ncp (r, t) = J R + 2c2 (iii" J p (r , t) It dV + ... (28.12)

Taking also into account that p (r", t) = qa6 (r' - ra «». we
rewrite (28.12) in the form

4mp(r, t) = I r-~: (t) I + :c~ ;;1 Ir-ra (t) I

qa qa () (va·(r-ra») (28 13)
I r- fa (t) I 2C2 '8t I r- r a I ·

where Va·==: dra/dt. Likewise, assuming i = pv, we can obtain the
first term of the expansion of vector potential; this potential coincides
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with the derived earlier potential of static magnetic field

4nA (r, t) = qava
C I r-ra I (28.14)

We neglect further terms in the expansion of vector potential since
the terms of the equations of motion, containing vector potential,
have an additional factor c-1•

Now we shall use the gauge transformation (2.4) and (2.3) and set

14n", = _!!E:... Va· (r- ra) (28.15)
2c I r-ra I

New scalar potential is reduced to the static Coulomb potential,
and vector potential gains an additional term which is readily
found from formula (B.18):

grad:!.:.!... = (v- grad)..!.
r r

Thus, if the new potentials are written with the same notations as
the initial ones, we arrive at

4 qa
ncp= I I 'r-ra

43tA=i!L[ Va +(r-ra)Va.(r-ra)] (28.16)
2c I r-ra I I r-ra 13

(28.17)

A comparison with formulas (2.8) and (2.9) shows that in the course
of calculations we changed to Coulomb gauge potentials. It is readily
verified by means of (28.16) that equation div A = 0 characterizing
this gauge is satisfied.

Consider the Lagrangian (8.19) describing the behaviour of a par
ticle with charge q and radius vector r in a given field; we assume
that this field is described by potentials (28.16) and is generated

by another particle Obviously, terms -qq> +..!LA· v in the Lagran-
c

gian are symmetrical with respect to permutation of charges q
and qa and of velocities v and Va of the particles. These terms can be
interpreted as expressing the instantaneous long-range interaction
between particles although, as we have seen above, their structure
involves an approximate analysis of retardation. If we pass now
to a consideration of a system consisting of N particles, the cor
responding Lagrangian can be given by the formula

Z = _ ~ m c2 (1 _ va )1/1 __1_ ~ qaqb
LJ a c' 8", LJ I ra-rb I
a atb

a=:/=b

+_1_ ~ [Va.Vb + va·(ra-rb) vb·(ra-rb) ]
1.OcI", .LJ qa,qb I ra-rb I I ra-rb 18

at b
a=/=b
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In the approximation under discussion

- ~ mac2 (1- ~ )1/1 ~_ ~ mac2 +~ ~ mav: (28.18)
a a a

Formula (28.17) is known as the Darwin Lagrangian. The quantum
mechanical analogue of the discussed interaction is called the Dtuunn
Breit interaction.

Let us use equations (28.17) and (28.18) and find the expression
for the Hamiltonian of a system of particles. 8 To contract the nota
tion, we introduce the symbols: rab == fa - fb and Dab == fab/rob.
We can write

az 1 ~ qaqb )Po, = -I} =mava+-8I L.J -- [vb+nab (Vb·nab ]va ne rab
b

Velocities can be written in terms of momenta by means of successive
approximations. If the second term is ignored, Va = Palma. Substi
tution of this approximation for velocity into the second term yields

mava=Pa- s:cl ~ ~:~:b [Pb+nab (Pbonab)]
b

A case of practical importance is that of all masses rna equal to one
and the same value mo (for instance, to the electron mass). By dotin
ing the Hamiltonian in the usual manner, it will be easy to obtain
from the preceding formulas, to within the terms of the second
order in (vic):

018= ~ (Pa·va}-Z
a

~ ~ (m c2+ p& ) +_1_ ~ qaqb [1_PaPb-<O.Pa)(b.Pb)] (28.t9)
LJ 0 2mo 831 LJ rab 2mlcl
a a*b

where D == Dab. It is this formula that is of interest for the quantum
theory of atom. If a system of interacting particles is placed in
a given external field, cp in the initial expression for the La,rangian
must be replaced by cp + cp/, and A by A + A' if cp' and A are the
potentials of this external field.

28.3. If there exists a reference frame in which all velocities
of the charges are exactly zero and if we take the difference U =-
= QJ8 - ~moc2 as a nonrelativistic definition of energy, we derive

8 See also in: L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, The CIUltcal TMor1/ 01
Ftelds (Course of Theoretical Physics, vol. 2), Pergamon Press, Oxford, t 97& .
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(28.20)

from formula (28.19) the potential energy of this system of charges:

u = _1_ "" qaqb
81£ L.J rab

a, b
a4=b

Obviously, this expression for energy can also be obtained directly
from the equations of electrostatics discussed in § 11. We shall
give this derivation because of the importance of formula (28.20).
The general expression for the energy of electrostatic field in vacuo
can be transformed as follows:

) E2dV = - ) (E.grad cp) dV • -) div (cpE) dV + Jcp div EdV

= - ~ cpEn d(J+ JpcpdV
(J

Here we have used successively the relation E = -grad cp valid
in electrostatics, formula (B.142) of vector analysis, the Gauss
theorem, and finally equation div E = p (we still use the Gaussian
system of units and therefore do not distinguish in vacuo between
D and E). Assume now that all the charges are at finite distances
from one another, namely within a closed surface (J chosen here.
We can assume that when this surface recedes to infinity, the first
of the obtained integrals tends to zero since the integrand is pro
portional to r-3 • If the charges are pointlike, their distribution
is given by

p (r) = ~ qa6(r-ra )
a

Therefore, the second integral takes the form ~qa<P (ra ) . Using
G

the expression cp (ra ) = ...!. ~ .!!-. for the Coulomb potential
~ (a=Fb) r ab

produced at point r a by all other charges, and taking account of
factor 1/2 found in the formula for the energy of the field, we arrive
at (28.20).'

Now let velocities and accelerations of charges be so small that
despite their motion, electrostatic potential energy can be considered
as a sufficiently exact expression of their instantaneous long-range
interaction. The total energy of a system of charged particles is

9 Actually q> (ra ) includes term b = a which tends to infinity for pointlike

charges, 80 that ~ 1£1 dV comprises an infinite proper energy of the charges.

Formula (28.20) gives finite energy only after "renormalization" in which the
infinite proper energy is simply dropped and only the "mutual" energy of the
charges is retained.



2

then W = ~a m2va + U and the motion of each particle is givon

by a classical mechanics equation
d~ au 1m -=-- (28.2 )

a dt ora
Multiplication of both sides of this equation scalarly by ra enables
us to rewrite it in the form

d ( ) 2 auma lit fa -Va -maVa = -fa ora

Summing it over subscript a and substituting expression (28.20)
for U into the right-hand side, we can write the result as 8 Rum
(over a and b for a =1= b) of the terms of the type

(
(J 1 a 1)

qaqb fa ara rab + fb orb fab
. 1

= -qaqb-s- [ra.(ra-rb)+rb·(rb-ra)1 = - q,.qb
rab roh

This gives ~ara~au = -U. This result also follows from Euler's
lIfa

theorem on homogeneous functions. By denoting Q= ~ama (ra • va ) -
id~ lb.

= 2dt £.Jamara, we 0 tain

2K = -U + dQldt

where K is the total kinetic energy. If the particles of which tho
system is composed move almost periodically, then 8veraglnar
(again denoted by angle brackets) over a sufficiently long tlme
interval yields (Q) = 0 and (dQ/dt) = O. The obtained result i"
known as the uirial theorem:

2 (K) = - (U) (28.22)
The derivation of this formula involved only the corollaries of
classical mechanics. Formula (28.22) holds only when (U) < 0,
that is only if attractive forces dominate over repulsive Iorcos.
Further, we obtain for the total energy of a closed system

W = <K) + (U) = - <K)

As the dimensions of the system in space diminish, its potential
energy decreases but its kinetic energy grows (by an amount hall
that of the reduction in U).

28.4. The Larmor theorem. Let us assume, as in Subsection 28.3,
that the effects of retardation and of magnetic fields produced by
the system of charges are negligible, and formulate the problem
as to the external electric field: We assume that it possesses cylindri
cal symmetry. Axis z of the coordinates will be directed along tho
symmetry axis. Charges making up the system are assumed equal
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to ono another. With these assumptions the potential of external
electric field applied to a charge a can be given in the form q> (za, Ta),
where ra == Vx~ + y~. The equation of particle's motion is written
in the form

(28.23)

(28.24)

(28.26)

where

(J) =~ q> (Zb, rb)+ : u
b

and grad , denotes differentiation with respect to coordinates rae

The Larmor theorem which we are to derive indicates how the
motion of such a system of charged particles is transformed by
switching on an external uniform static magnetic field along axis z.

Let functions X a (t), Ya (t), Za (t) describe the solution of the
system of equations (28.23). Denote by r~ (t) the coordinates describ
ing the motion of the particle after, magnetic field is switched on.
Then electric interactions in the presence of a magnetic field will
be determined by function <1>' which can be obtained from formula
(28.24) by substituting r~ for r~, that is <1>' (r~,. ... , rN) =
== (l:> (r~, ... , rN) (here N denotes the number of particles). Equa
tions of motion in the magnetic field take the form

••, , , q ,
mara = -qgrada<D +- Va X B (28.25)

c

Here grad; denotes the differentiation with respect to r~, and v~ ==
== dr~/dt. In our conditions the projection of (28.25) on axis Z has
the same form as the projection of equation (28.23) on the same
axis. The point of main interest is therefore to compare the motion
in plane (x, y) represented by equations (28.23) and (28.25). We
assume the masses of all particles to be identical, that is m.; = mo.
By analogy with the procedure used in Subsection 26.1, we introduce
complex variables: ~a (t) = X a (t) + iYa (t) and ~~ (t) = x~ (t) +
+ iy~ (t). Then x- and y-components of equations (28.25) can be
combined into a single equation

;.~ = __q ({JeD' +. BcD' ) +2" ,~,
~a {J' l ~, i (0L ~amo X a uYa

Here
(OL = - qB/(2moc) (28.27)

This quantity is identical to the frequency introduced in Subsec
tion 26.3 and denoted by the same symbol. It is important that
this frequency is equal to one half of CJ)L which corresponds to the
motion of a charge interacting only-with a static magnetic field.

We shall demonstrate that if the external magnetic field is suf
ficiently weak, the approximate solution of equations (28.26) takes
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(28.28)~~ = ~aeiCl)Lt

that is, in the real form,

x~ = X acos (i)Lt - Yasin O)Lt, Y~ = Xa sin (i)Lt +Yacos (i)Lt

The analyzed motion is therefore a rotation in plane (x, y) with
frequency roLe This statement constitutes the Larmor theorem.

To prove the theorem, we make use of the fact that according
to the assumption made, function <1> depends only on variables fa

and (fa - fb)2. However, the indicated rotation does not change
these quantities. Hence, if new radius vectors are found by (28.28),
we find <1>' (f~, ... , fN) = <I> (rl , ... , rN). On the other hand,
transformation formulas for coordinates X a and Ya yield

( _ lJ_ + i _fJ_) <D' = eiCl)Lt (.!.. + i .!..) <D
iJx' fJy' lJx oy,

Substitute this formula and the expressions obtained from (28.28)
by differentiating with respect to t into equations (28.26). It takes
the form

e-;-e q (8<D +. lJ<D) ,2-;-
':la= -- - £- -(i)L':>a

mo fJxa oYa

Hence, if, as we assume, ba (t) is a solution of (28.23), and the term
proportional to ro'L is negligibly small, then in the approximation
under discussion functions (28.28) indeed represent a solution of
equations (28.26).

In order to evaluate the chosen approximation we shall assume
that tire motion caused by electric forces only is described adequately
as a nearly periodic process with a characteristic frequency roo.
Then solution ba in the absence of external magnetic field will be
approximately proportional to exp (iroot), and the assumption on

the smallness of COL can be written as I COL I = I::oc I~ coo·
If, for example, the characteristic frequency COo is assumed to be
of the order of optical vibrations frequency, and the value of ratio
qlm.; is chosen equal to that for the electron, we find that the Larmor
theorem is applicable" at very large values of field B (up to hundreds
of millions of gausses). As for the process of switching-on the magnet
ic field if it was absent before, this aspect needs a special analysis
since a variable magnetic field generates a vorticity electric field E

for 'which curl E = - -!. fJ~B • Consequently, the Larmor theorem
C ut

must naturally be regarded as a statement referring to a comparison
of two different systems of charges one of which is permanently
in a magnetic field and another is permanently free of it.
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By using again the calculations similar to those carried out in
Subsection 26.1, we easily find from (28.28) that the Larmor theorem
can also be formulated as follows: if velocities of charged particles
prior to switching-on of magnetic field were v:, then after switching
the field on, the velocities become Va = V: + (m£ X ra ) , where

m£ = 0)£ B, = - 2--!l.- B. The arguments already used in Subsec-
moc

tion 26.1 also show that the system of charges possesses an equiva-
lent magnetic moment

II= ~ ~ s« (FaX Va) (28.29)
a

This magnetic moment includes a contribution induced by external
field; this contribution is given by the formula

II (8) = ~ ~ qa(FaX (Oli. X Fa»

The observed value of this magnetic moment can be obtained by
resorting to averaging over time. If we assume that all qa = q,
then the mean value of magnetic moment in the direction of magnet
ic field, that is along axis .I, is

(B» qCl>£ ~ 2 I qlB ~ I 2)
(fJ.z = 2C LJ (ra -Za) = - 4moc' .LJ {Xa +Ya
. a a

If the distribution of charges is spherically symmetric and the
orbits of the charges can be assumed quasistationary, then {z:> =
= (y~) = 1/3 (r:), whence

qlB ~
(f.1z (B» = - 6moc LJ (r~)

a

Coefficient of B is called the diamagnetic susceptibility of a system
of charges. Under the same assumptions the mean values of the
components of the induced magnetic moment, which are orthogonal
to the field, vanish.

Another important conclusion obtained in Subsection 26.1 for
a free charged particle in a magnetic field also has here its analogue.
Namely, assuming again that the system consists of identical parti
cles, we can write the angular momentum of this system in the form
M = mo~ r a X Va. A comparison with magnetic moment (28.29)

G

yields
!lIM = q/(2moc) (28.31)

Thus, we again find that the ratio of magnetic moment of the system
to its mechanical angular momentum is a universal constant.



CHAPTER 7

CONTINUOUS MEDIA
IN ELECTRIC FIELD

§ 29. Introduction to electrodynamics
of continuous media

29.1. We have mentioned at the beginning of the book (see § 1)
that two approaches to the theory of electromagnetic phenomena
must be distinguished, although these approaches are connected
inseparably and cannot exist independently. One of them can be
called the macroscopic electrodynamics. This approach was given
its final form in the second half of the 19th century and is embodied
in the Maxwell equations which describe electromagnetic properties
of material media and treat electromagnetic field as a material
medium of special kind. It can be said that Faraday's and Maxwell's
studies resulted in a definition of what must be called electromag
netic phenomena from the macroscopic viewpoint. This definition
agrees with all requirements of macroscopic physics, in particular
with all experimental results, and is independent of the detailed
theory of atomic properties of the matter. The other approach con
sists in explaining macroscopic properties of material media (and,
in particular, of electromagnetic field itself) in terms of the con
cepts of their atomic structure and electromagnetic properties of
molecules, atoms, electrons, and nuclei. This microscopic theory
of electromagnetism was first developed by Lorentz at the turn of
the 19th century and ever since is being developed and elaborated
as our knowledge on the particles and their interactions is enriched.
The modern microscopic theory must be based on quantum physics,
and the explanation of macroscopic properties of materials must
operate with quantum statistics.

Macroscopic quantities involved in the Maxwell equations are
often obtained in the following manner. First one considers a classical
system of charges and currents in vacuo and chooses it as a model
of the distribution of microscopic field sources. Fields generated by
these sources are also called microscopic. Then one assumes that
measurements carried out by a macroscopic observer correspond
to the .mean values of these microscopic quantities. Averaging must
be performed both over spatial coordinates and over time. The very
idea of this averaging is absolutely reasonable; more than that,
it is unavoidable in any attempt to substantiate the relationship
between directly observed quantities and the theory of structure
of the material. However, one should then keep to the modern theory

15-2456
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and not to classical physics. In addition, the averaging operation
must be based on a sufficiently consistent applications of the methods
of the probability theory. The derivation of macroscopic Maxwell
equations for material media, as given usually in textbooks on
classical electrodynamics, does not satisfy these requirements. For
this reason we restrict further presentation to the phenomenological
aspect of electrodynamics of material media and do not attempt to
substantiate it with the methods of classical physics. One must
emphasize, to avoid misunderstandings, that it would be wrong
to say that application of the abovementioned classical model in
modern physics is always meaningless. However, the limits of its
applicability must always be determined with respect to specific
problems and not to the "electrodynamics in general". The reader will
find a detailed presentation of the classical method of averaging in,
for example, Classical Electrodynamics by J. D. Jackson, 2nd edition,
Wiley, New York, 1975.

29.2. Let us itemize the fundamental relations which we have
formulated in Chapter 1 and which must always be kept in mind
by a reader beginning his study of nonrelativistic electrodynamics
of continuous media. First of all, these are, of course, the Maxwell
equations which take the form of (M.1)-(M.4) and permit the use
of either the SI system or the Gaussian system of units. These equa
tions must be supplemented by the definitions of electric polarization
(1.11) and magnetization (1.17). As we have shown in § 1, with these
definitions the system of the Maxwell equations can also be written
in the form of (M.1'), (M.2), (M.3), and (M.4'). This form of equations
will be used in this and subsequent chapters.

When interaction of charges and propagation of radiation in
vacuo was analyzed in Chapters 4-6, it was most convenient to use
the Gaussian system of units in which electric constant 80 and mag
netic constant flo are dimensionless and assumed equal to unity.
On the opposite, properties of material media manifest themselves
more clearly if the SI system is used. The difference in dimensions
of field strengths and inductions in this system of units reflects
a difference in physical meanings of these quantities; this aspect
is not significant in the case of vacuum but remains not taken into
account by the Gaussian system of units in the case of material
media, that is precisely when it must constantly be kept in mind.
We have shown in § 1 that in the case of the SI system, coefficient a
in the Maxwell equations must be considered dimensionless and
assumed equal to unity. Quantities 80 and flo acquire dimensions,
with their numerical values related via (1.25) in which c is the
velocity of light in vacuo; for all practical purposes c can be set
equal to 3 X 108 m/s. In SI the quantity of charge is measured in
units independent of the fundamental units of mechanics. This unit
of charge is called coulomb.
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We shall not dwell on how to determine the units of basic electric
and magnetic quantities and on the relations between these units
in various systems. We shall only determine the numerical values
of coefficients 80 and 110 in SI since these coefficients are encountered
in many formulas of further sections. Clearly, if the value of one
of them is known, the other is found via (1.25). We shall start with
determining magnetic permeability flo. For this purpose we shall
use equation (12.10) expressing the force of interaction between
currents, and take into account that the fundamental unit in SI is
a unit of current intensity, namely, ampere (cf. § 1). For our purposes
we set in this equation ex = 1 and 11 = flo. If mechanical quantities
(force and distance) in (12.10) are measured in CGS units and we set
J!o = 4n (still for ex = 1), then the current intensity unit can be
expressed in terms of the units of mechanics. In this case its dimen
sion is Ml/2Ll/2T-l; it is known as the electromagnetic unit of current
(CGSM unit). In SI 1 A is practically equal to 0.1 CGSM unit and,
as we have mentioned above, is chosen as a fundamental unit of
the system along with mechanical units. In the CGS system 1 dyne =
== 1 (CGSl\1 unit)", To pass from SI units to CGS units, one has to
express a unit force in CGS, 1 dyne, via a unit force of SI, 1 newton,
use the abovementioned relation between CGSM units and SI am
pere, and take into account coefficient 110/431 in (12.10). By using
also the definition 1 A = 1 Cis, we obtain 10-6 N = 10-5 kg·m/s2=
= flo /431 X 102 C2/S2, whence

110=431.10- 7 kg·m/C2~ 12.57 X 10-7 kg.m/C2

Note that in the SI system a unit equal to 1 kg·m2/C2 is called
1 henry (H). Thus, magnetic permeability is measured in HIm.

Relation (1.25) yields

Eo ~ 8.854 X 10-12 C2. s2/kg·m3

A unit 1 C2s2/k g · m 2 in SI is called 1 farad (F), that is dielectric
permitt.ivity is measured in F/m. 1

If the medium is linear, that is relations (1.27) are valid, it is
often convenient to characterize the properties of the medium by
dimensionless relative permittivities 8' == 8/80 and fJ.' === fJ./Ilo.
According to (1.28') 8' and fJ.' are related, for constant 8 and Ilt
by the following formula:

VE'J-t' = clu

Here v is the velocity of propagation of electromagnetic waves
in the medium.

1 Farad is the unit of capacitance (cf. § 30) and henry is the unit of inductance
(§ 33).

15*
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§ 3D. Ideal condudors in eledrostaflc field

30. t. We have shown in § 1 on the basis of the continuity equation
for electric charge (1.31) that all material media can be classified
into conductors and dielectrics. Although approximate, this classi
fication is in many cases sufficiently well pronounced. Free transfer
of electric charge within the volume of conductors can be regarded
8S their fundamental property. As a result (this has been mentioned
in § 1), static electric field produces in a conductor a state with
p = 0 and E = 0 inside the material. If a conductor occupies
a bounded volume and is surrounded with a dielectric medium,
a distribution of charge with surface density Acan exist on its surface.
In the present section we shall consider, as a rule, the properties
of a system of N such bounded conductors. In addition, we assume
that the dielectric into which these conductors are imbedded is
unbounded (infinite), uniform, and isotropic, that is a relation of
the type (1.27) holds, with 8 = const. We also assume that there
is no space charge in this dielectric, so that div D = 0 at each
point within the dielectric. In practically important cases this
condition is almost always satisfied, and so it somewhat simplifies
the derivation of the results we are to obtain below.

Consider an electrostatic field in an immediate vicinity of sur
face (J of the conductor. We choose boundary conditions in the
form of (4.11) and of the first of equations (4.14). Let medium I be
a conductor, and medium II-a dielectric contiguous to its surface.
It has been mentioned already that in this case E1 = 0 and D1 = O.
By making use of formula (11.2) which expresses electrostatic field E
in terms of potential cp, we obtain from (4.11) (subscript II is drop-
ped): ·

:~la=O' i ,e, cp(r)la=const (30.1)

In other words, the conductor surface is an equipotential surface of
electrostatic field. The lines of force of this field are orthogonal to
this surface at each point.

On the other hand, as follows from the boundary condition (4.14),

~I =-~an a 8

whence

q = - 8 ~ :: da = ~ o; do
a a

(30.2)

where q is the total charge on the surface of the conductor.P

I The direction of normal from conductor to dielectric is chosen as positive.
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Fig. 31

The equations derived above are fundamental for electrostatics
of conductors and serve to obtain a number of necessary relations.

Denote by at the surface of the ith conductor (i· 1, 2, ... , N)
and by a a closed surface drawn to enclose all the N charges (Fig. 31).
Now choose two different distributions of surface charges on con
ductors at such that in one case this distribution is represented hy
functions Ai (r), and in the other by
Ai (r). We assume that neither the
shape nor the arrangement of the con
ductors change with time. In the first
case the charges produce in the space
around the conductors an electric field
with potential <p (r), and in the sec
ond-a field with a different poten
tial <p' (r), We shall make use of
Green's formula (B.28) applying it to
volume V external with respect to the
conductors and enclosed within sur
face a, and assuming 1J' = <p'. Then
L\<p = L\<p' = 0, so that the left-hand
side of Green's formula vanishes, and
the surface integral in the right-hand side is equal to tho
sum of integrals over all surfaces of the conductors and over
surface a. As for this last surface, the corresponding surface integral
tends to zero as the surface recedes to infinity (the integrand il
proportional to r-3) ; after this limiting transition is performod,
Green's formula yields the relation

N N
~ ~ 8q>' ~ ~ , 8q>
.LJ ~ <p ---an da, = LJ 'Y <P an do i
i=l (It i=lo t

But we have seen above that in any electrostatic field <Plat = q>"
<p'lii = <pi, where <pi and <Pi are constant on the surface of the tth
conductor. Factoring these constants out of the integral, we obtain
in each term of the sum expressions of the type of (30.2) for the
total charge qi on the surface of the corresponding conductor. Thus,

N N

~ q,<pi = ~ qi<pt (30.3)
i=l i=l

This formula is called the Green reciprocity relation. It is a very
important relation for resolving a number of practical problems
of electrostatics; this will be demonstrated with several simplest
examples.

Consider a particular case of Green's formula (30.3) in which
N = 2, ql = q~ = q, and q~ = q2 = O. The formula yields <p~ = <PI.
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In other words, potential of noncharged conductor 1 produced by
placing charge q on the surface of conductor 2 will be the same as
that produced on noncharged conductor 2 by placing charge q on
the surface of conductor 1.

Add a sum ~f=l qi<Pi to both parts of (30.3). This gives
N N

~ qi (<Pi + <pi) = ~ (qi +qi) fPi
i=l i=l

This relation means that if charges qi correspond to potentials CPi,
and charges qi to potentials <pi, then charges qi + qi produce poten
tials <Pi + <pi. This is a statement of the principle of superposition,
that is of the linear dependence of potentials on charges producing
them.

Assume now that only one of the charges is varied in formula (30.3),
so that qk = qk + fJqk and qi = qi for i =1= k. Denote fJ<Pi == cpi - <Pi
(i = 1, 2, ... , N). Substitution of these notations into (30.3)
turns it to the form

N

CPk = ~ s,dqi
i=l

(30.4)

where we have defined Ski == fJfPi1fJqk. Quantities Ski are called the
potential coefficients. As follows from (30'.4), the value of Ski equals
the potential which is produced on the kth conductor when a unit
charge is placed on the ith conductor, with no charges on all other
conductors. The conclusion drawn from the Green reciprocity rela
tion for the above case of two conductors shows that Ski = Sik.
It can be proved that this symmetry follows directly from (30.3)
if this equation is rewritten in the form ~iqifJfPi = ~i fJqiCPi. Coef
ficients Sth are. always positive, since positive charge placed on
a conductor increases the potentials of the other conductors.

The system of equations (30.4) can be resolved with respect to
charges qh:

N

qk = ~ CkiCPi
i=l

(30.5)

Here Chi are elements of the matrix inverse with respect to the
matrix composed of the potential coefficients. Coefficients Chi are
called the capacitance coefficients of the conductors involved. Note
that Chi . Cik. Diagonal elements Chit are called proper capacitances
(or simply capacitances), and elements Cih for i =1= k, mutual ca
pacitances (or induction coefficients).

When two conductors are connected and thus have a common
surface (by direct contact or through a conducting wire), a new
value of potential, common for both conductors, sets up. A concept
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(30.7)

(30.9)

of considerable importance is that of grounding, that is connecting
8 conductor to the earth whose potential is assumed as the zero
reference point. Owing to the tremendously large capacitance of the
Earth, the potential of a grounded conductor is also practically
zero. Using this concept, one can say that capacitance Ckk is equal
to the ratio of the charge to the potential on the kth conductor
when all other conductors are grounded.

30.2. We shall calculate now the energy of electrostatic field
produced by surface charges on the conductors. We shall use formu
las of § 3, and in particular, that for energy "density (3.5). Relations
(B.142) and (11.2) yield

2W = JD·EdV = - J(Dvgrad q» dV
v v

= - Jdiv (q>D) dV + Jq> div D dV (30.6)
v v

Here volume V is defined exactly as in the case of formula (30.3)
(Fig. 31). We can assume that integration covers the whole region
within surface a since inside the conductors the integrand vanishes,
Let us apply the Gauss theorem to the first term in (30.6):

N

Jdiv (q>D) dV = ~ q>Dn dO' - ~ ~ q>Dn i da,
v 0 i=10,

The integral over the outer surface a vanishes as the surface recedes
to infinity. In the remaining integrals <P = <Pi = const on the
surface of each of the conductors and, by virtue of the boundary
condition, D n . = Ai (note that in accordance with the choice made

1-

in writing the Gauss theorem, the positive direction of the normal
is the one going outward with respect to the range of integration',
that is reversed compared with the choice for boundary conditions).
Assuming (as an exception) that the dielectric contains space charge,
so that div D = p, we obtain

N

W = ~ ~ q,q>, + ~ Jpq> dV (30.8)
i=1 v

If we again set p = 0, we find from (30.4) and (30.5) that the energy
of a system of charged conductors can also be written as a bilinear
form of charges and potentials:

N N

W = ~ ~ B,,.q,q,.=~ ~ c,,.q>,q>,.
i. k=1 it k=1
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Energy in (30.8) takes the form typical for long-range interaction
between charges located on conductors. In the case of a static field.
that is with retardation being unimportant, the field itself is found
to be eliminated froin the expression describing interaction. Noto
also a formal analogy of the first term in (30.8) and relation (28.20)
for the energy of interaction between pointlike charges. However,
in this last case the energy of the charge acting on itself is infinito
and has to be dropped, while in (30.8) the self-action, finite in this
case, is also taken into account for each conductor.

Now let us prove the Thompson theorem: the surface distribution
of charges on conductors is such that the energy of the field this
distribution produces is minimal. This minimization holds with
respect to such virtual variations of surface charge density which
conserve total charges on the surface of each conductor.

Let D denote .the induction field which is produced actually
in the dielectric filling up the space around the conductors, and let D'
denote the field resulting from variation of surface distributions.
By using (30.2), we can write the conditions to which this variation
is subjected in the form

~ (D~,-Dn,) dUI =0 (i = 1, 2, ... , N) (30.10)
(Jt

As D = eE and D' = eE", we obtain the following identical trans
formation for the energy difference:

2 (W' - W) = J(E' .D' -E.D) dV

= J(E' - E) · (D' - D) dV - 2 JE·D dV +JE·D' dV+ JE' ·D dV

= J(E' -E).(D' -D) dV +2 JE.(D' -D) dV (30.11)

The last term can be analyzed in the same way as in calculating
energy. Namely, we substitute E = -grad cp, apply formula (B.14 t ) ,

and then the Gauss theorem. As before, the integral over the outer
surface (J can be considered vanishing, so that

N

JE· (D' - D) dV = ~ ~ «P (D~, -Dn l) dUI
i=l (1,

N

= ~ «Pi ~ (D~, - Dn,) dOl = 0
i=1

Hence,

for E':I= E.

W'-w= ~ J(E'-E)2dV> 0 (30.12)
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'l'he solution of the electrostatics problem with fixed boundary
conditions is unique (see §§ 4 and 11). The Thompson theorem must
Itu interpreted, therefore, as expressing the extremal character of
this solution with respect to the considered lariations of sources.

It can readily be shown that both potential <p and its derivatives
much minimum or maximum only on the surface of the conductors.
Indeed, let us assume the opposite, that is, let potential q> have
II minimum at some point inside the dielectric surrounding the
conductors (the arguments to follow are transformed trivially to
the case of a maximum). This is realized if all three partial deriva
tives 82q>/OX2 , 82cp/8y2, O'Jcp/OZ2 are positive at this point. But this
contradicts the assumption that in the dielectric L\<p = 0 (the
Laplace equation). Hence, a pointlike charge cannot be in stable
equilibrium at any point of the electrostatic field, unless it is sub
[ected to forces of non-electric origin. This statement is a particular
case of the Earnshaw theorem.

In analogy to the Thompson theorem, it can be proved that intro
duction of a noncharged conductor into the field of a given system
of charged conductors diminishes the total energy of this field.
Denote by 00 the surface of the noncharged conductor, and by Vo
the volume within this surface. As above, let V be the volume outer
with respect to N charged conductors located· within surface <J.

If we introduce into the same surface an additional, noncharged,
conductor, the volume outside them will be VI = V - Yo. The
difference between the energy of the field before the introduction
of the noncharged conductor, W, and energy after its introduction,
W', is

2(W-W')= JE·DdV- I E'·D'dV
v VI

= I E·DdV+J(E.D-E' .D') dV (30.13)
Vo VI

The second term is transformed as in (30.11). It is equal again
to (30.12) where integration must be carried out over volume VI
since the total charge on each of the charged conductors remains
unaltered. But the first term in (30.13) is also non-negative. Hence,
W > W', which was to be proved.

The energy of the field that finally sets up must, by virtue of the
Thompson theorem, be minimal; hence, a noncharged conductor
is as if pulled into the region occupied by charged conductors. The
forces applied to this conductor appear because the field surrounding
it causes its polarization: positive and negative charges are so
redistributed on its surface that, remaining neutral on the whole,
the conductor behaves as a system of dipoles. An excess of positive
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charge is accumulated at some points of its surface, and an excess
of negative charge-at other points.

Assume now that a noncharged conductor is so far away from the
charges that field E il!-ey produce in the neighbourhood of the con
ductor can be regarded as uniform. As a result of charge separation
on the surface of this conductor, it can be replaced by an equivalent
dipole with dipole momentum p. Potential energy of dipole, U,
is given by formula (11.21). Let us assume that dipole moment p
is a linear function of field strength E, namely Pi = VaikEk.3 Here V
is the volume of the conductor, and coefficients aik form the so-called
polarizability tensor." This gives

. kU = (-1/2) Vaik E'tE (30.14)

In order to derive this formula, we have to calculate the energy
expended to form the dipole moment when the conductor was moved

into the field. Indeed, dU = -p dE and U = - Valk J: E i dE\

so that by the symmetry of tensor aik we immediately obtain (30.14).
30.3. The general formula determining the forces acting on the

surface of the conductor is (3.18), with the Maxwell stress tensor
taken in the form of (3.9). We must take into account that field
strength at the conductor surface has only a normal component.
Hence, E = ±En, and the surface density of forces is

(e) II. 1:1. eE2 i eE2 im.=T·kn =eE·Ekn - --n =--nTl t l 2 2 (30.15)

Here the positive normal is directed from the conductor into the
surrounding dielectric. We see that forces (30.15) are tensile, that
is they tend to increase the volume of the conductor to whose surface

they are applied. The total force is given by the integral J(1/2) eEzn do.

The effect of the change of a body volume (in the present. case, of
a conductor) in an electric field is known as electrostriction; we shall
return to its analysis in the next section.

Calculation of forces acting on conductors is sometimes simplified
by using the property of minimization of energy given by (30.9),
and by equating the work done by the forces to the variation of
energy under virtual displacements of the conductors; this approach
is typical for mechanics. Assume that the arrangement of conductors
can be determined by fixing a certain number of generalized coordi
nates Sa corresponding to the available mechanical degrees of free-

3 Earlier we used Greek letters to indicate the components of 3-dimensional
tensors. Here and in subsequent chapters we operate only with such tensors,
and Latin letters will be more convenient.

4 Polarizability tensor depends on the shape of the conductor. The tensor
is symmetric; see, for example, books cited on p. 250.
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dome Two types of virtual displacements of the system, correspond
ing to the two forms of representing energy given in (30.9), are
of interest: displacements with conserved charge on each conductor,
and displacements with conserved potential of the conductor surface.
Denote the generalized force corresponding to virtual variation of
coordinate 6a by F a. If the first of the indicated conditions holds,
we obtain for the work done by the forces

BA = - (BW)all qt=const = - ~ ( :~ ) qt B~a;
a

On the other hand, we have the usual relation llA = ~Fa«s~a.

a
Comparing these two expressions and using the first of equations (30.9),
we obtain

(30.16)

If the conductors are now displaced so that their charges are
unchanged, their potentials cannot be conserved. Consequently,
constancy of potentials under a virtual displacement requires, in
contrast to the assumptions used to obtain the preceding formula,
that the charges on each of the conductors be changed. Imagine
that in the process of displacement the conductors are connected
to some charge "reservoir" which can supply needed charge or serve
as a sink for surplus charge. Additional work «SA', which will have
to be included into the net balance of energy, will be done to transfer
these compensating charges between conductors, so that 6A =
= 6A' - 6W. If we demand that potentials be constant, it follows
from (30.5) that

dqi = ~ <Ph dCih = ~ <Ph ~ ~~: d~a;
k k a

Let the charge reservoir have potential CPo = O. Then the work
done to transfer charge dq, from the reservoir to the ith conductor
(in electrostatic field this work is independent of the path) is found
from

(J)i

Ai= -(dqt) JE·ds=(dqt) Jd<p = <pddqt)
(J)O

The minus sign is chosen because we calculate work against the
forces of the field produced by the sources. Hence, the total work
on charging the conductors in the course of virtual displacement
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is equal, under the condition of constancy of potentials, to
N N

6A' = ~ <Pi dqi = ~ <P1<Pk ~ ~~: dSa
i=l it k=1 a.

As we see from the second relation in (30.9),
N

'" iJCik _ 2 ( iJW )
. LJ q>i<J>k 8~a. - o;a, all fPi=const
t, k=1

Therefore.

BA= «SA' - BW = ~ ( OW) d~a.O;a, q> I
a.

that is

(30.17)

Note that if work BA' were ignored, the expression for F ~ would
have an opposite sign.

§ 31. Dielectrics in eledrostatlc field.
Isotropic dieledrics

31.1. We have shown in the preceding section that the inner
volume of ideal conductors placed in an electrostatic field contains
neither charges nor fields. In contrast to this, electrostatic field
pervades the whole volume of the dielectric and, therefore, can
affect its structure. For example, even if material particles, of
which a dielectric is composed, remain neutral, electric field may
induce a dipole electric moment in each of them. This is manifested
as polarization of the medium, and one has to distinguish between
electric induction and electric field strength (this has already been
pointed out in § 1).

A simple experiment (in fact, it was first conducted by Faraday)
is very instructive and clarifies the meaning of the concepts of
induction and polarization. Take two conductors with surface
charges of opposite signs. Let us specify them to be metal plates
parallel to each other (a plane capacitor). If the plates are in vacuo,
the charges will produce in the capacitor a field .Eo which, directly
at the plate surface, is given the boundary condition (4.14): Eon =
= 'A/eo, in complete analogy to the general case analyzed at the
beginning of § 30. If potential of one of the planes is <J>~, and that
of the other is cp: > cp~, then it is easy to find from Eo = -grad <p
that Eo = (<p: - <p~)/d, where d is the spacing between the plates.
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Now we insert into the gap between the plates a layer of a dielectric.
The experiment shows that the potentials of the plates will thereby
be changed, as well as the electric field strength in the capacitor.
This occurs because an additional internal electric field is produced
in the dielectric. The new field strength is found from the condition
E = -grad cp, where <p is the new potential. In a particular case
of a uniform and isotropic dielectric, E = (CP2 - CPl)/d. This is
the force acting on a unit electric charge if this probe charge were
inserted into the dielectric. Field strength E does not satisfy the
condition En = "A/eo but one can find vector P depending on the
structure of the dielectric and such that En == ("A - Pn)/eo. Term
P; appears because surface "bound" charges, screening "true" charges
on the capacitor plates, appear on the boundary surfaces of the
dielectric layer.

Assume now that capacitor plates are connected to a source of
electric charges (electric cell) which maintains on the plates the
same potential difference both with the dielectric in the interplate
gap and in the absence of such a layer. In this case the electric field
strength inside the capacitor remains constant, E == Eo, but the
quantity of charge on the capacitor plates is changed by the intro
duction of the dielectric; the charge density changes from "A to 'A'.
This change is governed by the following relation:

Eon = _1 ('A' - P~) = ~
80 80

We have taken into account all such effects when we formulated
the Maxwell equations for the electric induction vector (see § 1).

Let us undertake a general investigation of equation (M.t). Substi
tution of E == -grad <p transforms (M.t) to

~CP=_--!-(P+P') (31.1)
eo

where p' = -div P is a quantity sometimes called the bulk density
of bound charges. The term (PI - PII). n in (4.13) can be called
the surface density of bound charges at the interface between two
dielectrics. The solution of the Poisson equation (31.1), taking
into account a potential which can be produced by bound charges
appearing at the interface between different media, can be written
immediately by analogy to formulas (11.4) and (11.10):

(r) = _1_ J p-div' P dV' + _1_ J A+(pI._pII).n do' (31.2)
cp 4n80 R 4n80 R

Here, as usual, R == I r - r' I, and differentiation with respect
to source coordinates is marked by primes. Apply now formula
(B.142) to the first term:

i div'P=div (~ )-(grad' i .p)
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and then make use of the Gauss theorem. This yields

N

Jdiv' ( ~ ) dV' = ~ ~n do' + ~ ~ ~n doi
a i=l at

The first of the above integrals covers a sufficiently removed closed
surface which encloses the volume of interest here. If the volume

occupied by the dielectric is bounded,
then this surface can always be drawn
in such a manner that polarization be
zero at each point of this surface. As for
the second term, that is the sum over
boundary surfaces making interfaces
between dielectrics with different pro
perties and over the outer boundary of
the dielectric, we must take into ac
count that each boundary enters the
sum twice (Fig. 32), with oppositely
directed .normals (for example, in inte
grating "on the side of volume VI" and
"on the side of volume V 2" ) . Each time

Fig. 32 the outward normal is assumed to be
positive. By substituting this result into

(31.2) and taking into account that in (31.2) the positive direc
tion of the normal follows from the boundary conditions (4.13),
we find that surface integrals containing Pn cancel out. If we addi
tionally assume A = 0, the formula for cp (r) takes the form

cp (r) = _1_ JL dV' +_1_ J(P.grad'....!-) dV'
4~eo R 4'1:80 R

(31.3)

A comparison with formula (11.17) shows that the second term
appears as a potential produced by a spatial distribution of dipoles

with electric moment density P (recall that grad' i = -grad ~).
Creation of a spatial dipole moment in a dielectric requires an

expenditure of energy. The corresponding calculation must take
account of thermodynamical conditions in the dielectric medium.
The energy necessary to produce a specific polarization depends
on these thermodynamic conditions.

31.2. An analysis of energy conservation, conducted in § 3 directly
on the basis of the Maxwell equations in their general form, has
shown that regardless of the structure of the material (i.e. with no
specific assumptions on the relation between D and E) the change
in the field energy in the medium is given by E· dD. Consequently,
with the effect of field on the medium taken into account, we must
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formulate the first law of thermodynamics as

dU=dQ+~dx+E·dD (31.4)

where all the quantities are referred to a unit of volume, U is the
internal energy, dQ is the quantity of heat, x is the mass density,
and ~ is the chemical potential. Symbol d is used to emphasize the
basic fact of thermodynamics, namely, that the quantity of heat
is not the total differential but depends on the sort, of the process
affecting the state of the medium. According to the second law of
thermodynamics,

dQ=TdS (31.5)

where T is temperature, and 8 is entropy which, along with internal
energy U, is a function of state, that is a single-valued function
of the parameters required to define the state. Here we choose for
such parameters x and D, and consider reversible (quasistatic)
processes.

Free energy, that is a function of state defined as

F = U - T8 (31.6)

will play an important role in further discussion. From (31.6) it
follows that

dF = -8 dT + ~ dx + E·dD

Hence, the electric field strength is

E = (.!!!-) - (.!.!...)aD 8, x - oD T. x

We shall also use a thermodynamic function

F=F-E.D
such that

dF= -8 dT+~dx-D.dE

and therefore induction is written as

(31.7)

(31.8)

(31.9)

(31.10)

(31.11)( aF )D-- _.
- aE T. x

Let us show that ~ (eE2), that is relation (3.5) for the energy
density in an isotropic dielectric, is directly connected to the thermo
dynamic free energy of the dielectric. We shall not need to assume
that the dielectric is homogeneous, so that 8 may be a function of
coordinates. Experimental data show that dielectric permittivity
may depend on the density and temperature: e = 8 (x, T). Let
us assume for the moment that density x is constant. Then dD =

= 8 dE +E :~. dT, so that with (31.5) taken into account, equa-
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tion (31.4) is transformed to

dU - T dS + --!-d (E2) + E2~ dT- 2 aT (31.12)

The state of the medium is conveniently described by T and E2.
Both U and S are functions of state, and we can write

dU = :~ dT + {}~~1I) d (E2), dS = :~ dT + {} ~:1I) d (E2) (31.13)

By substituting these last formulas into (31.12) and comparing
coefficients of dT and d (E2), we obtain

:~ = -} ( ~~ - E2 :~ ), {} till) = i- ({} ~~1I) - +) (31.14)

But since dS is a total differential, the second derivatives of func
tions S are insensitive to the order in which the derivatives of S
are taken. The same is true for U. Taking this into account and
calculating

OIS {)2S
era(E2) = 8 (E2) er

in a complete form by using (31.14), we find the equation

au 1 ( oe )
o(E") ="2 e+TifF (31.15)

Substitution of (31.15) into the second of relations (31.14) yields

(31.16)

Now it follows from (31.15) and (31.16) that

E" ( oe ) E" oeU=Uo(T)+T e+T aT ,S=So(T)+TaT (31.17)

Here Uo and So are independent of electric parameters e and ES.
By using (31.17), we rewrite free energy (31.16) in the form

F=Fo(T)+(1/2)eE2 (31.18)

Thus, we conclude that relation (3.5) gives one term in the expres
sion for the free energy; as we know from thermodynamics, an
increment of the free energy equals the maximum mechanical work
which could be done. on the system in an isothermal process. And
the term F0 = (J 0 - TSo is equal to the free energy of the medium
in the absence of electric field.

It must be remarked that in the general case two facts are respon
sible for polarization of isotropic dielectrics. In some dielectrics
molecules possess dipole moments even when external field is absent.
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(31.19)

The directions of these moments are spread randomly (dipole dielec
trics). In a certain degree the external field orders molecular dipole
moments thus producing a macroscopic polarization effect. In
other media an external field polarizes the zero-dipole moment
molecules and with them the dielectric as a whole. In many dipole
dielectrics (gaseous and liquid) the following formula gives 8 as
a function of temperature:

+ const
8=eo -T-

The first formula in (31.17) shows that the field produces the
change in energy equal to (1/2) 8 0E2, that is the temperature-depen
dent term in (31.19) makes no contribution to the energy."

Formula (31.17) also shows that entropy increases with E if
Be/aT> 0 and diminishes if ae/aT < O. The latter case signifies
that electric field increases ordering of the medium; this is the case,
in particular, when (31.19) holds. The former case, realized in some
solids, is characterized by certain ordering of molecular dipoles
even when no external field is applied. An external field rotates
these dipoles and may perturb the initial ordering.

As we found from (31.5) and (31.17), the heat absorbed in a unit
volume when the field is switched on is given by

T dedQ=TdS=E.dD.--
e dT

Thus, if formula (31.19) is valid, then dQ < 0 if dD > 0, that is,
heat is released when the field is applied and is absorbed when this
field is removed.

31.3. Now we shall calculate the energy of a dielectric solid in
an external field. Assume that field E1 is produced in a dielectric
medium with permittivity 81' and we introduce into this medium
a "foreign" dielectric with permittivity e2. 6 Sources of field E1
will be considered time-independent. The process of introduction
of a foreign body will be assumed isothermal. The electrostatic
energy before this process is initiated is

W 1=+JE1oD1dV

where integration covers the entire space. After the body is inserted,
new field E sets up. Consider a sufficiently large part of the space
bounded by surface (J enclosing the introduced dielectric (Fig. 33).
The volume of this dielectric will be denoted by V 2' and the rest

Ii Indeed, the components of 8 depending on T cancel out when (31.19) is
substituted into (31.17). _

• To be precise, a certain volume of the dielectric with permittivity 81
is replaced with a dielectric with permittivity 82.

16-2456
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of the volume inside a filled with the original dielectric, by VII
What we want to know is the difference between field energies in
the new and old states:

f J 1LlW=- E·DdV--2 2
Vl+V,

(31.20)

(31.21)

2L\W = JE.(D-Dt} dV +
+ J(E-Et}·DtdV

which must be equal to the work done in the isothermal process of
the introduction of the dielectric into the field; hence, it is equal
to the potential energy of this body. Assume that neither space

charges nor surface charges at the in
terfaces between two dielectrics are
present. An identity transformation
enables us to rewrite (31.20) in the
form

Fig. 33 As in a number of already familiar
cases, we transform' the first term

by substituting E = -grad rp and using formula (B.142) and
the Gauss theorem. Recalling that div D = div D1 = 0, we obtain

J E.(D-Dt) dV = - J div [lp (D-Dt)] dV
Vl+V, Vl+V 2

If o' denotes 'the interface between two dielectrics, we have

J div [lp (D-Dt)] dV = Jdiv [lp (D-Dt)] dV
Vl+VI VI

+Jdiv [lp (D-Dt )] dV = ~ lp (Dn - D t n ) do
VI a

+ ~ lp (D~ - DIn) do' - ~ lp (D~I - DI~) do'
a' a'

Assuming that the first of the above integrals on the right vanishes
as surface (J recedes to infinity, and performing this limiting transi
tion, we transform the right-hand side of the above formula to

~ lp (D~ - D~I) do' - ~ lp (DIn - DI~) do' = 0
at a'
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(31.22)

which is valid in the chosen case of no surface charges. Indeed,
according to (4.9), here D~ = DA1 and DIn = DtJ·

Now we take up the second term in (31.21). As D = clE in volume
VI and D1 = c1E1 , we can write

) (E-Et)·Dt dV= ) (D-Dt)·EtdV
Vt Vl

It can be shown, in complete analogy to the preceding paragraph,
that

J (D-Dt)·EtdV=) Et·(D-Dt)dV+) Et·(D-Dt)dV=O
Vl+V2 VI V2

whence

2AW= J (E-Et)·DtdV=) (E-Et)·D1dV

Vl+V2 V2

- JEt,(D-Dt)dV= ) (E.Ds-Et·D) dV
V2 V2

Or, since D = C2E in volume V2 , and' D1 = CI E)

AW=+ J(€t-€2)E·Et d V
V2

If 81 = co, that is the dielec tric is inserted into vacuUlTI, and if we
take into account that P == D - 8 0 E == (8 2 - co) E formula (31.22)
changes to

(31.23)

As follows from (31.22), if dielectric permittivity in the dielectric
field volume undergoes an infinitesimal increment, so that 82 =
= B1 + Be, where ~e > 0, and obviously E ~ E1 to within infini
tesimal corrections, then

AW= -+ J(~€)E2dV (31:..24)

that is, the total energy of the field decreases. More intricate thermo
dynamic arguments which we omit here show that 8 > eo in any
dielectric.

31.4. -Now we are able to calculate forces occurring in a dielectric.
Let us consider the forces which are applied to an infinitesimal
plane within a dielectric medium. They ·are described by formu
la (3.18). Among all possible orientations of this plane we can single
out those. in which the vector of surface force eoincides with the
vector of the normal, that is such that q> = AD or TihnR = Ani.
16*
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These are the so-called principal directions of the Maxwell strB14"
tensor. They can be found from the condition of resolvability or
the above equation, that is from equation det (T i k - A6 i k ) = O.
Note that symmetricity of the stress tensor (T i h == T h i ) result..
in mutual orthogonality of the principal directions corresponding
to different values of A. Indeed, let Tikn~ == AlnIi and Tikn~ == A2n21'

Multiply the first of these equations by n 2 i , the second by nIi, and
sum them up over t, This gives

T ikn:n~ == At (n, ·D2), T ikn:ni == T ikn:n~ =="'201 • ll2

For Al =1= A2 this gives DI · n 2 = O. If, however, two or all three 01
the possible values of A coincide, then we can always orthogonalize
the corresponding principal directions.

Thus, if the stress tensor has the form of (3.9), the calculation
of the third-order determinant given above leads to the equation

BA3 + 4A,2eE2 - 2A82E' - 83E8 == 0

This equation has three roots:
e e

AI==T E2, A2=A3= -T E2

Axis 1 is chosen along vector E, and the other two axes lie in a plane
orthogonal to this vector. The result is interpreted as a tensile
fOIC"e along the field and two contraction forces orthogonal to the
direction of field E. 7

In calculating bulk forces in a dielectric we shall also take into
account the dependence of 8 on mass density x and coordinates.
According to the general principles of mechanics, the work 6.1l of
such forces f over an infinitesimal displacement 6r of an element
of volume dV with respect to the neighbouring volume elements
is equal to fJ.:A == f ·l)r. The total work of forces in the chosen volume
must be equal to the change in the free energy of this volume:

(31.24')

On the other hand, if we can find a tensor T ih for which t, = fJT ih/fJXh'

it will be the stress tensor which in principle describes the effects
of nonuniformity which were ignored in the derivation of the Maxwell
stress tensor in § 3.

In the general case, an element of volume of the medium displaced
in an electric field undergoes deformation. By denoting the initial
volume of the element by dVI and its final volume containing the

'1 It must be emphasized that we mean tensor representation of the forces
applied to bound charges by the electric field.
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same mass of the matter by dV2, we can write

dV2 = [ det ( ::~ ) ] dV I

where x1 and x~ are coordinates of the points within the volume
in the initial and final positions. If x~ = x~ + 6x', where the displace
ment is assumed infinitesimal, then in calculating the determinant
to within infinitesimals of higher orders, we retain only its diagonal
elements:

(
ox~ ) 0 -(6xl ) •

det oxi ~ 1+~=1+dlVS
1 1

where, to contract the formulas, we denote s == 6r.
The condition of mass conservation in the displaced element of

volume shows that

Xl dVl = X 2 dV2 = X 2 dV l (1 + div s)

that is x 2 - Xl == 6x ~ -X div'R. If we go from point r - s to
point r, the change in dielectric permittivity is, to the same accuracy,

08 08 .
68 = - S •grad e + ox 6x = - s ·grad e - x ox d i V S

Now, in our approximation, formula (31.24) gives

AW=+ JE2(s.grade+x :~ divS)dV (31.25)

By using formula (B.14 2) , we transform the second term in the
integrand to

E2x ~divs=div (E2X~S) -s·grad (E2X~)oX ox oX

From the Gauss theorem,

As before, we are to calculate the first integral in the right-hand
side over a sufficiently remote surface and so we can assume it equal
to zero. The second integral appears because N conductors may be
imbedded in the dielectric, and this integral is to be taken over
their surfaces. We assume these conductors rigid in the sense that
displacement on their surf.aces satisfies condition sTJ. = O. Then

Aw =+J[E2 grad e - grad ( E2X :: ) ] • SdV
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And finally we obtain from (31.24) and from the definition of work
done by bulk forces

f = -+ E2grad e++ grad (E2 X := ) (31.26)

The derivation of this formula for bulk forces shows that if a distri
bution of space charge p exists in the dielectric, one has also to take
into account the work done by the forces applied to this charge
(these forces have already been calculated in § 3 under the assumption
of constant dielectric permittivity e). These forces are equal to pE
and must be added to the right-hand side of formula (31.26).

I t is not difficult to verify by straightforward differentiation that,
with term pE taken into account, we obtain t, = 8T ,kloXk' where

T I1t=E1D1t- l)~1t (1-b)E.n (31.27)
and

(31.28)

-Note that in calculating bulk forces we ignored the term F 0 (T)
independent of electric parameters and included into the complete
expression (31.18) for free energy. However, this term also changes
in a virtual displacement of an element of volume, and this change
is responsible for mechanical pressure. We shall briefly outline the
calculations necessary to find the total force in the dielectric: First
of all,

e(FodV) = Fo(, (dV) + 8Jxo (,X dV

But we have seen above that <S (dV) = div s dV and <Sx = -x div s,
Hence

(," I s, dV = ) (Fo- x ~o) div 8 dV (31.29)

Recall that F 0 is referred to a unit volume. Free energy in a suf
ficiently small volume V enclosing mass M is FoV = FoM/x. Hence

a(FaV) a (F X-i)
av (J (X-I) 0

This last expression coincides with the expression in the parentheses
of (31.29). But if all thermodynamic parameters of state, with the
exception of volume, are maintained constant, the left-hand side
of the last expression equals -p. Calculations similar to those used
to obtain (31.26) from (31.25) yield

cS j F 0 dV = ) grad p · 8 dV

whence f pr = -grad p, where p is the pressure.
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Collecting all the above arguments, we obtain the following
general expression for bulk forces:

f = - grad p +pE - E; grad 8 ++grad ( E2X ::) (31.30)

Thermodynamic formulas (31.6) and (31.7) referred to quantities
per unit volume. If one is interested in total values of the quantities
in a known volume, this volume becomes one of the parameters
describing the thermodynamic state. The first law of thermodynam
ics for these parameters (at this juncture we ignore the electric
field energy) takes the form

d!Fo= -cif dT-pdV (31.31)

In fact, this relation has been used above in deriving the expression
for hydrostatic pressure. Quantity ~W given by formula (31.23)
is the electric component of the free energy in the volume of the
dielectric. Assume that electric field E in the considered volume
is nearly uniform." Then

IFE == ~W = (-1/2) ~.E

where tp is the total polarization, that is the dipole moment of the
volume as a whole. Further, let vector ~ be a linear function of E:
~ = 8o'XeEV, where 'Xe is the scalar dielectric susceptibility. The
variation of field E in constant volume V changes free energy ~r;:B

by dffE = -~. dE. This term must be added to the former rela
tion (31.31), and we denote !F = !F0 + ff'B.

3t.5. Let us analyze in more detail the thermodynamic meaning
of !FE. Recall first of all the first law of thermodynamics (31.4) for
bulk densities, assuming for simplicity that x is constant. By substi
tuting (31.5) and making use of the relation D = 8 0 E + P, we
obtain

d (U - 8°:- )=T dS +E·dP (31.32)

The left-hand side expresses the change of internal energy per unit
volume, minus energy of field E in vacuo. Hence

d (F- 80:-)=-SdT+E.dP

We see that F - (1/2) BoW is a function of state if T and P are
chosen as parameters. By analogy to a transformation from (31.6)
to (31.9), we can change for parameters T and E if we introduce

F' = F - (1/2) 8 oEl - P·E

8 In our analysis of the total free energy we assume that E ~ EI , that is,
the introduction of the dielectric produces sufficiently small changes in the
field.
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dF' = -8 dT - P·dE (31.33)

If the process is isothermal (dT = 0) and if field E, although varying,
remains uniform within the volume under consideration, integration
of the above equation over the volume gives us the value of dffE.

But the equation itself is much more general because no restrictions
were imposed on the dependence of P on E in the course of the de
rivation.

It is often more convenient to choose pressure p as an independent
parameter instead of V. For this purpose another function of state,
namely thermodynamic potential <1J = IF + pV, is introduced
instead of free energy !F. We see from the above arguments that
in isothermal processes d<1> = V dp - ~. dE. And since d<f> is the
total differential, we obtain

( av ) ( a/JJt )
{JE, T. P = - ---ap T, E

(31.34)

(31.36)

This relation gives the volume of a dielectric as a function of the
electric field applied (the effect of electrostriction). The dependence
of p.olarization ~ on pressure p in the right-hand side is obviously
determined by the structure of the specific dielectric. As a result,
electric field may cause both expansion and contraction, depending
on the dielectric. If equality (1.26) holds, relation (31.34) takes the
form

v - V = _ eoEJ' ( OXBV ) (31.35)
o 2· op T.E

Here Vo is the dielectric's volume in the absence of external fields.
Let us return to formula (31.30) for bulk forces in isotropic dielec-

trics. Assumingp = 0 and grad 8 = :: grad x, we can rewrite the
condition of mechanical equilibrium of the dielectric, f = 0, in
the form

grad p = ; grad (E2 :~ )
If the equation of state of a liquid, that is p as a function of x,
is known we obtain

p~ ~ = ~ .2::...lrl

J x 2 dx r1
PI

where Pi is .the pressure at point rio Therefore, pressure depends
only on electric field at a given point. It can often be assumed that
incompressibility condition holds, that is, K is independent of p.
In a number of cases the dependence of e on " is approximated
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quite well by the following Clausius-Mosotti formula (also called
the Lorentz-Lorenz formula):

8'-1
8'+2 =Cx

'where E' == e/eo and C is a constant determined by the specific
nature of the dielectric. We easily find then that

x de/dx == (1/3) Eo (e' -1) (e' +2)

and (31.36) is rewritten in the form

EoE2 (8'-1)(8'+2) 12
P2-Pt==-2- 3 1

The following point should be noted in conclusion. If the stress
tensor is known, we can derive a number of mechanical relations
which should hold at the interface between two different media.
Indeed, surface forces at this interface must be balanced due to the
equality of action and reaction, namely cpI == -cpII, where cpI is
the surface force applied by the first medium to the second, and <p11

is the force applied to the first medium by the second. By using
the stress tensor, we rewrite this equality in the form

Ttk n l k == - Tf~nIllI

Here nI and nIl point in opposite direction. Assuming n == nl ,

we obtain (T~k - TIl) nk == O. If now Ttk is expressed in terms
of quantities referring to the first medium, and T~: in those referring
to the second medium, then one can derive a relation for pressure
difference at the interface from formula (31.27) (as we can see from
the above arguments, we must add the term -p6 i1t to the right-hand
side in order to take account of hydrostatic pressure). And as fol
lows from boundary conditions, the equality of forces in tangential
directions holds identically, while the relation for the normal direc
tion is nontrivial.

§ 31. Anisotropic dielectrics

32.1. By definition dielectrics are called anisotropic if polari
zation P in the dielectric does not coincide in direction with electric
field strength, E. Usually, anisotropy characterizes media whose
particles form crystalline lattice. The lattice possesses a symmetry,
that is regularity in the spatial arrangement of particles, and appears
because interactions of particles in crystals are much stronger in
some directions (these are specific features of chemical bonding
between molecules). As a result, the directions of electric dipole
moments induced in molecules by external fields are determined
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not only by these fields but also by the distribution of interactions
in crystalline lattices. The simplest example is found in the so-called
pyroelectric media in which polarization exists even in the absence
of external field. For the dipole moments to give a nonzero net effect,
certain regularity must exist in the arrangement of molecules. The
total polarization vector Po appearing in this case ("spontaneous"
polarization) defines a chosen direction in the medium. As a result,
the symmetry of a pyroelectric crystal must possess, among other
symmetry elements, this chosen direction.

The theory of symmetry in crystals which treats the relationship
between this symmetry and the physical properties of crystals, is
too vast to be considered here", However, some properties of aniso
tropic dielectrics can be discussed without resorting to specific
results of this theory.

In what follows we assume the anisotropic medium to be linear.
This means, as we have already mentioned in § 1, that polarization
and electric field strength are related linearly:

P, = BO'XIJEi+po. I (32.1)

This formula takes into account the possibility of spontaneous
polarization Po mentioned above. Quantity 'XIJ must be a tensor
of rank 2 since P and E are vectors. It is called dielectric susceptibility.
Field strength E and induction D are related by (1.29), where dielec
tric permittivity EIJ is also a tensor of rank 2. Besides, we consider
the medium as homogeneous. That is, consider components of ten
sors X'J and e'J as independent of coordinates in the medium. This
means that physical properties of the medium measured along
parallel directions at any two of its points are identical.

When thermodynamic properties of anisotropic dielectrics are
investigated, special attention must be paid to the fact that the
main thermodynamic relations discussed in the preceding section
remain valid in the present case as well, since they were formulated
without any reference to isotropy. This is true, in particular, for
equations (31.4), (31.7), (31.10), as well as (31.33) and (31.32). The
last of these equations is useful for proving the symmetricity of the
dielectric susceptibility tensor 'XiJ. In the adiabatic process, when
dS = 0, this equation becomes dW = E dP, where W is a thermo
dynamic function of state interpreted as the internal energy of the
medium. Let us substitute into it relation (32.1), assuming for the
sake of simplicity that Po = 0 and that X,} remains unaltered in

9 See, for example, L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Electrodynamics of
Conttnuous Medta (Course of Theoretical Physics, vol. 8), Pergamon Press,
Oxford, 1960, or J. E. Nye, Physical Properties of Crystals, Clarendon Press,
Oxford, 1957.
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the thermodynamic process. Then

dW = EoXilEi dEl

But since dW is a total differential, we must have

oS~ 82VV
8E,OEj oEJoE,

for any pair of indices i and j, whence Xij = Xii. This means at the
same time that 8ii = eji. Consequently, a field in anisotropic medium
possesses energy density We found from equation (3.5) in whose
derivation symmetricity of tensor .eli was assumed without proof.

32.2. We shall consider now several problems concerning the
relation between mechanical properties of solids and their electric
properties. Assume that a surface force q> acts on the surface of a
solid dielectric. In complete analogy to what we did in § 3 while
considering the Maxwell stress tensor (where the isotropy condition
was in fact used), we can define the stress tensor 'tIl by the relation

CPi = 1:fjn; (32.2)

where n is a unit normal to the surface. Assume that the stress tensor
is symmetric: 'til = 'tJi. Here we are not interested in the relation
between tensor components 'til and field strength and induction in
anisotropic case.

In one type of solid crystals an application of forces to their sur
face produces electric polarization. This phenomenon is called the
direct piezoelectric effect. The relation between polarization and
mechanical stress is written in the form

P, = dt•k l 't'd (32.3)

Piezoelectric coefficients d"kl are components of a tensor of rank 3,
and are symmetric in indices k, l. Later we shall also consider the
converse piezoelectric effect consisting in the appearance of mechanical
stress, and thus of a deformation of the crystal, due to the applied
electric field. But first we shall refresh for the reader some results
from the description of strains in the mechanics of continuous media.

Let the elements of the medium be displaced from their initial
positions by the applied forces, so that the displacement of a point
which initially had a radius vector r is s (r), Deformation, or strain,
of the medium is characterized by the difference in displacements
of the neighbouring points, that is, by vector ~s = s (r + ~r) 
- s (r) "-J (cSr. grad) s (for infinitesimal cSr). This equation can be
rewritten in the form ~si = aik~xk + bikcSxk, where

and b = _1_ ( 88, _ 8Sk )
ill. 2 8z'" 8z'
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Tensor bilt describes rotation of the considered infinitesimal volume
as a whole. Indeed, formula (B.10) makes it possible to introduce
* · OSi *b==curls, that IS, bT== Elki oxk ' so that bilt == (1/2) Ekilbl and

*bikBxR == (1/2) Eilkbl dxk == (1/2) curl s X Bri. Therefore, this part
of the displacement is of no significance. Tensor aik is symmetrical;
it describes strain per se, namely, tensile and shear strain. Thus,
pure tensile strain takes place if aikBxR == ABxi' that is, it is realized
when displacement goes along principal axes of tensor ailt. An
approximate calculation of the Jacobian easily verifies that the bulk
expansion coefficient is (BV' - BV)/BV == div s (compare with the
calculation of forces in the isotropic dielectric in the preceding
section).

In a number of cases the strain is described by the empirical
generalized Hook's law which states that stress tensor 'rij is linearly
related to strain tensor a'J:

'ttj = CiJkla'kl, aiJ = SiJkl'rk l (32.4)
Coefficients Cijkl are known as elastic moduli, and Sijkl as elasticity
coefficients. Matrices composed of C and s are mutually inverse.

Thermodynamic state of a solid can be specified by fixing tem
perature T, electric field E, and, for example, components of stress
tensor 'rij. Then the following equations must hold:

da, = ( oalJ ) d'rkl +( oai } ) dEk + ( Oai} ) dT
J {J'tkl E, T of,,, -r, T aT E, 1:

ar, == ( ~Pl) d'tkl +( :;1) dEk + ( ~PTi) dT
u'tkl E, T u 11. 1:, T 1:, E

es== (!S) d'tkl + ({J{JE
S ) as,+ ( ~ST) dT (32.5)

u'tkl E, T k 't', T u 'to E

Coefficients in the right-hand sides' of these equations describe the
following physical effects (below we enumerate these coefficients
in the right-hand sides of each of equations (32.5) from left to right).
In the first equation these are elasticity, converse piezoelectric
effect, and thermal expansion; in the second equations these are
the direct piezoelectric effect, electric polarization and pyroelectric
effect; and finally, in the third equation these are the piezocaloric
and electrocaloric effects and the heat capacitance divided by T.
All these effects are connected through a number of relations which
can be derived from the properties of the thermodynamic function
of state.

The first law of thermodynamics can be written in the form

dW ='tiJ dai j +E.dP+ T dS
It can be shown in the theory of elasticity that the first term of the
above equation describes the change in the elastic energy of the
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continuous medium. However, it is often more convenient to use
another thermodynamic function, namely the Gibbs thermodynamic
potential G defined as follows:

G=- W -'tijaij-E.P-TS
so that

dG =- -ail d'tij -P·dE-S dT

As dG is a total differential, we obtain for example, the equality

a2G o'G . . {)Pk {Jail
-~~-= that IS, -- = --
O'tij 8Ek {JEk 8'til ' 01:ij OEk

The common value of this expression can also be denoted by dk,ij,
as shown by definition (32.3). But it then follows that the converse
piezoelectric effect, that is the dependence of the stress tensor on
the external field, is determined by the same piezoelectric coeffi
cients as the direct effect.

A more detailed investigation makes it possibm to calculate, for
example, bulk forces produced in the anisotropic dielectric when it
undergoes a strain in the applied electric field. This problem will
not be discussed here!", since it would call for a much more sophisti
cated analysis of the properties of stress and strain tensors.

10 See, for example, the cited above monograph by Landau and Lifshitz,
or J. A. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941
(especially § 2.22).



CHAPTER 8

ELECTRIC CURRENT.
MAGNETIC FIELD
IN CONTINUOUS MEDIA

§ 33. Magnetic energy and forces in a system
of direct-current loops. .
Quasistationary currents in linear circuits

33.1. We have already discussed in § 12 electric currents in iso
tropic homogeneous medium for which we have obtained relation
(1.27) between magnetic induction and magnetic st ength assuming
magnetic permeability IJ. to be constant. Electric currents were
studied as linear 4Eontours (loops) of direct current. The points of
main interest were a magnetic field produced by currents and inter
action between currents via this field. Thus we have derived formula
(12.3) for vector potential, the Ampere law (12.7), and relation
(12.10) for the total force between two linear contours. If the Sf
system of units is used, coefficient ex in all these formulas must be
set equal to unity. In the present section we shall add to the results
of § 12, namely, we shall investigate energy properties of magnetic
fields of de currents. Later we shall discuss some properties of alter
nating currents (ac currents). In §34 we shall resort to thermodynamic
arguments and gain some knowledge of electric and magnetic effects
produced by electric current and heat flux existing simultaneously
in the medium.

We shall assume that current density satisfies the generalized
Ohm law (1.30). which in isotropic media takes the form

i = aE + iext (33.1)

Current density iext is generated by "external" forces making charges
move through the medium. It has been mentioned in § 1 that such
forces can be produced at the expense of chemical energy (electro
chemical cells and batteries of cells), and by other means. In order
to describe external forces, it is convenient to define vector E' as
follows:

so that
iext =aE'

i = a (E + E')

(33.2)

The total electromotive force U in a closed contour of sufficiently
small cross section with electric current (we shall refer to such con-
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tours as quasfltnear') is found as an integral over this contour:

U = ~ (E +E') ds (33.3)

If magnetic field is independent of time, we can set E = -grad rp,
so that the first term in (33.3), determined by the electrostatic
field, vanishes. From (33.2) and (33.3) we obtain

U = ~ E' ds= ~ i:s
(33.4)

Now recall relation (12.5) which can be regarded simply as a defi
nition of current intensity I. The direction of current at each point
of a quasillnear loop coincides with the direction of ds at this point.
At the same time, an element of volume of the contour may be writ
ten in the form dV = ds- ~~, where ~~ is the cross-sectional area
of the contour. Using (12.5), we rewrite the integrand in (33.4)
in the form

·d .a IdsJ. S = 1 s= A~

In the case of direct current, I is the same in all sections of the con
tour. Then substitution of the above relation into (33.4) yields

U = IR (33.5)

where R = ~(Jd~r.' Quantity R is called the total resistance of the
contour; evidently, if electric conductivity a and contour cross
section area ~~ == S are constant along the contour, then R = lloS:
where l is the contour length. The dimension of a is easily found if
we know the dimensions of current density j and electric field
strength E; this will give the dimension to resistance R and then,
from formula (33.5), of electromotive force U. A unit of resistance
in SI is 1 ohm, and the unit of electromotive force (also called the
voltage across the contour) is 1 volt (V); electric current is then
measured in amperes (cf. § 1 and § 29). .,

Assume now that the contour is open, so that no decurrent is
possible and j == 0, but external electromotive forces in the contour
exist. Then, integrating (33.3) along the contour between its ends 1
and 2, we obtain

2 2

- I E·ds= IE'.ds= ~ E' ·ds=U
1 1

(33.6)

-
In writing the integral over the closed loop, we take into account
that E' = °on the open segment of the circuit. The left-hand side

1 To be precise, a quasilinear loop is defined as a loop (a conductor) in which
electric conduction (J and cross section ~~. are functions of a single linear coor
dinate s along the contour.
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(33.8)

of formula (33.6) characterizes the electrostatic voltage in the open
circuit and is equal to potential difference cp (1) - cp (2). The mean
ing of this formula is that the effect of external electromotive forces
in an open circuit is balanced by the produced electrostatic field
of the charges; in other words, e.m.f. is measured as potential
difference across an open circuit.

33.2. Let a homogeneous isotropic medium with magnetic per
meability ,..., contain N quasilinear contours sa (ex = 1, 2, ... , N)
with constant currents I a.' We should analyze an expression for
energy W of magnetostatic field generated by these currents. By
using the definition of magnetic energy density discussed at the
beginning of § 3 and applying successively formula (2.1), relation
(B.19), and the Maxwell equation (1.21) for aD/at = 0, we can write

2W = JH·BdV = JH·curl A dV = Jdiv (A X H) dV + Jj.AdV

(33.7)

The first term in this formula can be transformed, by the Gauss

theorem, to integral ~ (A X H). n do over a closed surface enclosing

all current contours. As the surface is removed to infinity, this
integral tends to zero since its integrand is proportional to r-s.
The second term can be transformed in two ways. First, we can
immediately take account of the fact that integration should be
carried out only in the region where i =1= 0, that is only along current
contours. Then (12.5) gives

N N

Jj.A.dV=~ I(I~A.ds(l=~ I(I(f)(I
a=l Sa a=1

and according to Stokes' theorem,

~ A.ds(I = JcurI.,A dO(l= Js; dO(l = <l>(I
Sa.

(33.9)

Here, as usual, 0a is a two-dimensional surface bounded by con
tour Sa' and <D a is the magnetic flux across the area bounded by
contour Sa.

On the other hand, let us use relation (12.3) for vector potential
derived from the equations of magnetostatics:

r j. A dV = ~ r r J(r)· j (r') dV dV'
J 4nJJ Ir-r'l

As before, integration covers only the quasilinear contours. One
has to distinguish between two cases: volumes dV and dV' may
belong to one contour or to different contours. Correspondingly, the
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double integral can be written in the following form:
N

r r j (r)·j (r') dV dV' = '" r r j (ra) j (r~) dV
a

dV:x,
JJ Ir-r'l LJ JJ Ira-r~1

a=l

(33.10)

+ ~ r r j (ra)·j (ra) dV dV
LJ J J Ira-ral a 13

(:*8>
Recalling that currents are constant (direct), we rewrite the right
hand side in the' form

N

~ LaaI~+ ~~ LafJIaI ~ = ~ LafJIala
0.=1 a.*~ a. (3

where we have denoted

L It 1. r r j (ra)·' (r~) dV dV'
aa=4nPJJ Ira-r:1 a a.

a. (Va,) ""

L =..f.. _1_ r J '(ra,).j (rl3) dV dV
afJ 421 lala J Ira-ral a a

va. va

These quantities are independent of the intensity of current. Apply
ing relation (12.15) to the right-hand side of (33.11) for LaP' we
obtain

(33.11')(a =1= P)L - it ~ ~ dSa dsp
afJ- 421 'Y ~ Ira-ral

Sa Sp

A similar transition in Laa would be meaningless since the corre
sponding integral for linear conductors is divergent. Calculation
of Laa. must use formula (33.11).

Quantities La.p are called the inductances; if a = ~, they are
called the self-inductances, and if ex =I=~, the mutual inductances
of the system of quasilinear contours. Radius vectors r a' r;" scan
the points of the ceth contour.

Elements dSa and ds fj in formula (33.11 ') are taken on different
contours. Analyzing two contours in§ 12, we considered only this
last case. The expressions (33.11) show that inductances are deter
mined only by the geometric shape of each contour and the mutual
arrangement of these contours in space. It is also obvious that
LaP = L~a,.

With (33.10), relation (33.9) for the magnetic flux is rewritten
as follows:

(33.12)
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As follows from (33.7), (33.8) and (33.12), the magnetic energy of
a system of contours is

N N

W=+~ i», .+ ~ La,f,Ia,I~ (33.13)
a=l a. ~=1

This expression for energy corresponds to the notion of instantaneous
long-range interaction between currents. Terms with ex = ~ describe
the effect of a current on itself. The terms with ex =1= ~ must be inter
preted as the result of interaction between different contours sa,
and sa. As La,a is symmetric, the energy of this interaction is

Wa~ = LapIata (33.14)

33.3. Let loop Sa be displaced virtually as a rigid body, so that
radius vector r a at any point of the loop is given the same infinitesi
mal increment. By grad., we denote the corresponding operation of
differentiation. Assume that all other loops S a for ~ =1= ex are fixed.
Then formula (12.10) for interaction force 'can be applied to inter
action between loop Sa. and any of the loops sa. If subscript 1 in
this formula is replaced by ~, and subscript 2 by ex, and we use the
notations (33.11), then the force applied to loop ex by loop ~ takes
the form

F 13 a. = (grad ; LaP) I a,Ia (33.15)

If we assume that one of the loops S fi is displaced, while the former
loop Sa remains fixed, then grad , Laa = -grad p Laa for ex =1= ~,

since the dependence on coordinates is determined by function

J
1 I in formula (33.11 '). This again gives th~ law of equal

ra.-ra
action and reaction, Fa f3 = -Faa, already discussed in § 12.

However, it will be useful to try and substantiate the expression
for force (33.15) directly by resorting to the field energy (33.13).
Namely, we can make use again of a virtual displacement of each of
the loops, and analyze the change in the energy this produces. For
instance, if loop Sa is displaced as a solid at a velocity U a, then
mechanical work of force F a applied to this loop by the magnetic
field is equal to Fa·ua (per unit time). So it would seem that, the
energy conservation law can be written in the form Fa· U a+ dWldt =
= 0, and force F a could be found by substituting (33.13). The result
will be, however, incorrect. The thing is that magnetic fluxes cross
ing all loops would be changed by such displacement of the loop.
This will be caused by electromagnetic induction which will generate
additional electric field strength E in each loop, and this will lead to
the generation of induction currents. Consequently, currents in
each loop will not be constant during this displacement, and this
will invalidate formula (33.13). However, we can assume that exter-
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nal electromotive forces acting in each loop and producing the cur
rent are so changed in the course of the virtual displacement that
their combined action with the induction electromotive force main
tains all currents at their initial value.

Let us write out the formulas representing this assumption. The
energy conservation law must be written according to § 3:

Fll'Ull+dd~+J j·EdV=O (33.16)

The last term here is the work of electric forces. With external
electromotive forces taken into account, current is given by (33.2),
and so j. E = a-1j 2 - I: E'. By analogy to what we did above, we
change from integration over volume to integration over quasilinear
loops by (12.5), assuming the currents in each loop constant, and
thus obtain

N N

Jj.E' dV = ~ I a.~ E' ·dsa. = ~ I a.Ua.

a=1 Sa a=1

N N

JL dV = ~ ]2 ~ dsa, = ~ 12 R
a L.J a j' o~~a LJ a a.

a=1 sa. a=l

Equation (33.16) then takes the form
N N

Fll,Ull+":+~ I&Ra. - ~ Ia.Ua. . 0
(%=1 a=1

(33.17)

(33.18)

On the other hand, Faraday's law (M.3) for an arbitrary loop Sa

is similarly written after substituting E = a-Ii - E' in the form

Ia.Ra.-Ua.= - d:a. (33.19)

Assuming again all the currents to he constant, we can make use
of formula (33.13), recalling that

dW 1 ~ d<Da.
dt=TLJla~

a

Substituting this relation together with (33.19) into (33.18), we
obtain

F -u __1 ~ I d<Da. = (dW)
II tJ - 2 LJ a dt dt all I cz=const

a

(33.20)

If the above arguments were ignored, the right-hand side of this
formula would have a reversed sign. Only loop s~ is displaced, and
so the right-hand side can also be written in the form dWldt =

17*
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= grad a W· up 2. Of course, we in fact differentiate inductances
(33.11) in the expression for energy W, and namely those which are
functions of r p, that is coefficients Lpa for all values of ct. Conse
quently, the force applied to the chosen loop sp by all other loops
(including itself) is equal, owing to the arbitrary value of displace
ment velocity up, to

F p = grad p W (33~21)

Equation (33.15) for the force of interaction between two loops is
a straightforward corollary of (33.21), here we need not carry out
this derivation.

33.4. Let us consider now time-dependent currents in nonbranch
ing linear loops. The currents will be considered quasistationary.
This means that current I (t) at any moment of time t is the same
at all points of the loop but may change with time. In this case
formulas (33.17) obtained above remain valid. Denote the self
inductance of the loop by L. According to (33.13), the magnetic
energy associated with the electric current in the loop is equal to
Wcm) = (1/2) L[2. Assume that the circuit also contains a capacitor.
When a current passes through the circuit, time-dependent electric
charges appear on the capacitor plates. Introduction of a capacitor
into a circuit consisting of conductors makes the circuit open.
Nevertheless,. alternating currents can pass through such circuit.
Let us analyze this statement. We have seen already in § 1 that in
the general case electric current is made up of two terms: conduction
current (due to .motion of free charges) and displacement current
an/at. The condition of quasistationary current in fact means that
the same current is considered to set up simultaneously at all points
of the circuit. In other words, the velocity of propagation of electro
magnetic perturbations is assumed practically infinite. The deriva
tion of the wave equation for an electromagnetic field shows that this
assumption is justified only if term aD/at is negligibly small. The
situation is quite opposite in the case of a capacitor. Conduction
current across a capacitor must be assumed zero, and the main role
is played precisely by the displacement current. By virtue of the
continuity equation, the displacement current across the capacitor
must be equal to the conduction current in the conductors connected
to the capacitor plates. Hence, dq/dt = I and, additionally, if
charge q (t) is formed on one plate of the capacitor, the charge on
the other plate must be -q (t) (since the circuit as a whole is con
sidered neutral).

According to (3.5), the change of the electric field energy in the

volume of a capacitor is given by integral ~ E· ~~ dV, which depends

directly on the displacement current. If the medium between the

2 The definition of operation grad p see earlier, ~n p. 258.
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capacitor plates is linear, then we have (as in § 3) dW(e)/dt, where

W(e) = (1/2) ~ E· D dV. Assume that term iJA/iJt in the expression

of field E in terms of potentials can be ignored (this is equivalent
to neglecting the "vortex" electric field due to the Faraday induction
in the volume of the capacitor), and that no space charge is present
between the capacitor plates (only plate sur
faces contain charges). Then calculations of
§ 30, which yielded formula (30.9), are valid
for W(e) at any moment of time.

In our case (a single capacitor) only one
capacitance C and one potential coefficient
are present, the two coefficients being mutu-;
ally inverse. Therefore, electric energy can be Fig. 34
written in the form W(e) = q2/2C. The law of
conservation of total energy can be written in the form of (33.18),
where we have to assume U a = 0, W = W(m) + W(e) and consider
a single loop:

(33.22)

In the general case coefficients Land C may be functions of the
manner in which currents and charges vary with time. However,
such dependence is often neglected in the theory of quasistationary
currents. Consequently,

dW(m) = LI dI dW(e) _..!.. ~ __1_ I
dt dt ' dt - C q dt - C q

The energy conservation law (33.22) thus takes the form

dI 1
Ldt+cq+IR=U

In this form it is called the second Kirchhoff [au' for a nonbranching
linear circuit. It can often be assumed for such linear contours (and
in fact we did just that in our analysis) that thermal losses dominate
on some segments of the loop (that is the "active" resistance R is
predominant), while other segments are dominated by inductance
(coils) or by capacitance (capacitors). The second Kirchhoff law can
then be interpreted as the equality of the net voltage U produced
in the circuit by external electromotive forces to the sum of voltages
across the segments of ohmic resistance R and reactances Land C
(Fig. 34). The first Kirchhoff law on branching of currents follows
directly from the continuity equation. Together the first and second
Kirchhoff laws make the foundation of the general theory of linear
circuits in which it is assumed (as we did implicitly above) that
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inductance and capacitance of circuit elements are independent of
current t»

Since I = q, i = eq, in our case the second Kirchhoff law takes
the form

(33.23)

The solution of this .equation for U = 0 can be written as follows:

q = C1ek 1t +C2ek 2t (33.24)

Here constants CI and C2 are determined by initial conditions
(conditions of connecting the circuit to the power source). In this
solution

(33.25)
I

Fig. 35

As follows from the last two formulas, for ~ > V~C the quantity A

is real and the process in the circuit is aperiodic. If, however,
R 1. • ( 1 R" ) 1/2 .

2L < VLC' then A = £ro, where co == LC - 4L2 IS a real quan-

tity, and charge q on the capacitor (and consequently, current I =
= dq/dt in the circuit) undergoes
damped oscillations with frequency co.
In particular, for R -+ 0 we arrive at
the Thomson formula (() = (LC) -1/2,

R2 and the oscillations are undamped.
Quite naturally, so far we were

taking into account only self-induc
tance of the circuit. An inductive coupl
ing between two alternating-current
contours is an important case in which
mutual inductances play a significant
role. If the current in one of them
is II' and in the other 12 , and capaci-
tance effects can be ignored (Fig. 35),

then the expression for magnetic energy W(m) which enters the
energy conservation law for each contour must include the mutual
inductance term L12I112• The second Kirchhoff law for the set of
such two contours is written as a system of two simultaneous differen-

a See textbooks on electronics, for example: A. P. Molchanov and P. N. Za
nadvorov, Electrical and Radio Engineering for Physicists, Mir Publishers,
Moscow, 1973.
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L st , L dI2 R I U
11 dt + 12([t+ 1 1=

L et; L dI 1 RIO
22 --at + 12 ([t+ 2 2 == I

Currents II and /2 will be found by resolving this system. Note
that in each of the contours the mutual induction generates an
additional "external" electromotive force proportional to the time
rate of the current variation in the other contour. Here we have
assumed that the external e.m.f. U is included only into one of the
contours.

The reader undoubtedly knows that oscillations corresponding,
for example, to the Thomson formula may result in emission of
electromagnetic waves to the surrounding space. Thus, a contour
may be connected to an antenna which often can be described as an
electric or magnetic' dipole emitting waves. The process of the emis
sion of radiation was already described .in § 17. Energy dissipation
via emission of radiation must be replenished by a power source
included into the emitting contour.

§ 34. Eddy currents.
Thermoeledric and thermomagnetic phenomena.
Hall eHed

34.1. So far we were studying only the properties of currents in
linear circuits. Let us turn to more general problems originating with
the electric current. First, we shall consider the problem of finding
bulk distributions of currents in continuous media. Such currents
are generated in conductors, for example, by alternating magnetic
fields (eddy or the Foucault currents). The analysis requires that
we turn to the general Maxwell equations. However, we shall assume
that there is no displacement current, that is aD/at == O. In fact
this assumption is equivalent to neglecting the time lag effects
(see § 33). Moreover, we assume, as before, that Ohm's law is valid,
j == oE, and that electric conductivity a has the same value as in
the stationary case. Microscopically this means that the frequency
of the external field must be much lower than the inverse value of
the mean free time of electrons in the conductor. Appropriate esti
mates lead to a conclusion that at the most the field may vary at
infrared frequencies. Taking account of all these assumptions, we
write the Maxwell equations in the form

curl E = - aa~' curl B = 1l00E, div B= 0 (34.1)

The secondequation yields div E == 0 (the medium is assumed" to be
homogeneous). Besides, we assume that B == ~H. Taking curl of
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the second equation in (34.1) and transforming curl curl in Cartesian
coordinates via (B.21), we obtain

iJBl\B= lIa
r at (34.2)

This is the equation of the heat conduction (or diffusion) type. It
must be solved under conditions (4.10) and (4.12) at the conductor's
boundary, that is for B n l = Bn.2' H t l = H t2. Once the corresponding
field distribution is found, the current distribution can be found

from the formula i = -!. curl B. However, we could derive the,....

equation for current density directly. Indeed, taking curl of both
sides of (34.2), we obtain

oe
~j= 11.0-]

r at
Most often equation (34.2) is used to solve problems of the following
types. Either one considers a case when the external field is switched
off and the effect of interest is the damping out of the field in the
conductor; or it is assumed that the external field is periodic with
frequency 00; in this case one analyzes penetration into the conductor
of magnetic field" and of the electric field induced by magnetic field
in this conductor, as well as the distribution of currents in the bulk
of the conductor. Let us take the second problem. Let the conductor
surface coincide with plane z = O. Magnetic field is written in the
form B = B(O)e-i rot • In addition, we assumethat B(O) depends only
on z (and axis z points from the surface into the conductor). Equa
tion (34.2) is then recast to

oIB(O) + k2B(O) = 0
Oz2

where

k== (i~oro)1/2 = (1+ i) V f.1O'oo/2

If we assume that B -+ 0 for z -+ 00, then B(O) = be i kz , where
b is a constant vector, that is B (0) = be-ioo t • Denote d == V2/f.1ooo.
The corresponding solution is written in the form

B = be-z/dei (z/d-fJ)t) (34.3)

We thus find that field decreases exponentially into the conductor.
Quantity d is known as the field penetration depth and determines
the thickness of a surface layer in the conductor where magnetic
field and currents must be taken into consideration. The existence
of a magnet ic field and currents in this surface layer is called the
skin effect. Currents involved in the skin effect dissipate energy
(the Joule heat is released). But here we are not going to calculate
this dissipation. Later we shall analyze a problem of propagation
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of electromagnetic waves in a conducting medium with displace
ment currents aD/at taken into account (see § 38).

34.2. Another generalization of the former approach to electric
currents consists in taking account of thermodynamic arguments.
Namely, we shall assume that temperature gradients, creating heat
flux, exist in the continuous medium where conduction currents
are generated. Electric and magnetic fields are also present. 'Ve
shall begin with only electric field, and assume the medium to be
isotropic. Now, two factors make a charged particle move in any
direction: an electric field, and heat conduction. This brings an
additional term proportional to grad T into the expression for the
conduction current, and a term proportional to E into that of the
heat flux. The two factors are as if superposed. The conduction cur
rent and heat flux densities, j and q, will be written as follows:

j = aE + ~ grad T, q = l'E + ~ grad T (34.4)

Transfer phenomena constitute one of the problems of the non
equilibrium (irreversible) thermodynamics. I t can often be assumed
that the Onsager reciprocity relation is valid, relating different
transfer processes. Here we shall formulate this principle; its sub
stantiation is given by the methods of statistical physics", This
principle establishes a relation between coefficients in formulas
(34.4). Each current Ii in the medium (j and q in our case) is driven
by a corresponding "generalized force" X i: To find this generalized
force we mnst take into account that transfer of the quantity of
heat dQ to a volume of the medium changes its entropy S; namely,
according to the second law of thermodynamics, dS = dQIT. This

gives the time rate of the variation of entropy S== d.Sldt, Let us

assume that S is a linear function of currents J i : S = -~i JiX i •

Coefficients of J i represent the generalized forces. Assume now that
currents too can be written as linear functions of generalized forces,
namely .

(34.5)

The Onsager principle consists in stating that in the absence of mag
netic field the matrix of coefficients aik is symmetrical":

(34.6)

, See, for example, L. D. Landau and E. ~1. Lifshitz, Statistical Physics,
Course of Theoretical Physics, vol. 5 (3rd edition), Pergamon Press, Oxford,
1979.

6 Linear relations of the type of (34.5) and (34.4) hold if the analysis is
restricted to the effects which are small in a certain sense, that is, if currents
are assumed to undergo sufficiently small variation when generalized forces are
changed (see·a discussion of this point in the monograph by Landau and Lif
shitz, cited above).
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Consider the change in entropy in the case we are discussing. The
quantity of heat released per unit time' in each element of volume
is -div q (this is simply the definition of heat flux q); in addition,
the work done by electric field results in a dissipation of energy
j. E. Hence,

s- - r div q dV + r j.E dV
- J T J T

The first integral can be transformed via formula (B.14 2) and the
Gauss theorem. With obvious assumption, the above formula then
takes the form

· r 1 r · E
S = J s grad T dV + J -7- dV

Evidently, the generalized forces here are -grad (1IT) and -(EIT).
Equations (34.4) are transformed to (34.5) as follows:

j = - «t ( - ~ ) - ~T2 grad -;. , q = - yT ( - ~ ) - ~T2 grad :

Relation (34.6) then is expressed by

y=-pT, a=-~T (34.7)

It will be convenient to use .equations (34.4) in the form resolved
in E, namely

E = rj + 1] grad T, q = IIj - x grad T (34.8)
Here

r == a-t, 1] = - pO-I, Il = ,\,a-I , x = ,\,~a-t - ~

From the first relation of (34.7) we obtain

II = 'l'JT , x = - ( ~:T + ~) (34.9)

In the case j = 0 the first equation of (34.8) gives

E = 11 grad T (34.10)

that is, a distribution of temperatures in a conductor produces in it
an electric field. By introducing a scalar potential, we can trans
form the above equation to -dcpldT = 1]. Quantity 1] is called the
differential thermal electromotive force; its value differs in different
conductors. As a result, the. thermal electromotive force can be
employed as one of the external electromotive forces, that is, as
a basis for a thermoelectric cell.

Consider a circuit composed of two different metals a and b sol
dered at points 1 and 2 (Fig. 36). Temperature at point 1 is denoted
by T1 , and that at point 2, by T 2. By analogy to the derivation, of
(33.6), determine the electromotive force. in this circuit. We dis
connect the circuit, for example, somewhere within the segment of
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metal a, and assume that the thus formed free ends have equal tem
peratures (see Fig. 36). Equations (33.6) and (34.10) yield

Tl T2 To T2

U = ~ Tl ~~ ds = .\ Tla dT + JTlb dT + JTla dT = J(Tlb - Tla) dT
To Tl T2 Tl

All other coefficjents in (34.8) are, like 'r], determined by specific
properties of the conductor. This produces a number of additional
effects. Let current j pass through a junction of two different metals
a and b. Temperature is assumed equal at all points of the circuit.

T,

T,

Fig. 36

V

To "Q qb
~~

VAi//M/M

J

Fig. 37

According to the second equation of (34.8), current-induced heat
fluxes qa and qb (Fig. 37) will appear on the two sides of the junction,
with, in the general case, qa =1= qb. Consequently, there will be an
excess heat W, released or absorbed in the junction, .namely,

W = qa - qb = (IIa - II b ) j

The effect is called the Peltier effect, and coefficient II is the Peltier
coefficient. The direction of current through the junction determines
whether the heat will be released or absorbed (i.e. it determines the
sign of W).

Let us introduce a temperature gradient. We shall calculate in
more detail the quantity of heat Q released in the conductor. We
have obtained above, in entropy calculations, that

Q = j. E - div q

per unit volume and unit time. Substitution of (34.8) yields

Q=rj2+Tl(j·gradT)- ~ (j.gradT)=rj2--r (j.gradT)

We also assume that grad n = :~ grad T, and that the term includ

ing the thermal conductivity in (34.8) makes a comparatively small
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(34.11)

contribution. The first term represents the Joule heat, and the second
corresponds to the so-called Thomson effect (an additional quantity
of heat released as a result of a nonuniform heating of the conductor).
The Thomson coefficient T is related to the Peltier coef.ficient by the
following relation:

dII dt']
't = - 11 + dT = T dT

Here we have used formula (34.9). The Thomson effect is easily dis
tinguished from the Joule heat because the latter is proportional
to j2 and, in contrast to the former, is independent of the direction
of current. Coefficient T may be either positive or negative. In the
first case heat is released when the current flows along the ternperature
gradient, and absorbed when the direction of current is reversed.
In the second case the relationship reverses.

34.3. If the conductor is anisotropic, the generalized equations
(34.8) are written in the form

E ·h+ iJT II·k er
i = rikJ f}ik 8Zk' qi = ikJ - 'Xik (}Xk

I In this case the Onsager principle is written as follows:

rih = rid, 'Xih = 'Xkh II i h ~ T11hi (34.12)

Assume now that the conducting medium is in an external mag
netic field H. Both the experiments and the microscopic theory
show that in this case coefficients in equations (34.11) are functions
of this magnetic field. Then the Onsager principle must be written
in the generalized form:

rili (H) = rhi (-H), 'Xih (H) == 'Khi (-H)

nih (H) = T11hi (-H) (34.13)

Even if the medium is isotropic in the absence of magnetic field,
the field usually induces anisotropy. For example, if magnetic
field is sufficiently small, we can expand function r (H) in powers
of its components, that is

r (H) = r (0)+ ril>Hi + ri~)trn»+ ...
Terms with coefficients r~l), rJ1>' ... describe the field-induced
dependence of properties of the medium on the field direction. Let
us assume that the field is so weak that nonlinear effects in the expan
sion can be dropped. In this case we can, for example, find the addi
tional terms in equations (34.8) in a straightforward manner, using
the property of field transformation under rotations and reflections
in space. I t has been shown at the beginning of § 2 that field E
is a polar vector; the same is true for i, q and grad T, while H is
an axial vector. Thus, for example a correction to vector E, charac-
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terized 'by the required transformation properties of a polar vector
and linear with respect to both j and H, must be proportional to
vector product H X j. Thus, it can be expected that equations (34.8)
must be replaced with the following:

E === rj -+- fiR X j + " grad T + NH X grad T (34.141)

q = TIj + BH X j - x grad T + LH X grad T (34.14 2)

Here R, N, B, L are constant coefficients. The principle of symmetry
of kinetic coefficients yields B = NT.

The first of the above equations shows that with grad T = 0 the
current flowing in the conductor in a magnetic field produces electric
field RH X j. Expansion of coefficient r in powers of field H must
correspond to a similar expansion of electric conductivity cr. If we
use for the currents an expression of the type of (34.4), this will
produce a correction term in the expression for j; it is clear from
similar arguments concerning the transformation relation that this
correction must be proportional to vector product E X H. Thus,
magnetic field generates an additional current in the direction nor
mal to the electric field, and the magnitude of this current is pro
portional to the magnetic field. The phenomena outlined above con
stitute different aspects of the Hall effect.

34.4. Several other observable effects can be analyzed using equa
tions (34.14). Let us choose axis z of Cartesian coordinates in the
direction of field H, and consider a particular case of current flowing
along axis x: j = j x.

First we assume that temperature gradient along axis x is zero, ,
aT/ax = 0, and heat flux is zero along axis y, qy -- O. By projecting
equation (34.14 2) onto axis y we obtain aT/ay = BHj/x. This means
that in a magnetic field applied along axis z the current flowing
along x produces a temperature gradient along axis y. This is the
so-called Ettingshausen effect.

Assume now that, as before, qy = 0 but, in contrast to the pre
ceding case, j = ° and aT/ax =/=. O. Projecting again equation
(34.14 2) onto axis y, we obtain a temperature gradient due to the

magnetic field, directed along axis y: ~T == !:... H {JoT. This formula
vy x x

gives the Leduc-Righi effect: magnetic field affects heat conduction.
Equation (34.141 ) also shows that the temperature gradient along

axis x may produce in a magnetic field a thermo-e.m.f. along axis y.
Indeed, if j = 0 and aT/ay == 0, then E y = NH aT/ax. This effect <,

of magnetic field on thermo-e.m.f. is called the Nernst effect.
The elementary information on thermoelectric and thermomag

netic phenomena given above makes up a certain, though incomplete,
picture of the causes producing these phenomena. An investigation
of transport processes in conductors placed in an electromagnetic
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field constitutes a considerable and very important part of the
modern irreversible statistic thermodynamics. Note also that we
have omitted from our analyses of factors generating electric current
the transformation of chemical to electric energy, fundamental for
functioning of electrolytic cells.

§ 35. Elements of magnetohydrodynamics

35.1. Magnetohydrodynamics studies the properties of conducting
liquids or gases in electromagnetic fields. As these media are more
or less easily deformable, the interaction of the electromagnetic
field with the currents in these media may substantially affect
their hydrodynamic properties. Here, as in all other sections of the
book, we restrict the exposition to the phenomenological approach
and do not consider problems concerning the microscopic structure
of the medium. However, the liquid considered in magnetohydro
dynamics is assumed consisting of negative and positive charged
particles (for example, electrons and ions) freely moving with re
spect to one another. In most cases the medium can be thought of as
neutral on the whole, that is the positive and negative charges in any
microscopically small volume balance each other. This property is
typical for molten metals and, which is especially important, for
completely ionized gases (this state of the matter is called plasma).

At present the study of phenomenological properties of plasmalike
media by the methods of magnetohydrodynamics, and the study of
their microscopic properties by the methods of statistical physics,
are rapidly progressing and play an extremely important part in
modern astrophysics and in the theory of controlled thermonuclear
reactions". In both cases only completely ionized media are con
sidered. Here we shall give only the most elementary exposition of
magnetohydrodynamics meant to clarify the specific features of the
subject.

In analyzing the moving media, it is necessary to distinguish
between the laboratory and the co-moving (Lagrange) reference
frame. Denote electromagnetic field in the laboratory reference
frame by E and B, and that in the Lagrange frame by E' and B'.
Let the medium move in the laboratory reference frame (at least,
for a sufficiently small time interval) at a constant velocity v,
Then the co-moving reference frame is inertial, and fields E', B'
and E, B are related by the Lorentz transformation discussed in § 7.
If v ~ C, we are to use formulas (7.13'). In the SI system of units
one has to take into account the remark made immediately after

6 A consistent study of magnetohydrodynamics was pioneered by H. Alfven
in 1942.
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equation (7.21). Equatio~s (7.13') are then written in the form
1

E'~E+vxB, B'~B--2 vxE~B (35.1)
c

It will be instructive to derive the first of the nonrelativistic
relations (35.1) by resorting to the Faraday law of induction for
a moving contour. If the contour were
at rest in the laboratory reference
frame, the law of induction should have
been written in the form

~E.ds=-J ~~.ndcJ (35.2)

In our approximation B' ~ B, so that
the motion of the medium can be treat
ed as its translation with respect to the
magnetic field. Consequently, the differ
ence between E' (field strength deter
mining e.m.f. in the moving contour)
and E is stipulated, from the stand-
point of the laboratory reference frame, Fig. 38
by the need to apply the Faraday
law to the contour moving together 'with the medium, namely

~E/.ds=-:t JB.nda (35.3)

because the right-hand side depends on time both in the inteJrand
and owing to the motion of the contour, so that integration limits
are variable (Fig. 38). The variation of the integral is

d J Bvn da= J B·n da2 - J B·n da t
t+dt t

~ JB· n da2 - JB·nda t + J ~~ .ndotdt (35.4)
t t

As can be seen from Fig. 38, we have introduced surface 01 covering
the contour at time t, surface 0'2 at time t + dt, and a unit vector
of normal D. In the second part of (35.4) we have used the expansion

into Taylor series B (t + dt) ~ B (t) +:;It dt. Consequently, the
integrand in the first term of the right-hand side is determined by
the values taken by field B at time t at those points of space which
will be occupied by surface 0'2 at time t + dt. Therefore we shall
consider a cylindrical surface shown in Fig. 38 and take at all its
points the values of vector B which it assumes at time t. Then, accord-

ing to the Maxwell equation (M' .2), ~ B· n da = O. On the other
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~ B·nda= - ) B·n da2+ JB.ndat + JB·vda

where the last integral is taken over the lateral surface of the cylinder,
and ~ is the outward normal to this surface. Of course, the signs of
the first two terms are opposite because in the arrangement chosen
he-re n retains its direction when the contour moves, while in apply
ing the Gauss theorem we choose the direction of the outward normal
as positive. Figure 38 shows that we can write for the lateral surface

. v do = vdt X ds. Recalling that B·(v X ds) = -(v X B)·ds, we
obtain from the preceding equation that

JB.nda2 - JB·ndat= -~ (v X B)·dsdt
t t

Substitute this result into (35.4) and take into account (35.2) and
(35.3). This yields

~ (E' - E) · ds = ~ (v X B) ·ds (35.3')

This equality is satisfied for (35.1). Term v X B in the expression
for E' is, in the laboratory reference frame, precisely the Lorentz
force applied to charges moving in a magnetic field. And the observer
co-moving with the medium records vector E' as an "aggregate",
as the e.m.f. in the contour.

35.2. Consider now the relation between conduction currents in
the medium recorded in the two mentioned reference frames. I t is
given by the first of formulas (7.18). In our nonrelativistic limit,
when l' ~ 1, we find i = i' + p'v (the second term is called the
convection current). If the medium is assumed neutral, that is p' = 0,
then i = i'. Assume now that Ohm's law, i' = O'E', holds in a fixed
medium. It then. follows from the above arguments and from formula
(35.1) that in the laboratory reference frame (i.e. for a moving
medium) Ohm's law takes the form

i = 0' (E + v X B) (35.5)

Here we shall neglect such phenomena as the Hall effect.
Using (35.5), we can formulate a condition under which the liquid

is an ideal conductor. In fact, we have to demand that a~ 00 for
a finite current density i. This requirement is met if

E + v X B = 0 (35.6)

For v = 0 this condition reduces to the absence of electric field
inside the ideal conductor. If v =1= 0, condition (35.6) becomes non
trivial. From the point of view of transformation (35.1) this means
E' = 0, that is, there is no electromotive force in the moving con-
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tour. In other words, if <I> is the magnetic flux through the moving
contour, then equation (35.3) yields d(f>/dt == 0 if this contour moves
together with the medium having infinite conductivity. The mag
netic lines of force are "thus said to be frozen into the medium. As
Iol lows from the given above derivation of the law of induction,
the condition of freezing reflects the fact that matter in its motion
carries with itself the magnetic lines of force. In other words, if
a magnetic line of force passes at a given moment of time through
a chosen element of matter, and this element is translated, then
this line will pass through the same element after the translation.
Clearly, the direction of translation velocity of this element need
not coincide, in the general case, with the direction of magnetic
lines of force. It is important that the condition of freezing was
obtained for an absolutely arbitrary contour passing through the
particles of medium and moving together with them. This point
is important because for any fixed configuration of the magnetic
field it could be possible to find such specially selected moving con
tours that the magnetic flux crossing them would remain constant.
However, if the condition of freezing is violated, there should
necessarily be such contours in which the corresponding magnetic
flux varies.

The condition of freezing can also be obtained in the differential
form. By using Stokes' theorem and equation curl E = -aD/at
corresponding to formula (35.2), we obtain from (35.3') that the law
of induction for a moving contour can be rewritten in the form

aB
curlE' = -at+curl(v X B) (35.3")

Hence, condition (35.6) is equivalent to

aDat = curl (v X B) (35.6')

Either this equation or the original relation (35.6) can be used, the
choice being dictated by convenience.

Denote by Veo the component of velocity v orthogonal to field B
in the case (J -+ 00. As follows from (35.6),

ExB
Veo=~ (35.7)

This motion of liquid at a velocity Veo is called the electric drift
of the liquid. Formula (35.7) coincides with the expression for electric
drift VE (see p. 211) obtained in the analysis of motion of charged
particles in an electromagnetic field.

35.3. It is clear that in the general case of an arbitrary electric
conductivity the motion of a conducting liquid must be found simul
taneously with the field acting in it. Indeed, the basic equations of

18-2456
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hydrodynamics take in this case the following form·

-~~ +div (xv) = 0- (35.8)

x :; =j X B+F (35.9)

Here x is the mass density of the liquid. The first of the relations
is the continuity equation. The second of them is the equation of
motion, and its main feature is the presence of magnetic force i X B
applied to electric currents in the liquid. Term F describes all other
external forces affecting the motion, for example,

F = -grad p + xg (35.10)

where p is the pressure and g is the acceleration of free fall. Forces
due to viscosity may, if necessary, be taken into account in the
right-hand side of (35.10). The time derivative in (35.9) is substantial,
that is

:t = :t -l-v vgrad (35.11)

The presence of the magnetic field in the right-hand side of (35.9)
constitutes the link between this equation and the Maxwell equa
tions. In a good conductor the displacement current aD/at can be
considered negligibly small, so that the Maxwell equations can be
used in the form

aD
curIE+at=O, curIB=J1j (35.12)

We also assume that in the medium "Of interest B = f.1H and J1 is
constant (in many cases fJ. ~ f-lo). Hence, equations (35.8), (35.9),
and (35.12) must be chosen as the basic equations of magnetohydro
dynamics. In the- general case they must be solved simultaneously
for specific boundary and initial conditions. Besides, Ohm's law in
its form (35.5) must be taken into account.

Specific effects which immediately follow from the system of
equations of magnetohydrodynamics in a liquid conductor are the
magnetic diffusion, magnetic viscosity, and magnetic pressure.

The magnetic diffusion characterizes the behavior of a magnetic
field in a moving conductor. For its analysis we should use equations
(35.12) and (35.5). They yield

~~ = -curl (o-tj-v X B)= - p.1CJ curl curl B+curl (v X B)

In the Cartesian system of coordinates, curl curl B = -~B since
div B = O. As a result, the preceding equation is rewritten in the
form

8B 1
¥= ~O' ~B+curl(v X B) (35.13)
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Thus, equation (35.13) becomes an ordinary diffusion equation (for
each component of vector B) for an observer moving together with
the liquid, that is for v = O. Therefore, if electric conductivity <1
is finite, the value of magnetic field at each point of the conductor
decreases with time. A clear illustration of this effect is a pattern
of magnetic lines of force whose density decreases with time. The
specific character of this diffusion can be found by integrating the
above equation if the shape of conductor and the boundary and initial
conditions are known. Coefficient (~a)-l plays a role similar to that
of the diffusion coefficient. If characteristic dimensions of the con
ductor specimen are denoted by l, the quantity T ~ ~al2 has the
dimension of time and characterizes the relaxation time of the field
in the given conductor. If a -+ 00 but ~B remains finite, there is
practically no diffusion; this corresponds to the discussed above con
dition of freezing.

Let us turn now to the equation of motion (35.9) of the liquid. If
the velocity of motion is represented by the sum of components
v = v 1. + v II' where v II is parallel to field B and v1. is orthogonal
to it, the magnetic force takes the form

i X B= aE X B- aB X (v X B) =aB2 (voo-v1.)

where v00 is the velocity of electric drift in the case of infinite electric
conductivity, given by formula (35.7). Equation (35.9) can therefore
be rewritten in the form of a system

dv1. dv II
",~=F1.+aB2(voo-V1.)' "'dt=Fu

We see that a friction force proportional to the velocity of motion
appears in the direction orthogonal to the field. This force is of purely
electromagnetic origin. This effect which decelerates the flow is
called the magnetic viscosity of the liquid conductor.

Magnetic forces can also be written in a somewhat different form
if we use relations (3.11) and (3.12) between the forces and the mag
netic component of the Maxwell stress tensor, namely,

aTab =J. X BI Tab=..!. (BaBb_ 6ab B2) (35.14)
8x b a' ,.., 2

From this we obtain
• X BI = B" 8Bb _ 6ab {j (B2) + 8Ba "Bb

f.tJ a 8x b 2 8x b 8x b

That is, since div B = 0,

llj X B = (B. grad) B - ~ grad (B2) (35.15)

If external forces of nonelectromagnetic origin have the form of
(35.10), where we can substitute g = -grad X (X is the gravitational
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potential), then we can derive the equation of motion from (35.9)
and (35.15) for x = const:

dv 1
x Cit = -grad (p+ Pm+ xX) +J1 (Bvgrad) B (35.16)

The quantity

P =_1_B2= H·B
m- 2,... 2 (35.17)

is called the magnetic pressure. The physical meaning of this term
is clear from \equation (35.16) in which Pm is added to hydrostatic
pressure p. .

The physical meaning of the two terms in (35.16) for the bulk mag
netic force becomes clear if we notice that surface forces applied
to the boundary of the volume are given, according to § 3, by the
stress tensor (35.14):

q>i=TfJnJ= ..-!.. BiB.n __1_ B 2n i (35.18),... 2,...

This force q> applied to a unit surface area is composed of two com
ponents: one along field B, and another along normal D. These are
the components corresponding to the addends in the bulk force.
The first of them thus describes the tension along the lines of force,
and the second. describes the force compressing the volume normally
to its surface (in the preceding formula n is the outward normal,
and the corresponding term has the minus sign), that is, the force
of pressure.

In many cases tension forces in (35.16) are negligibly small com
pared with pressure and can be ignored. This means that the con
dition of static equilibrium in the liquid takes the form

P + Pm + xx = const

Clearly, hydrostatic pressure p can be balanced off by the appropriate
choice of magnetic pressure Pm. In other words, a magnetic field
of the appropriate configuration can be used to confine the liquid
in a fixed volume ("magnetic mirror"). This phenomenon is called
the pinch effect. However, the equilibrium thus achieved is unstable
with respect to random deformations of the liquid and is easily
destabilized by them.?

7 A detailed exposition of magnetohydrodynamics can be found, for example,
in: 1: A. Shercliff, A Textbook 0/ M agnetokydrodynamtcs, Per~amon Press,
Oxford, 1965; the applications to astrophysics see in: S. B. Pikel ner, Founda
tions of Cosmtcal E lectrodunamics, NASA, 1964.
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§ 36. Elementary· properties of ferromagnetlcs

36.1. Macroscopic description of magnetic properties of materials
is based on relation (1.17) which links three characteristics of the
field and the medium: magnetic induction B, magnetic field strength
H, and magnetization M. We have mentioned already in § 1 that
magnetization is a function of field, M (H) (instead of H, field B
can be chosen as the argument of this function, if this proves more
convenient). In linear media relation (1.26) holds; magnetization
can be maintained in the media only by an external field Hand
vanishes together with H. Magnetization of such media is directed
opposite to the external field if Xm < 0 (diamagnetism), and along
the external field if Xm > 0 (paramagnetism). In principle, the dia
magnetic effect is generated in any substance; it appears because
of the molecular currents induced by the external field; by the Lenz
law, these induced magnetic moments tend to compensate this
field. Paramagnetism takes place when particles of the matter possess
their own magnetic moments which are oriented along the magnetic
field. Evidently, this effect is observable only if it is sufficiently
strong and "overcomes" the effect of diamagnetism. Quantum me
chanics plays an especially important role in the theoretical inter
pretation of magnetic properties. Thus, for example, the so-called
Van-Leeuwen-Terletsky theorem states that in the thermodynami
cally equilibrium state the magnetic moment of any classical system
of moving charges in a constant external field is zero. A nonzero
result (for instance, for magnetization of dia- or paramagnetics)
is therefore obtained in the classical theory of magnetism only by
implicitly taking into account the quantum-mechanical considera
ttons."

As for the phenomenological relations valid in linear magnetic
media, they can be derived in a complete analogy to the theory of
dielectrics discussed in §§ 31 and 32. One only has to substitute in
the relevant sections H for E, B for D, and J1 for B. It is very rare
in practice that nonuniformity or anisotropy of linear magnetic
media is taken into account.

The nature of nonlinear magnetics is also explained on the basis
of quantum mechanics. In the final analysis, one comes to intrinsic
(spin) moments of elementary particles (electrons and nuclei) which
are ordered owing to specific quantum interactions (exchange forces).
However, it is also necessary to investigate the relationships which
exist on a macroscopic level in a phenomenological description of
matter.

The simplest of such relationships will make the subject of the
present section. Among several types of nonlinear magnetics (ferro-

S This aspect is discussed in: S. V. Vonsovski, Magnettsm, Wiley, New
York, 1974. .
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magnetics, antiferromagnetics, ferrites), we shall specifically discuss
only [erromagnetics (i.e. "permanent magnets" in which spin moments
of electrons in ordered state are parallel) and shall analyze elementary
properties of magnetic field they generate.

Let a ferromagnetic material be placed in a magnetic field pro-
duced, for example, by electric currents. If magnetization of the

ferromagnetic is initially zero,
and the field is slowly increased
(by increasing the electric cur
rent), then curve B (H) at any
point of the ferromagnetic varies
according to the dashed curve in
Fig. 39. Magnetization of the

H medium consumes work which is
equal numerically to the area
bounded by the curve within the
rectangle in Fig. 39. Let us now
decrease the external field. Func
tion B (H) is not only nonlinear
but also not' single-valued, name
ly, when field diminishes to

zero, B traces not the initial dashed curve but the solid curve
going somewhat higher. As a result, vector B is nonzero
at zero external field H, that is the material retains residual mag
netization M (0). When the field is varied further, we can obtain
the remaining part of the curve shown by dots in Fig. 39. The varia
tion of B lags behind that of H; this effect is called hysteresis.

Hysteresis is accompanied by dissipation of energy in the form
of heat, which can be calculated as follows. When the field changes
from B1 to B, the. work done per unit volume of the ferromagnetic is

B H

W = ) H· dB = H· B 1:1- I B· dH
H1 Hl

Calculation for the hysteresis loop returning to point B1 yields

w . -~B.dH
This is precisely the energy dissipated for hysteresis per unit volume.P

9 The "limiting" closed hysteresis loop, similar to that shown in the figure,
is obtained if each time H is increased, the ferromagnetic is magnetized to
saturation. But if magnetization does not reach saturation, then the curve
traced by B when H decreases is below the limiting curve. As a result, the curve
may pass through any point (H, B) wi thin the hysteresis loop by a proper choice
of the magnetization path. This means that function B (H) is infinitely multi
valued, and the actual values of Band M are determined by the "prehistory"
of the specimen.
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When the external field is removed, the "residual magnetization"
Mo == M (0) sets up in Ierromagnetics, This residual magnetization
is a source of magnetic field in the space surrounding the ferromag
netic. Indeed, let us turn to the Maxwell equation (M.4'). For j = 0,
E = 0, P = ° this equation takes the form curl B = f.1o curl Mo
if Mo is the only magnetization in the specimen. The right-hand
side of this equation plays the role of a source with respect to field B.
This shows that we can set B - f.1o Mo = - f.1o grad "1', where 'P is
a scalar function of space coordinates (both the sign and the factor
are chosen for reasons of convenience), and acornparison with (1.17)
shows that H = -grad "1'. The equation for function 'P can be obtained
from (M.2) which, after the substitution of (1.17), takes the form

div H = -div Mo (36.1)

We thus arrive at the Poisson equation for function "1':
~'i' = div Mo (36.2)

Obviously, the same result follows from the Maxwell equation
(M.4~ for i = 0. Moreover, we have already discussed it in § 12
but we came to a conclusion that the introduction of scalar magnetic
potential 'l' for the field generated by currents is not correct. How
ever, the objectives given in § 12 are not valid in the present case
if the magnetic field appears only owing to the residual magnetiza
tion Mo.

Formally equation (36.2) coincides with the fundamental equation
(11.1) for electrostatic potential if we introduce the "magnetic
charge density" Pm defined by

Pm = -div Mo (36.3)

Nevertheless, we shall presently demonstrate that the concept of
magnetic charge is devoid of physical meaning, in complete accord
ance with the interpretation of the Maxwell equations given in § 1.
Still, sometimes it is useful as a formal technique in the case of
ferromagnetics.

Consider a solution of equation (36.2), paying special attention
to the possible presence of discontinuity surfaces of the magnetization
field. For example, magnetization is nonzero inside a permanent
magnet placed in a nonmagnetic medium, and equals zero outside
of the surface of the magnet. Let c' be a closed surface bounding
volume VI. Introduce an auxiliary surface ~ enclosing surface 0'

II and denote the volume enclosed between these two surfaces by V 2

(Fig. 40). Assume that magnetization changes jumpwise across the
surface o': In what follows we drop subscript 0, and denote the
magnetization of the material within volume VI by MI and that
in volume V 2 by M2 • We want to find the magnetic potential at
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point P (this point may be chosen both in volume Vt and in volume
V I). In order to solve the Poisson equation taking into account the
surface of discontinuity 0', we can apply Green's formula (B.28).

The point of observation P must first
be surrounded by a small sphere
whose radius tends to zero. The sur
face integral in Green's formula (in
which function 'tJ' and its gradient
must be assumed continuous) will be
divided into four parts, namely, an
integral over the mentioned above
small sphere, an integral over the

Fig. 40 outer surface ~, and integrals over
the outer and inner (with respect to

volume Vt) sides of surface 0'. Assuming, as usual, the integral over
~ vanishing, and evaluating the integral over the small sphere by
analogy to the procedure used in § 13, we obtain

4ft'" (P) = J~dV+ ~ [_1 0'1'+ - ",+_0_ _1] dC1+
R ~ RanI on2 R

a+

+ s. [1-. inI'- - 'l'-_o- _1] do- (36.4)
~ R on! on! R
a-

Here a - is the inner side of surface 0', a + is its outer side, and 1l'
and '1>+ are the values of" magnetic potential on these two sides, re
spectively. Let us take into account now that

o a
on! = - ona

and denote
_0_=..3-
on! - on

'(36.5)

,

4ml' (P) = J '; dV +~ [( :: )1 - ( :: ) J d;'

Assume, in addition, that the magnetic potential per se has no dis
continuity across surface 0' .10 The preceding equation then takes
the form

It is consistent to refer to the quantity in the brackets as the mag
netic surface charge; we denote it by Am. The meaning of this quantity
will he elucidated if we recall the boundary condition for the mag-
netic field, that is '

(36.6)

10 Possible discontinuities in potential across surface 0' will be taken into
account at the end of this subsection ..
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Hence, A.m is equal, to MIn - M 2n o As for the volume integral, we
invoke definition (36.3) and transform the integrand to

div'M . div' ( M ) +M d' 1- R = - IV If ·gra If

The first term in the right-hand side enables us to apply the Gauss
theorem. It is transformed exactly as the similar term in Subsec
tion 31.1, and the resulti.ng surface integrals cancel out when sub
stituted into (36.5).

If, as is normally the case, magnetization on ~ is for some reason
equal to zero, formula (36.5) takes the final form

4n'i' (P) = JM· grad' ~ dV (36.7)

Hence, the concept of a magnetic charge is definitely unacceptable.
Formula (36.7) can be interpreted as a field generated by a system
of dipoles distributed in space with bulk density M of the dipole
moment. It is this magnetic moment that we have to regard as the
primary concept in the theory of permanent magnets. If scalar
potential 1J' itself has a discontinuity on surface a', then we see

from (36.4) that an additional term ~ (L\'i') {)~ ~ del, where L\'iJ =
== 1J'+ -1J'-, appears in the expression; This term describes the
potential of a layer of magnetic dipoles 'distributed over surface 0'

(double layer).
36.·2. The case of a cylindrical permanent magnet (with constant

magnetization inside it) placed in a medium with zero magnetization
(for example, in vacuo) is simple but quite instructive. Here it will
be convenient to calculate the field produced by the magnet via for
mula (36.5) in which the volume integral vanishes (because div' M =
= 0). Assume also that vector M inside the magnet is parallel to
its axis, so that M n = 0 on its lateral surface; this leaves only the
integrals over the cylinder bases a1 and 02:

4n'iJ = J ~n dol - J~n da2

In this case quantities ±Mn playa role similar to that of surface
charges of opposite .sign deposited on the cylinder bases. In other
words, this is the situation of "magnetic poles". Phenomenologically
we can say that the charges of these poles generate inside the magnet
a field He directed opposite to the external field Hext and to mag
netization M. Consequently, field He is called the demagnetizing
field. The net field inside the magnet is H = Hext + He. In frequent
cases of proportionality Ho = -v M (v is known as the demagnetiza
tion factor) so that H = Hext - "M. If, in addition, M = XH,
where X = X (H), then H = (1 + XV)-1 Hext and M = 'X (1 +
+ XV)-l Hext = XoHext . Coefficient X is determined only by the
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structure of the magnetic material and is therefore called the mall
netic susceptibility of the matter, and Xo (magnetic susceptibility or
the specimen) also depends on factor v which in its turn is related
to the geometric shape of the magnet. This is the customary tor
minology of the theory of magnetism. We shall return to the cylin
drical magnet when considering Ampere's theory (see p. 285).

Equation (36.7) shows that magnetic field of a pointlike magnetic'
dipole is determined by the scalar potential:

1 , 1 1 1
'I'= 4n m- grad If === - 4n m· grad If (36.8)

where m is the magnetic moment of this dipole. Namely,

H = 4~ grad ( m- grad i) (36.9)

, With these equalities we can compare permanent magnets and
electric currents as sources of magnetic field. The comparison will
be based on Ampere's theorem which states that the magnetic field
of a circular electric current at large distances from the current
loop coincides with the magnetic field of a dipole if the magnetic
moment of this dipole is defined by formula (12.13) (in the systern
of units used here ex = 1).

The assumption that the magnetic field is measured far from the
current loop may be substituted by calculating the limit of infinitesi
mal contour, when the area enclosed by the contour tends to zero
and I -+ 00, so that vector m given by formula (12.13) remains finite.
In the first nonvanishing approximation the vector potential of the
magnetic field of the current is given by (12.16). This means that

H=fB= - 4~ curl( m X grad ~ ) (36.10)

Ampere' s theorem will be proved if the right-hand sides of the
two preceding formulas are shown to be equal, that is if

-curl (m X grad ~ ) = grad (m ·grad i ) (36.11)

Let us transform the left-hand side of the equality to be proved by
applying rule (B.20), and the right-hand side, by applying rule

(B.i8), assuming in these rules a = m and b = grad ~ . Assuming

that differential operations applied to constant vector m yield zero

and, in addition, curl b = curl grad ~ = 0, we find that in our

case relation (B.18) transforms to grad (a-b) = (a-grad) h, and
relation (B.20) to curl (a X b) = -(a·grad) b + a div b. However,

div b = Ii ~ = 0 because the field is analyzed under the condition
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H =1= 0 (we have assumed above that the distance from the current
loop is large). Therefore, relation (36.11) indeed holds, and Ampere's
theorem is proved.

Ampere's theorem was a logical foundation for Ampere's hypothe
sis on the nature of the field produced by permanent magnets. This'
hypothesis assumes that the field is the result of "molecular currents"
in the microscopic structure of the media.
This hypothesis played an extremely im
portant role in the development of the
physics of ferromagnetism.

By virtue of Ampere's theorem one
can, if necessary, replace electric cur
rents generating magnetostatic field by
an equivalent distribution of magnetic
moment, and vice versa. For example, if
the field source is a linear current I, we
can consider an arbitrary surface bounded
by the contour C of this current and di-
vide it into sufficiently small elementary Fig. 41
cells (Fig. 41). Assume now that cur-
rent I circulates along the contour of each of these cells in the same
direction as the current flowing in the main contour. All the currents
in contour segments inside the main current contour cancel out,
so that only the original current remains. At the same time, when
elementary cells tend to zero area, the current along each infinitesi
mal contour produces the magnetic field coinciding with that of a mag
netic dipole with moment dm = In do, Ultimately the field of a
current flowing along contour C will coincide with the field produced
by a distribution of elementary magnetic dipoles on the surface,
with the distribution independent of the shape of this surface. The
density of a double layer consisting of magnetic dipoles must have
constant magnitude equal to dm/da == 't. The potential produced
by such a double layer is

'i'(r) = 4~ ) -r(r').grad' ~ da= - 4~ ) -rdQ= -/Q. 4~ (36.12)
g

Here Q is the solid angle. at which the surface is seen from the
observation point having radius vector r. The second integral is
negative because dQ is positive if the layer is observed on the side
of "negative magnetic charges" where the potential is negative.

Let us supplement surface a in order to close it, assuming that
the density of magnetic dipoles on the whole closed surface is, as
before, equal to T. Then the total solid angle Q at which this surface
is seen from the observation point equals 4n if this point is inside
the surface, and equals zero if the point is outside the surface. Hence,
there is a jump of potential at the boundary separating the outer
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(36.15)

and inner areas, equal to '1'+ - '1'_ = I. However, this jump of
potential is determined only by those surface dipoles which are
located at the point on the surface for which the jump is calculated,
so that the scalar magnetic potential ,p has a jump equal to

11'+ - 11'_ = -r = I (36.13)

across any double magnetic layer o. This returns us to the conclusion
about multivaluedness of scalar magnetic potential for the magnetic
field of currents which was obtained in a different manner in § 12

I (clearly, the preceding arguments concerning the potential jump
are equally valid for the double layer of electrostatics).

The field around a permanent magnet can also be calculated, on
the basis of the same Ampere theorem, by using vector potential:

A (r) = ~ JM X grad' ~ dV' (36.14)

if the magnetization inside the magnet is given by function M (r').
Formula (B.14 3) enables us to rewrite the integrand in the form

M d' -1 curl'M l' M
X gra If= R cur If

Now let us resort to a formula11

) curl a dV = ~ n X a do
v a

Then

A() ,..., r curl'M dV'+~~ MXn do'
r = 4n J R 4n ~ R

v a

(36.16)

The second of these integrals is calculated over the surface of the
magnetized specimen, The volume integral can be interpreted by
analogy to the expression for the vector potential of current discussed
in § 12. Namely, it is logical to call curl' M the density of magnetiza
tion current in volume V. Consequently, expression M X n should
be interpreted as the density of the surface magnetization currents.
Therefore, the field around a permanent magnet is modelled by the
field of a distribution of currents. I t should be emphasized that this
modelling has no direct relation to the microscopic theory of ferro
magnetism. However, the Maxwell equation (M.4') written in the
form curl B = f.10 (curl M + i) can be interpreted as reflecting the
fact that induction B of the magnetic field is produced only by cur
rents, namely, by the conduction current i and magnetization cur
rent im = curl M, and the latter of them is related to the micro
scopic structure of the ferromagnetic (in terms of the abovementioned

11 Derivation of this relation can be found in any course on vector calculus.
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Ampere hypothesis, to molecular currents). For this reason im =
= curl M is called the density of current of "bound" charges incor
porated into the microscopic structure of the matter.

If magnetization of a ferromagnetic is uniform, all internal cur
rents cancel out and the magnetic field outside such a ferromagnetic
can be considered generated by surface currents. One example of
this is the abovediscussed cylinder magnetized along its axis. The
field of such a magnet coincides with the field of a solenoid with
coils arranged on the surface of the cylinder in the planes perpen
dicular to the axis. This shows that the field must be determined,
as has been shown above, by the ends of a cylindrical magnet. The
field around this magnet can also be described as generated by "mag
netic charges" (cf. an analysis above) and in terms of the vector
potential, namely, via the second term in equation (36.16). Magne
tization M differs from zero only inside the magnet and on its sur
face. Therefore vectors (1/,...,) Band H coincide outside the magnet.
Inside the magnet vectors Band H .are opposite to each other,
because the former has a component normal to the surface, which is
continuous across the interface of the ferromagnetic while the latter
is described by the lines of force directed from positive "magnetic
charges" to negative ones both outside and inside the magnet.

Note that in linear isotropic media the following system of equa
tions holds for magnetic induction:

~ H.ds=I, div 8=0, B= flU

Formally this system is analogous to the equations for direct current
in the presence of an external electromotive force U, analyzed
in § 34:

~ E.ds=U, divj=O, j=O'E

In this last case the conductor is characterized by resistance R =

= Ja~~1:' where the integral is taken along the contour of a given
conductor. This analogy makes it possible to introduce a concept

of a "magnetic circuit". with total electric current I = Jin d~

being analogous to magnetic flux <I> = JBn 40'. Similarly to the

theory of electric currents, where we had I = ~/R, that is, Ohm's
law for the magnetic flux, we obtain <I> = fIRm with the "magnetic
resistance" of a medium equal to

Rm = J J&~1:
where integral is~ calculated in a specimen with cross-section L\~.
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This equation of the magnetic flux makes possible the calculation
of the magnetic field distribution in a medium. The solution thus
obtained can, however, be only approximate because usually bound
ary conditions of a problem of current distribution differ from
those in a problem of magnetic field. Nevertheless, this method can
often be used to solve practical problems.

36.3. We shall consider some energy properties of media placed
in a magnetic field. Assume that the sources of the magnetic field
are electric currents. We choose a volume V filled with a matter pos
sessing linear magnetic properties so that induction and strength
of magnetic .field. are related by the equation B1 = ~IHl. Magnetic
permeability may be a function of coordinates; in other words, the
material is not assumed to be homogeneous. Energy of the magnetic
field in volume V is

Now we switch off the field sources (this can be considered a "gedan
ken" experiment which makes possible the calculation of a physical
quantity of interest in this section, that is, the energy of a magnetic
in a given field) and insert into volume V a body with volume VI < V,
so that V = VI + V 2 • No assumption is made about the linearity
of the substance of which this body is composed, but we can assume
that the function H (B) in volume VI is known, that is, we know the
law governing the process of magnetization. Let us specify that
initially magnetization in volume VI is zero. Now let the original
intensity of magnetic field sources (i.e. current) be restored. This
produces magnetization of the inserted body. As a result, magnetic
induction in volume V will differ from the original value. Denote
it by B. Note that the portion V 2 of volume V remains occupied with
the original matter.

Restoration of former sources requires that work W 2 be done:

B B

W 2= J dV JH·dB= ~ JH.BdV+ JdV JH·dB (36.17)
Vl+V2 0 V2 Vl 0

In the first term (integral over volume V 2) we use linearity of the
medium occupying this volume. The difference in the calculated
energies is'

W = W2 - Wt = ~ J(H.B-HtoBt ) dV
VI

B

+ J(J H·dB- ~ Ht·Bt) dV (36.18)
VI 0
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Induction within volume V 2 is B = J.1 IH . The first term reduces

therefore to ~) (H - HI) (B + Bt) dV. By virtue of the identical
V 2

initial and final current distributions, curl (H - HI) = O. In
addition, div (B + B1) = O.

Now we make use of the boundary conditions at the boundary of
volume VI:

(B+ Bl)~) = (B + B1)~I), (H - H t )t
2

) = (H - Ht)tl> (36.19)

In the second of these relations. it is assumed that there are no sur
face currents on the boundary. As curl is zero, we can set H - HI =
= -grad 'i'. We shall also denote B + B, == Q. The following rela
tion holds for integration both over volume VI and over volume V2:

J (grad ¢.Q) dV = Jdiv (ljJQ) dV - JljJ div QdV = ~ ¢Qn do
VI. V2 (1

Hence,

J (grad ¢. Q) dV = JljJQ~) do - JljJQ~) do = 0 (36.20)
Vl+V2 (J (J

Equality to zero in (36.20) follows from the first relation in (36.19).
Obviously here we assume the surface integral over the external
boundary of volume V vanishing, for example, by removing this
boundary to infinity. We have thus proved that

J (H-H1)·(B+B1) dV = J... + J .. ,=0
VI+V2 Vt V2

that is

-} J(H-H1)·(B+B1) dV = - ~ J(H-H1}·(B+B1) dV (36.21)
V2 Vt

The significance of this formula consists in that integration in
(36.18) is now reduced to integration only over the volume of the
body, VI. Namely,

B

w= ~ J(H1·B-H.B1-H.B+2 JH.dB)dV (36.22)
Vt 0

This is the expression for magnetization energy within volume VI
In a particular case of the body being linear in its magnetic prop

erties as well as the surrounding medium, namely, B = J.12H for
mula (36.22) reduces to

w= ~ J(H1·B-H.B1) dV= ~ J(f1a-""1}H.H1dV
Vt VI
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If magnet.ization induced by the external field is introduced by an
ordinary formula B = ~o (H + M), then M = (f.12/~O - 1) H =
= (1/""'0 - 1/~2) B. And finally, if the ambient medium is the
vacuum, so that ~1 = ~o' then

W = ~ JM.BtdV (36.23)
VI

This formula can be compared to relation (31.23) in electrostatics;
note, however, that the signs are opposite.

If the body occupying volume VI has nonzero magnetization, the
calculation of its energy in a magnetic field becomes too complicated
and is not considered here!", However, the calculation is signif
icantly simplified if we assume that constant magnetization of each
element of ferromagnetic is not effected by the field generated by
other sources. The expression M dV = dm must be interpreted as
the dipole moment of element dV of the magnet. Similarly to for
mula (11.21) for electric dipole, we can determine potential energy
dU = -B dm of a magnetic dipole in field B. This field can be
written in the form B = BI + B2 , where B1 is the field of external
sources, and B2 is generated by all other elements of the same mag
net. These elements are kept together by nonmagnetic forces, and

their total potential energy relative to one another is -1 MB2 dV
v

(integration should be extended over the whole volume of the magnet).

Their potential energy in the external field is - JMB1 dV. Hence,

the total potential energy is

U = - JMB dV (36.24)

The difference between (36.23) and (36.24) originates with the fact
that the former takes account of the work necessary to produce mag
netization M, while the 'latter assumes that magnetization is fixed
beforehand and is not affected.

§ 37. Phenomenological description
of superconductivity

37.1. The phenomenon of superconductivity (discovered by Kamer
lingh Onnes in 1911 and observed at temperatures in the vicinity
of the absolute zero in a large number of materials) can be under
stood only by using the modern methods of quantum field theory.
However, some substantial characteristics of this phenomenon can

12 See, for example, 1. A. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory, McGraw Hill,
New York, 1941.
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be described phenomenologically if the Maxwell equations are
supplemented with additional conditions. It should be emphasized
that these conditions (Londons' equations) were an important lead
ing idea for the development of the modern theory'",

It is clear from the term that the effect consists in the electric
resistance vanishing at sufficiently low temperature (resistance
becomes equal to zero within the accuracy of the existing, highly
accurate, measurement techniques). The transition to the supercon
ducting state is a phase transition of the matter. The behaviour of
superconductors in a magnetic field is very peculiar. It is customary
to divide superconductors into two classes according to their mag- .,
netic properties: superconductors of the first kind (usually, these
are chemical elements) and of the second kind (usually, these are
alloys). Superconductors of the first kind are spectacular in that
they are ideal diamagnetics. Namely, the magnetic flux is completely
zero inside such a superconductor placed in an external magnetic
field (the Meissner effect: magnetic field is squeezed out of the super
conductor). The external magnetic field, however, must not exceed
a certain critical value, otherwise the transition to superconducting
state is impossible (asufficiently strong magnetic field as if destroys
the superconducting state). Properties of superconductors of the
second kind are somewhat different., and in what follows we shall
discuss only superconductors of the first kind, and only sufficiently
large specimens (important changes would be necessary for very
small specimens).

The abovementioned ideal diamagnetism distinguishes the sub
stance in the superconducting state from the "ideal conductor"
(cf. § 35), with electric resistivity tending to zero but magnetic lines
of force "frozen in". This aspect needs special analysis.

Consider first an ideal conductor. The condition of freezing (35.6')
at v = 0 takes the form oB/iJt = O. In other words, the distribution
of the magnetic field inside an ideal conductor cannot change. Assume
that the material of interest becomes an ideal conductor at temper
atures T lower than a certain critical temperature Terit . At T >
> T crrt electric conductivity is finite. Compare now two different
experiments involving external magnetic field. In the first experi
ment, field B is initially absent at T > Terit . The specimen is
then cooled to temperature T < .Terit , after which magnetic field
is switched on. As follows from the freezing condition, this will not
change .. the field inside the ideal conductor: B = O. In the second
situation field B is switched on at T > Tcrit . Usually the material
above temperature T crrt is a linear magnetic; furthermore, it can
often be assumed that f.1 ~ f.10. Therefore the distribution of the

13 The exposition of this theory can be found, for example, in: A. C. Rose
Innes and E. H. Roderick, Introduction to Superconductivity, Pergamon Press,
Oxford, 1969.

19-2456
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magnetic field that sets up within the specimen is completely deter
mined by external sources. Now we cool the specimen to a temper
ature below the phase transition point. If the material becomes an
ideal conductor, the distribution of the magnetic field inside the
specimen will not change. Moreover, if the magnetic field is now
switched off, then by virtue of the condition aB/at = 0 the field
inside the ideal conductor will remain the same. This behaviour of
the ideal conductor in an external magnetic field is caused by the
possibility of generating induced surface currents whose magnetic
field completely balances out the effects of changes in the external
field.

In the first of the above cases superconductors behave as ideal
conductors. However, in the second experiment their behaviour is
completely reversed; prior to the phase transition the field in the
medium was nonzero, but after the transition to superconducting
state took place, the field inside the specimen vanishes. This is the
phenomenon known as the Meissner effect mentioned above. It can

.he said that surface currents are generated on the surface of a super
conducting specimen and screen its inner regions from the external
magnetic field. The same phenomenon can be treated in terms of
negative magnetization M = -Hext ' where Hext is the external
magnetic field (cf. § 36).

37.2. In the phenomenological description of superconductivity,
electrons in the superconductor are divided into "normal" electrons
(which behave exactly as in ordinary metals: are scattered and under
go resistance) and "superconducting" electrons which are transferred
in the metal without resistance ("two-liquid" model). At constant
applied voltage the current at temperatures below the transition
point is transferred only by "superconducting" electrons. Naturally,
the current intensity remains finite despite the zero resistance (it
is limited by the internal resistance of the power supply source, for
example, a battery). However, if temperature is not exactly 0 K,
a fraction of electrons remain in the normal state. This effect is
revealed in alternating fields: in this case part of the current is trans
ferred by normal electrons. Above the transition point all electrons
are in the normal state. Note that in the case of direct current no
electric field can exist inside the superconductor, otherwise the
superconducting electrons would be accelerated and the current
would grow infinitely. But if electric field is zero, the current of
normal electrons which survived in the superconductor is also absent
as nothing can drive their motion.

We can thus express the current density as the sum

i = in + is, (37.1)

Here In is the current density of normal electrons, with in = a' E,
where a' is the electric conductivity due to these electrons. At this
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juncture we are mostly interested in the superconducting component
of current density, is, and so shall .not consider in at all. As the
superconducting electrons meet no resistance, each of them is uni
formly accelerated by electric field E:

mvs=eE (37.2)

On the other hand, is = nsevs, where ns is the number of super
conducting electrons per unit volume. We see from (37.2) that

:, is + n~2 E (37.3)

Assume that the superconductor possesses no ferromagnetic prop
erties, and that the field varies so slowly that we can ignore the
displacement current. The "Maxwell equations can now be written
in the form

aD
{it = -curlE, curlB=Jlois

From (37.3) and (37.4) we find

aD m ojs
-= ---curl--at naBS ot

(37.4)

(37.5)

and, consequently,

Fig. 42

z

(37.6)· 1·[\8=- B
a

This equation shows that Bdrops off exponen
tially with increasing depth into the super- B.
conductor.

We have mentioned above that supercon
ductors are essentially diamagnetic, that is,
contain no magnetic flux. But from (37.6)

we only find that B= 0 at sufficiently large
distances from the surface of the supercon
ductor (this is readily found if we analyze
a configuration shown in Fig. 42, recalling that the solution of equa-

tion (37.6) has the form Ii (x) = Bee-x/Va). However, we must have
B =0. .

The main assumption of the theory suggested by F. and H. London
(1935) states that the field in a superconductor satisfies not only

8D = -a curl curl 8
8t

where a = m/(Jlonse
2

) . Finally, transforming curl curl as usual in
Cartesian coordinates and taking into account that div B = 0,
we obtain
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equation (37.6) but also the equation
1L\B=-B
a (37.7)

For the situation shown in Fig. 42 it means

B (x) = Bee-x/Va (37.8).
Formula (37.7) can be derived exactly as (37.6) if B is everywhere
replaced by B. In particular, (37.5) must be replaced by the relation

B = -~oa curl is (37.9)

Equations (37.9) and (37.3) are called the London equations. They
can be used to calculate distribution of a magnetic field in a super
conducting specimen, with (37.9) describing the property of· ideal
diamagnetics.

At depth x = Va into the superconductor the field diminishes by
a factor of e. This characteristic is called the London penetration
depth of magnetic field, AL' that is

AL = Va = ( m 2 ) 1/2 (37.10)
f.l.onse

The current distribution in a superconductor can be derived from
the second equation in (37.4). In the case presented in Fig. 42 we
have ~aB/f}x = f1oi y, and (37.8) yields

· . -xI'AL· Be (37 11)
/y=/ee ,/e== J..LoAL :

Hence, current exists only within a surface layer bounded by the
penetration depth.

The predictions derived on the basis of the London equations are
qualitatively valid. It is clear from the derivation itself that these
equations must be regarded as complementary ad hoc conditions
added to the Maxwell equations to describe superconducting cur
rents. The Maxwell equations remain valid in this case as well.

37.3. One of the spectacular corollaries of the theory of super
conductivity, and one that was confirmed experimentally, is the
quantization of the magnetic field in the nonsuperconducting medium
surrounded .by a superconductor ring. The term "quantization"
already states that the effect can be interpreted only in the frame
work of the quantum theory. However, the Bohr-Sommerfeld quan
tization that the reader has learnt in the atomic physics course will
be sufficient for an elementary description. We have seen above that
superconducting currents flow in a AL-deep surface layer of a super
conducting ring; the external magnetic field penetrates into the
ring to the same depth. Consider a closed contour drawn in this
layer of the ring and enclosing the hole. The' charges forming the
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current are driven by the external magnetic field. This motion can
be described in terms of the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian introduced
at the end of § 8. Apply the quantization condition to the charge
momentum integrated along the mentioned contour (this integration
is used similarly in the atomic theory to an electron moving along
a closed path). Namely,

(37.12)

where n is an arbitrary integer, and h is the Planck constant. We
have shown in § 8 that 1C = mv + -qA (we are using the SI system
of units). Substitute this into (37.12) and take into account the
definition of the superconducting current-which immediately follows
equation (37.2) (for reasons that will be clear later, we substitute
symbol q for e; besides, v = vs) . Another equation we shall use is

~ A·ds= JB.nda

obtained in § 33. The quantization condition (37.12) then takes the
form

(37.13)

Quantity $ in the left-hand side of this equation is the familiar
magnetic flux through the contour. On the whole, the left-hand side
of (37.13) determines a variable quantized by the Bohr-Sommerfeld
condition and called the fluxoid. If the integration contour is now
moved sufficiently deep into the ring, then the part of the fluxoid
which is determined by current j vanishes and equation (37.13)
becomes the quantization condition for magnetic flux <I> through
the hole in the ring: <1> = n<1>o. The magnetic flux quantum <1>0 =
= h/q is called the fluxon. Quantization of magnetic flux in the de
scribed conditions was predicted by F. London already in 1950.
Its experimental confirmation was obtained in 1961 (see the mono
graphs cited above). Measurements of the fluxon charge show that
q = 2e (here e is the electron charge), that is, <1>0 = h/2e = 2.07 X
X 10-15 Wh. The superconducting current is thus associated with
the motion of particles possessing a charge twice that of the electron.
Correspondingly, mass m in (37.13) must be set equal to twice the
electron mass.

By the time the fluxon was experimentally discovered, another
quantum theory of superconductivity, much more profound than
the London theory, was already in existence; its ideas were devel
oped almost simultaneously (at the end of the 50s) by Bardeen,
Cooper and Schrieffer in the USA and by Bogoliubov et ale in the
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USSR .14 This theory associates the superconductivity effect with
the" properties of a collective of electron pairs formed in a super
conductor. Neither the interactions between electrons binding them
into pairs, nor the reasons for which electric resistance vanishes in
superconductors can be explained by classical physics.

Let us return to the elementary theory of superconductivity, name
ly, to our derivation of equation <1> == n<1>o. The physical meaning
of this equation may seem not quite clear because it was obtained
with a contour drawn through a region in the superconductor in
which both the currents and the magnetic field were zero. But the

magnetic flux was obtained by transforming integral ~ A· ds taken

along this contour. We have to assume, therefore, that function
A (r) is not identically zero at the points of the contour, while field
B on the same contour is zero. Relation B == curl A between the field
and the potential shows that such a situation is possible if the
potential is a gradient function, A == grad ~, where ~ is, in the gener
al case, an arbitrary scalar functio? which is not necessarily a single-

valued function along the contour. Denote X = ~: ~. Then the

equation <1> == n<Do demands that each complete circumvention
of the closed contour in the superconductor must change function X
by 2nn. Function X is associated with the phase of a wave function
describing the charge carriers in superconductivity from the stand
point of the quantum theory. Thus we return to the Bohr-Sommer
feld quantization; wave mechanics proves that this quantization
is valid precisely when the length of a closed orbit is equal to an
integral number of the wavelengths of probability describing the
particle.

14 An elementary. exposition of this theory can be found in the monographs
cited on p. 288. For details see: J. R. Schrieffer, Theory 0/ Superconductivity,
W. A. Benjamin, New York, 1964. An outstanding role in the development
of the theory was played by the monograph: N. N. Bogoliubov, V. V. Tol
machev and D. V. Shirkov, A New Method in the Theory of Superconductivity,
Plenum Press Consultants bureau, New York, 1959.



CHAPTER 9

ALTERNATING
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
IN CONTINUOUS MEDIA

§ 38. Eledromagnetic waves in condudors.
Waveguide and cavity

38.1. The, propagation of electromagnetic field in homogeneous
conducting media will be analyzed in the approximation of linear
medium, that is, assuming the validity of relations B == flH,
D == eE, i == o E, so that the Maxwell equations take the form

aE au
curIH-Bae=aE, curIE+flae=O, divE==O, divH=O

(38.1)
For field E this yields

a2E aE
dE = J.te --at2 + J.t0' 7ft (38.2)

A similar equation is obtained for H.
We shall seek a solution of this equation in the form E ==

== Eo exp (-ioot), so that the time derivative in (38.2) can be
replaced by multiplying by -iw. Equation (38.2) is then rewritten
as the Helmholtz equation:

where

kZ= roZ/1 ( e+ i : )

By introducing a "complex dielectric permittivity"

(38.3)

(38.4)

(38.5)

(38.6)

we achieve a formal analogy of the problem of electromagnetic field
propagation in dielectrics. It is therefore natural to introduce com
plex quantities

'A 1 ,.. C -V--;::- C . ,..
v=---=-, n==~=c fJ,B=-k

V fJ.8 v 0)

where;' is the complex refractive index. We rewrite it in the form

(38.7)
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in which x is called the extinction coefficient. On the one hand, then
~2 = n2 (1 + 2ix - x2) , and on the other hand, we obtain from
(38.6) ;;2 = f.L~C2 = f.Lc2 (e + io/m), whence n2 (1 - x2) = f.1c2e and
n2x = c2f.Lo/2m. By eliminating x, we obtain

n2 = 11;11 (V8 2 + :: +e) (38.8)

It is important to remember that quantities £, 0, J1 in the preceding
formulas are functions of frequency m and differ from the corres
ponding static quantities characterizing the properties of media in
constant fields. These functions and their physical consequences
are studied in the theory of dispersion which is discussed in § 39.

The results obtained above show that equation (38.3) has for
a solution a plane wave

E=Eoexpli(kr.s-mt)] (38.9)

where s is a unit vector of direction, that is, according to (38.6)
and (38 7),

E = Eo exp ( - : nxr.s) exp [iOO ( : r·s- t) ] (38.10)

Hence, coefficient x indeed describes exponential damping of elec
tromagnetic waves in conductors.

It will be of interest to find and analyze energy density W of the
wave. This requires that E2 be time-averaged. The result is

W = Wo exp (-xr·s) (38.11)

Here X is the absorption coefficient (X = const):

2m 421
X= -c-nx = T x (38.12)

and A, is the wavelength in the medium. Therefore at a depth d =
= X-I = A,/41tx energy density is reduced by a factor of e. We have
o-btained an effect similar to that described at the beginning of § 34
(introduced there as the skin effect).

We have already discussed the dependence of material parameter
on the frequency of radiation; it is thus easy to understand now that
the same material may be considered a good conductor in one fre
quency range and a poor conductor in another. Formula (38.4)
can be rewritten in the form

Then

; } = ( 11; ) 1/2 00[V 1 + ( :8 )2 ± 1] 1/2

(38.13)

(38.14)
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It is natural to classify a conductor as poor if ~ <€: 1. To within
IDS

the terms of the first order in this small parameter, we then obtain

k~ V ftero + ~ V ~ (J (38.15)

In these calculations (J is assumed real. If (J is independent of 0),

then the damping of the wave is also independent of co (of course,
this is valid for the frequency range in which the above inequality
holds sufficiently well). On the other hand, a conductor is good if

~~ 1, so that the small parameter is roe/(J. In this case
IDS

k~ (1+ i) (aro~/2)1/2 (38.16)

For transverse fields in conducting media we obtain from the
second curl equation (38.1)

H=_1_ k x F (38.17)
fiCO

if both fields vary according to formula (38.9). If Ho denotes the
amplitude of the magnetic field, we have

Ho = _t_(a+ iP) s X Eo
J.LCO

Consequently, phases of fields Hand E in conducting media are
different. If, as usual, we define the modulus I k I = (a2 + ~2)1/2

and the phase cp = arctan ~, we immediately obtain
a

a, = V : [1 +( :B rf'4
eil/ls X Eo

If the medium is a good conductor, the energy is mostly concentrated
in the magnetic field, with the phase of the magnetic field lagging
behind that of the electric field by almost 45°.

38.2. Let us turn now to the properties of radiation enclosed in
a volume bounded by well-conducting walls. Only elementary informa
tion concerning these properties will be given here", and we shall
assume that the walls are made of the ideal conductor, that is (J -+ 00.

Formula (38.5) shows that formally this means e -+ i 00. The Maxwell
equations take the following form in the case of monochromatic
radiation:

curl H = -ikeE, curl E = ik~H (38.18)

Consequently, calculation of the limit e -+ i 00 is possible only
under an assumption E == O. But we then obtain from the second

1 See the monographs given in p. 131. In the present section the formulas
are given in the Gaussian units.
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equation in (38~18) that it entails H == O. Hence, electromagnetic
field is identically zero inside an ideal conductor. Note that currents
on the surface of such a conductor can exist; furthermore, surface
currents are possible only if the conductor is ideal. This immediately
follows from Ohm's law, j = o E: current density per unit length
cannot vanish unless a -+ 00. Hence, E, = 0, H, = 0 immediately
below the surface of the ideal conductor (inside the conductor),
arid it follows from boundary conditions (4.14) that immediately
above its surface

Et=O, H 1.
OX =-1

c
(38.19)

and

Here 0 X H represents the tangential component of vector H, 0 is
the outward normal to the conductor surface, and i is the surface
current density.

Obviously, real conducting walls always have properties different
from those of the ideal conductor; the differences are caused by
inevitable energy losses in real conductors (the Joule heat within
the skin layer). These losses are the larger the smaller is the thick
ness of this layer.

The cavity bounded by the walls on all sides is called the resonator
(or endovibrator). And if the cavity is a cylinder of arbitrary cross
section, infinite or with open bases, it is called the waveguide. We
shall assume the vacuum in the cavity, and begin the analysis
with waveguides.

A characteristic feature of waveguides is the existence of travelling
waves with longitudinal components of vectors E and H. If the
magnetic field of the wave is completely transverse, and vector E
has a longitudinal component, this wave is called the electric or
E-wave (another frequently used term is the T M-type wave). If,
on the opposite, electrical field is completely transverse and vector H
has a longitudinal component, the wave is called the magnetic or
H-wave (or the TE-type wave).

Let us prove that waves of these two types can indeed exist in
waveguides (i.e., in particular, satisfy the abovementioned boundary
conditions).

Let axis z of Cartesian coordinates be directed along the wave
guide axis. Then for E-waves we have E z =1= 0 and Hz = 0, while
for H-waves the situation is reversed, E z = 0 and Hz =1= O.

A wave of electric type may be described by the Hertz electric
vector II (see the end of § 2). For the region with no sources (for
monochromatic field, with a, = 1 and JA, = e = 1 in formulas of
§ 2) we can then write A = -ikll, q> =!\-div II, so that

E = grad div II + k2ll, H = '\-ik curl IT (38.20)

(L\ + k2
) II = 0 (38.21)



(38.25)

(38.23)
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We choose the Hertz vector in the form

I1x=O, IIy=O, llz=ll(x, y)ei k ll
% (38.22)

where II (x, y) is a function not yet defined. The z-component of
equation (38.21) is a two-dimensional Helmholtz equation:

(
01 al

2 )
8xl + ayl +kl. II=O, ki =k2-k',

From formulas (38.20) we obtain

E ·k err ik II Z E ·k an ik II Z s, = k21.neik II Z (38.24)x=l "fiXe, y=~ II --aye ,

H - -·k 8n ikllZ H -·k all ikn z H O' (38.24')x - ~ oy e , y - l ax e , % =

We have thus indeed obtained the electric-type wave. Now we have \
to show that boundary condition E; = °at the waveguide wall can
also be satisfied. Denote by C the contour formed by the inter
section of a plane orthogonal to the waveguide axis with its walls.
Let us require that II = °on contour c. The third formula in (38.24)
immediately shows that in this case E z = °on the waveguide wall.
But if s is the direction of the tangent to this contour, then from

E E ox + E oy ·k an ik Z btai E °
8 = x as y as- = t "liS e" we 0 tain , = ·

As H z = 0, magnetic lines of force are in this case plane curves.
Mathematical analysis of equation (38.23) shows that it has a solu
tion only at specific positive values of parameter kl which can be
arranged into an ordered sequence: ki 1 ~ ki 2 ~ • •• (a discrete
spectrum of eigenvalues). Each such ki i corresponds to two possible
values of kll and to a function II (x, y) (eigenfunction)." The values
of kr, may be both positive and negative. In the first case kll =
== + Vk 2 - ki is a real number; the wave propagates along the
waveguide without damping. In the second case kU = +iYki - k2

and the wave is damped. This case is analogous to quasistationary
fields in the short-range zone of the emitter (cf. § 17); damping of
these waves is not associated with energy dissipation.

The magnetic-type waves can be. derived from formulas of § 2,
which were used to introduce the Hertz magnetic vector 11*. With
this vector, electromagnetic field of a specified frequency is cal
culated by the formulas

.E = ik curl 11*, H = grad div 11* + k2U*

In addition,
(38.26)

1 The spectrum of k~i depends on the waveguide geometry or more precisely
on the shape of waveguide cross section by planes z = const.
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(38.27)

(38.28)

If the Hertz vector is chosen in the form

Il~ = 0, n; = 0, 11:= II* (x, y) ei k IIZ

then relations (38.25) yield

E -·k all* ik II Z E - -·k 011* ik II Z E 0
x - ~ aye, y - ~ ----az e , Z =

H - ok 011* ik II Z H ok 011* ik II Z H. = l..2.LII*ei k II Z
x - ~ II {)x e , y = l II 8y e , ". n;-I

(38.28')

Equation (38.26) again transforms to the two-dimensional form:

( :;, + :;, + ki ) II· = 0 (38.29)

It can be shown that boundary condition E, = 0 will be satisfied if
arr*/Bn = 0 on contour C defined above.

The strict theory of waveguides proves that a set of E-type and
H-type waves forms a complete system for a waveguide, that is,
each wave can be represented by a linear combination of a number
(possibly, infinite) of the waves of these types.

38.3. Let us turn to the case of a cavity (resonator) with ideally
conducting walls; only elementary results will be given. As before,
the boundary condition for all bounding surfaces of the resonator
is E t = O.

First we choose a cubic cavity with edge length L, and Cartesian
coordinates in which the cube is defined by inequalities 0 < x < L,
o< y < L, 0 < z < L. The boundary conditions then take the
following form:

Ey=Ez=O for x=O and x=L

Ez = E:x = 0 for y = 0 and y = L
E:x=Ey=O for z=O and z=L

Inside the cavity field E must satisfy the equation

(~ + k2
) E = 0

(38.30)

(38.31)

(38.32)

This wave equation is solved by separating the variables and taking
into account both the boundary conditions and the necessity to
satisfy the condition div E = 0 for no sources inside the cube. It
can be verified that vector E with components

E A nt'1tx. n2 1ty • nsnz
x = cos -L- sin -L- SID -L-

E B· nt1tz n 21ty ° ns'1tz
y = SIn -L- cos -L- sin -L-

E = C sin ntnx sin n2n y cos nsnz
z L L L
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satisfies all these requirements. Here A, B, C are constants and
n1 , n2' n s are non-negative integers. Condition div E = 0 is then
satisfied if

nlA + n 2B + naC = 0 (38.33)
The following expressions for wave number and frequency are ob
tained from (38.32) and (38.31):

k n 1/ I + a+ 2 C V 2+ 2 + 2 (38 34)= T r n1 n2 ns ' V = 2£ n1 n2 ns •

These expressions show that the number of vibrations in the interval
from v to v + dv can be calculated exactly as it has been done at the
end of § 22.

The magnetic field is found by substituting solution (38.32) into
the second equation of (38.18).

A more general case of cylindrical resonator is obtained by par
titioning the waveguide analyzed above by conducting plane walls
(for example, at points z = °and z = L). The boundary condition
on these walls is Ex = E u = 0 at z = 0 and z = L. The problem of
the waves propagating in such a resonator is solved similarly to the
waveguide problem, but now the boundary conditions make it neces
sary to consider not travelling but standing waves. Electric-type
waves are found by using the Hertz electric vector II x = 0, II y = 0,
Il , = II (x, y) cos kllz. Vectors E and H are then calculated easily.
In particular, components Ex and s, are proportional to sin ki1z;
hence, the boundary condition for z = 0 is satisfied automatical y.
But the boundary condition for z = L is satisfied if sin kilL = 0,
that is kll = p1t/L, where p is an arbitrary integer. Consequently,
k = Vki + (p1t/L)2 (p = 0, 1, 2, ...). Similarly, magnetic-type
standing waves are determined by the Hertz magnetic vector II: = 0,
II: = 0, II: = II* (x, y) sin kll z,

§ 39. Dispenlon of electromagnetic field
in the medium. Waves In anisotropic media

39. t. An alternating electromagnetic field penetrates into the
material and interacts with its particles (electrons, nuclei), causing
their vibrations. Vibrating particles generate secondary radiation.
The ensemble of these microscopic processes results in the frequency
dependent absorption of the field in the medium. In the framework
of classical physics the material is modelled by a set of oscillators
each of which interacts with the electromagnetic field via a mechanism
described in § 25. This picture is evidently a rough approximation
(even if we ignore the fact that a correct description of the effects in
question can be provided only by the quantum theory). However,
this approach is adequate for interpreting the qualitative side of
the processes.
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Let us assume for simplicity that all the oscillators are identical
and have the same natural frequency 000. With damping taken into
account, forced vibrations of each oscillator in \ an electromagnetic
field are described by equation (25.21). For example, we can specify
that oscillators are electrons. bound by a quasielastic force to their
equilibrium positions. A deviation from the equilibrium position
results in a dipole moment P (t) = qr (t). As usual, time-averaged
energy consumed to produce this dipole moment is given by squared
modulus of amplitude Po if we write p (t) = Po exp (-ioot). Equation
(25.21) shows that p = ceE, where

q2 2 • ....,_
a == Tn [(000 - (0

2) - £oor] 1

is the complex polarizability coefficient. The macroscopic polariza
tion of a chosen volume of matter produced by electromagnetic field
can be expressed via a. For example, consider a rarefied medium in
which we can assume, first, that the field on each oscillator is equal
to the field of the radiation transmitted through the medium, and
second, that fl = flo. Polarization of a unit volume is P = Np =
= NaE, where N is the number of oscillators per unit volume.
Assuming D = BE in the relation D = BoE + P and defining ~2 =
= e/80, we obtain

n2 = 1+ (N lEo) a

where ;;, is the complex refractive index phenomenologically similar
to the quantity introduced for metals in formula (38.7). In dense
media it would be necessary to take into account that the field acting
on the oscillators differs from the external field. A comparison of
the given formulas already shows with sufficient clarity that the
complex nature of refractive index (and with it, as in § 38, of 8

and fl.) is caused 'by damping of vibrations of each elementary oscil-
.lator.

Obviously, any real substance possesses an extremely large number
of different resonance frequencies 000. When electromagnetic radia
tion passes through 8 medium, the properties observed in the process
depend on what these resonance fre.quencies are.

A phenomenological investigation of the matter-field interaction
must be based on an equation of the type of (4.2), which relates the
field and the induction (of course, a similar equation can be written
for magnetic quantities). This equation already incorporates the
assumption on the linearity of the above relation. In m'any cases,
including the case of sufficiently strong fields, this assumption proves
inadequate (see § 41). Nevertheless, this assumption covers (a) a pos
sible anisotropy of the material (tensor nature of B,k); (b) the fact
that the "response" of particles to the external field is not instanta
neous (frequency dispersion corresponding to the dependence of e,k
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on t - t'); and (c) the fact that in the general case the field-matter
interaction is never absolutely local (spatial dispersion revealed as
the dependence of Bik on r - r'). In other words, polarization of the
medium at a given point is determined by the values of the field not
only at this point but in a certain region surrounding it. Naturally,
these three effects may be pronounced to a different degree (for
example, one of them may be dominating) in different materials
(and in the same material) for different frequencies of rad iation. S

Thus, frequency dispersion is the main factor in optics. Spatial dis
persion proved very important in relation with comparatively new
problems of physics, namely, the study of properties of plasma and
the phenomenological description of excitations in crystals. This
approach successfully gives a consistent description of some well
known effects, such as gyrotropy (optical activity), that is, rotation
of the plane of polarization of linearly polarized waves transmitted
through a medium (see the cited above monograph by Agranovich
and Ginzburg).

39.2. I t will be convenient to describe dispersion not via relation
(4.2) but by its Fourier transform which, as we have seen in § 4, gives
the "formula

(39.1)

We can assume here, in accordance with the standard expression
D = 8 0 E + P, that

Bli (00, k) = eO~ii + Xij (00, k) (39.2)

Here Xii is the dielectric permittivity multiplied by Bo.
In a similar manner one can derive for magnetic parameters a

formula analogous to (39.1). However, with an exception of some
aspects appearing in the optics of ferromagnetics, we can assume that
f-tii = !10~ ii provided we neglect the region of very low frequencies
of electromagnetic fields (much lower than the optical frequencies).
The corresponding estimates can be found in the monograph of
Landau and Lifshitz cited above (§ 60). Therefore, in what follows",
we shall operate only with tensor Bij (00, k). This tensor makes it
possible to take into account the relation between vectors Band D.
Indeed, the Fourier transform of equation curl E = -fJB/8t yields
ooB (00, k) = k X E (ro, k), so that the effect of B on D can be con
~idered known if the relation between D and E is given. In fact,

3 The theory of dispersion is analyzed in detail in L. D. Landau and
E. M. Lifshitz, Electrodynamics of Continuous Media (§§ 58-64 and 76-80), Course
of Theoretical Physics, vol. 8, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1960, and in:
V. M. Agranovich and V. L. Ginzburg, Spatial Dispersion in Crystal Optics
and the Theory of Excttons, Interscience, New York, 1966. These are the books
rec6mmended for study, but we considered it necessary to give in the present
text at least- a schematic introduction to the field, with a view to facilitate
further progress.
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field B affects polarization currents

J• = lJP =.!. (D - EoE)
lJt lJt •

We shall neglect spatial dispersion and thus assume

lim Eij (00, k) = 8,j (00) (39.3)
k-+O

This is the case (most frequent in practical situations) that we are
going to analyze in more detail. For the sake of.simplicity we assume
first that the medium is isotropic, and shall analyze the properties
of function 8 (00). This means that the kernel of the integrand
8 (t - t') in formula (4.2) depends only on time difference and there
is no integration over the spatial variable (indeed, we have seen above
that 8 becomes a function of k only as a result of the Fourier trans
formation with respect to r),

Of course, only real values of argument 00 have clear physical
meaning. But we have found that function 8 (00) may assume com
plex values. We can write therefore

E (00) = 81 (00) + i82 (00) (39.4)

where 81 and 82 are real functions. Formula (39.2) takes the form

8 (00) = 80 + X (00)
where

00

'X (00) = ) 'X ('t) eiID't da , 't = t- t' (39.5)
o

This immediately shows that
8 (-00) = 8* (00) (39.6)

From (39.4) and (39.6) we obtain

81 (-00) = 81 (00), 82 (-00) = -82 (00) (39.7)

For sufficiently low frequencies we can retain only the first terms of
expansions of these functions into the Taylor series. It is natural to

I assume that in dielectrics lim 81 (eo) = 81 (0), where 81 (0) is the
CI)-+O

dielectric permittivity in the static field. As function 82 is odd, the
series representing 82 begins, in the general case, with a term pro
porfional to frequency oi.

Function 8 (ro) for metals can be found by using the condition that
displacement current aDlat be formally equal to conduction current
aE for 00 ~ O. In the monochromatic field of sufficiently low fre
quency we obtain -iw8E - oE; hence, for W ~ 0 we must have'
8 = tol », that is, 8 (00) has a simple pole at 00 = O. This relation



(39.8)
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can be compared to formula (38.5) valid both for good and for poor
conductors.

At sufficiently high frequencies 0) polarization in the medium is
too slow to develop, so that we can assume that 8 (0) tends to elec
tric constant 80 for 0> -+ 00 (obviously, this condition means that
in the limit under discussion P = 0).

Let us show that the imaginary part 82 of dielectric permittivity
represents the absorption of the field energy in the medium, and let
us use macroscopic arguments. Electric energy changes by E aD/at,
where E and D are, of course, real. In the complex notation E must
be replaced by 1/2 (E + E*), and D must be replaced by
1/2 (8E + 8*E*). In the case of monochromatic fields (the depend
ence on time is given by e-i<Llt) aD/at is equal to 1/2( -i0)8E+i008* E*).
Here we are interested only in the mean variation of energy during
8 sufficiently long time interval and, exactly as we had in § 17,
(E2)t ~ 0, (E*2)t ~ O. Finally, therefore,

< an) f. (a)Eat t~4~0)(8*-8)IE12=T 821E 12

Evidently, the calculation of the magnetic energy will lead to a
similar result but, as we have mentioned above, we assume ""2 = o.
The calculated loss of energy is observed as a release of an equiva
lent quantity of heat !!aQ in the medium. The fact that !!aQ > 0
follows from the irreversibility of the dissipation process

( !!J.S' = Ai > 0 ). This shows that 8 2 > O. If 82 is very small
at a certain frequency 00, then absorption drops sharply, that is, the
medium is transparent for the field of this frequency.

39.3. An analysis of function 8 (00) in complex plain 00 = 001 + i0)2
reveals a number of important properties of th s function (its be-'
haviour on the real axis has already been described). First of all,
equation (39.5) shows that in the upper halfplane (i.e. for 00 2 > 0)
the integrand contains factor exp (-(02'1") because T > O. And
function X ('1") can be considered nonzero only in a finite range of
values of '1". Indeed, the processes of polarization buildup in an
external electromagnetic field are characterized by a relaxation time
which determines this range of 1'. Consequently, function 8 (0) has
no singularities in the upper halfplane. It is very important to
emphasize that this property follows from the causality requirement
(expressed simply by integration over the values l' ~ 0, i.e. t ~ t').
In addition, we have just seen that in the case of dielectrics 8 (0)
has no singularity on the real axis and can have a simple pole at
point (0 = 0 in the case of metals. On the imaginary axis function
8 (0) io real. This follows from (39.5). Indeed, 8 (-0)*) = 8* (00)
for any complex co, and therefore 82 (0) = 0 when 0) = iC02. It is
also important to note that (39.5) also yields that e~ 80 for (J)
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+ao

Fig. 43

-00

tending to infinity along any path in the upper halfplane (and not
only along the real axis as we mentioned above). This is the prop
erty of the integrand eiCD't = e i(a)t'te-CI)2't.

The analyticity of function 8 (re) in the upper halfplane of com
plex variable ro is a corollary of causality requirement, and enables
us to derive an important relation between its real and imaginary

parts. Let roo > 0 be a point on
1m61 the real axis. Consider an integ

ral over a closed contour C shown
in Fig. 43:

I = J8 (ro)-eo dro (39.9)
ro-O>o

C

A pole at point ro = roo and a
Ret' pole (in the case of metals) at

~-.....- point ro = 0 are cut out by se-
micircles of infinitely small ra
dius p -+ O. The radius of the
semicircle closing the contour
tends to infinity. We have seen

already that at infinity 8 (ro) -+ 80, so that the integral
over the closing semicircle tends to zero. And since the integrand
has no singularities within the contour, we have I = O. As a result
of circumventing point <00 clockwise we obtain, at the limit p --+ 0,
-in Ie (roo) - eo]. This gives for a dielectric, with no pole at
point (a) = 0,

+00
P V J e (ro)-Bo d . () 0• • ro- txt [8 0)0 - 80] =

ro-COo
-QD

(39.10)

The integral here is meant as the principal value on the complete
real axis, that is, by definition

+00 -P+CI>o 00

r.v, r 8-80 dro= lim [ r e-eo dro+ r e-80 droJJ (a)-(a)o 1)-+0 J (1)- (1)0 J 0>-(1)0
-00 -00 P+CI>o

By separating the real and imaginary parts in formula (39.10), we
obtain

+00
1 J 81 (0))

8f (roo)-eo=-P.V. ds»n (a)-COo
-00

(39.11)

+00
e2 (roo) = _1- P.V. J 81 (00)-80 dro

n ro-roo
-00

(39.12)

These formulas are called the Kramers-Kronig dispersion relations.
When the pole in point <0 = 0 in th~ case of metals is taken into



(39.13)
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account, an additional term alwo appears in the right-hand side of
(39.12).

Function 82 (ro) being odd, relation (39.11) can be rewritten in
the form

00

4nql ~ f (ID) dw
£. (Wo)-80= --- P.V. i ,.m (a}-ID

b

Here we have introduced a frequently used notation

f (6)) == 2:1q1 6>Sz (6))

Quantity / (o) dw is called the oscillator strength in the range de:
The origin of this term becomes clear if we compare the last two
formulas with the expression for the polarization coefficient a given
at the beginning of the present section (assuming r = 0). Indeed,
/ (eo) can be interpreted as the density of distribution of oscillating
dipole moments emitting radiation in the indicated frequency range.

39.4. Let us return now to the general case (39.1), taking into
account both anisotropy and spatial dispersion. For real values of
00 and k the tensor Eii (ro, k) takes on, in the general case, complex
values; in addition, it is not necessarily symmetric (the medium is
gyrotropic if 8il =1= Eli). The arguments given above for the case of
frequency dispersion clearly show that the behaviour of this tensor
in the complex region of arguments o, k is of considerable interest.
Note that k = k' + ik", where k' and k" are real vectors. A wave
is called uniform if these vectors are parallel. Then k = (k' + ik") s,
where s is a unit real vector, and the extension of vector k to the
complex region reduces to operating with a single complex variable
k' + ik" (and not three variables as in the general case). Now it is
important to discuss the extent to which variables (0 and k are inde
pendent. Assume that distribution of field sources, that is, of cur
rents iext and charges pext, is fixed and is independent of the trans
mitted waves. The Maxwell equations make it possible to express
E (to, k) in terms of iext «(0, k) and Pext «(0, k). In the general case
it is therefore always possible to choose the sources in such a manner
that field E could be found for any values of mutually independent
parameters ro and k. Contrary to this, let us assume that no inde
pendent field sources are present in the medium through which an
electromagnetic wave propagates. We have already seen, for exam
ple, in § 38, that the mode of its propagation is determined by the
wave frequency and, in the general case, by the direction of its
propagation.. The refractive index is a function of frequency with

CI) ,.. ,.. ,..

k = -ns and n = n (00,8), and hence k = k (00).c
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By taking into account causality in an analysis of function B,} (co, k)
in the complex plane of variable ro (with k regarded as a parameter)
one can derive dispersion relations of the type (39.11) and (39.12).
In these equations one only has to replace 81 (coo) and 8 2 (roo) by,
lrespectively, real B(l)i} (o, k) and imaginary B(2)i} (eo, k) parts of
tensor 8tJ (to, k) and 80 by BoB t}. The derivation of these relations
is completely analogous to that given for 8 (00, k) (see the mono
graph by Agranovich and Ginzburg, cited earlier).

The field propagation through a medium under conditions iext = 0,
Pext = 0, and J.L = ""0 is described by the Maxwell equations in
the form

1 aD 1 aD .
curl H = cat' curl E= --; at' div D =0, div H=° (39.14)

As an exception, we are using here Gaussian units which give clearer
form to the derived formulas. By substituting

E=Eoei(kor-Q)t), D=Doei(kor-Q)t), H= Hoei (kor-CI>t) (39.15)

where Eo, DOt and Ho are constant amplitudes, we obtain

D=-":"'kXH, H=-!.kXE, k.D=O, k·H=O (39.16)
(0 Q)

Here H, D and E can be considered functions of ro and k. By elimin
ating H from the first two equations in (39.16)

(OSer D = - [k X (k X E)] = k2E - k (k ·E) (39.17)

and using (39.1), we obtain

[ ~I 8f1 (or, k) -k2l)tJ+ ktkJ] EJ (eo, k) =0 (39.18)

This is a homogeneous system of algebraic equations. If

det{~: 8iJ(ro,k)-k2l)fI+ ktkJ} = 0 (39.19)

this system has a solution E J (eo, k) not equal identically to zero.
If function Bt} is known, equation (39.19) makes it possible to ex
press, in principle, ro as a function of k (and vice versa), its solutions
of the type

rom = rom (k) (m = 1, 2, ...) (39.20)

describe all types of electromagnetic waves possible in the medium.
39.5. Assume now that components 8i} are independent both of ro

and of k. In this particular case we are interested only in the effect
of anisotropy of the medium on wave propagation. This problem is
encountered in the crystal optics (of course, crystals are considered

macroscopically continuous). Substitute k = ~ n into equation
c
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(39.19) (the magnitude of vector n defined in this way is, in the
general case, a function of its direction). If, in addition, we choose
for Cartesian coordinate axes x, y, z the principal axes of tensor BiJ

and denote by B(x), B(y), 8(z) the corresponding principal values,
equation (39.19) can be rewritten in the form

n
2(8(x)ni + B(y)n~ + B(z>n~)

- {niB(x> (B(y> + B(z» + n~B(y) (B(x) + B(z» + n~B(z) (B(x) + B(y»}

+£(x)B(y)B(z)=O (39.21)
This is the Fresnel equation.

In our case of constant Bcx), B(y), B(z) the Fresnel equation gives
the magnitude of the wave vector in a given direction. If the angles
between vector 0 and coordinate axes are fixed, then equation
(39.21) is a quadratic equation for n2• This means that in the general
case each direction of vector n corresponds to two possible magni
tudes of the vector. And in the space with coordinates nx , ny, nz'
the Fresnel equation defines in the general case a fourth order surface
(the wave vector surface or the optical indicatrix).

The specific form of the optical indicatrix is completely deter
mined by the properties of dielectric tensor Bij characterizing a spe
cific crystal. In this respect we distinguish cubic, uniaxial, and
biaxial crystals (see Landau and Lifshitz, §§ 78 and 79). In crystals
with cubic symmetry all principal values of tensor Bli are equal,
so that optically these crystals behave as isotropic media. Crystals
are called uniaxial if coordinate axes can be chosen so that B(x) =
= B(y) == 81., with the value of Ez == Ell being not equal to the pre
ceding two components. In this case equation (39.21) separates into
the following two quadratic equation.s:

n2 n2 +n2

n2 = 81., _z+:x II = 1 (39.21')
81. 811

The wave vector surface thus separates into two surfaces: a sphere
and an ellipsoid of revolution. If 8J. > 81b the sphere is tangent to
the ellipsoid from outside, and if B1. < 811' it touches the ellipsoid
from inside (Fig. 44). The spherical surface corresponds to a wave
vector independent of direction. It describes the so-called ordinary
waves; with respect to these waves the crystal behaves like an iso
tropic body. On the opposite, the waves corresponding to the ellip
soidal indicatrix, called extraordinary waves, are characterized by
wave vector whose magnitude depends on the angle between the
vector and the optical axis z of the crystal.

In biaxial crystals all three principal values of tensor Bij are
different. An analysis of their optical properties requires the general
Fresnel equation (39.21); this goes beyond the scope of this book.

Let us return to the first two equations in (39.16). They show
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that vectors D and H are orthogonal to each other and to vector k.
Moreover, vector H is orthogonal to three vectors D, E, k, and thus
these three vectors lie in a plane. It is important to note that aniso
tropy makes vectors E and D nonparallel, and since energy flux S
is determined by vector product E X H, wave vector k (or n) is not

Fig. 44

parallel to the direction of energy flux propagation (Fig. 45). This
last direction is called the direction of light ray propagation in
a crystal.

Consequently, in isotropic media the direction of ray propagation
coincides with that of the normal to the wavefront of the light wave

D

Fig. 45

k

k~s

222222722221 rIZZZZ?????;

Fig. 46

(we have seen it, for example, in § 21), and these directions are differ
ent in anisotropic media. The wave vector is determined by the pat
tern of propagation of the constant-phase surfaces (such are, by
definition, light wavefronts), and so the velocity of propagation as
sociated with the wave vector is called the phase velocity. In the
general case energy flux propagates at a different velocity (different
in magnitude and direction), called the group velocity. This phenome
non can be illustrated by imagining a flux of electromagnetic waves
entering an anisotropic medium through a narrow aperture as shown
in Fig. 46 (here we neglect diffraction). This aperture defines the
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light ray. The reason why vectors k and S are not parallel is made
quite obvious by the figure.

39.6. Let us describe light rays in anisotropic media in more detail.
We introduce a "ray vector" s whose direction coincides with that
of the Poynting vector S, and whose magnitude is conveniently speci
fied by the condition

n-s = 1 (39.22)

In principle, we could consider vector s also as a unit vector. Similar
ly tb S, vector s satisfies orthogonality relations:

s-H = 0, s- E = 0 (39.23)

If n is substituted for k, formulas (39.16) take the form

H = n X E, D = -0 X H, D, = 8 i j EJ (39.24)

Here again we give the relation between D and E via tensor 8ti.

From (39.24) and (39.23) together with (39.22) we obtain

H=sXD, E=-sxH, E t = 8 i ] D J (39.25)

Here we have added the expression for components of E in terms of
components of D, and the matrix composed of the components of
tensor 8il is an inverse of matrix II 8ti II. A comparison of formulas
(39.24) and (39.25) shows that the duality principle holds, namely,
if there is a relation for waves, then the corresponding relation for
rays is obtained by replacing E by D, n by s, 8ti by 8i], and vice
versa. Thus, the Fresnel equation (39.21) for the optical indicatrix is
transformed into the equation of light ray surface:

S2 (8(y)8(z)~+ 8(%)8(z)S; + 8(%)8(y)S:)

- [s~ (B(U) + B(z» + s~ (8(x) +8(z» +s: (B(x) + 8(y»] + 1 = 0 (39.26)

This equation for uniaxial crystals yields results quite analogous
to those obtained for the indicatrix. It must be kept in mind here
that according to the duality principle, the substitution of s for n
in equation (39.21') must be accompanied by the substitution of
1/81. for 8.l and 1/811 for 811.

As we have seen above, the refraction of a light wave incident on
the surface of a uniaxial crystal generates two waves: an ordinary
wave and an extraordinary wave. This phenomenon is called the
birefringence in crystals. Experimentally we observe not the waves
but the rays corresponding tothem, Note that the abovementioned
interrelation between waves and rays operates only within the crystal.
On the surface of the crystal the reflection and refraction of light
rays differ from the reflection and refraction of light waves. This is
caused by the difference in boundary conditions for vector fields D
and E. As.a result, for example, an extraordinary ray leaves the in
cidence plane while the wave vector lies within this plane.
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(39 27)

39.7. The difference between the phase and group velocities con
sidered above for anisotropic media also takes place in isotropic
media with dispersion, when (J) = (J) (k) (and (J) (k) = (J) (-k)
because dispersion must be independent of the direction of transmit
ted radiation). Obviously, these velocities coincide for monochroma
tic radiation. Dispersion affects propagation of "wave packets"
through the medium, that is, transmission of radiation formed by a
superposition of monochromatic waves with unequal frequencies. In
isotropic media the directions of the phase and group velocities
coincide but their magnitudes differ. An analysis of the propagation
of wave packets through a medium makes it possible to find the
properties of dispersive media when they contain no sources of
electromagnetic field, independent of the transmitted radiation
(see above, p. 307). The term "dispersion" is often referred to the
radiation penetrating into the medium and thus indicates that
different frequencies correspond to different phase velocities ("disper
sion of the wave packet").

Consequently, we need to consider how to determine the group
velocity of the radiation in isotropic media with dispersion. The
general solution of a homogeneous wave equation, representing an
arbitrary wave propagating in the medium along axis x, is a super
position of monochromatic waves:

+00

/ (x, t) = JA (k) ei (IIX-lll (hI t) dk
-00

One monochromatic wave with wave vector kocorresponds to A (k) =
= ~ (k - k o) A o- The wave packet is usually defined as a super
position in which function A (k) falls off rapidly on both sides of a
certain value of ko. As can be seen from (39.27), this property means
that the "main part" of the wave packet is confined to a finite region
in space. By using an expansion

0) (k) = 0)0 + :: 10 (k- ko) + ···, :: /0 = :: Ih=hO
we can transform formula (39.27) to

+00

f (x, t) ~ exp {i [ko ~~ 10 - 0)0Jt} J A (k) exp {i, [x - :: 10 tJk} dk
-00

(39.28)

Simultaneously, the inversion of Fourier transform (39.27) at t = 0
shows that

+00

A (k) = 2~ Jf (z, 0) e- i kx dx
-00
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Therefore, the integral in (39.28) is equal to f ( x - ::10 t, 0).
Hence

j(x, t) ~ f ( x - ~~ 10 t, 0) exp {i [ko ~~ 10 - roo ] t}

This shows that amplitude of the wave packet moves at a velocity

dw I
Vg r = a:;;- 0 (39.29)

Energy density is determined by squared modulus of the amplitude.
The velocity of energy propagation in the wave is therefore precisely
the group velocity (39.39). Phase velocity equal to Vph = w (k)/k =
= c/n (k) may, in particular cases, be larger than c (if n (k) < 1).
We must emphasize that the arguments of the theory of relativity
concerning the light velocity in vacuo being the maximum possible
velocity (with respect to light propagation velocity in any material)
deal with the propagation of light signals, that is, precisely with the
group velocity. As n = ck/w, we can also write k (00) = u)n (w)/c
if the refractive index is assumed to be a function of frequency.
Hence,

1 c
Vgr = -d-k/-dw- = -n-(-c.o~)+-:--CI)-d~n--:/~dc.o- (39.30)

Usually dnldso > 1 (normal dispersion). From n > 1 follows vgr < c.
However, there are also regions of anomalous dispersion in which
dn/dw < O. If the magnitude of dn/dw in such ranges of frequency
is sufficiently high, a formal application of definition (39.30) may
give vgr > c. However, thisdefinit.ion is inapplicable in these con-
ditions, since the derivation was based at the very beginning on the
assumption of sufficiently slow variation of function 00 (k) or, which
is the same, n (00), while in the case of anomalous absorption the
variation must be rapid (derivative dnldt» must be large!).

In anisotropic media, where we ignored frequency dispersion,
the difference in behaviour of rays and waves still can be related
to the concepts of group and phase velocities; for this we have to
assume that the former of them characterizes propagation of quan
tities quadratic with respect to the wave amplitude.

§ 40. Waves in magnetohydrodynamics

40.1. Peculiar wave phenomena are produced in conducting con
tinuous media interacting with magnetic fields. The basic equations
describing such processes were discussed in § 35. Thus, formulas
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(35.8) and (35.9) have the form

:: + div (xv) = 0 (40.1)

x ( :; +(v.grad)v) = -~oH X curl H-grad p (40.2)

Here x is the density of the conducting liquid, equation (40.2) uses
definition (35.11) of the derivative with respect to time.

\ In magnetic fields
div H = 0 (40.3)

if B = ~oH. And finally, let us recall condition (35.6) which is a
corollary of our assumption of infinite electric conductivity. By
applying operation curl to (35.6) and using the law of induction
curl E = -flo oH/at, we can transform this condition to

oR
a;:-=curl (v X H) (40.4)

In what follows we assume that this condition always holds.
First we consider the following particular formulation of the

problem. Let density x be constant, and H == H o + h. In addition,
H o is assumed constant, and h is a function of coordinates and time.
Field h plays the role of a fluctuation superposed on the initial field H o•
We direct axis x of the Cartesian coordinate system along H o, so that
a, == (Ho, 0, 0). Recall the equation

:; = -(v·grad)v- ~ grad (p+ P.~H2) + ~ ~o(H.grad)H (40.5)

which was obtained at the end of § 35 by using the transformation
of equation (35~9), that is (40.2) (see (35.16». The last term in the

right-hand side of (40.5) is transformed to ':: (Ho :~ + (h. grad) h) .
The continuity equation for an incompressible liquid is div v == o.
And of course, div h = O.

Let us show that

v = ± h (flo/X) 1/2 (40.6)

is a possible solution of equation (40.5). If (40.6) is substituted into

(40.5), then terms - (v- grad) v and ~ (h- grad) h in (40.5) cancel
)(

out. Therefore, we obtain

s: = _J...grad (P+~ (Ho+ h)2)+ftHo~at)( 2 x ax (40.7)

Apply operation div to both sides of (40.7). Taking into account the
above arguments, we obtain the necessary condition for the solution
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(40.10)

(40.11)

to have the suggested form (40.6), namely,

L\[P+ ~o (Ho+ h)2J =0

Assuming that fluctuation is restricted to a certain region in space
outside which h = 0 and pressure P = Po, we obtain

P+ ~o (Ho+ h)2= Po + fio:' = ~onst (40.8)

In other words, the hydrostatic pressure is balanced by the magnetic
pressure everywhere in the region of fluctuation (see § 35) and

grad (p + ~o (Ho+ h)2) = 0 (40.9)

Equation (40.7) takes the form

iJv ....0 H ah
8t=X- 08%

Now turn to formula (40.4) in which H must be replaced by
H o + h. According to (B.20) and taking into account that div v = 0
and div h = 0, we have

curl (v X H) = (H ·grad) v - (v-grad) H

=Ho :: +(h.grad)v-(vograd)h

But as follows from (40.6), the last two terms cancel out. Consequent
ly, in our case equation (40.4) takes the form

ah -H 8v
81- 08%

Equations (40.10) and (40.11) must be solved simultaneously. They
show that \

8
1
v -.f!!. H2 a2

v (40.12)
att. - x 0 8x 2

For h we obtain an absolutely identical equation. Hence, vectors v
and h satisfy one-dimensional wave equations. If an arbitrary initial
distribution of velocities v is given and satisfies (40.6), then (40.12)
yields that this distribution propagates along axis x (Le. along the
initial constant magnetic field Ho) at a velocity

V = ± u, V J.1o/x (40.13)

Such waves in a conducting liquid are called magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) waves. The solution of the type of (40.6) of the magnetohydro
dynamic equations was first found by Alfven in 1942.

An expression for J!2 is 2p~m)/x where p~m) is the magnetic pres
sure. Relation (40.13) can therefore be compared to the relation for
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sound velocity v = (YPo/'X)1/2, which is obtained if the adiabatic
relation p = kxY is valid (y is the ratio of specific heats). A more
detailed analysis would show that MHD waves can be represented
as transverse oscillations of magnetic lines of force, which are to
a high degree similar to vibrations of a string. Transversality of
these vibrations distinguishes them from sound waves but, like
sound waves, they are associated with an unusual magnetic pressure
generated in a condficting liquid by the magnetic field.

40.2. So far we avoided assuming that fluctuations, that is v and h,
are small compared to some characteristic quantities. A much more
general statement of the problem can be analyzed if such an assump
tion is made. As before, formulas (40.1)-(40.4) can be considered
the basic equations of magnetohydrodynamics (in the case of infinite
electric conductivity). If the motion of the medium is assumed adia
batic, then the continuity equation must hold for entropy S of unit
volume (the law of entropy conservation):

~~ +(v.grad)S=O (40.14)

which must be added to the mentioned basic formulas, Let the initial
state of the liquid be characterized by a constant density x; in a
constant magnetic field H, the liquid flows at a constant velocity Vo.

Let a perturbation factor cause small fluctuations in these parameters:
x ~ x + Xl' H, ~ H o + HI' VO -+ Vo + VI. Simultaneously S-+
~ S + 8 1 . Substitute all these perturbed variables into equations
(40.1)-(40.4) and (40.14) and take into account the smallness of the
fluctuations, that is, ignore their products. By introducing, similarly
to (40.13), notations V = H o (~O/X)1/2 and V' = HI (flO/X)1/2, we
obtain the following system of equations:

iJiJ~' + (vo·grad) V' = (V-grad) v i - V div VI

iJiJ~1 + (vo.grad) Vi = - ~ grad [(p' + xV)· V'] + (V-grad) V'

0;,1 +(vo·grad)x.= -xdivvi

iJ%e1 +(vo.grad)S.=O, divV/=O (40.15)

If the equation of state of the liquid has the form p = p (x, S), then
pressure in the perturbed state will be given by the formula

p'=p+dp=P+( := )sdx+( :~ LdS (40.16)

Here dx = Xl' d8 = 8 1 ; if additionally we denoted dp == PI' b ==
== (op/o8)x and take into account that in the general case the sound
velocity is w = V (iJp/iJx)s (this is proved in thermodynamics),
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P1=W2Xt+bS. (40.17)

Let us look for a solution of system (40.15) in the form of plane
waves exp [i (k-r - cut)] with constant amplitudes, denoting CUo =
= 0) - k- Vo. Then system (40.15) yields the relations

rooV' + (k ·V) v t - V (k ·v 1) = 0

CJ)OVI +(k- V) V' - X-I [P1 + X (V ·V')] k = 0

(J)oXt -x (k .v i ) = 0, k- V' = 0, 0)08 t = ° (40.18)

We also have to keep in mind the equation of state (40.17).
For system (40.18) to have a nonzero solution, its determinant

must equal zero. After rather cumbersome manipulations this
condition can be written in the form

(J)~ [(J)~ - (k -V)2] [ro: - k 2 (w2 + V 2) oo~ + k 2w2 (k- V)2] = 0 (40.19)

This equation makes it possible to classify the possible types of
waves'. The relation between (J) and 000 simply takes into account
the Doppler effect in changing to the frame of reference co-moving
with the liquid at a velocity Vo•

First of all, there is a solution

CUo = ±k· V (40.~0)

Waves of this type are called the MHD waves (or the Alfven waves)
and correspond to the phenomenon discussed at the beginning of
this section. Equations (40.20) and (40.18) yield Pi = 0, X = 0,
81 = 0, and also

vt=±V', k·V'=O, V·V'=O (40.21)

Vector VI characterizing the direction of vibrations is thus orthogo
nal to vector V, that is, to vector B o• At the same time, we find
from (40.20) that the propagation velocity is ± (f,Lo/X)1/2 H o cos '6',
where -& is the angle between vectors k and H o•

Another solution corresponds to

roo = 0 (40.22)

Once generated, a perturbation propagates together with the me
dium. Used in equations (40.18), this solution yields

b
x.= -7 81, vt=O, V'=O, Pt=O

, Our exposition of the theory of waves in magnetohydrodynamics is based
on the article: S. I .. Syrovatsky, Magnetohydrodynamics, Soviet Physics,
Uspekhi, 52, 247-303 (1957). See also: H. Alfven and C.-G. Falthammer, Cosmi
cal Electrodynamics (2nd ed.), Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1963.
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Hence, it describes the interrelated fluctuations of density and
entropy (entropy waves).

And finally, equation (40.19) also allows a relation

00: - k 2 (V 2 +w2) 00: +k 2w2 (k ·V)2 = 0 (40.23)

It corresponds to two waves propagating at velocities

V~ = CJ)~/k2= (1/2) (w2 +V2 ± ¥(w2 +V 2) 2 _ 4 w 2V2 cos2 it )

Angle" is defined as earlier in this subsection. Such waves are called
the magnetoacoustical waves.5

As can be seen from the above formulas, there is no frequency dis
persion in the case under consideration because the wave propagation
velocity is independent of 00. If in contrast to our assumptions the
electric conductivity of the medium is finite, it becomes necessary
to take account of the magnetic viscosity of the medium (see § 35),
and also of its hydrodynamic viscosity if it is appreciably large.
Introduction of these terms into the initial equations results in
dissipative phenomena, that is, absorption of energy and damping
of vibrations. These effects lead to frequency dispersion.

One also has to pay attention to the fact that formulas of the type
of (40.20) define the dispersion of the phase velocity of the wave as
a function of the direction of its propagation. Contrary to this, the
group velocity is equal, in accordance with (39.29), to 80018k = V,
and is the same in any direction.

§ 4t. Fundamentals of nonllne. optics

~4t.1. Nonlinearity of D as a function of E or, which is the same,
of polarization P as a function of E (and of B or M as functions of H)
is in many cases a significant factor. We have already mentioned
the nonlinear properties of ferromagnetic and ferroelectric crystals.
Another example of deviations from linearity is given by saturation
effects. For example, the magnetic moment of unit volume of a
paramagnetic substance is approximately linear in a certain range
of variation of the external magnetic field but in sufficiently strong
fields further increase of the magnetic moment becomes impossible
and magnetization approaches a constant level. In this section we
are interested in the nonlinear properties of the media, which are
mostly significant in alternating electromagnetic fields if energy
density in these fields is very high; experimentally these nonlineari
ties are observed as a number of optical effects. A study of these
properties was stimulated during the last fifteen years by the appear
ance of sources of high-power coherent radiation (lasers, etc.).

& An analysis of such waves was given, for example, in the article by Syro
vatsky cited above.
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Similarly to our approach to the theory of dispersion (§ 39) we
shall give here a rough but illustrative model of microscopic proper
ties of the medium resulting in nonlinear effects. The model simply
states that for sufficiently strong external perturbation factors the
"elementary oscillators" of the medium cannot be assumed harmonic
any more. Restoring force F applied to the oscillator stops being
quasielastic at sufficiently large deviations from the equilibrium \
position. Instead we can write F = kx + k'x 2 + . . . (it will be
sufficient to consider the one-dimensional case). The equation of
motion of the oscillator driven by this force and by an external
electric field E (t) takes the form

d2x -- dz
m dt 2 ==F(x)+qE(t)-rdt (41.1)

As usual, the last term in the right-hand side serves to take account
of damping (see § 25). A deviation x from the equilibrium position
generates a dipole moment p = qx, The macroscopic polarization
of the medium can be written in the form P = yqx, where factor y
is a function of the density of the dipole moments distribution. Con
sequently, equation (41.1) also serves to determine P (t). A solution
of equation (41.1) will not be considered here. What is important
to us here is only that in many cases this equation can be solved
by the method of successive approximations, with polarization re-
presented by .

00

P (t) -= ~ p<n) (t)
n=l

(41.2)

where the nth term includes an n-fold product of field strengths.s
Each individual term in formula (41.2) can be written in a more'

extended form:
00 00

p~n) (t) = r d'tt ..• r d'tn'X~nJo) JO ('tt, ... , 'tn )J J 'L 1··· n
o 0

X Ell (t-'t I ) • • • E l n (t-'tn) (41.3)

Similarly to § 39, here we take into account possible frequency dis
persion in the medium. Integration from zero (and not from - 00)
is a corollary of causality, as the value of polarization at any given
moment is determined exclusively by the values of electric field
prior to this moment. Practically one has to take into account the
terms in the polarization expression up to the third order inclusively. fI,:'

8 See G. C. Baldwin, Introduction to Nonlinear Optte», Plenum Press, New
York, 1.969 and a review article by S. A. Akhmanov and R. V. Khokhlov, Soviet
Physics, Uspekhi 88, 439 (1966) and 95, 231. (1.968). Our exposition was meant
to demonstrate how an elementary description of nonlinear effects stems from
an extension of material relations added to the Maxwell equations.
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41.2. A sufficiently complete picture of the nonlinear optical effects
will be obtained if we limit the analysis to the case of

E = Eo+ Em cos rot (41.4)

where Eo and Em are constant amplitudes. Assume also

Pi = X~})EJ+ x~~lEJEk+X~Jl,EJEkEI (41.5)

Coefficients y}2) and X(3) must be symmetric in all their indices except
the first one. By substituting (41.4) into (41.5) and recalling the
abovementioned symmetry and elementary relations cos" rot =
= 1/2 (cos 2rot + 1) and cos" rot = (1/4) (cos 3rot + 3 cos rot), we
can rewrite relation (41.5) in the form

p = po + pm cos rot + p2m cos 2rot + p3m cos 3rot (41.6)

Here Po is a constant component of polarization. We shall write
these terms and briefly discuss their meaning. Note that equation
(41.5) ignores dispersion. If, however, it is taken into account, that
is, if we use expressions of the type of (41.3), we can find that after
substituting (41.4) the coefficients are represented by their Fourier
transforms and are functions of co. But in the further analysis dis
persion will be ignored although then the reader must remember that
in fact it exists.

Let us successively analyze the terms of polarization given in
(41.6). It will be convenient to begin with p2m. The corresponding
component of polarization oscillates at a frequency twice that of
the frequency of the field generating these oscillations. Such oscil
lations generate radiation at this doubled frequency, and this
radiation is observed when light is transmitted through the matter
(the second harmonics generation). It can be shown that

p~m= (1/2) x~~lEjE: + 3x~~l,EJE:Et (41.7)

We see that the effect of the second harmonic generation is made up
of two components: a quadratic component determined only by the
alternating component of the field (41.4), and a cubic component
appearing only if the field has a constant component.

A similar effect is the third harmonic generation, that is, emission
at a triple frequency represented by the term with coefficient

3m 1 v(3) n(l)E(DECI)
Pi = T l'viiAll!lj A I

Let us analyze the remaining two terms in (41.6). The constant
component is

P(O) (i)EO (2) EOEO (3) EO EOEo
i ~ Xii i + Xiik i A+ XiiAI i A I

+ (1/2) X\~lEjE: + (3/2) xijl,EJE:E~ (41.8)
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The first three terms represent the effect of static electric field. Under
certain conditions the quadratic and cubic terms are observed in
ferroelectrics. The fourth term describes constant polarization ap
pearing when the second harmonic is excited. And the last term rep
resents an additional change in static polarization in the case
when the second harmonic is excited in the presence of the constant
electric field.

And finally the component of polarization, oscillating at the same
frequency as the exciting wave, is

pr = x~J)ET+ 2x~jlEJg: + 3x~JllEJE2Er +(3/4) X~~~lEjE:Ef (41.9)
The properties of this component can be expressed in terms of the
refractive index. The first term here is already familiar. The other
two terms represent effects which were known long before the other
nonlinear optical effects were discovered. Indeed, it is clear that
their observation only requires a strong constant electric field. The
first of them corresponds to Pockel's effect (discovered in 1893):
a sufficiently strong constant electric field affects the direction of
propagation of light (affects the refractive index of the medium).
Symmetry-based arguments (which unfortunately cannot be dealt
with here) show that Pockel's effect, being a second-order effect,
can be observed only in crystals without the center of inversion
among their symmetry elements. However, if the center of inver
sion is one of the symmetry elements of the crystal, the corresponding
effect may have only the third order. It is then described by the third
term in (41.9) and is called the Kerr effect. Experimentally it is ob
served as birefringence of light waves in constant electric fields even
if in zero field the medium is isotropic. And finally, the last term
represents a change in the refractive index of the medium produced
by the wave transmitted through the medium.

All the physical effects listed above were confirmed experimental
ly. Their theoretical description requires more detailed information
on the structure of the media in which they are observed. The de
scription given above is elementary and schematic. There are also
a number of very interesting problems in nonlinear optics (such as
self-focusing of optical beams in nonlinear media) which unfortu
nately have no place in this book. I-Iowever, even a brief outline as
given above must convincingly demonstrate that the possibilities
of description of electromagnetic phenomena are greatly expanded
when the assumptions concerning the properties of media are gen
eralized (we again refer the reader to the monographs cited on p. 319).
This may be regarded as an illustration of universal nature of the
method whose foundation was laid down by Maxwell.

21-2456



We assume that the reader is familiar with the axioms of vector
space. Specifically, we assume that in space VN there are N linearly
independent vectors but that any (N + 1) vectors are linearly depen
dent (axiom of dimensions). If ei (1 ~ i ~ N) is a set of linearly
independent vectors, then an arbitrary vector x can be presented
in the form

(A.i)

Here, as throughout the book, we use Einstein's summation notation:
if an index in a formula appears twice, it means that summation is
carried out over all values of this index (i.e, from 1 to N). The set
of vectors e, is called the basis of vector space.

Let II At II == A be a square matrix, such that det (A~,) =t= 0
t t

(here the superscript enumerates the columns and subscript the rows
of matrix A). With this matrix we can go to a new basis formed by
vectors ei':

(A.2)
so that

that is
. A'i i'x t = i'X

(A.3)

(A.4)

Note that transformation (A.4) is realized by matrix A T transposed
with respect to matrix A because summation is carried out over
subscript i': By resolving equation (A.4) for variables xiI (this is
possible since det AT = det A =1= 0), we find new components of
vector x in terms of xi:

(A.5)

Elements Af make up a matrix inverse with respect to AT. According
to the definition of the inverse matrix,

A:,A:' =~~:, A:,Ar =61 (A.6)
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(A.B)

A set of linear transformations A with nonzero determinants forms
a group with standard multiplication of matrices (multiplication
is associative; for each matrix there exists an inverse; there exists
a unit element, namely, the matrix of identical transformation).
This group constitutes a group of affine transformations in vector
space.

Any physical interpretation of vector space must be based on the
fundamental fact that, as follows from (A.3), the concept of vector
is invariant. In contrast to this, the numerical description of a vector
by components Xi is meaningful only with respect to a given basis;
a change in components, given by (A.5) for a changed basis, states
that the vector itself, x, is unaltered. However, the vector is only
one example among geometrical objects of vector space, which are
independent of the choice of basis. Another example is a linear
numerical (scalar) function cp (x) defined in space V N. t In this case
we denote CPi = cP (e.) and <Pi' = <P (ei'), so that

cP (x) = «p (xiei) = XiCPi = Xi'CPi' = xi' (AI'CPi)
that is

CVi' = A'i'CPi (A.7)

Here matrix II A1, If is the same as in (A.f). Quantities <Pi are regarded
as components of a geometric object referred to as covariant tensor
of rank 1 (or covariant vector). Components x' given earlier define
a contravariant tensor of rank 1 (contravariant vector).

In a more general case a geometric object can be defined by giving

for each basis a matrix of components T~l~2···~k with components
1112" "z

corresponding to different bases related by the following trans-
formation formula:

iii; .. .ik _ AiiAi~ AikAil Ai2 Ail T~li.2' .. i.kT ' , , - · · · " ... .r JtJ2' •• Jzill,·" Jz il i2 ik i
1

i. Jl

This geometric object is called the tensor of rank k + l, k times
contravariant and l times covariant. Obviously, in the general case
a permutation of indices may modify the matrix. Therefore, we
should additionally mark the place occupied by covariant sub
scripts with respect to contravariant superscripts (for instance,
Tk~m' since in the general case T~km =1= Tk~m). This was omitted in
(A.B) in order not to encumber the formula.

The simplest tensor of rank 2 is the direct product of two vectors
whose components are given by a table of products of the type xAyl,
XkY" or XkYl (these are three different tensors, each with its own law
of transformation of components).

1 The linearity condition signifies that q> (ax + ~y) = aq> (x) + Pq> (~),
where a and' P are scalar constants.
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We shall enumerate algebraic operations over tensors. The opera
tions will be sufficiently well illustrated by formulas for tensors of
low ranks.

(1) Addition. A tensor obtained by adding the components of two
tensors with identical law of transformation has the same law of
transformation. For example, T1j + T~j = T~j.

(2) Multiplication by a scalar. Multiplication of all components of
a tensor by the same quantity (for example, a,T~~,) does not alter
the law of transformation for this tensor.

(3) Direct product of tensors. For a tensor T 1 of rank ~, k1 times
contravariant and II times covariant (so that k1 + II = ~) and a
second arbitrary tensor T 2 of rank n2' k 2 times contravariant and l2
times covariant (k2 + l2 = n2), the matrix of all possible products
of componen ts of tensor T1 by componen ts of tensor T 2 is transformed
as a tensor of rank n1 + n 2 , which is kt + k2 times contravariant
and It + l2 times covariant.

For example, from tensor components Uj"z and Vmn we can form
components Uj/vm n of the new tensor.

(4) Contraction of a tensor. If a tensor has k contravariant and l
covariant indices, a table of new components can be composed of its
components in the following manner. Let us choose those components
in which the values of one contravariant index are equal to those
of one covariant index, and form the sums of such components over
these equal indices. The set of these sums forms a new tensor which
is k - 1 times contravariant and l - 1 times covariant.

For instance, if T~l.m is a tensor, then T~~m and T~!m are also
tensors (in this case each of them retains only one index and is
transformed as a vector).

Operations of multiplication and contraction are often combined,
lor instance, umlVI == u/".

In the general case, a tensor of rank n has N" components in N
dimensional space. If its table of components has certain symmetry
properties, the components are algebraically related and the number
of linearly independent components diminishes. Thus, by definition,
a tensor is symmetric if its components are unchanged under any
permutation of indices. A completely antisymmetric tensor is the
one in which the components change sign under permutation of any
pair of indices (hence, under any odd permutation of indices). For
mula (A.8) shows that symmetry properties of a tensor are conserved
regardless of the choice of a basis.

No antisymmetric nonzero tensor of rank above N is possible in
the N-dimensional space. An antisymmetric tensor A il i2 ... iN (this
tensor is also called pseudoscalar) of the highest possible rank has
components A t 2 ••• N distinct from zero; all other nonzero com
ponents of the tensor differ from this component by a permutation of
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indices 1, 2, ... , N. If the permutation is even, the corresponding
component is equal to A 1 2 ••• N' and if the permutation is odd, the
component has the sign opposite to that of A 12 ••• N. If A 1 2 • • • N = 1,
we denote the tensor by a symbol £il i2 ••• 'N. Application of for-
mula (A.B) yields

8t'2'••. N' = det (Af,)· £12 . . •N (A.9)

In the simplest case of a rank-2 tensor Tilt having no symmetry,
we can construct from it a symmetric and an antisymmetric tensor.
Indeed, expressions

Ti~=+(Ttk+Tki)' Ti~)=+(Ttk-Tki)' Tik=TW+Ti~) (A. to)

define tensors, with TIl> = Tk'l and T~~J = - Th~). It must be
kept in mind that formulas (A.10) are applicable only to tensors of
rank 2. In more general cases, the general definition of operations of
symmetrization and alternation, not encountered in this book, have
to be used. In particular, a symmetrized product T11) and the so
called bivector T~~) can be constructed from the direct product T i'" 55

== ZiY"':
T (. ) t ( ) T(a) 1 ( ) I

ik = 2 XtYk + ZkY' , ik = 2" X'Yk - ZAY, (A.10)

Euclidean N-dimensional space E N is defined by a bilinear scalar
function in vector space V N; thus function assumes real values and
is denoted by cp (x, y) == (x, y). This function is called the scalar
product of vectors x and y, or the metric of space EN. It is assumed
that (x, y) = (y, x), Squared length of a vector is defined as (x, x) 55

55 x2
, and orthogonality of two vectors as (x, y) = O. Function

(x, y) need not be of fixed sign, so that three situations are possible
for various x: x2 > 0, x2 < 0, or x2 = O. If x2 ~ 0 for any x, the
space is called the properly Euclidean space, otherwise it is called
the pseudo-Euclidean space.

Denote (eh eJ) == gij if ei is a basis in V N. Then formula (A.2)
yields the following relations:

gi'j'= (eL" eJ') = A~,A~, (e, eJ) = Af,A~,g'J (A.i1)

The set of quantities gij is therefore the matrix of components of a
tensor which is called metric. Metric tensors are symmetric and
determine completely the metric of the space. In what follows we
assume that

det (gii) =1= 0 (A.12)
This means that EN does not contain nonzero vectors orthogonal to
all vectors of the space.

An analysis of real quadratic forms (see, for example, P. K. Rashev
sky, Rtmanian Geometry and Tensor Analysis, Gostekhizdat, 1953,
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§ 42) shows that among all possible bases in space E N there is a class
of such bases in which quadratic form x2 reduces to a sum of squares,
Such bases are called orthonormalized; the unit vectors el of the
basis satisfy the relations

er= 1 (1~i~k), ef= -1 (k+ 1~i~N)

(eh eJ) = 0 (i =¥= j) (A.13)

The vectors of the basis normalized to (+1) or (-1) are called unit
vectors or imaginary unit vectors, respectively, with the number in
each subset conserved in each orthonormal basis (the law of inertia
of quadratic forms). Thus, the following formulas hold in any ortho
normal basis:

x 2 = (X1)2+ ••. + (xk)2 _ (XII +1)2 _ ••• _ (XN)2

(x, y) = X1
yl + ... + x1l

y ll - xk+1y~+1 - ••• - XNyN (A.14)

In accordance with the tensor terminology, components xi of any
vector x, defined by the axiom of dimensions (A.1), are called contra
variant. A vector can also be defined by fixing N numbers with re
spect to any basis:

Xi = (x, e.) = xi (ej, ei) = gijXi (A.i5)

These quantities are transformed under a change of a basis by for
mulas (A.7) and are called covariant components of vector x, In
orthonormal bases formula (A.i5) takes the form

X, = guxi (without summationI) (A.i6)

It can be proved that if equations (A.15) are resolved in xi and the
solution is written in the form

xi = gi'xI (A.17)

then gf,j are components of a twice contravariant tensor. This tensor
defines the metric just as well as the one introduced earlier:

i· i·
(X,y)=g,JXy'=g'XIYJ (A.i8)

In orthonormal bases gij = gil = gii~iJ.
Formulas (A.15) and (A.17) can be called the rules of raising and

lowering of tensor indices; these rules can be extended to tensors of
arbitrary rank by writting, for example,

i i· IT.k=g'T j h, Tl h = gJ,T.k (A.19)

and so on. The corresponding formulas for orthonormalized bases
are simplified in accordance with (A.16).

In order to describe transitions from one orthonormalized basis
to another, we have to select among affine transformations all' those
which transform relations (A.13) for components gij in the former
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basis into similar relations in the new basis; in other words, (ei', ej') =
= 0 (i' =1= i'), and normalization of vectors ei' is conserved. In
order to find these transformations, we compare formulas Xi' =
= A~,Xi and Xi' = Arxi with relation (A.16). For example, the
transformation law for contravariant components can be rewritten
by applying (A.16) in the form gi'i'Xi' = giiA(Xi' that is Xi' =
= gi'i,giiAfxi, so that

Al, = gi'i,giiA( (without summationl) (A.20)

Transformations satisfying condition (A.20) are called pseudo
orthogonal. It is readily verified that they form a group. In the
case of the properly Euclidean space we obtain, recalling the argu
ments given on p. 321 (A -1 = AT), that the condition is A~, = Aii'.
Such transformations are called orthogonal.

In going from one orthonormalized basis to another by pseudo
orthogonal transformations, components gil conserve their values,
matrix II gil II remains diagonal, and its determinant det (gil) is
always equal to +1 or -1 (this depends only on the number of
imaginary unit vectors characterizing a given space). Formula (A.11)
then yields for such transformations [det (A~,)]2 = 1, that is

det (A~,) = det (Af) = ± 1 (A.21)

The first of equalities (A.21) is readily proved by using (A.20).
Pseudo-orthogonal transformations with determinant equal to +1
are called proper transformations, or rotations, and the transform
ations with determinant equal to -1 are called improper, or reflec
tion-containing transformations.

One of the important concepts in physics is that of a tensor field,
that is a tensor whose components are position functions in some
space, for example, pkl (x), Usually it is assumed that these func
tions are continuous and continuously differentiable a sufficient
number of times in a certain range of variation of arguments. In
the general case the ranges of continuity may be separated by surfaces
on which the components of the tensor may have finite discontinuit ies,
In the simplest case this is a scalar function q.> (x) defined in a given
range of vector space. Derivatives ocp/oxt can be found with respect
to any basis in this space. When the basis is changed, these deriva
tives are transformed as follows:

~ -...!=!.- oq> = A~, oq> (A.22)
fJxi ' - axi' ox! t ox f

Differentiation operators %xi thus form covariant components of
vector operator V (gradient operator, denoted more often in the text
by symbol grad), for which (V ·et) = 8/oxi • Differentiation operators
a/aXE with respect to covariant components of the argument form
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contravariant components of vector V. If we take in space in unit
vector S, the derivative in the direction of s is found from the formula

(V · s) cp == ~~ (A.23)

A number of other operators, with specific properties of trans
formation, can be formed using operator V. For example,

00 al
V 2 == Ll = gtJ

0 (A.24)
oxf Ox1

is the so-called Laplace operator. Scalar operation of divergence of a
vector field is defined by the formula

• oAf
div A == (V .A) = ax! (A.25)

The gradient operation applied to a tensor field of arbitrary rank
produces a new tensor field with a rank higher by unity than that of
the initial field, for instance, 8F'd/8xm. An analog of the divergence
operation in the general case is the contraction of a tensor field with
gradient operator, lowering the rank of a derivative of a tensor by
two, for example, 8Fkm/8xffl

•

Evidently, a scalar operation of the second order (A.24) gives a
tensor of the same rank as that of the differentiated one.

B. Vector analysis in three-dimensional
Euclidean space

Formulas of tensor calculus given in Appendix A can be easily
applied to the case of the three-dimensional proper Euclidean space E 3

Tensor indices assuming values 1, 2, 3 will be denoted, as in the
main text, by Greek letters.

Consider a completely antisymmetric tensor of the highest rank
BCt~y transformed by formula (A.9). Property (A.21) of orthogonal
transformations ensures that this tensor is completely characterized
by fixing a single of its components, for example, B123' which is
conserved (behaves as a scalar) with respect to rotations, and changes
sign under reflections. It is thus natural to call tensor Ba~'\' a pseudo
scalar. Let us assume Ba~y to be a unit pseudoscalar, that is B123 = 1.

The following relations are easily verified:

Ba~VBa.XA= 6~Br - 6~6f

Ba~VBa~A = 26l, ealJvecxav = 3! (B.1)

If A<I is a 3-dimensional vector, and Ta~ is an antisymmetric
tensor, then contraction yields the following quantities:

a. II; 1 aa * 2
A Ba.a...,=TlIy , 2 T 8 a Pv= A y (B. )
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Note that according to (A.16) there is no difference between covariant
and contravariant indices in space E s' so that anyone of the indices
can be raised or lowered without changing the meaning of the for
mulas. Taking into account formulas (A.B) and (A.9), we conclude

III •

that A y and T tiv are transformed under rotations as the components
of a vector and of an antisymmetric tensor of rank 2, respectively,

*and are multiplied by -1 under reflections. Consequently, A y is
•known as a ·pseudovector, and T e as a pseudotensor. In the three-

dimensional vector analysis, pseudovectors are often referred to as
axial vectors; correspondingly, "ordinary" vectors are sometimes
called polar vectors.

Elementary geometric arguments show that doubled bivector
(A. to') constructed of components of vectors x and y has components
2T~d numerically equal to the projections of the area of a parallelo
gram, composed of these vectors, onto coordinate planes (a, ~).

Formula (B.2) enables us to put this bivector in correspondence with
a pseudovector:

ACl' = eCl'PYTh~ = ~ ecxBv (xIlY.., - x..,YIl) = ecxPvxllY.., (B.3)

•In this case the notation A = (x X y)a serves as a definition of
components of the vector product x X y of vectors x and y.

Definition (B.3) easily yields the well-known properties of the
product of three vectors. Thus, for example,

a- (b X c) = aa (b X c)a = Baf3vaabacy (B.4)

From Ba,fivaa,b pC y = B~aVa f3ba,c y = - ea~vba,a pC v (here the first
relation is obtained by permutation of summation indices, and the
second follows from antisymmetry of tensor Ba~y) and, similarly,
from Ba~Yaabf3cv = B'Yf3aa"bpca. = -eaPYca,bpa", we obtain

a·(b X c) = b·(c X a) = c-Ia X b)

Similarly, we can derive

a X (b X c) = b (a-e) - c (a-b)

(B.5)

(B.6)

The operation of antisymmetrization over tensor indices will be
denoted by bracketing these indices. Namely,

1 m 1", pi m
X[il • • • Xim] = mr LJ ± XiI··· Xim

(P)

Here summation is carried out over all possible ml permutations P
of indices it, ... , im ; in each summand, obtained by an even per
mutation from some arrangement of indices chosen to be initial,
the plus sign is taken, and the minus sign is taken in the case of an
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odd permutation. If a == dx and h === dy are infinitesimal displace
ments originating at a point on a two-dimensional surface (J and
lying in a tangent plane to this surface, formula (B.3) defines the
area of an oriented infinitesimal element of this surface:

doa = ea ll y dxU~ dy y ] (B.7)

Similarly, formula (B.4) gives the oriented 3-dimensional volume
for noncoplanar displacements a = dx, b = dy, C = dz:

*dV = eally dx[a. dyp dzV] (B.8)

We specify the right-handed orientation to be positive throughout
the exposition. Absolute values of area (~a I dcP 12)1/2 and volume
I dV* I are independent of the choice of orientation.

Consider now vector fields in space E 3 and differential operations
applied to these fields.

The results for operations grad, div, and div grad given in for
mulas (A.22)-(A.25) are extended in a straightforward manner to
the particular case E 3. In Cartesian coordinates the Laplacian is

. a2 {)2 82

~==dlvgrad=-{)2 +-{)2 +-{)2 (B.9)
Xl X2 x 3

One specific feature of the three-dimensional space is the possibility
of defining a pseudovectorial operation curl similarly to the given
above definition of the vector product of two vectors. By combining
components %xrx of operator grad and components bf3 of an arbitrary
differentiable vector field b in Cartesian coordinates, we can form
quantities

abf3 iJba.
oxa. - ox f3

which constitute components of an antisymmetric tensor of rank 2.
By using the general rule (B.2) we define a field

AY = .!. eva f3 ( {)b
f3

_ lJba. ) = 8 vall 8b
ll'

(B.10)
2 lJxa. axil axa.

*This field A y transforms as a pseudovector and is called the curl
(or vortex) of vector field b. The corresponding notation is

1v= (curl b)" (B.11)

The tensor notation of differential operations, which we have
chosen, makes it possible to derive readily and in a single-valued
manner all standard formulas of vector analysis, with the character
of transformation of the introduced quantities being clear at all
stages of transformation.
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For example, if b = grad cp, then

AY = 8yap 02cp == 0
{)x a 8x~

(because iJ2/iJxa 8x f3 is symmetric in indices ex and ~, and 8"a~ is
antisymmetric), that is

Further,

that is

curl grad cp == 0 (B.12)

(B.141)

(B.14 2)

(B.14 3)

(B.11),

(B.15)

div curl b = 0 (B.13)

If cp and '\j) are scalar functions, then elementary apphcation of the
formula for differentiation of a product and of the basic definitions
given above yields '

grad (cp'¢) = cp grad 'I' + 'I' grad cp

div (cpa) = cp diva + (grad qi-a)

curl (cpa) = cp curl a + grad qi-a

Note that as follows from formulas (B.1), (B.10), and

8bv obP ob~
evats (curl b)V = e...,a~8YJ.LV-- = -- - -A.-

{)xJ.L {)xa ox~

This relation can be used to derive the expression for grad (a- b).
First, we calculate grad (a2) = grad (attaa). The expression for
components is

1 0 (aaaa) = aa oaa = au ( 8a
a

_ {)a
f3 ) +aa oa

B

"2 {Jx fi {)xfi {}xp {}x(X, {)x(X,

" {fa
fi

= ac£evPa (curl a) + aa -a,-
{Jx

that is, with the frequently used notation
a

aa, - == (8· grad)-i}xa,
(B.16)

and formula (B.3), we obtain

~ grad (a2) = a X curl a+ (a. grad) a (B.17)

By applying formula (B.17) to grad [(8 + b)2] and using linearity
of operation grad, we readily obtain

grad (8·b).= a X curl b + b X curl a

+ (a-grad) b + (h-grad) a (B.18)
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(B.20')

The following formulas of vector analysis are often used:

div (a X b) = h-curl a - a-curl b (B.19)

curl (a X b) = (h-grad) a - (a- grad) b + a div b - b diva (B.20)

The derivation of the last relation is as follows:

curl; (0 X b) = 8'11AlC~ (0 X b)" = 8'11~lC8lCJl.P -;; (alJ.bp )ax ax
=a obp +b aav -b aay -a 8b"

'Y 8xP P 8xP "ax~ ~ 8x~

Here we have used the first of formulas (B.1).
Formula (B.19) is proved in a similar manner. We can also prove

a relation valid only in Cartesian coordinates:

curl curl a === grad diva - div grad 8 (B.21)

Formula (B.20') shows that a pseudovectorial operation curl
applied to pseudovector a X b yields a polar vector written in the
right-hand side of (B.20'). Of course, a similar result will be obtained
for curl of any pseudovector, as well as for the "vector product" of

*a vector by a pseudovector. Indeed, if B"Iv = (1/2) EALXb ..X' where
bl,'H, = -b~l" then the first of equations in (B.1) readily gives, for

*example, curl~ B = i}bJ!y'/i}x~. In all such cases it is sufficient to
find whether spatial reflection reverses the sign of the expression of
interest. For example, if the right-hand side of equality curl 8 = b
is known to be a polar vector, we conclude that a is a pseudovector.

The main role in the theory of vector fields is played by the integral
theorems formulated below.

Consider first 8: three-dimensional region V bounded by a closed
two-dimensional surface 0, and specify the positive direction of' a
unit normal n at each point of this surface as that toward the region
in space external with respect to the volume under consideration.

The flux of vector field a across surface o is defined by the expression

~o n da == ~ an da

A definition of the divergence operation div 8 independent of the
preliminary choice of coord inate system in space E 3 can be_given
in terms of the flux of the vector field. Let us surround an arbitrary
point x in space by a closed surface 0; the volume within this surface
will be denoted by V. If surface a is contracted to point x so that
V -+ 0, the definition will take the form

lim ~ k. an do = div 0 (x) (B.22)
v ..0 ~
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It is proved in the courses of vector analysis that in Cartesian
coordinates definition (B.22) leads to formula (A.25) used earlier,
that is diva = oaa./8xa (the necessary condition is that field a
should have continuous partial derivatives with respect to all coor
dinates in the region where its divergence is considered).

The Gauss theorem. If field a (x) has continuous (or piecewise con
tinuous) divergence diva (x), then in any region V with boundary a

~a.ndO'= JdivadV (B.23)
v

In complete analogy to the conventional proof of this theorem,
we can derive a formula for tensor field Ta.f, (x):

~ TCI~np dO' = r orx-: dV \ (B.23').J ox
Let us take now a closed linear contour s in space E 3' with a fixed

direction of circling the contour, that is with a positive direction of
tangent vectors, and an arbitrary two-dimensional surface (J' bounded
by this contour. One of the two possible directions of the normal to
surface (J at any point on this surface can be chosen as positive. The
normal will be considered positive if its direction is related to the
positive direction of circling the contour by the right-handed screw .
rule.

The circulation of vector field a along a closed contour s is defined by

~ a·sds=: ~ as ds (B.24)
,

The concept of circulation makes it possible to define operation
curl a without resorting to Cartesian coordinates. Namely, if con
tour 8 is contracted to point x lying on the mentioned surface 0',
then by definition

curl, a = lim+k, a-s ds (B.25)
8-+0 !

The left-hand side is the projection of curl a on normal n to surface (J

at point x. Surface (J passing through point x can be chosen arbitrary,
so that formula (B.25) determines at the same time the projection of
curl a on any direction at point x, that is completely defines vector
curl 8. We have fixed the positive orientation in E a in advance, so
that curl a is also defined as a pseudovector. It can be shown that in
Cartesian coordinates relation (B.25) yields the definition of curl
used earlier and given in formulas (B.10) and (B.11).

The Stokes theorem. If region S on surface 0' is bounded by a con
tour s, then

~ a.sds= ) curl a-n do
, B

(B.26)
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where the unit normal n to the surface is in the positive direction
of the unit vector of the tangent to contour s.

Green's formula. Let vector 8 in formula (B.23) have the form
I a = 'I' grad cp. Using for div 8 formula (B.142) , we obtain

JN.1cp + (grad", ·grad cp)} dV = ~ '" :: do (B.27)

where derivative 8cp/8n is defined by (A.23). Permute symbols cp
and 1P in formula (B.27) and subtract the thus obtained equation
from (B.27) term by term. As a result, we obtain

J(",.1cp-cp.1",)dV=~ ('" ~~ -cp ~~) do (B.28)

This relat}on is called Green's formula; it has important applications
in the theory of integration of equations in partial derivatives.

c. Basic formulas for delta fundlon and Its derivatives

The exposition of the properties of the delta function as given
below is not mathematically rigorous. The readers wishing to find
rigorous proofs of these properties must turn to special treatises".

We begin with one-dimensional argument x. Formally delta
function 61'%\- ~) can be defined by the following equation:

J{,(x-£)f(x)dx=/(£) (C.1)

It can be shown, however, that there is no such a position function
6 (x - ~) which would satisfy equation (C.1). But there exist in
finite sequences of functions {CPn (x)}, such that equation (C.1) is
satisfied in the following sense:

nl~~ JCPn (x - £)f (x) dx = / (£) (C.2)

Nevertheless, property (C.1) is often formulated in terms of an
"improper" function fJ (x - ~) equal to zero at x =1= S and tending
to infinity at x = ~, so that

J{, (x-£) dx= 1

Although relation (C.1) is mathematically incorrect, it can never
theless be used for symbolic derivation of further properties of delta
function, which can be rigorously substantiated (see references
cited above).

2 See, for example, I. M. Gelfand and G. E. Shilov, Generalized Functions,
vol. 1: Properties add Operators, Academic Press, New York, 1964, and
M. J. Lighthill, Introduction to Fourier A nalust» and Generalized Functions,
Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1958.
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Integrating (C.2) by parts, we obtain
b b bJ!(x)iJll(;;;) dx=!(x)6(x-s)l- J6(x-s) ;~ dx
a a a,

= - :~ /x=E (C.3)

Here we assume a < ~ < b. In fact, (C.3) must be regarded as a
definition of the derivative of delta function iJfJ (x - s)/iJx.

Similarly,
b

J! (x) 6<n) (x-s) dx= (-it !<n) @ (a < S< b) (C.4)
a

Standard rules of change of the integration variable yield

() (-x) == () (x), fJ' (-x) == -fJ' (x) (C.5)
In addition,

Besides,
x{) (x) == 0

6 (ax) = I~~)

(C.6)

(C.7)

Let interval a < x < b contain simple roots x, of equation
q> (x) == O. In this case

In particular,
~( 2_ 2)_B(x-a)+B(x+a)
u X a - 21al

(C.8)

(e.9)

Relation (C.8) is not valid in the case of multiple roots.
For a symbolic derivation of formula (C.8) consider the case of

a single root x == Sof equation q> (x) == 0 in the indicated interval.
By introducing a new variable 'P.instead of x, we obtain
b

Jj(x)6[cp(x)]dx= J f(q» 6[Ip]dlp= I:(~)I II cp' (x) I q>=O
a

f (x) I
- I <p' (x) I x== ;

In the n-dimensional case formula (C.1) transforms to

Jdx, ... Jdxn6(xj-Sh ... ,Xn-~n)!(Xt'" .,xn)=!(St, "',Sn)
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We can set

Appendlz

n

6(Xl-~t' •.. ,Xn-~n)= [J B(Xk-Sk)
k=l

(C.10)

Denote the Fourier transform of function I by (,F'/) (A) (here A
is the argument of function IFf). The definition of the Fourier trans
form (ffB) (x) of delta function follows from a formal equality

(C.11)

(C.12)

(C.13)

By (A, x) we denote the scalar product in the argument space. As

(fff) (A) = Jei(A. x>f (x) dnx

(C.t1) can be rewritten in the form

JJei(A. x>B (A-S) f (x) rJ,nx dnA

= Jdnxj (x) [ JdnAei(A. x>6 (A -S)J
A comparison of (C.11) and (C.12) yields

(ffcS,) (x) = ei(~, x)

where cS; == B (A - s). In particular, !rcSo = 1. Therefore, in
n-dimensional space the inverse Fourier transform ff-1 with the
normalizing factor is written in the form

6 (S-A) = 6dA) = (2~)n Jei(~-A. x> dnx (C.14)

Note that the concept of delta function is related to the descrip
tion of a pointlike charge, and the concept of derivatives of delta
function-to the description of pointlike multipoles (cf. § 11).

D. Integration over hypenurfaces
In the Minkowskl space

1. Let us define function p (;) as in § 23. Consider a hypersurface
~ from a family of timelike hypersurfaces in the Minkowski space,
defined by the equations of the type p (;) = const (so that gradient
op/8xr , being normal to the hypersurface, is a spacelike vector).

Denote by -p a unit vector of the norma] to hypersurface ~, and
~ -+

by 'V = u/c a unit timelike tangent to this hypersurface at one of its
points (Fig. 47).
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Let us assume that an infinitesimal element d}:' I of hypersurface ~

at point -; is oriented in direction -p (this condition will prove
-+

convenient). We can write then d}:,r = -Pr d~. Let dx be an infinite-
simal displacement along p, so that dx r = p" dl, Consider a 4-dimen

sional volume dO of a cylinder with generatrix d;; the base of the
cylinder is ~ 3-dimensional element of hypersurface d~r. Clearly,

dO = d~ dl (D.i)

The same volume dQ can be calculated somewhat differently (Fig. 48).

Consider a spacelike hypersurface Il passing through point -; and

I

Fig. 47 Fig. 48

n

defined by the equation (d;,~) = O. Vector plies in hyperplane TI.
Volume dO can now be sliced into hyperplanes parallel to TI, having

a common timelike normal ;: Element de' of hyperplane n can be
-+ -+-+

found as follows. Since R = p (v + p), the projection of this vector
onto hyperplane Il is »; = pp. Let us change to the rest frame at

-+

point x. In this frame element do' is found simply as an element
of 3-dimensional volume in hyperplane Il , By introducing 3
dimensional Cartesian coordinates in this hyperplane, we can
transform to spherical coordinates, with radius vector coinciding

with R; and angles '6 and q> defined in the standard manner. In this
spherical coordinate system dcr' = p2 dp dt», where doo = sin '6' d'6' dep,
and an element of 4-volume takes the form

dQ = p2 dp dID ds (D.2)
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where ds is an infinitely small displacement in the direction of vector
; orthogonal to II. As the four-dimensional volume is invariant under
the Lorentz transformations, it is numerically equal to the right
hand side of (D.2) in any reference frame. Furthermore, it is clear
that to within infinitesimals of higher orders expressions (D.1) and
(D.2) must coincide. The first of them is obtained by slicing the
volume by a family of timelike hypersurfaces p = const, while the
second results from slicing the same volume into a fan1ily of three
dimensional spacelike hyperplanes parallel to hyperplane n.

On the other hand, if we return to formula (D.i), we can write

dp = I:~ dx
rI= dl I:~ pr I

that is
dQ= d~ dp (D.3)

I 8p rl
8x r p

By equating the right-hand sides of (D.2) and (D.3), we obtain a
definition of the three-dimensional element d~ of timelike surface ~:

d1: = I::r pr Ip2dCiJ ds (D.4)

This formula was used in § 23.
2. In the instantaneously co-moving reference frame quantities pa,

are the cosines of the angles formed by a unit three-dimensional
vector p with axes ex of the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate
system, that is pI = sin ~ cos~, p2 = sin '6' sin~, p3 = cos ~_

In addition, rpCl.ppdCiJ = - 43n 6r (D.5)

where, according to the rule of lowering spacial indices in space
time, we have taken into account that p ~ = _pfJ. As everywhere
in the book,

ds» = sin '6' d'6' dt, 1dCiJ = 421 (D.6)

Any integral of a product of an odd number of components pa, equals
zero. Denote spatial components of vector; in an arbitrary reference
frame by p'a. As pO = 0, transformation formulas (5.12) take the
form p'a = pa + (y - 1) P-Iv lp. By taking into account that

v

p · v = ~p'VvY = - ~p yVY, we therefor~ obtain
a

p'ap~=papf)+(y_1)2 V v~P VyvOpYpo

VaVy vpvY
-(,\,-1) V2 pYPfi- (,\, - 1) ---;r papy
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Integrate both parts of this equation over dto (solid anglo in tho
rest frame of reference) and use (D.S). The last threo terms givo

4; v::8 multiplied by (1' - 1)2 + 2 (1' - 1) = 1'2 - 1 = 1'2~1, that

is 4; u::Il. In this calculation we have to take into account that

v2 == ~(V,\,)2 = - ~vvv'V. Hence (dropping primes in the left
hand side),

l ex. r d 4n (~a. ua.Uf))P = J papa W = --3- up --c-I-

-.-+ uP
As up = 0, we obtain Po=- -0 Pp, whence

u

r uP a. r 2 d t _ 6/a.J Popu. dw = - --uo I P and J Po ro - (uO)1 Ua,U P

By using these formulas we easily find that

r ~ 4n (~k Ui uk )J PiP dto = -3 Ui -cr (D.7)

Integrals of products of an odd number of components of 4-vector pi
vanish; this is obvious from the given above formula for Po and from
the derivation of the formula for la.

The relativistic invariance of (D.7)
is explained as follows. While the

components of vector; are taken in an
arbitrary reference frame, integration
is always carried out over an element
of solid angle taken in the instanta
neous co-moving frame of reference.
In §§ 15 and 23 we have used pre
cisely this way of calculating the in te
grals.

3. A volume element of light
cone is defined as follows. Consider
first a hypersphere with a space
like radius given by the equation

11.2 = -"-.2. An element of volume of this hypersphere is d~m =
- Rm-

= r" d~ = T d~ (here r" is a unit vector of the normal). Consider
-.

now an arbitrary hyperplane with spacelike unit normal n. An element
of volume of this hyperplane is d~m = nm

d~. Use the relation
-+~ - 1 -+-+ - \

d~ = (nr) d~ = T (nR) d~ which means that d~ is defined as a

projection of element d~m onto hyperplane (Fig. 49). Denote dr ==

22*
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== d2/'A. The preceding relation then yields

dr= d!=~ (D.B)
A 1;;1

The left-hand side of (D.B) is independent of the direction of vector
-+
n and therefore the right-hand side is equally independent of the
choice of this vector. Furthermore,

df;m = R mzr~ R~ (D.9)
InRI

This last formula is independent of 'A and so remains valid when
-+

'A -+ 0, that is for R2 = O. In this case it can be applied to integration
over the light cone.

Note also that formula (D.9) can be obtained in an absolutely
similar manner by usinghyperspheres with timelike radius and,

correspondingly, hyperplanes with timelike normals. Vector ;; in
the right-hand side of this formula can therefore be absolutely arbit
rary (it cannot be only a light vector).

4. Throughout the book we operate with the Minkowski space
metric defined by values goo = 1, gaa = -1, gih = 0 for i =1= k.
Often the authors use an inverse metrics: gik = -gik' so that ds'2 =
= _ds2 = dr2 - c2 dt 2 • It will be of use to compare expressions for
electromagnetic field parameters written with these two metrics
Assume that physical quantities cp and A are given as functions of
coordinates and time. Hereafter we shall prime four-dimensional
tensors resulting from the chosen metrics gik. Formulas (7.3) give
relations between four-dimensional quantities and functions cp and A
in metric gik. Usually, when metric gik is used, one assumes <D~

= <D m and s'm =" sm, whence
<D,m = g,mn<D~ = _ gmn<I>n = _ <t>m

that is <1>'0 = cp and <1>'a = ACX. Further,

F' _ a<I>~ _ a«D;" = 8<J)n _ 8<I>m = F
mn - 8x m ax'"' 8xm oxn mn

F,mn = g,mag'nbF~b = gmagnbFab = Fmn

and «: ImaF' maF r:on=g an= -g an= - on

In metric g,-If,

In metric gil
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At the same time, wave equations for potentials have the same form
in both metrics, that is

A quantity

9,mn = F'maF~. n + 1g,mn(F~bF'ab)

= -{F"aF~n+1gmn (FabFab)} = - Tmra

where r mn coincides with that in (10.19), is often chosen for the
energy-momentum tensor of electromagnetic field. The law of energy
momentum conservation for electromagnetic field takes the form

a9'mn lJTmn
---=08x n 8xn

E. Application of the Fourier transform
to wave equations

In this section we consider, as a supplement to § 13, the solution
of wave equation by using the theory of functions of complex variables.
We shall need formulas of expansion of functions into the Fourier
integrals. These formulas are employed in the main text of the book
in a number of calculations.

In this section the wave equation will be written in the form more
general than in § 13, namely, not for the case of the vacuum but
for an arbitrary uniform isotropic medium, with no specific system
of units chosen in advance:

Here
(

1 (J'~)
&-7 iJtt ~(r, t)= -g(r, t) (E.1)

v=a/Ve~ (E.2)

With an appropriate choice of the right-hand side, g, function 1J'
may represent, as in § 13, any Cartesian component of potentials or
strengths of electromagnetic field.

Consider a homogeneous equation (g == 0). Direct substitution
readily confirms that function

~ (r, t) = A (k, CJ» ei(k·r-CI>t) (E.3)

in which amplitude A is independent of coordinates and time (fre
quency ro in this formula may be considered both positive and
negative) and is a solution of the homogeneous equation provided

k 2 = (iJ2/V2 (E.4)
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Solution (E.3) is called the plane wave with wave vector k. It can be
assumed for a very wide class of functions", (r, t)- that they can be
expanded into the Fourier integral:

+00

1P (r, t) = Jd3k J ds» A (k, (0)ei(k·r-rot) (E.5)
-00

If at the same time (E.4) is satisfied (it can be taken into account
by including delta function B (k 2 - (j)2/V2) into the integrand on the
right-hand side of (E.5»), (E.5) will also be a solution of the homo
geneous wave equation. This is clear from the formula for delta
function (C.6). Further below formula (E.5) will be used to solve
other equations as well, when condition (E.4) does not hold.

If function 'I' is real, that is 'I' = "'. (here and in subsequent for
mulas the asterisk denotes complex conjugation), equation (E.5)
shows that necessarily

A * (-k, -(0) = A (k, (0) (E.6)

We shall try to find a solution of the inhomogeneous wave equa
tion for unbounded space in the form of (13.13). Of principal impor
tance here is the property of Green's function G given by equation
(13.12). Taking into account that Fourier expansion (E.5) is -valid
for functions satisfying a very wide spectrum of conditions, we can
write Green's function in the form

G (r-r', t- t') = Jd3k Jdi»g (k, (0)eik.(r-r')e-iro(t-t') (E.7)

Delta function in the right-hand side of the equation defining the
fundamental solution also can be written, via formula (C.14), in the
form of the Fourier integral. Substituting these expansions and
using (13.12), we obtain

1 1
g (k, (0) = (2n)' ks-wt/vl (E.8)

Function g (k, co) has a singularity when k satisfies condition (E.4).
Integral over Cl) in (E.7) has the form

+00

I (k) = J
-00

e-ic.>(t-t')

kS-ws/v"
(E.9)

We demand that function G satisfy the causality condition in the
form

G = 0 for t < t' (E.10)

Recall that t is the time of observation and t' is the time of emission
of an electromagnetic pulse by a source. Requirement (E.10) can be
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t>f'

Fig. 50

c

used to calculate integral (E.g) via the theory of residues. The into
grand in this integral is regular for any complex (0, with the exception
of two poles (0 = ±vk. If t > t' and (0 = (01 + i(02' where (01 and
W 2 are real, then e-ioo(t-t') = e-i oo l l t - t ' l em 2It- t ' l , with (02 (t - t f

) < 0
in the lower halfplane of complex variable (0 (i.e. for (02 < 0). Hence,
if the integration path is chosen as
a segment of real axis subtending
the semicircle in the lower halfplane,
the integral over this semicircle will - .......-----+0----...
contain a factor decreasing exponen
tially when 1 (02 I -+ 00 and therefore
vanishes in this limit. A similar con
dition is fulfilled for t < t' for a path
with subtending semicircle drawn in
the upper halfplane. For condition
(E.10) to be satisfied, the integrand
must have no singular points inside
this upper contour. Therefore we shift
the indicated poles by an infinitesimal distance downward of the
real axis, assuming (0 = ±vk - ie, and calculate the integral in
the limit e -+ 0 and for the lower-halfplane semicircle subtending
the contour infinitely expanded (Fig. 50). The Cauchy integral for
mula yields

(E.11)

where T = t - t'. By using (E.7), (E.8), and (E.11) in the integra
tion over angles, we obtain

00

G= (2;)'" Jd3keik •R J (k) = 2:'R Jdksin kR sin vkT
o

Here, as usual, R == r - r'. Now we recall that the integrand is
even in k, and integrate from - 00 to + 00. By denoting vk == S,
we write

+00
G=_f_ r dt[ei;(T-R/")_ei~(T+R/V)]= _f_ 6 (T _!l..)

8n2R j ~ 4nR u
-00

Here we have used formula (C.14) and the fact that ~ (T + Rlv) == O.
We have arrived at an expression for Green's function completely

identical to formula (13.12') derived in § 13 for a particular case
v = c. The second derivation given above is of interest owing to
the application of the methods of the theory of functions of complex
variables to express the causality condition (E.10).
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Expansion into the Fourier integral (E.5) for solution", and source
g of the nonhomogeneous wave equation are often used throughout
the book. In a number of cases, however, it is sufficient to use only
the expansion in time argument. This means that formula (E.5) is
written in the form

+00

'" (r, t) = J"'01 (r) e- i Qlt dCil
-00

(E.12)

With the normalizing factor taken into account, the inverse Fourier
transform can also be written:

+00

"'01 (r) - 2~ J '" (r, t) ei Qlt
dt

-00
(E.13)

It will be instructive to return to (E.12) and analyze a solution of
the inhomogeneous wave equation in unbounded space, obtained,
in fact, by separating the variables. By substituting expansion
(E.12) and a similar expansion of function g into (E.1) we obtain
a differential equation for the Fourier amplitudes "'0) (r) and go> (r):

( L\+ :: ) "'01 = - gQl (E.14)

called the Helmholtz equatton.is: solution of this equation must again
be sought via an appropriate Green's function G (r, r') which in
this case must satisfy the condition

"'01 (r) ~ JG (r, r') gil (r') dV'

with

(~ + k2
) G (r, r') = -6 (r - r')

It can be shown that

G= 4~R e±ikB

Consequently,

11-1 () t r go> (r') e±ikR dV'
'Yft) r = 4n J R

and, according to (E.12),

t \ gO) (r')'I' (r, t) = 4n J R e-i(o>t±kR) dV' dro

(E.15)

(E.16)

(E.17)

(E.18)

(E.19)
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If the origin of the time axis is displaced by R/v and we use function
g (r, t) again, formula (E.19) is easily rewritten in the form

1J' (r, t) = 4~ J g (r', t: R/v) dV'

The values t + R/v are advanced with respect to the observation
time t, and so the physical condition of causality necessitates the
choice of the lower sign. We have thus derived again retarded solu
tions of the type already analyzed in § 13.

It should be useful to compare the above derivation with the
Fourier expansion in all variables (i.e, t and r), employed earlier
in this section. It will be possible, for example, to give a substan
tiation to formula (E.17). This is offered to the reader as an excercise.
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Boltzmann, of radiation, 168
Coulomb, 17, 214
conservation, integral, 84

angular momentum, 87
charge, 18, 27
energy, 40, 87, 161f, 175, 205
energy-momentum, 58, 82, 11G
mass, 70
momentum, 59, 87

of electromagneti c induction, 21
differential form, 22

Faraday, 259, 271
Hook, generalized, 252
of intensity, t62
Kirchhoff, 167ff

first, 261
second, 261f

Laplace (see Ampere law)
Newton, 55f

third, 100
Ohm, 26, 34, 41, 263, 272, 274, 285

generalized, 254
Snellius, 151
Shell, of reflection and refrac

tion, 143
Stefan-Boltzmann (see Boltzmann

law of radiation)
Wien displacement, t52, 169, 171f

leading center, 197, 206, 208
light beam(s), 161
light cone, 52
Lorentz group

complete, 54
proper, 54

Magnetic constant, 20
magnetic diffusion, 274
magnetic field, 19

static, 19
in continuous media, 254ft

magnetic field strength, 20
magnetic flux, 21

(density (see magnetic induction)
magnetic induction, 20
magnetic mirror, 276
magnetic moment, 19
magnetic permeability, 254
magnetic pressure, 276
magnetic surface charge, 280
magnetic susceptibility, 282
magnetic-type field, 32
magnetic viscosity, 275
magnetization, 20, 24

current density, 284
mass, electromagnetic, 180
medium(a)

anisotropic, 26, 301ff
continuous, 225ff
diamagnetic, 26
dustlike, 71
homogeneous, 25
isotropic, 25, 139ff
material, 13, 65

metric, 325
moment

dipole, 94, 101, 134
magnetic, 101, 137
quadrupole, 93, 137

momentum, 33ff
motion, hyperbolic, 183
motion of particle, nearly periodic,

211

Natural line width, 184
nonlinear optics, 40

Ohm, 255
operator

gradient, 327
Laplace, 328

opt ical length, 162
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oscillation(s), Larmor, 206
oscillator strength, 307

Paramagnetic medium, 26
permeability, 25, 34

of empty space (see magnetic con
stant)

relative, 26
permittivity, 25, 34

of empty space (see electric con
stant)

relative, 26
plane, polarization, 141
plasma, 270
polarization, 236
potential(s), 27ft

Coulomb gauge, 218, 220
of elementary layer, 93
Gibbs thermodynamic, 253
Lienard-VViechert, 103ft, 109, 116,

118
multipole, 89f
retarded, 107
scalar, 28
scalar magnetic, 102
vector, 28, 102

power radiation, 137
principle

Babinet, 157
causality, 39, 52
Einstein, correspondence, 55
Fermat, variational, 163£
Huygens, 152ff, 158
Onsager, 268
relativity, 45ft
superposition, 17, 230
variational, 71f, 77

for electromagnetic field, 75ft
problem

Dirichlet, 153
Kepler, 214, 216
Neumann, 153

pseudoscalar, 328

Quadrupole, 97
quantization, Bohr-Sommerfeld, 292ft

Radiance, 167
radiation

blackbody, 169
bremsstrahlung, 127
scattering and absorption, 183ft
spectral composition, 183ff
synchrotron, 128

radiative reaction, 175ft
radius

classical, of particle, 188
Larmor, 195, 207

reflection, 139ft
refraction, 139ft
relation,

Biot-Savart (see Ampere law)
dispersion, Kramers-Kronig, 306
Green reciprocity, 229f
Onsager, reciprocal, 265

renormalization, 178
resistance, 255
resonance, cyclotron, 198
resona tor, 298
rest mass, 56
rule, right-hand screw, 19, 43

Scattering, 190
differential cross section, 188
Rayleigh, 191

self-inductance, 257
shift of spectral line, Doppler, 184, 193
space

Euclidean, 328ft
Minkowski, 116, 121, 182f, 201f, 336
properly Euclidean, 325
pseudo-Euclidean, 325

spacelike hypersurface, 52
space-time interval, 47
superconductivity, 288
surface charge density, 49
susceptibility

dielectric, 25
magnetic, 25

system of units
CGS, 227
CGSM, 227
electromagnetic (emu), 23
electrostatic (esu), 23
Gaussian, 23f, 59, 65, 68, 78, 165

194ft, 220, 226, 297
Heaviside-Lorentz, 24, 136
international (SI), 23, 68, 74, 226f

Temperature of radiation, 166
temsor(s)

addition, 324
angular momentum, 82
conductivity, 26
contraction, 324
direct product of; 324
energy-momentum, 82f, 85, 89, 116,

120
field, 60, 69. 199
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tensor
induction, 66f
Maxwell stress, 35, 37f, 86, 98, 128,

234, 244, 275
of moments, 67
multiplication by a scalar, 324
polarizability, 234
spin, 82

tensor field, 327
test source, 13
theorem

Ampere, 282ft
Earnshaw, 233
Euler, 221
Gauss, 33, 76f, 83f, 91, 120, 155,

162, 220, 231f, 238, 242, 245,
256, 272, 333

integral, 37f, 43
Green, 155
Larmor, 221ff
Lagrange, 163
Noether, 81ff, 87

first, 82
Stokes, 21, 24, 163, 213, 256, 273,

333
Thomson, 232f
Van-Leeuwe-Terletsky, 277
virial, 221

theory
of diffraction" 152ft
London, 293

time, proper, 52
timelike curve, 52
transform, Fourier, 185, 189, 303, 312,

320, 336, 341ft
transfonnationts)

gauge, 29,.72, 218
Galilean, 51, 55, 74, 149
inversion, 54
Lorentz, 45ft. sse, 59, 67, 70, 74,

81f, 84, 114, 199, 270, 338
infinitesimal, 54
partial 48, 61f, 65, 149ft

orthogonal, 327

transformations(s)
space-time reflection, 54
spatial reflection, 54
time reflection, 54

Variation in form, 79
vector

Abraham, 179, 182
axial, 329
circulation, 333
contravariant, 323
covariant, 323
energy-momentum, 86
extremal, of functional, 81
four-dimensional current, 59
Hertz, 27ff, 32, 138, 300

electric, 301
magnetic, 301

polar, 329
Poynting, 34, 36, 86, 124, 144f, 162,

165, 311
Schott, 179

velocity
group, 149, 310, 313
phase, 310, 313

volt, 255

Wave(s)
Alfven, 317
electromagnetic, 295ft
extraordinary, 309
magnetoacousttcal, 318
MHD, 313ff
ordinary, 309
plane, 139ff
spherical, 139

wavefront, 161
waveguide. 295ff, 298
wave packet, 312
world line, 52

Zone(s)
Fresnel, 152
short-range, 133f
wave, 133
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